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SUMMARY REPORT OF A SELF-STUDY OF GRADUATE EDUCATION 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 

A number of familiar but unresolved dilemmas mark graduate education in the 

United States. Reports of oversupplies of newly-minted Ph.D.s and their unemployment 

vie with predictions of shortages of Ph.D.-trained instructors as the current professoriate 

ages and retires. The mission of graduate education is the production of the next 

generation of cutting-edge university scholars and teachers, yet graduate programs enroll 

large numbers of students for other purposes: faculty prefer to teach graduate students, 

and faculty recruitment and retention—and university reputations thereby—rest on 

having critical masses of doctoral students; graduate students help to further faculty 

research and undergraduate education; and outside agencies, such as the federal 

government and private foundations, encourage and subsidize expanded graduate student 

enrollments to meet perceived national needs.  

Similarly, the length of time required to train graduate students properly is widely 

recognized, yet pressure mounts to reduce time-to-degree. The regimens for preparing 

professional scholars vary significantly across disciplines.  Professors have proprietary 

rights over degree requirements within disciplines, and one-to-one relationships between 

students and mentors matter critically; these beliefs and sentiments, however, frequently 

collide with the regulatory, administrative and fiscal imperatives of universities. Selecting 

students who will succeed in doctoral studies is more art than science and attrition rates 

remain high—with substantial waste in faculty effort and university resources. Graduate 

education, in general, is a high cost endeavor. 
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These are some of the issues that all universities confront in designing and 

delivering graduate education. At the University of Pennsylvania, there are additional 

challenges. The University has a highly decentralized, federal system of governance for 

graduate education.  Rules and regulations are set and degrees certified by a central body, 

the Graduate Council of the Faculties under the Provost’s Office, but administrative and 

financial responsibility devolves to the nine schools of the University where the sixty-

four separate doctoral programs are housed.  Practices and performance vary widely and 

developing a comprehensive overview of graduate education at the University has been 

problematic. A systematic, concerted review of doctoral studies, not coincidentally, has 

not been conducted in more than thirty years. Moreover, in the last decade, a great deal of 

attention has been devoted to undergraduate education at the University.   

Over the past ten years, Penn has established itself as a top-ten -- even top-five --

undergraduate institution. Several of the University’s professional schools are also 

securely ranked near the top of their peer groups. While universities are not ranked in 

across-the-board fashion in graduate studies, many individual doctoral programs at Penn 

are highly rated and respected. On an overall basis, the University would probably rank 

between top ten and top twenty as a producer of the most stellar new scholars.  

Building on that strong base, Penn aspires to make substantial gains in the next 

decade. Graduate education has been identified as a key priority of the new strategic plan. 

Sure marks of achieved excellence will include: recruiting top candidates for admissions 

to our graduate programs; providing the most conscientious, innovative and inspiring 

training; and securing positions for doctoral students in the most prestigious higher 

education and research institutions.   
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A comprehensive scrutiny of graduate education at the University of Pennsylvania 

is timely and the accreditation process of the Middle States Commission on Higher 

Education has provided an apt opportunity. This cover report summarizes the results of 

investigations by six subcommittees, who were in turn under the direction of a steering 

committee.  

This introductory report is divided into four parts. The first section provides 

background information on graduate education at the University (including research 

A.M., M.S., and Ph.D. degree programs) and the procedures of the Middle States self-

study.  The second and third parts review the findings of the subcommittees in an 

integrative fashion.  The second examines stages of the graduate student experience, from 

recruitment through graduation, job placement and beyond. The third reviews the 

management of graduate education, especially administrative and financial structures and 

methods of assessing Graduate Group performance. The final section presents a set of 

general reflections and recommendations for the future of graduate education at Penn. 

 
I. Background 
 
Some History and Numbers 
 
   The University of Pennsylvania has offered modern research degrees since 1882, 

when the faculty and Trustees established the Department of Philosophy for doctoral 

studies. In 1885, the Department first offered instruction in eleven subjects, including 

such current disciplines as Chemistry and History. The program conferred its first Ph.D. 

in 1889 to Arthur W. Goodspeed for his work in physics (the title of his dissertation: 

“The Intensity of Gravity of Philadelphia”). The Department’s initiatives were greatly 

strengthened in 1895 by the endowment of eight fellowships, the first financial aid for 
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graduate education at Penn. Two years later, the Department formally organized its 

faculty into “Graduate Groups.” Finally, in 1906, by resolution of the Trustees, the 

Department of Philosophy became the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. 

      The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences remained an official entity until May 

1974, but was a rather ineffectual entity. Disciplinary departments in the College and the 

professional schools of the University effectively shaped policies and practices for an 

ever-expanding number of A.M., M.S., and Ph.D. programs. The Dean of the Graduate 

School did not control curriculum, budgets or faculty appointments. A major study of 

graduate education at Penn in 1959 concluded that the Dean was little more than a 

“keeper of records.” 

           Major structural changes did not occur for another decade.  In 1970, a task force 

on University governance recommended the establishment of a Faculty of Arts and 

Sciences, a merger of the College and Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, along with 

four departments then housed in the Wharton School -- economics, political science, 

regional science, sociology. That task force also proposed that non-Arts and Sciences 

graduate programs leading to research degrees be administered in their home schools, a 

codification of actual practice. The recommendations were adopted in May 1974. In the 

new regime, the Provost of the University gained custody of the Ph.D., A.M. and M.S. 

degrees; these became the only degrees conferred directly by the central administration, 

with officials from the Provost’s Office presenting them at graduation as all other 

degrees, school-based, are awarded by Deans of the schools.   

However, the question of central authority remained at issue until an agreement 

was reached between the Provost and the Faculty Senate in the fall of 1976. The concord 
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led to the creation of a central representative board of faculty, the Graduate Council of 

the Faculties, which received authority for establishing general requirements for the 

A.M., M.S. and Ph.D. and certification of degrees. An advisory board of Graduate Deans 

of the schools was also formed. Further administrative refinement occurred in 1981, 

when a new task force explicitly delegated “academic and budgetary jurisdiction” of 

graduate programs to the schools.   

Responsibility for graduate education in the Provost’s Office has changed hands 

since the mid-1970s. Variously specified Associate and Vice Provosts have held 

responsibility; for a brief period, no one had definite charge. Currently, the chairing of 

the Graduate Council of the Faculties and the Council of Graduate Deans and oversight 

for graduate education resides with the Deputy Provost.  

      In the current academic year, there are 3,643 students enrolled in the Ph.D., A.M. 

and M.S. degree programs of the University (86%, or the overwhelming majority, are 

engaged in doctoral studies). The number of enrolled graduate students has declined over 

the last several years.  (for a summary of admissions, enrollment and graduation data, see 

Appendix A). The decline has not been for want of applications, as applications have 

generally risen over the period. Rather, Graduate Groups, with few exceptions, have 

significantly reduced admissions. The number of students admitted has declined in 

response to tight academic job markets.  Also, with greater competition for top 

applicants, programs prefer to enroll only fully-funded students. A corresponding policy 

decision of the central administration to use centrally provided fellowship funds only for 

full fellowship packages formally ended a common practice of offering a greater number 

of students partial financial aid.    
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      Currently, graduate students at the University are housed in sixty-four separate 

Graduate Groups. Thirty-four of these programs reside in the School of Arts and Sciences 

(admissions have been permanently frozen in three of these, American Civilization, 

Regional Science, and Russian Literature, and these groups likely will be closed when the 

last enrolled students graduate; another Graduate Group in SAS, International Studies, 

only offers the A.M. and is part of a joint M.B.A/A.M. program with the Wharton 

School).  The major share of graduate students, approximately two-thirds, resides in SAS 

Graduate Groups.  The Wharton School has the next largest number of graduate programs 

(ten), with a total of 300 or so students; they are administered as one Graduate Group.  

The School of Medicine, under the umbrella of Biomedical Graduate Studies (BGS), has 

eight graduate programs; the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences has six; the 

School of Design has two; and the Schools of Nursing, Communications, Social Work 

and Education have one each.  Appendix B provides a timeline of the creation and 

closure of graduate programs of the University.  While there are many venerable 

programs, Graduate Group formation, merger, division, renaming, and closing have 

occurred constantly. 

      The graduate programs of the University have generally enjoyed high rating.  In 

the last National Research Council ranking of 1994 (Appendix C), eight Penn programs 

placed in the top 10% of programs in their respective disciplines (Anthropology, 

Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Cell and Molecular Biology, Economics, 

English, Neuroscience, Pharmacology, and Psychology).  Another ten programs hovered 

near the top 10% of their peers; a total of eighteen thus ranked in the top 15th percentile.  

Cumulatively, twenty-four Penn programs were classed within the top 25th percentile, 
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eight others between the 26th and 50th, and one program fell in the bottom 25th (Earth and 

Environmental Science).  Twenty-six programs, because of their unique nature, were not 

included in the NRC survey.  

 
The Self Study  
 
      In consultation with the Graduate Council of the Faculties and the Council of 

Graduate Deans, a decision was made to address six areas of concern in the self-study:  

Structure and Finance (specifically the current decentralized system of governance); 

Rules and Regulations; Performance Measures (involving assessment of the effectiveness 

of individual Graduate Group programs); Support Systems  (including general resources 

provided to students to facilitate timely progress to degree); Training in Teaching (how 

Penn prepares graduate students to be teachers as well as scholars); and Recruitment and 

Placement of Students.   

Six subcommittees were appointed in the spring of 2002, involving more than 

eighty faculty and administrative staff. A steering committee comprised of the six 

subcommittee chairs, the Deputy Provost, the Director of Institutional Research, and an 

overall chair of the self-study was also formed. The steering committee first discussed 

recent reports and analyses of graduate education in the United States, then guided the 

creation of agendas, and convened regularly to review the progress of the subcommittees. 

An organizational chart for the self-study, an original timetable and the detailed agenda 

statements of the subcommittees appears in Appendix D. 

    The subcommittees conducted their investigations during the course of academic 

year 2002-03.  The subcommittees independently interviewed administrators, Graduate 

Group chairs, other faculty, and graduate students; prepared and circulated separate 
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questionnaires; gathered information from University databases as well from the Web; 

and examined practices at peer institutions. The steering committee also prepared and 

distributed a joint questionnaire for all graduate chairs (a copy appears in Appendix E) in 

anticipation of both a retreat held with all graduate chairs in March 2003 and focus group 

interviews with randomly selected graduate students in April.  The subcommittees drafted 

their reports in the summer and fall of 2003. 

      The self-study encountered some challenges. The process transpired during a 

graduate student unionization campaign and strictures of the National Labor Relations 

Board limited conversations with students for a period. Various disconnects between 

database systems of the University and the maintenance of separately constructed 

tracking systems in the schools presented difficulties for analysis.  The self-study also 

provided an opportunity to expand upon a pilot project launched in the School of Arts 

and Sciences to track the careers of all graduates for the last twelve years. This is an 

ambitious and important endeavor, especially in considering performance measures, but it 

entails enormous effort. A model web-based system is now in operation, but it proved a 

race against time to include graduates from all nine schools.   

Members of the subcommittees also found it impossible to compare practices and 

performance records by disciplines across universities. For example, Penn has a system to 

evaluate the placement of its recent Ph.D.’s, but no other University has an equivalent 

measuring device; similarly, members of the subcommittee on performance measures 

devoted a great deal of time to perfecting a measure of time to degree, constantly aware 

that different techniques have been employed in prior national surveys and by different 

universities. The extraordinary diversity in practices—even with generic rules—among 
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the Graduate Group programs at Penn further hindered the self-study.  Generalizations, 

even models of best practices, were hard to derive in conclusive ways given the vast 

range of disciplines and the strength of local school and program cultures in Penn’s 

decentralized system of graduate education.  Finally, faculty and staff engaged in the self-

study encountered both skepticism and wariness among a minority of faculty. Any 

investigation that might challenge the authority of faculty members to train graduate 

students as they see fit and lead to standardized requirements and top-down decisions on 

resource allocations based on quantitative performance measures is guaranteed to raise 

some hackles. Difficulties aside, the self-study provides the first comprehensive look at 

our programs in three decades and a basis for recommendations for the future.   

 
II. From Recruiting to Placement 
 
Recruitment 
 
      The graduate programs of the University of Pennsylvania are not widely 

advertised.  Posters heralding doctoral studies at Penn do not appear on bulletin boards. 

The presence of Ph.D., A.M., and M.S. programs is not self-evident on a visit to campus 

or even on the University’s website. The link to graduate education on Penn’s homepage 

leads to a long list of combined professional and research degree programs.  In the 

absence of a general representation, recruitment of applicants falls to the schools or to the 

individual Graduate Groups. 

      A survey of the methods employed by graduate programs to attract applicants 

reveals very heavy reliance on the Web.  Some schools with large professional programs 

(e.g. the Graduate School of Education, Nursing) send recruiters to information fairs and 

other campuses. Once contacts are made with applicants, graduate programs in general 
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find follow-up conversations conducted by faculty and current students particularly 

effective.   

      The use of campus visits in recruitment varies widely. Some Graduate Groups 

whittle their applicant pools to a top cohort and sponsor a common visit day or weekend.  

Final decisions are then made as to admission; the campus visit thus serves both as a 

recruitment and admissions device. Other Graduate Groups invite only admitted 

candidates and the campus visit is purely a recruitment tool. In many instances, graduate 

programs have insufficient funds to conduct any form of campus recruitment.  

Greater general publicity for doctoral studies at Penn is in order. As will often be 

noted in this self-study, the Provost’s Office currently has a staff of one to handle cross-

program matters. It is essential that Penn hire a designated staff member for joint 

publicity and communications, a person responsible for raising the visibility of programs 

and graduate students’ accomplishments to the Trustees of the University, alumni, 

applicants, and the public.  Additional staff is needed to provide a consistent presence of 

the University at information fairs. 

      The self-study also examined efforts to recruit minority applicants. The 

University, through the Provost’s Office, plays a role in several national programs aimed 

at increasing the number of minority Ph.D.s, including the Ronald McNair Post-

Baccalaureate Scholars Program. Several schools, including Social Work and the 

Biomedical Graduate Studies program, devote substantial energies to minority 

recruitment.   

The University’s record on minority recruitment is mixed. Outreach efforts are 

more vigorous in some schools than others, and applications, admissions and 
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matriculations have remained fairly constant throughout the past decade. Encouragingly, 

minority doctoral students at Penn have been very successful in terms of graduation rates 

and job placement.  Penn is tied with Harvard in graduating the highest percentage of 

African-American Ph.D.s.  The Fontaine Society, named in honor of Dr. William 

Fontaine (the first African-American to become a member of the standing faculty), is an 

association of fully-funded minority Ph.D. students that has an active presence on campus 

and sponsors well-attended conferences and workshops.  During the past ten years, 104 

Fontaine Fellows received their Ph.D.s and an additional fifty-three graduated with 

professional degrees in law, medicine, and dentistry.  The recruitment of minority 

students is now complicated by recent rulings of the Supreme Court on affirmative action 

initiatives, but the University remains deeply committed to increasing the number of 

minority men and women among the ranks of Ph.D. holders. 

 
Admissions 
 
      The logistics of student admission is handled by the individual schools.  Decisions 

on admissions are made by the faculty at the Graduate Group level. With few exceptions, 

Graduate Groups adopt broad criteria in admitting students. Humanities programs tend to 

place greater weight on personal statements and letters of recommendation; high 

quantitative GRE scores are essential in the natural and social sciences. Graduate chairs 

across disciplinary boundaries uniformly note “fit” as a critical aspect in selection, i.e., 

the match between an applicant’s interests and prior training and the expertise of the 

faculty. 

      The nine schools of the University housing doctoral programs collaborated in 

1997 to establish a web-based application system (Penn ExpressApp). That system, 
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patched and re-patched, is still in place, and in 2002/03, 85% of applicants to the research 

degree programs of the University submitted applications electronically (the percentage 

rises each year and is highest in the sciences and engineering). Penn ExpressApp is far 

from perfect, and a good deal of paper is still involved, including letters of 

recommendation and transcripts. The University is contemplating the purchase of a 

comprehensive electronic admissions system for undergraduate admissions. The timing 

and place of graduate admissions within this initiative in uncertain; Penn ExpressApp 

will probably be used for several years to come. 

      The biggest problem with the ExpressApp is not the screens seen by applicants 

and faculty readers of applications.  Rather, the system lacks a common database capacity 

and the schools fill the vacuum by maintaining separate “shadow” information systems. 

As a result, we cannot easily generate University-wide profiles of applicants, admitted 

and rejected candidates, those who accept offers, and those who, in fact, matriculate. 

With a half-effective admissions data system, we have only been able to analyze the loss 

of accepted top applicants, and to which other institutions, in a spotty fashion. We know 

that our graduate fellowship packages, in most instances, lag behind peer institutions in 

stipend levels, summer support and years of assistance. Do we lose top applicants for this 

or other reasons? We do not possess the means to answer such questions. A centralized 

admissions database system is essential and requires further investment in software as 

well as central administrative staffing.   

 
Orientation 
 
      Graduate students frequently complain that they have not been properly informed 

about the rules and regulations of doctoral studies. As the self-study demonstrates, Penn 
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is not exceptional in this. Nonetheless, the problem does have a ready solution.  Clear, 

written statements of rules, including the generic regulations set by the Graduate Council 

of the Faculties and local program requirements, should be made available to all graduate 

students in hardcopy form and/or on the Web. Requirements should be a major subject of 

orientation sessions for entering students and merit formal repeating. 

      Graduate students at Penn and elsewhere also express confusion with faculty 

expectations more broadly. What level of accomplishment is expected in particular 

assignments? What constitutes excellence? Graduate students similarly can be 

uninformed as to the formal and informal steps and behaviors needed to succeed 

professionally in their respective disciplines. This matter perhaps falls more accurately 

under the heading of “professional socialization” than “orientation,” but the remedy is the 

same: deliberate attention. 

The question of expectations should be openly broached.  Many graduate 

programs at Penn have taken fruitful action in this regard, by creating faculty/graduate 

student colloquia, requiring students to make formal public presentations of research, and 

involving students in the process of faculty recruitment, particularly assistant professors. 

Achieving clarity on expectations -- immediate or eventual -- should be a conscious and 

collective endeavor of faculty in all graduate programs. 

 
Coursework 
 
      The University requires a minimum of twenty course units to obtain the Ph.D. and 

students enter the dissertation stage after completing that minimum (or additional courses 

set by individual Graduate Groups).  Flexibility and variation reign across schools and 

graduate programs with regard to the nature of the coursework.  Some schools require of 
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their students (or register them in) far more than twenty course units (thirty in BGS, forty 

in Engineering, for example). Some programs establish a relatively small number of 

required courses and then enroll students in independent studies to fulfill the twenty-

course-unit minimum as they are engaged in research projects. The semesters of 

matriculation in classroom courses varies widely from two to upwards of ten.   

      While there are differences of opinion, there is a pervasive dissatisfaction with the 

current coursework structure of graduate education at Penn. Faculty in most, but certainly 

not all, programs would support an end to the twenty-course-unit rule; students typically 

enroll in far fewer classroom courses while registering for any number of independent 

studies. Some faculty, particularly in programs requiring fluency and expertise in 

multiple foreign languages, perceive the twenty-course-unit rule as an impediment. In 

their minds, far more than twenty course units are necessary for proper training. The 

obstacle here is not the number of course units per se (twenty is just a minimum), but 

finances; fellowship packages in most schools only cover the cost of twenty course units. 

      Tuition payments muddy the issue further.  Course units are the currency in 

graduate education at Penn.  The University should explore the implications of moving to 

charging tuition in research degree programs on a general annual basis, as is done in 

undergraduate education. Graduate students could then enroll in as few or as many 

classroom courses as deemed necessary for training in their respective disciplines. The 

reform might also simplify current accounting practices and lead to administrative cost 

savings.  

      Questions about the educational value of the current coursework structure -- not 

just its financing -- also stimulated calls for essential reform.  Rather than a curriculum of 
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courses -- classroom or otherwise -- some faculty suggested a study system entailing 

various learning experiences: regular courses, independent studies, participation in 

colloquia, enrollment in special workshops, guided research, preparation of articles for 

publication, written and oral exams, etc. A manifest of activities would be developed 

between faculty and students, and students would sign compacts and remain accountable. 

Successful completion of the experiences would qualify students for the dissertation 

stage. A mixed study arrangement mirrors the actual training experiences of many current 

students even as they statutorily register in twenty course units. The concept also fits well 

with charging an annual rather than a course-unit-based tuition.  

Moving to a flexible curriculum might further decentralize authority over the 

Ph.D., but current dissatisfaction warrants some experimentation.  The Graduate Council 

of the Faculties should entertain and approve proposals from Graduate Groups for the 

temporary waiver of current rules and implementation and testing of new curricula.   

 
Monitoring and Judging Academic Progress 
 

The rules of the Graduate Council of the Faculties require two assessments of 

student academic progress during and at the end of the coursework stage: the so-called 

qualifications evaluation and the preliminary examination. The terms here contribute to a 

general confusion about requirements (“preliminary” certification coming after the 

“qualifications evaluation”) and the official stipulations provide little basis for 

clarification. The variations in practice for determining the worthiness of students for 

further study are, consequentially, extreme. The qualifications evaluation runs the gamut, 

for example, from early, rigorous exams that eliminate whole portions of entering classes 

to more friendly mid-second-year general examinations, systematic and loose reviews of 
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student files, and just about nothing (graduate chairs perfunctorily signing the requisite 

forms). The timing of the qualifications evaluation varies as well among Graduate 

Groups and in some instances is administrated quite late as no effective distinction is 

made between it and the preliminary examination.  

Generally, the preliminary has greater definition; the rules are clearer as to its 

intent (determining eligibility for entering into the dissertation stage of study) and form 

(mandated as written and/or oral testing on major and subordinate subjects of study). 

Within the latter directives, formats naturally vary by discipline, but there is also notable 

variation in timing.  Records reveal significant numbers of students in their fifth and sixth 

years who have yet to take or pass their preliminary exams.  In still other fields, students 

must complete additional requirements (e.g. pass field or language examinations, defend 

a dissertation proposal) before they are approved to begin the dissertation.   

      The Graduate Council of the Faculties should engage in a major review and 

overhaul of the current system of monitoring student progress prior to the dissertation 

stage. Changes in nomenclature are in order as well as ensuring that graduate programs 

provide students with detailed information regarding the timing and format of 

assessments.  

The qualifications evaluation appears to be the weakest link in the monitoring 

process. With the current loose standard, there is no guarantee that Graduate Groups will 

effectively assess overall student performance and potential after initial trial periods of 

study, provide students with early feedback on their academic strengths and weaknesses 

(with recommendations for improvement as to the latter), or discontinue students whose 

records from the start clearly indicate little chance of scholarly success.  A structured 
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early review not only removes marginal students, but may encourage those students who 

have doubts about further pursuing the doctoral degree to leave of their own accord (with 

terminal master’s degrees). The method of early assessment necessarily is determined at 

the Graduate Group level, but the Graduate Council of the Faculties should consider 

adopting rules that require Graduate Groups to clarify their respective means of early 

review and to establish a compliance mechanism. 

      The so-called preliminary examination is less problematic. The requirement takes 

the form of a comprehensive exam at the end of coursework whose passage permits 

students to enter the dissertation research and writing stage. Sentiment emerged during 

the Middle States self-study for the Graduate Council of the Faculties to consider two 

rules changes that would: 1) limit the time period after completion of courses in which 

the preliminary exam is taken -- students should not be qualifying for dissertation work as 

late as the fifth year of study (as too many are); and 2) require that a discussion (or 

“defense”) of the dissertation proposal be a part of the preliminary examination. 

 
The Dissertation Stage 
 
      The experience of students at the dissertation stage varies enormously, depending 

largely, but not entirely, on the discipline in which they are enrolled. In the natural 

sciences, advanced students remain attached to research projects and laboratories and in 

close proximity to their advisors; in some social science and humanities programs, 

students travel for multiple years to distant field and archival research sites. Other 

students simply drift away for personal and professional reasons and lose the attention of 

faculty. Nowhere are relations between students, programs and advisors more personal 

than during the dissertation stage. While recognizing that dissertation projects vary by 
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discipline and can be highly individualized, general concerns were raised during the 

Middle States review with calls for new standards and procedures.  They include: 

      The Starting Point.  The dissertation stage officially begins with the completion of 

coursework and passage of the preliminary exam, but many programs have instituted 

measures that have students conceptualizing their dissertation projects, even beginning 

their research, far earlier. In contrast, some programs administer the preliminary exam 

and require students to prepare proposals for dissertations in the fourth year; projects are 

not underway effectively until the fifth year in these cases.  One suggestion that emerged 

during the Middle States self-study is that the dissertation project should be integrated 

into the coursework stage and that students should be fully engaged in it by the beginning 

of the fourth year.  

Some programs conduct summer dissertation proposal writing workshops or limit 

enrollment in content courses to the first two years, with the third year devoted to 

conceptualization of the dissertation and preparation for spring-semester preliminary 

examinations that include defense of a proposal.  Graduate programs at the University 

can be encouraged to implement similar curricular reforms, but the question arises as to 

the role of the Graduate Council of the Faculties in adopting new rules. Narrowing the 

time frame for the preliminary exam and requiring a defense of the dissertation proposal 

as part of the exam is one possibility.  Moving from a course-unit defined curriculum to a 

student compact system could further integrate the dissertation project into the initial 

training and learning phase. 

Clarification of Expectations. Graduate students interviewed during the Middle 

States self-study consistently expressed a need for greater understanding of faculty 
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expectations; this was particularly true for the dissertation.  Graduate Groups should be 

encouraged to provide students with written guidelines about criteria and standards for 

acceptable dissertations, and to discuss these openly with students both before and during 

the dissertation stage.   

      Monitoring of Student Progress. The monitoring of student progress at the 

dissertation stage is as weak a link as the qualifications evaluation. Decisions on whether 

and how to check the work of advanced students rests with the schools and individual 

Graduate Groups. The Graduate Council of the Faculties has implemented regulations 

that bring pressure on students to complete their dissertations in timely fashion:  students 

matriculating after 1993 face a re-certification process if they remain on dissertation 

status beyond five years; they can also be placed on part-time student status at that point, 

a risk for international students holding visas and for students with federal loans that will 

come due. The onus here is placed on the students, not the faculty.  A strong 

recommendation accordingly emerged for the Graduate Council of the Faculties to adopt 

a rule that would require dissertation committees to meet at least once a year with 

advanced students and to file reports on their progress. Whatever the precise mechanism, 

the Council should consider instituting a new systematic review process for the 

dissertation stage. 

 
Advising 

      Faculty advising is critical: that is one point about graduate education that 

receives universal endorsement. The way advising is provided in graduate programs at 

Penn, however, varies widely, with individualized advising provided by graduate chairs, 

assigned faculty members, or faculty committees. No one system will serve all 
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disciplines, but Graduate Groups should be encouraged to deliberate on their current 

practices, learn from other programs, and institute new structures if necessary (certain 

changes in requirements advocated in this report will necessitate adjustments). There 

should be no confusion in the minds of graduate students as to advising arrangements in 

their programs.  Penn’s graduate students in exit surveys generally express satisfaction 

with the advising they receive (students who have left programs, whether voluntarily or 

not, may hold different opinions).  

 
Support Systems 
 
      Fellowships vary across and within schools at Penn as to stipend levels, nine- or 

twelve-month coverage, service requirements, and total years of support, guaranteed or 

otherwise.  In general, however, outside of the natural sciences, Penn’s fellowship 

packages lag below or are even with most (but not all) of our peer institutions. The 

disparities are well known and efforts have been made in recent years to close the gaps. It 

should also be noted that comparisons are often made with single figures reported from 

other universities when internal variations probably obtain there as well.   

      The Middle States review did not dwell long on known differences in fellowship 

support with our rivals; maintaining our competitiveness is an obvious recommendation.  

An assessment of a normally overlooked matter, the reliance of our doctoral students on 

loans and outside work, however, did lend new perspective. Given the high cost of 

graduate education, it is not clear that the University and its schools can generally 

improve the terms of fellowship packages while enrolling the current number of students. 

Reduced enrollments now and in the future are likely.   
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      The self-study examined other support and assistance offered to students. The 

provision of office space, computer facilities and lounges for graduate students definitely 

varies.  Most students are provided with adequate study and research facilities, either in 

departmental areas or in labs or University libraries or both. With the current crunch on 

space at the University, vast improvements are unlikely, although the most underserved 

situations should be addressed. At the very least, space for the securing of belongings 

should be provided locally as well as places for graduate students to congregate 

informally. The three-year-old Graduate Student Center on Locust Walk in the heart of 

the campus is now a well-used meeting spot and resource hub for professional and 

graduate students across the University.   

      Pockets of money exist to support extraordinary research and scholarly needs of 

graduate students (for travel and attendance at conferences and special workshops, 

microfilming, etc.). Most funds are held locally, which leads to predictable inequality; 

some programs can draw on handsome endowments, others tend a pittance.  What is 

offered at the school level varies as well and rarely matches the actual expenses of the 

students. More notably, most students are unaware of possible assistance. The schools 

should better handle communication about special grants. This is one area where 

fundraising is in order. 

      Attending conferences and delivering papers is a key professional experience of 

graduate students and covering expenses is an important matter. Most, but not all, of our 

graduate programs provide opportunities on campus for students to present their research.  

Most, but not all, also engage students in faculty colloquia and hold social events that 

build community. An encouraging ambience is an important component in graduate 
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training and our Graduate Groups generally succeed. Sustaining informal support 

requires constant attention. 

      The University itself provides various services to students that are well regarded 

and appreciated, including: the Graduate Student Center; the Office of International 

Programs (for visa problems); Counseling and Psychological Services and the graduate 

student advising office of Career Services, both of which are nationally renowned 

operations; and the Office of Off-Campus Housing.  

The personnel of these offices have been substantially increased over the past 

three years; this is a welcome development, since they provide critical assistance to 

graduate students.   

        
Training in Teaching 
 
      Training graduate students as successful teachers is now a high priority of the 

University. Evidence is provided by the number of prizes established over the past ten or 

more years at the Graduate Group, school and University levels to honor our successful 

graduate student teachers. The subcommittee on training in teaching devoted its energies 

to cataloguing information not previously in hand, concerning the Graduates Groups that 

now require teaching for the degree and number of semesters required; the percentage of 

students actually offered teaching experiences and the nature of that teaching; and 

methods of preparing students for teaching and providing them feedback on their 

performances. The results of the survey are encouraging. Teaching increasingly is 

considered a necessary part of training toward the doctorate; opportunities to learn to 

succeed in teaching are abundant; and a great deal of thought and energy is currently 
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applied to developing training programs. A good number of model programs are now in 

place, largely instituted at the Graduate Group level, but school-wide as well. 

      The subcommittee on training in teaching put forward several recommendations 

including two concerning feedback.  First, the University currently does not poll graduate 

students as to the importance and quality of their training in teaching.  Questions relating 

to teaching experience should be added to exit surveys and alumni could be consulted as 

well. Such feedback would be indispensable in developing and revising training 

programs. Similarly, the University’s current teaching evaluation forms provide no 

feedback to most graduate student teachers. The standard forms are structured for 

assessment of course leaders, not of graduate students who conduct recitation sections or 

supervise laboratories. In the absence of regular teaching evaluations, Graduate Groups 

and individual students have devised ad hoc questionnaires. Good information on 

teaching performance is thus gained, but more systematic and uniform gathering of 

undergraduate responses is in order for all graduate students to learn from their training 

experience. 

      The subcommittee also recommended increased funding for the further creation 

and upgrading of training programs and awarding of course credit for mentored teaching.  

Finally, the subcommittee addressed the difficult issue of the English language 

proficiency of international students who are in graduate programs that require teaching.  

The University has established, at substantial cost, programs and protocols to insure that 

undergraduates are well served by foreign graduate student teachers. The Provost’s 

Office provides regular oversight of the procedures and practices of this program. 
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Job Counseling and Placement 
 
      Graduate students at the University of Pennsylvania receive substantial assistance 

in job search and placement. Graduate Groups employ various tactics to enhance their 

students’ prospects on the job market. Programs differ in their approaches according to 

whether the majority of students are seeking academic or non-academic positions.  

Apparently, students applying for postdoctoral fellowships receive the least deliberate 

help.  In all instances, the informal interventions of faculty are critical. 

      While the Graduate Group is the natural unit to handle job placement of  

students -- through formal or personal means -- the University provides centrally-based 

assistance of an extraordinary kind. Workshops on navigating the job market are offered 

frequently at the Graduate Student Center. In addition, the Career Services office of the 

University operates a division devoted to graduate students whose staff, academic job 

search manuals and on-line tools have received national acclaim.   

      Upon graduation, Penn students complete national and University questionnaires 

that provide valuable information on their experiences as students as well as initial 

employment. Further tracking of graduates has been left to individual programs.  As 

noted earlier, the Middle States self-study provided an opportunity to expand upon a pilot 

project launched in the School of Arts and Sciences to track the careers of all graduates 

for the last ten years.  By the spring of 2004, the Career Tracker on-line database system 

should include information on graduates of research degree programs of all nine schools 

of the University. There are good reasons to sustain this initiative. Job placement is a key 

indicator of Graduate Group performance and reassessment will require updated 

information on employment of new and old classes of graduates.  A centralized database 
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could help in University fundraising, although the gift-giving potential of graduates of 

research degree programs is probably limited (they certainly can be solicited for program-

specific needs). More importantly, by keeping closer records on graduates, possibilities 

open to enlist them as mentors for current students, especially in job search and 

placement.  Maintaining Career Tracker will require new investment on the part of the 

University in central staff time and computing, an outlay that is highly recommended. 

 
A Note on the Master’s Degree 
 
      Only a handful of Graduate Groups at Penn operate true master’s degree 

programs; that is, they deliberately advertise their master’s programs and accept students 

purely for the terminal degree.  A few programs enroll their doctoral candidates initially 

as master’s students; all programs award the master's when warranted to Ph.D. students 

who are dropped or leave of their own accord. Support for maintaining true master’s 

programs comes from faculty who believe they can serve well special audiences of 

students who need the limited degree for professional or personal reasons and can pay 

their own way.  Other faculty believe that master’s degree students dilute standards and 

that command of their disciplines requires extended study. The Middle States review 

devoted little attention to the master’s degree and no conclusions are to be drawn as to its 

legitimacy or the extent to which there are constituencies that could benefit from research 

degree education provided by our faculty.  Moreover, master’s degree students were not 

interviewed to determine their views.  The subcommittee on rules and regulations did 

find that current regulations perhaps offer too great latitude as to requirements.  The 

Graduate Council of the Faculties and the Council of Graduate Deans are well advised to 

re-examine the master’s degree. 
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III. Managing Doctoral Programs 
 
Administrative Structures 
 
      A perennial question at Penn is whether to centralize doctoral education or retain 

the current administrative structure.  Advocates of centralization believe that founding a 

School of Graduate Studies, with a Dean reporting directly to the Provost, would:  place 

Ph.D. education visibly on the Penn map; render graduate education a priority of the 

Trustees of the University and in fundraising; elevate the reputation of doctoral education 

at Penn (in academia, in the eyes of top student recruits and to the public at large); and 

provide greater accountability and order in practices.  

Support for centralization often dissolves in the face of realities. As long as 

doctoral education is conducted across the nine, very different schools of the University 

with thousands of students; as long as four schools of the University have separate 

undergraduate programs with different needs for graduate student teaching; as long as 

creating a thirteenth school involves increased costs, centralization will be difficult to 

achieve.   

      The subcommittee on structure and finance examined the question in detail, 

gathering testimony from both sides and studying arrangements at peer institutions, and 

remained unconvinced that centralization would bring enough desired gains. The 

subcommittee did, however, recommend a number of shifts in the current structure. 

      First, central administrative capacities must be strengthened.  The Deputy Provost 

should oversee a graduate education office that includes staff members for information 

systems, communications, publicity and fundraising, and recruitment and alumni 

relations. There is a great need for uniform admissions, student academic records and 
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funding, and career tracking database systems. An information officer would be 

responsible for working with school data managers to build and maintain information 

systems. Similarly, presenting Penn as a leading place for doctoral education and 

coordination of all program communications requires another full-time central office 

person. Fundraising, recruitment (particularly of minority students) and alumni contacts 

requires earmarked personnel as well. The specific arrangements of duties can be 

determined; expanding the capacities of a central office for graduate education is an 

indisputable finding of the Middle States self-study. 

      Second, Graduate Groups can operate advantageously in less isolated ways. The 

BGS cluster of programs emerged as a model for the subcommittee on structure and 

finance. For example, the Deputy Provost could regularly convene affinity groups of 

graduate chairs without regard to school boundaries to discuss common problems; share 

ideas on practices; coordinate course offerings to eliminate duplication and encourage 

students to enroll in courses outside their programs; and cooperate in teacher training 

efforts, recruitment and admissions. Similarly, the Graduate Council of the Faculties 

could structure periodic reviews of Graduate Group performance not on the current 

program-by-program basis, but in clustered ways, and across schools.  One example 

would be assessing social science graduate studies as a whole and per program (such a 

review itself might force greater dialogue and cooperation among similar programs). The 

clustered reviews could include self-studies by the individual Graduate Groups involved 

and teams of external consultants who would look within and across the programs.   

      Third, the leadership and management of graduate programs need greater 

attention. The subcommittee on structure and finance called for leadership training and 
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greater recognition of the roles played by graduate chairs.  Although administrative 

responsibility for graduate programs rests with the schools, the Deputy Provost and the 

Graduate Council of the Faculties can create standards for Graduate Group management. 

      Complete centralization, i.e., the creation of a School of Graduate Studies, could 

jolt and invigorate graduate studies at Penn, as advocates have contended.  Enacting 

recommendations forwarded by the subcommittee on structure and finance can similarly 

energize graduate education within a structure that best fits the University.   

 
Finances 

 The costs of graduate education keep rising.  In recent years, the funding of 

graduate students at the University of Pennsylvania has increased at an annual rate of 7.3 

percent--far beyond current rates of inflation--and for schools with the largest programs, 

Arts and Sciences, Engineering and BSE, the annual rates of increase have been in the 10 

percent range.  Maintaining competitive stipends and payments for escalating health 

insurance costs are largely responsible and prevent a slowing in the rates of increase. 

 Sources of funding for graduate education vary across and within schools.  In 

engineering and the natural sciences, upward of fifty percent of the costs of stipends and 

tuition is covered through external grants.  In the humanities, on the other hand, funding 

falls entirely on the internal resources of the School of Arts and Sciences, in small part on 

earmarked endowments and mostly on operating funds derived from undergraduate 

tuition.  External grants play a large role in some social science programs, for example, 

Demography, and minimally in others, Political Science, for example. 

 Adding to the mix of funds from school operating budgets, special school 

endowments, and external grants, are monies supplied by the central administration.  The 
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Provost’s Office contributes funding toward graduate education as part of matches in 

certain federal government grants and through block grants to the schools of Fontaine 

Fellowship and so-called University Fellowship (UF) dollars.  The former covers 

fellowships for under-represented groups.  The latter are general-purpose funds to ensure 

the awarding of fully funded fellowship packages and are allotted to the schools on a 

formula developed in the mid-1990s.  University Fellowship funds are to represent a set 

percentage of total school expenses in graduate education.  For example, UF dollars can 

constitute no more than 25 percent of the funds spent in supporting graduate students in 

the School of Arts and Sciences. 

 The rising costs of graduate education came as no surprise to members of the 

subcommittee on Structure and Finance.  The strain of graduate education funding on the 

budgets of the schools and the Provost’s Office is well known and felt.  The ability to 

fund the current number of students is already at issue and at least one school, Arts and 

Sciences, has implemented a plan to reduce admissions by 12 percent.  What emerged of 

interest in discussions of finance during the Middle States self-study was not the obvious, 

rising costs, but the ways in which costs, particularly tuition, are charged. 

 The self-study revealed that the schools of the University charge graduate tuition 

in varied ways (and practices vary substantially among our peer institutions).  For 

example, BGS and Engineering charge full course tuition across five and six years, 

respectively, while the other schools do so across three.  Spreading course tuition across 

additional years allows BGS and Engineering to place a larger percentage of tuition costs 

ultimately onto external grants.  Other schools should be encouraged to reconsider their 
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tuition-charging schedules in consultation with the Provost’s Office and Graduate 

Council of Deans. 

 The system of charging tuition also emerged as a subject in discussions of the 

current coursework structure.  Moving from a course-unit driven curriculum to a more 

diverse set of learning experiences agreed upon through compact—without a set c.u. 

minimum—would be facilitated by an annual rather than a c.u. charge on tuition (as in 

undergraduate education).  The call for curricular experimentation by the Middle States 

self-study necessarily calls for rethinking on tuition charging. 

 Finally, all the faculty who participated in the Middle States review, regardless of 

the specific subject of investigation, advocated greater infusions of funds into graduate 

education.  Those who championed the creation of a School of Graduate Studies saw 

centralization as a means toward major development efforts to raise funds for graduate 

education.  The mere suggestion to provide desks and lounges for graduate students 

involves more money.  Only one claim drew universal agreement in the Middle States 

self-study: that the University (that is, the central administration) has not identified 

graduate education as a top priority and has not properly engaged in fundraising for the 

University’s doctoral programs. 

 All this is changing.  Graduate education is an announced priority of the latest 

strategic plan of the University.  Yet, some basic questions need answering.  Assuming 

that meaningful monies can be raised (a question in itself), then to what ends?  To 

increase information system and other capacities of the central administration?  To 

substantially improve the fellowship packages offered new and current students and 

remain competitive?  To increase the number of students enrolled (and reverse the current 
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pressures to reduce the numbers)—a favorite outcome for many faculty members?  To 

improve amenities for our graduate students?  A consensus will have to be reached on 

these questions.  The decentralized system of governance at the University presents 

problems in reaching consensus in any development initiative.  Who remains responsible 

for a major fundraising initiative—the central administration or the schools—and who 

determines the purposes and ultimate allocations?  These questions were not directly 

addressed by the faculty and staff involved in the Middle States self-study, but they will 

need to be kept in mind as the University addresses the future of graduate education. 

 
Performance Measures and Review 
 
      The subcommittee on performance measures tackled the most controversial of 

issues raised in the Middle States self-study.  How are Graduate Groups to be judged in 

their efforts at training graduate students, at “producing” superior new scholars?  Can the 

educational work of the faculty be evaluated in terms that the faculty itself will find 

credible?  These are potentially incendiary questions for faculty members and wariness 

on their part is to be expected (and did surface).  The questions also proved to be 

complicated and thus interesting grounds for a pure intellectual exercise. 

      The subcommittee faced a number of questions. What constitutes “success” in 

graduate education? No consensus emerged in initial discussions and a polling of 

graduate chairs produced a similarly wide range of goals. Does input equal output?  In 

other words, should faculty be rewarded for succeeding with high quality admitted 

students who are primed for success?  Or should “value added” be the appropriate 

measure, i.e., award points to graduate programs that admit students with less than stellar 

academic backgrounds and turn them into excellent scholars? 
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Moreover, who is served by evaluating graduate programs on performance, and 

what is wrong with the current system of program review? As to the latter, a survey of 

graduate chair opinion on the current assessment process indicated that chairs either were 

unaware of such a process or discounted its impact on actual practices.  As to who is 

served, subcommittee members quickly pointed to administrators.  In this view, reviews 

are a tool for resource allocation decisions of Provosts and Deans -- i.e., cutbacks.  While 

this may not be popular, administrators at the University do have a legitimate interest in 

the development of quantitative measures for Graduate Group performance, and the work 

of the subcommittee forwarded that mission. A pilot version of the measures, produced 

early in the Middle States self-study, further impacted the School of Arts and Sciences. 

Discussions of measures on early attrition and time-to-degree, for example, encouraged a 

number of Graduate Groups in SAS to reconsider their approaches to the qualifications 

evaluation.  The lesson here is that generating performance indicators can lead to local 

curricular and administrative reform. 

      After flurried discussion, the hard work of actually developing measures fell to a 

few individuals, although they followed a consensus in the subcommittee to concentrate 

on so-called “process” and “outcome” measures -- thus eliminating consideration of 

inputs.  Since group performance was being assessed, correlating averages per group of 

such standard input measures as GRE scores, college GPAs, and reputations of colleges 

attended became irrelevant, especially given the international profile of the current 

graduate student body. 

The subcommittee report provides a detailed analysis of the performance 

measures developed with their respective strengths and problems.  In several instances, 
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the methodologies employed -- particularly on time-to-degree -- represent great advances 

over measures used in recent surveys of graduate education (which limited comparisons 

with peer institutions).  The University now has in place databases and analytic tools to 

evaluate our Graduate Groups on such indices as early attrition, time-to-degree, job 

placement, and student satisfaction.  A listing of all programs for 1990-2000 student 

cohorts, with their respective scores, appears in Appendix F.  Such care has been taken in 

developing the indices that the University should consider sustaining and continually 

updating the information systems created, and reaching out to other universities to 

encourage common methodologies in assessing graduate programs. 

      While the exercise has thus been fruitful, it has raised questions.  First, there is the 

obvious issue of interpretation. The numbers do not speak for themselves. As one 

example, high early attrition can be taken as an indicator of excellent monitoring of 

student progress; marginal students are dropped, and students with doubts may leave of 

their own accord within the first few semesters. However, low early attrition may 

represent able recruitment of excellent students. Similarly, cross-disciplinary 

comparisons should not be drawn without respect for the varying length of time 

necessary to train particular sets of graduate students. 

      Second, who uses the performance indicators and for what purposes remain at 

issue in the federal structure of graduate education at Penn.  Are the numbers owned by 

the Provost, Deputy Provost and the Graduate Council of the Faculties or the Deans of 

the schools in making decisions -- on the closing of programs or resource allocations, for 

example?  
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     Third, and related, the subcommittee on performance measures sharply critiqued 

the current system of reviewing graduate programs.  The subcommittee strongly 

recommended the definite use of quantitative measures in such reviews, but did not 

suggest a new structure. The current system is untenable. At the current rate of five 

reviews per year, the Graduate Council of the Faculties would finish a complete review 

of programs in twelve years, not the mandated five. In addition, the current evaluations 

apparently have mixed impact and value, at best. A clustered review system as mentioned 

above -- and recommended by the subcommittee on structure and finance -- would not 

only assess all Graduate Groups in timely fashion, but has the potential for innovative 

collaborations. Reviewers, external or internal, would be provided with quantitative 

indicators considered and developed by members of the subcommittee on performance 

measures.   

Finally, any compilation of performance measure should aim at determining 

practices that lead to success.  For example, the Graduate Groups in Mathematics and 

Romance Languages emerge as exemplary on every measure.  The elements of 

outstanding performance include strong leadership, full faculty engagements and constant 

attention to curriculum and effective monitoring.  Our high-performing programs can 

provide insights that can be valuable for the management of all Graduate Groups.  

 
IV. Reflections  
 

While the cataloguing and examination of current practices occupied much of the 

energy and time of the faculty and staff engaged in the Middle States self-study, the 

endeavor did not lack for grander ambitions.  For some, the self-study represented an 

opportunity to determine the steps necessary to make graduate education a top priority of 
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the University and to place Penn among the very top-ranked and most respected 

institutions in doctoral studies.  For others, the self-study constituted a chance to try to re-

invent graduate education.  Penn could thereby become a leader in developing new means 

of training the next generation of great researchers and university teachers. 

Key factors lie outside the charge and purview of this study.  For one, the strength 

and reputation of our graduate programs obviously rest on the excellence of the faculty. 

That premise did not require investigation and recommendations would be superfluous: 

sustaining faculty distinction is the primary agenda of the University.  Second, the health 

of graduate studies at Penn and elsewhere is shaped by forces far beyond the control of 

educational institutions. The state of the job market affects both the quantity and quality 

of applications to graduate programs as well as the morale of students and faculty; this in 

turn has an impact on time to degree. Similarly, the financing of graduate education is 

influenced by general economic conditions and by endowment performance of 

universities and outside private agencies. Finally, of course, politics and the fiscal 

solvency of the federal government have direct consequences for all of higher education, 

including doctoral studies.   

 If this report stops short of fundamental or revolutionary findings and proposals, 

nonetheless it provides a systematic and detailed scrutiny of our current policies and 

practices – the most comprehensive appraisal of the past thirty years. At the same time, it 

includes dozens of specific recommendations which, if implemented, will substantially 

improve the quality of Penn’s doctoral programs.  

 Stated summarily, these concrete suggestions can be categorized into the 

following propositions. The University should: 
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• Strengthen the federal system of governance, with improved cross-school 

information systems and a more robust centralized review process that utilizes 

systematic performance measures; 

• Facilitate cross-school collaborations in admissions, recruitment, curriculum, and 

alumni relations; 

• Encourage curricular experimentation which acknowledges the different 

pedagogical needs of our diverse graduate programs; 

• Improve the clarity of program expectations and requirements for students;  

• Universalize best practices in mentoring students, monitoring their academic 

progress, their training as teachers, and post-degree placement; 

• Examine alternative tuition cost arrangements (e.g., credit unit vs. annual tuition 

charges). 

Careful study of the material presented in the subcommittee reports that follow is a 

necessary prerequisite for any future effort at grander curricular reform. Thus, this 

document serves two separate but important purposes: it enables faculty and 

administrators to make specific changes in current programs, and it also affords a well-

informed platform for continuing examination of more radical options. 
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The Subcommittee Report on Degree Rules and Requirements 

 
Currently, the curricula and regulations of the Ph.D. and Master’s programs of 

Penn’s Graduate Groups are structured in terms of coursework, examinations, and a 

thesis or dissertation.   Beyond that, the Graduate Groups vary greatly in the pathways 

they set toward the degree.  Appendix G presents a summary of degree requirements for 

each Graduate Group (coursework, examination systems, teaching, advising, etc.). 

 
Coursework 

The University requires a minimum of twenty course units to obtain the Ph.D. A 

“course unit” can represent several different kinds of work: participation in graduate 

courses or seminars; independent studies or tutorials; preparation for examinations; a 

teaching practicum; laboratory rotations; summer or dissertation research. 

The time frame for the completion of coursework varies across Graduate Groups, 

and even within the Graduate Groups of cognate disciplines or schools: in the 

Engineering Graduate Groups, two to three years; in Biomedical Graduate Studies, two 

years (with the exception of Biostatistics); in Penn Design, two to three  years;  in Social 

Welfare, three years; in Nursing, in the middle of the third year;  in Education, in two or 

three years, depending on the program; in Communication, three years;  in the Social 

Sciences, and Humanities, three years (with the exception of Demography); in the 

Natural Sciences from one year (Chemistry) to four years (Math); in Wharton, from two 

to three years. The expectations for coursework are lessened if the student is permitted 

transfer credits from another graduate program: according to University regulations, “at 

least twelve course units of the total program required for this [the Ph.D. degree] must be 
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completed at the University of Pennsylvania; the balance may be transferred from other 

institutions, if the transfer is approved by the Graduate Group chairperson and the Dean 

of student's school. Such requests for transfer of credit may be made to the Graduate 

Group chairperson after the student has been enrolled for an academic year.” 

The relative flexibility of coursework also differs by Graduate Group.  Graduate 

Groups were asked to describe the balance between “core courses” and electives in their 

graduate programs: estimates ranged from zero to eighteen out of the twenty course units 

that are required by University regulations.  In small programs (such as Earth and 

Environmental Sciences) students end up taking all the courses offered in the program.  

Most programs (but not all) have a required pro seminar or set of introductory courses; 

others require distribution across fields within the discipline. 

“Coursework” embraces laboratory rotations, tutorials, and independent studies 

(998’s) as well as participation in classes or seminars, as appropriate to the culture of an 

individual discipline or Graduate Group. For a few, attendance at departmental colloquia 

constitutes a credit unit of coursework. For small Graduate Groups it can be difficult to 

sustain a full slate of graduate seminars, due to the small number of both faculty and 

graduate students. 

 
Qualifications Evaluation 

According to University regulations, in preparing for the Ph.D. degree “a student 

must pass an evaluation process normally conducted no later than the end of the fourth 

semester of registration.  The form and the evaluation process shall be determined by the 

graduate group.  If the evaluation process entails an examination, that examination may 

be considered as the final examination for the Master’s degree and/or the preliminary 
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examination for the Ph.D.  The school's graduate office and the student must be notified 

of the outcome of the evaluation.” (That notification may take place only in those cases 

when the student has failed to pass the evaluation process and is consequently dropped 

from the program.) 

It is expected that this evaluation process will help the Graduate Group determine 

which students will have a chance of succeeding in making their way to candidacy.  

There is some disparity in the formality and rigor of the evaluation process. Most often, 

this evaluation is tied to the performance on an examination; in some cases, however, it is 

tied to performance in coursework. The performance data from Arts and Sciences suggest 

that, at least in SAS, Graduate Groups have very different cultures concerning early 

attrition tied to a qualifications evaluation: some programs consistently drop students 

from the program after the second year of coursework (for example, Romance Languages 

and Mathematics), whereas others ask very few students to leave at that time (for 

example, History and English).  

The qualifications evaluation in Penn’s Graduate Groups characteristically comes 

either at the end of year one or year two. In all the SAS Social Science programs it occurs 

at the end of year one; in the SAS Humanities and Natural Sciences the evaluation may 

take place between year one and two; in the Wharton School (with the exception of 

programs in OPIM, Management, and Health Care Systems), the qualifications 

evaluation is coincident with the preliminary examination, given at the end of year one 

(Statistics, Marketing, Finance) or year two.  The same is true in Biomedical Graduate 

Studies, where the examination takes place for the most part at the end of year two (with 

the exception of Epidemiology, Immunology and Biostatistics). In Engineering, it occurs 
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at the end of the second or third semester. In Social Welfare, it takes place at the end of 

year one; in Education and Communication, it occurs at the end of year two, and in Penn 

Design, between years one and two. 

 
Preliminary Examination 

In some Graduate Groups the distinction between the qualification evaluation and 

the preliminary exam is quite clear. In others, the qualification and preliminary 

examination are combined in one process: this is common, for example, in the Wharton 

School and BGS, which tend to have programs that are more streamlined than most of 

those in Engineering and the School of Arts and Sciences.  This practice is permitted by 

University regulations: “With the approval of the Graduate Group concerned, if the 

evaluation process entails an examination, that examination may be considered as the 

final examination for the master's degree and/or the preliminary examination for the 

Ph.D.” 

The University stipulates that the preliminary examination “should determine a 

student’s eligibility for candidacy for the Ph.D. degree and that it constitutes an oral 

and/or written examination on the major subject area and such subordinate subjects as 

have been approved by the Graduate Group in the major subject area.”  It is “normally 

held after the candidate has completed all required courses and may include a dissertation 

proposal.” 

In practice, this examination may serve different if related functions: the primary 

(or the only) test before the candidate passes to the dissertation stage and thus more of a 

general examination; a “field” exam,” in the candidate’s proposed area of specialization; 

or an examination on the even narrower area of the dissertation proposal. 
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Teaching Requirement 

In 2002, the School of Arts and Sciences asked that all SAS Graduate Groups 

formulate a “teaching requirement” for the Ph.D. At the time of this writing, most were in 

place or in development (see report of the subcommittee on teaching).  For those 

Graduate Groups that require it, a mentored pedagogical internship is seen to be an 

essential part of Ph.D. training, producing the best qualified future leaders in both 

teaching and research.  This requirement can range from one semester to two years, 

depending on the Graduate Group. 

 
Foreign Language Examinations 

Some Graduate Groups require competence in one or more foreign languages to 

qualify for either the master’s or Ph.D. degree.  The University offers free courses in 

German and French for students who need to satisfy this requirement with these 

languages; student also may audit or take language courses for credit. Some Graduate 

Groups administer their own language exams. The justification for this requirement 

appears to vary according to discipline. Several Graduate Groups recognize that other 

languages, particularly German and French, may be needed to read criticism and research 

done in other countries. In some groups, knowledge of another language may be 

necessary to carry out research in other parts of the world (Anthropology, Earth and 

Environmental Studies). Finally, in many humanities departments, knowledge of several 

languages other than English is required to do primary research in the field (e.g.,  

Romance Languages, South Asian Studies, Comparative Literature); in some, the 

language requirement represents a mix of these criteria (Ancient History, Classical 
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Studies).  These requirements differ across the Graduate Groups; none of the Graduate 

Groups in Wharton, Engineering, and BGS requires a foreign language, nor do Social 

Welfare, Nursing, Education, or Communication. In SAS, a few natural science Graduate 

Groups require a language, while the majority of social science and humanities groups 

do. 

 
Dissertation 

According to the University rules and regulations, “a dissertation showing high 

attainment and power of independent research must be written upon some topic in the 

field of the major subject. This study must represent a definite contribution to human 

knowledge; it may be either positive or negative in character.”  The University does 

allow a student to submit a dissertation “based on joint work with other researchers . . . 

provided that in such cases a unique and separate dissertation is presented by each degree 

candidate. The candidate must include a concise account of his or her contribution to the 

whole work.” 

In all Graduate Groups, the primary mechanism for guiding a student on progress 

toward the completion of the dissertation is the dissertation committee, a standard feature 

of U.S. graduate education. There is no single rule for constituting this committee; thus, 

the number of committee members, whether they may be from other departments or 

institutions, etc., varies across disciplines. 

In some groups the dissertation proposal is the basis of the preliminary 

examination; in others, the dissertation proposal is submitted for approval to the Graduate 

Group after the passing of the preliminary examination. In still other Graduate Groups, a 

formal submission of a dissertation proposal is not required. 
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Graduate Groups are entrusted with monitoring the student’s progress on the 

research and writing of their dissertations and some do it more effectively than others.  

The typical arrangement is for a single faculty member or committee to monitor student 

progress, but some groups have “watchdog committees” to provide independent support 

and tracking.  A number of Graduate Groups require students to present their research 

annually at a departmental colloquium or workshop. 

 
Dissertation Examination 

The conventional closure of a Ph.D. degree program is the dissertation 

examination or defense; the University does require “a public, oral presentation of the 

dissertation,” which “may take the form of a workshop based on a draft of the 

dissertation, or it may be based on the final version of the dissertation, depending on the 

rules of the Graduate Group. In either case, the presentation must either include or be 

followed by an oral examination.”  Given this description, Graduate Groups have 

interpreted this requirement differently, and in fact, the “dissertation” examination is 

sometimes not the “final event” of the Ph.D. but rather a stepping stone in the process, a 

more informal workshop or seminar presentation. Many Graduate Groups, however, do 

treat the examination as a formal and final event, usually a public lecture followed by an 

oral exam, either public or private. 

 
Master’s Degrees 

Most Graduate Groups offer a master’s degree as well as a Ph.D. in their 

disciplines: some admit students for a “terminal” master’s degree; in others, the master’s 
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degree can only be earned in the process of pursuing a Ph.D. (but may be awarded to 

students who leave a program without completing the requirements for a Ph.D.). 

According to the University’s rules, “the master's degree represents the successful 

completion of at least a full academic year (two terms) of graduate work including some 

training in research.”  Thus, it requires a minimum of eight course units and some means 

of demonstrating engagement in research.  

 The rules stipulate that a candidate should write a thesis or “complete a course of 

research character or engage in supervised research, as the Graduate Group shall direct, 

which, in either case, shall be of at least one term in duration and shall include the 

preparation of at least one comprehensive scholarly or scientific paper.” Students must 

also pass an oral and/or written examination as designed by the Graduate Group, but 

Graduate Groups are also allowed to “substitute other assessment procedures for the 

general examination as a means for assuring that master’s students have broad knowledge 

of the field.” 

 
Comparison of Penn to Peer Institutions 

The basic outlines of the Ph.D. education at Penn are comparable to those at our 

peer institutions, including coursework, at least one preliminary or “general” 

examination, a dissertation, and dissertation examination.  However, we do differ from 

some of our peers in several respects.   (See Appendix H for a list of institutions 

considered peers). 

Several Universities do not require a specific number of courses or course units 

for the Ph.D. degree, including Yale, Cornell, and Princeton; these graduate programs 

tend to be more open-ended. Coursework is associated with preparation for examinations 
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and writing the dissertation. Penn more closely resembles those programs in which 

satisfaction of the requirements for the Ph.D. is attached to the completion of course units 

or credit hours, which are in turn tied to funding (such as Michigan and Stanford). Other 

universities with a centralized graduate school also appear to have more stringent 

requirements regarding the dissertation defense or examination. 

 
Recommendations 

The committee concluded that, in general, the rules and requirements for the 

research degree at Penn are consistent with practices at our peer institutions. The rules set 

by the University for the Graduate Groups appropriately allow a great deal of flexibility, 

which permits each group to shape the curriculum and process of evaluation according to 

the discipline’s needs.  We do, however, have several recommendations for strengthening 

some aspects of the requirements for the research degree. 

1. The Provost should encourage Graduate Groups to experiment with new models 

for the delivery of graduate education, for example, the reduction of required 

coursework in favor of tutorials or individualized research, the use of planned 

collaboration with other graduate institutions, etc. Such experiments cannot be 

imposed from above; rather, they should come from the initiative of those 

Graduate Groups that are eager for change. 

2. The committee recommends that the Graduate Groups be allowed maximum 

flexibility in designing the balance of coursework, lab work or rotations, tutorials, 

and independent research, according to the needs of different disciplines. 

Graduate Groups might also wish to consider the practice of requiring weekly 

colloquium attendance as a course for credit. 
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3. Graduate Groups should communicate clearly to all incoming and continuing 

students the procedures for any qualification evaluation and the process and 

purpose of the preliminary examination.  In those cases where the progress to the 

degree is complicated by a cumbersome set of examinations, Graduate Groups 

should consider streamlining the examination process. 

4. Graduate Groups should communicate clearly to all students the path they will 

have to follow in order to complete the dissertation.  This should include specific 

guidance on crafting a topic, writing (and when appropriate defending) a 

proposal, doing research, writing the actual dissertation or thesis, and defending it 

(when required). 

5. Graduate Groups should clarify for themselves and for their students the role of 

the knowledge of a language other than English in their graduate study; are these 

tools for primary research, or are they to equip students to read secondary sources 

in languages other than English?  It is clear that different groups have widely 

different needs with regard to the mastery of other languages; the justification of 

any requirement for language study should be explicitly addressed and should be 

factored into both the criteria for admissions and the graduate curriculum.  

6. The Provost’s Office should maintain a more detailed, uniform and up-to-date 

database of information concerning all the Graduate Groups’ rules and 

requirements. While the current website contains useful information, the quality 

and amount of information provided about Graduate Groups’ rules and 

regulations are inconsistent. The Provost’s Office should establish a standard for 

Graduate Group statements on degree rules and requirements and make sure that 
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they are kept current. The information should be presented in a clear and 

consistent way across Graduate Groups. 

7. While the University requires a dissertation defense, in some Graduate Groups 

such a defense does not take place after the dissertation but is completed instead 

in the course of dissertation research, as a means for students to present their work 

in progress for feedback. While such an alternative may not be appropriate for 

every Graduate Group, students profit from such opportunities, whether in such 

“defenses” or through annual participation in dissertation colloquia, and it is 

recommended that all Graduate Groups institute such a practice if feasible. 

8. Graduate Groups should monitor students’ progress towards the degree more 

carefully, and enforce more consistently the re-evaluation regulation for students 

who have been in the dissertation stage for an unduly long time.  Neither the 

students nor the institution profits when doctoral candidates do not complete their 

degrees in a timely fashion.  The Graduate Council of the Faculties should 

consider requiring that dissertation committees meet at least once a year, as a 

group, with the advisee and provide written feedback on the student’s progress. 
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The Subcommittee Report on Preparation for Teaching 

In addition to advanced training to perform research in their fields of 

specialization, graduate students need preparation and training for careers as teachers and 

communicators.  Many programs provide opportunities for Ph.D. students to serve as 

teaching assistants and/or primary instructors for courses. Some programs require that 

Ph.D. students teach for several semesters.   

 
Best Practices 

Various disciplines have their own “cultures of teaching”, in that methodology 

and pedagogy varies, the point in one’s career when it is considered appropriate and 

desirable to learn to teach varies, and the attitude toward teaching in general, and 

graduate student teaching in particular, is far from uniform. 

First and foremost, we viewed “preparation for teaching” as integral to the 

training of graduate students on track for academic careers, since these students need to 

demonstrate that they are good teachers to be employable in many disciplines. In other 

disciplines (mostly science and engineering), pedagogical training and experience occurs 

primarily during the postdoctoral, or even the early tenure track, stage.  Beyond 

classroom teaching, students on both the academic and industrial tracks need to learn to 

communicate ideas and results about their research to others both in and outside their 

field. 

There is general agreement across the disciplines within Penn, as well as at peer 

institutions, concerning the elements of good training for teaching. These include: 
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• Experience: Prospective teachers need to hone their skills by spending time in the 

classroom as teaching assistants and as stand-alone instructors. The 

documentation of these experiences also serves to complete (and hopefully 

enhance) our graduates’ first applications for postdoctoral academic employment. 

These teaching duties should be reasonable in scope, related to the extent possible 

to the graduate student’s studies, and they should not interfere with progress 

toward the degree. 

• Training: Before taking on duties as a teaching assistant or instructor, graduate 

students should receive adequate training in appropriate pedagogical methods. 

Some aspects of this training, e.g. mechanics and strategies for teaching, record-

keeping, etc., transcend disciplinary boundaries and can be provided by a school 

or University-based center. Other, more discipline-specific training should be 

provided by individual departments and programs. The training can take the form 

of special sessions, seminars or courses, and should be followed up during the 

teaching assistant’s experience. It should address the use of technology 

appropriate to teaching in the student’s discipline. 

• Evaluation, Feedback and Support: The efforts of young teachers, whether 

graduate students, postdoctoral students or assistant professors, should be 

evaluated carefully. Young teachers should receive constructive feedback based 

upon this evaluation, and should be mentored by successful, more experienced 

teachers. Teachers should be supported in their use of technology and should have 

appropriate facilities, including office space and computers where appropriate. 
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• Opportunities to present advanced material:  Graduate students need research 

seminars and other venues in which they can present their own work as well as 

other advanced material. Faculty should observe these presentations and provide 

cogent feedback. Students should be encouraged to present their work at regional 

and national meetings. 

 
Current Practices 

Most of Penn’s Ph.D. programs make a serious effort to prepare their students for 

subsequent careers that involve teaching. The nature of these efforts is necessarily quite 

diverse, since some schools and programs use numerous teaching assistants, while others 

have none, and some programs prepare students primarily for careers in academia while 

others do not.  Appendix I divides graduate programs into groups – the twenty-eight 

programs in the first group train their Ph.D. students primarily for academic careers, the 

twenty-four programs in the second group expect significant numbers of their students to 

pursue academic careers and others to pursue careers in government or the private sector, 

while the four programs in the third group expect their students generally to pursue 

careers outside academia. The numbers in Appendix I indicate how many Ph.D.’s 

graduated from these programs in academic years 1995 through 2002. For example, 

although more programs train students primarily for academic careers than in the other 

two groups combined, these programs account for less than 40% of Penn’s Ph.D. 

production during this period.   
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Experience 

Appendix J shows that a little more than 56% of the Ph.D.s graduated between 

1995 and 2000 had at least one year of experience as a teaching assistant and that, among 

those who serve as TAs, the average length of service is about 2.3 years. The list of 

programs whose students teach most often and for more years correlates fairly well with 

the list of programs that are training their graduate students primarily for academic 

careers. And even though the numbers of TAs do not correlate perfectly with the sizes of 

the corresponding undergraduate programs, the University has structured certain 

undergraduate requirements creatively so that graduate students teach in their own 

disciplines while addressing broader undergraduate programmatic needs. For instance, 

rather than working in a “Freshman Composition” program, graduate students in several 

humanities and social science disciplines teach “Writing About” courses germane to their 

own disciplines, that fulfill undergraduate writing requirements. In Appendix K, the 

programs are grouped by school, so that patterns are easier to discern. As is to be 

expected, the areas where students TA the least are clustered in Biomedical Graduate 

Studies and Engineering (15-30%), whereas more graduate students serve as TA’s who 

belong to schools with larger undergraduate enrollments, in particular SAS and Wharton 

(70-85%).  More than half of all Graduate Groups require or at least strongly encourage 

their Ph.D. students to teach. 

In Appendix K, the thirteen programs that graduated the most students account for 

more than half the total number of graduates who had served as TAs. Their average 

length of service (2.4 years) is comparable to the whole group, so we will look at these 

programs first. 
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SAS Natural Sciences: Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Psychology and Mathematics 

are among the thirteen programs graduating the most TAs. All but Physics require one 

year of teaching for the Ph.D. In Chemistry and Physics, first-year students typically 

teach lab sections (and recitation sections in Chemistry). It is the culture of these 

disciplines that students, particularly those in experimental areas, become attached to a 

lab or experimental group that supports them via research assistantships for the rest of 

their graduate careers (especially in Physics, where research often involves travel to off-

campus sites such as the Stanford Linear Accelerator or Fermilab).  Biology and 

Mathematics students typically teach lab and recitation sections throughout most or all of 

their graduate careers (although Math is moving toward having graduate students teach 

primarily in their second and third years).  Beginning in 2003-04, first-year Mathematics 

students will not teach. The Psychology students’ experience is more varied and falls 

somewhere between the Physics/Chemistry and Mathematics/Biology endpoints.  

SAS Social Science is represented by Economics and Political Science in the “top 

thirteen.”  Economics students begin teaching in their second year, typically in recitations 

for the basic Macro and Microeconomics courses. They generally teach throughout the 

rest of their graduate career (sometimes moving to courses offered by the College of 

General Studies in year five). In Political Science, most students teach during their 

second and third years (in what has become the standard SAS pattern for graduate 

support), and many teach again later in their careers. Some of this teaching occurs in 

stand-alone courses. 

SAS Humanities programs in the top thirteen are History, English, Anthropology 

and Romance Languages. History students are required to teach at least one year, and 
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essentially all teach during their second and third years. They move from assisting with 

large lecture courses to running their own small seminar courses. English graduate 

students also teach during their second and third years, moving from assisting faculty 

during a training period to working as a Writing Across the University fellow in their 

fourth semester, to teaching their own “Writing About” course in their third year. The 

Writing Program also uses teaching assistants from several other humanities and social 

science programs, called Chimicles Fellows, to teach “Writing About” sections. 

Anthropology students also follow the standard SAS pattern of teaching in their second 

and third years, moving from a teaching assistant role to a stand-alone role. Romance 

Language students are required to teach at least two years, and teach their own sections of 

elementary and intermediate-level language courses. 

 Since the Graduate School of Education has no undergraduates (the 

undergraduate major in Elementary Education is housed in SAS), there are no TA 

positions there. However, many Education Ph.D. students provide assistance (and receive 

teaching training) in their advisors’ courses as part of a research or other fellowship. In 

this role, the graduate student may take part in the development of the course curriculum, 

give occasional lectures, meet with students, and grade.  Similarly, there are no formal 

TA positions in the School of Nursing, although Ph.D. students are required to spend at 

least one semester providing assistance to a course or teaching their own course. 

 These experience patterns are representative of schools and programs where most 

students teach. At the other end of the spectrum, students in most Biomedical Graduate 

Groups are neither required nor particularly encouraged to gain teaching experience 

during their graduate years, although students who seek this experience can usually teach 
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for a semester or two in the Biological Basis of Behavior program of the School of Arts 

and Sciences.  Most Engineering students are required to amass a number of semesters of 

“teaching practicum”, which involves attending seminars and lectures about teaching as 

well as providing support for a course in the form of grading, office hours and lab 

supervision.  

 
Training 

The training of teaching assistants at Penn is multi-faceted (see  

Appendix L). At one end of the spectrum are school and University-based resources such 

as the SAS Center for Teaching and Learning, and the English Language Program for 

international students. More locally, several departments, particularly those with 

numerous TAs, conduct their own programs. Finally, many graduate student teachers are 

trained as apprentices by the faculty whom they assist.  

 The Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL), whose home is in the School of 

Arts and Sciences, provides short- and long-term training and intervention for graduate 

student and faculty instructors. The Wharton School requires its Ph.D. students to attend 

the eight-week Teacher Development Program organized by CTL (a requirement that is 

unique among doctoral programs in business schools). Teaching assistants in the School 

of Arts and Sciences and the School of Nursing are required to attend a workshop run by 

CTL during the week before classes begins. This workshop is being expanded from one 

to three days beginning in 2003. CTL has organized workshops and sessions for students 

in the School of Engineering and Applied Science, particularly Computer Science. 

Several Arts and Sciences departments, in particular Anthropology and English (for the 

Chimicles writing fellows), rely on CTL to provide multi-session workshops tailored to 
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teaching in those disciplines. All graduate students are invited to attend occasional CTL 

workshops held in the Graduate Student Center. Individual consultations can also be 

arranged through the Center. The Center maintains a website, 

http://www.upenn.edu/pennteach, which contains useful information and suggestions for 

novice and experienced teachers alike.  

 The English Language Program (ELP) is an important resource for international 

teaching assistants. ELP, whose website is http://www.sas.upenn.edu/elp/, runs a summer 

course that all prospective teaching assistants must complete before their first year, as 

well as follow-up courses for students who do not pass the language skill assessment 

mandated by the state of Pennsylvania.  

 Several of the larger (in terms of TA numbers) departments run their own training 

programs in addition to the CTL programs. The Chemistry and Mathematics Departments 

run week-long workshops that include mock presentations and videotaping (which is 

arranged through SAS’s Multimedia Educational Technology Services).  Faculty 

observations during these workshops affect the assignments given to the new TAs. 

Foreign language teaching assistants (in several programs and departments) complete 

several weeks of training during their first semester. Economics 1 and 2 teaching 

assistants attend an orientation session before the beginning of the semester. Chimicles 

fellows attend a four- to six-session workshop. The Music Department runs for-credit 

courses to accompany first-time TA assignments, relevant to the courses they are 

teaching. Additionally, most departments have regular meetings throughout the semester 

that bring faculty and teaching assistants of larger courses together for discussions of 

teaching techniques, lab preparation, problems and issues in the course, etc.   

http://www.upenn.edu/pennteach
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/elp/
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Evaluation, Feedback and Support 

The most basic way a department or program can support its new instructors is to 

indicate that teaching is an important programmatic mission. In their responses to the 

Graduate Group Chair Questionnaire, eighteen graduate chairs explicitly stated that 

teacher training is an important goal of graduate education in their program. They were: 

Ancient History, Anthropology, Art and Archaeology of the Mediterranean World, 

Classics, Comparative Literature, Computer Science, Earth and Environmental Science, 

History, History and Sociology of Science, History of Art, Linguistics, Mathematics, 

Music, Parasitology, Philosophy, Political Science, Religious Studies, and South Asia 

Regional Studies. For example, according to the Graduate Chair in Romance Languages, 

“Our goal is to help [our students] achieve the pedagogical acumen and the practical 

facility that will enable them to excel in their own classrooms.” 

The opposite side of this coin occurs in some departments (in particular in the 

social sciences), where faculty view graduate student teaching primarily as an 

impediment to attaining the degree. The students rapidly absorb and begin to reflect the 

same attitude, as we heard in some of our focus groups. 

Ongoing mentoring of students’ teaching and presentation skills is also crucial. As 

noted above, many departments and programs hold regular meetings and discussions 

centered around the teaching of specific courses, hold occasional but regular meetings 

with individual graduate students, and participate in ongoing CTL and ELP classes and 

workshops. 

 Programs generally use two methods to evaluate the teaching of their graduate 

students. The first is the ubiquitous course questionnaire distributed to undergraduate 
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students; in courses where the graduate student is the primary instructor, many 

departments use the standard “Penn Course Review” forms. These forms are less useful 

for obtaining feedback about teaching assistants and lab instructors, and several 

departments have come up with their own survey instruments for this purpose. The 

second method for evaluating graduate student teaching is classroom visitation by the 

primary instructor, advisor or another faculty member. Both these methods work best 

when there is timely feedback based on the questionnaires or observations. A few 

departments (notably Biology, Chemistry and Music) enforce the use of mid-semester 

questionnaires so that teaching assistants can make mid-course adjustments to improve 

their teaching. Besides being useful tools for the evaluation and improvement of graduate 

student teaching, these ongoing assessments provide valuable data for prospective 

employers at graduation time. 

 Several programs, including Communications and Mathematics, and several 

schools (SAS, Wharton, Nursing and Education) recognize outstanding graduate student 

teaching with special awards.  There are also University-wide teaching awards for 

graduate students.  

Another important aspect of support for teaching is the nature of the facilities 

available to graduate student instructors. Such facilities include space to meet with 

students outside class, appropriate computing equipment, and access to library reserve 

and online materials and services. Several programs indicated that providing some of 

these ingredients is problematic. These include Ancient History, which provides “two TA 

stations;” Anthropology, where TAs have one shared office for meeting undergraduates; 

and Art and Architecture of the Mediterranean World, which has no facilities for graduate 
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student teachers. Although the History Department offers graduate students access to a 

technology support person, College Hall is extremely short of space, so graduate students 

currently have nowhere to meet their undergraduate students. According to the graduate 

chair, this is something of a crisis within the History Department, making the graduate 

students feel undervalued and compromising their effectiveness as TAs. In Linguistics, at 

least some students who are TAs have carrels in a TAs' office. Even the Management 

Department also complains of a lack of space for its teaching fellows, and the Romance 

Language department reports that students who are teaching share office space for the 

purpose of holding office hours. 

 
Opportunities to Present Advanced Material 

As should be expected, Penn’s graduate programs excel at providing both in-

house and external opportunities for graduate students to present and discuss their 

research as well as other advanced material. As indicated in Appendix M, most (1460 of 

1760) of the Ph.D.’s graduated between 1995 and 2000 were aware that such 

opportunities existed for them, and more than 70% of them took advantage of them. 

Some of the schools that do not have teaching assistants (particularly the biomedical area 

and Engineering) provide numerous such venues, from lab meetings to interdepartmental 

colloquia and seminars, and most (upwards of 75%) of their graduates report having 

made one or more advanced presentations during their graduate careers (besides the 

thesis defense). It was somewhat surprising to learn that fewer than 15% of doctorates in 

the School of Social Work do so. 

 The nature of these opportunities is as varied as the disciplines. Some programs 

hold regular “brown-bag lunches” or “pizza seminars” where graduate students do most 
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or all of the talking. Others have journal clubs or reading seminars. Still others provide 

mentored rehearsal sessions before regional and national meetings in which graduate 

students are encouraged to present their work. Essentially every department and program 

responded positively to questions about presentation opportunities. 

 
Recommendations 

1. Questions specific to teaching experience and preparation for teaching should be 

added to the Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients Opinion. A few students 

included comments about teaching in their answers to an essay question 

concerning the most positive experiences during their program, but it would be 

helpful to have more general, consistent data. 

2. When the Graduate Council of Faculties reviews graduate programs, it should 

include a survey of alumni of the programs, which in particular includes questions 

relating to teaching and training for teaching. Alumni are in the best position to 

report on whether their graduate program has prepared them adequately for their 

chosen profession.  

3. Each department (or in some cases, a group of related departments) should mount 

programs to train and mentor graduate student teachers. 

4. An effort should be made to fund department and school-based formal sessions 

for training students in the job search and interview techniques. 

5. Some programs, particularly in the sciences and engineering, are relying on 

increasing numbers of international students, both for intellectual and scientific 

reasons.  
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a. Over the past decade, the University has developed a testing process to 

determine the English language abilities of international TAs and has 

managed a program to provide language training for those TAs who do not 

meet the standard.  The committee recommends that University oversight 

of this important process be strengthened. 

b. We should develop and support Graduate Group and school-based 

programs that promote not only language facility but also disciplinary 

usage and presentation skills. Even students from other English-speaking 

countries are often unfamiliar with the U.S. education system. Fluency in 

English does not necessarily imply intelligibility to Penn undergraduates.   

6. Teaching evaluations, especially for graduate student teaching (both stand-alone 

and as recitation and lab section leaders), should be regularized and updated. 

More information should be provided to the undergraduates who fill out teaching 

evaluation forms concerning the sorts of comments and feedback that are most 

useful for the improvement of teaching in general, and graduate student teaching 

in particular. 

7. More departments and programs should consider assigning course-credit to 

student teaching in recognition of the learning and effort involved in teaching. 

8. Although many resources for extended training and support of graduate student 

teaching already exist at Penn, including the Center for Teaching and Learning, 

the Graduate Student Center, and the Penn-Teach website, these resources go 

largely unused by the graduate teachers, who are unaware that such resources 

exist. A vigorous publicity campaign should be mounted to increase awareness of 
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these resources.  This is especially important for non-native English speaking 

graduate teachers, for whom there is no formal support network.  For example, e-

mails should be sent through graduate chairs to students and faculty, and a flyer 

describing these resources should be distributed to graduate teachers at the start of 

each semester and through the schools and University training programs.   
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The Subcommittee Report on Support Systems for Graduate Students 

 
I.    Academic Support: Advising and evaluation 

In general, Graduate Groups at Penn are doing a good job of advising students. 

Respondents to the Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients’ Opinion (Appendix N) report 

satisfaction with the advising in their Graduate Group and strong relationships with their 

advisors at the dissertation stage.  

 
Pre-dissertation 

The vast majority of Graduate Groups (92%) provide some form of advising to 

students beginning immediately upon matriculation. More than half the Graduate Groups 

assign individual faculty advisors to students before, or at the time of their arrival on 

campus.  Graduate chairs serve as advisors to pre-dissertation students in a third of the 

Graduate Groups, although in many instances the advising of these students is taken over 

by separate faculty mentors sometime in the first three years.  In several instances, faculty 

committees perform formal advising duties.  Pre-dissertation advising appears to consist 

largely of academic advising (i.e., course selection and academic requirements).   

The majority of Graduate Groups have a handbook or manual of some kind, 

which is distributed to students or accessible on the web.  Many also have meetings with 

incoming students and/or all students.  A minority of Graduate Groups rely on verbal 

communication, through annual meetings or informal one-on-one interaction, as the sole 

means of communication of regulations. In some groups, students tend to learn 

regulations from the graduate coordinator and/or from their senior peers; students express 
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dissatisfaction with these arrangements because they view these tasks as the 

responsibility of the faculty. The graduate student focus groups indicated fairly 

widespread dissatisfaction with their knowledge of the detailed rules of the Graduate 

Group, including what is expected in coursework, the purpose and nature of qualifying 

and comprehensive exams, etc.  Students rightly want to have a clear, written statement 

of rules. 

 
Dissertation  

  The majority of Graduate Groups use individualized mentoring that can vary in 

style according to the primary thesis advisor.  Committee members usually provide input 

on the substance of the dissertation and have responsibility for oversight. Committees 

may or may not include the thesis advisor, and in cases where individual advisors provide 

inadequate mentoring, the existence of thesis committees tends to protect students. The 

degree of interaction with the primary dissertation advisor seems to vary depending on 

discipline.  Students in the humanities have more freedom (less formalized faculty 

mentoring) than those in hard sciences, engineering, medicine, and business. 

 
Academic Monitoring and Attrition 

Concerns about academic support lie mainly with those students who never 

complete the Ph.D. degree after investing years in the program.  There will always be 

students who fail to complete a degree because they are attracted to other pursuits that are 

more suitable to their interests or talents.  In those fields, where undergraduate programs 

diverge substantially from graduate programs, such as in the social sciences and 
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humanities, as many as half the students who enter programs will leave without a Ph.D.  

It is difficult, if not impossible, to identify such students in the admissions process but 

both the non-completing students and the Graduate Group benefit the earlier that the 

“non-completers” are identified and allowed to proceed to other pursuits.    

Early attrition (e.g. “good attrition”), is apparently difficult for most groups to 

achieve. There is a great deal of variability in the extent to which students are monitored, 

and how this is accomplished.  Although a few Graduate Groups have a committee 

devoted to the evaluation/examination of students, most groups monitor pre-dissertation 

student progress during a meeting of the entire faculty, or leave monitoring up to the 

graduate chair or to a faculty advisor. Some groups give first-year students a diagnostic 

exam in order to better advise them on what courses to take.  Once students are doing 

their thesis work, monitoring is left up to the student’s advisor, or is placed in the hands 

of the thesis committee, so it is difficult to determine whether students are monitored 

carefully after they reached dissertation status.  

There is a great deal of flexibility within Graduate Groups if students do not 

complete the program “milestones” on a timely basis.  Most programs try to work with 

the student—i.e. provide the student with a variety of ways to work around his/her 

problems.  Very few programs demand that students finish incompletes, etc. within a 

defined timeframe and penalize students who fail to do this, or those who fail to meet 

deadlines during their thesis work.  The only programs that appear to enforce rigorously 

rules about incompletes/missed deadlines are those in which the students are funded by 

external grants.    
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Interdisciplinary Atmosphere 

Penn is committed to supporting strong interdisciplinary ties for faculty research 

and graduate education. The close physical proximity of schools and programs on this 

campus suggest that interdisciplinary activities could give Penn a comparative advantage.  

Several Graduate Groups, including most of the Graduate Groups in Biomedical 

Graduate Studies, are not based on a single department and include faculty from several 

departments.  Most of the Graduate Groups based in departments also include faculty 

from other departments.   

Some graduate students complain, however, that they are discouraged from taking 

related courses in other departments or that the extensive requirements leave no freedom 

to do so. Students contend that some Graduate Groups have placed barriers to such cross-

school course registration because the revenue from tuition flows to the school that 

sponsors the course, but is needed to fund the student’s home school.  

In the professional schools, most doctoral dissertation committees (especially for 

students in Wharton, Annenberg, Education, Design and Nursing) include few faculty 

from outside the major discipline; Ph.D.s in Social Welfare and City and Regional 

Planning have more faculty on dissertation committees from outside of the school (see 

Appendix O).  The Graduate Groups in the School of Arts and Sciences also have 

dissertation committees that are largely departmentally based.  Ph.D. students in English, 

History, Chemistry, and Physics have most of their committee members from their own 

departments.  Even a Graduate Group in an interdisciplinary department like History and 

Sociology of Science has 88% of committee members with primary appointments in the 

department. 
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II. Quality of life within the Graduate Group 

Organized, informal gatherings.  A majority of Graduate Group chairs reported 

that their Graduate Groups have organized, informal gatherings where students meet 

socially, while a few reported either having no such activities, having no knowledge of 

such activities, having tried to initiate such activities but failed, or having some informal 

but not organized activities.   

Among Graduate Groups that have organized, informal gatherings, the majority 

organize activities quite frequently, either on a monthly, biweekly, or weekly basis.  

Regular events such as weekly social hour, monthly brunch, and weekly tea or espresso 

bar are complemented with less frequently organized activities such as end-of-semester 

parties, welcome barbeques, and school/community projects.  Some “creative” ideas 

reported by the graduate chairs include celebration of student achievements, book 

signings, a “Taste of the Harvest” gathering, and attending the tapings of Justice Talking 

radio program.  A minority of Graduate Group chairs cited examples of having informal 

social gatherings woven into academic activities such as graduate colloquia, research 

seminars, journal clubs, and dissertation defenses.  A few pointed out the type of physical 

space that may be conducive to promoting social relationships among students.  These 

include computer labs (where students spend, on average, more than eight hours of their 

work day) and large student offices.  Several Graduate Group chairs highlighted faculty 

participation in social gatherings, including physical presence, financial sponsorship and 

collaboration with student organizations or representatives.  
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Lounges, Workstations, and Carrels.  Facilities for doctoral students, including 

lounges, workstations, and carrels, appear to be in short supply for a substantial portion 

of Graduate Groups.  Among programs that reported specifically on the availability of 

each of the three facilities, most reported some limitation in the facilities currently 

available.  Across programs, there is also much variability in the facilities available to 

doctoral students.  Only a few programs reported having offices/carrels assigned to all 

students, computers individually assigned to students, and a separate lounge for graduate 

students.   

Graduate Groups vary in terms of the coverage of students being assigned office 

space and the extent of office sharing.  For example, a number of graduate chairs 

specifically noted that offices are available to teaching assistants and teaching fellows.  

Some students in one program have their own offices, while in another as many as ten to 

fifteen students are sharing an office.  A number of Graduate Groups assign carrels in 

their departmental library as workspace for their students.  In a few physical science and 

engineering programs, the lab is used as the primary workspace.  The amount of 

computer facilities available also varies greatly—from access to an individual computer, 

to access to a shared computer, to access to the computer lab only.  Finally, given the 

space constraints across campus, several doctoral chairs pointed to the lack of space as an 

important problem to be solved, with one doctoral chair stating that there is a crisis for 

space and that graduate students feel undervalued as a result. Biomedical graduate 

students, in particular, reported that there was no space where they could socialize with 

other students.   Several students also expressed a need to have a dedicated space where 
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they could secure personal belongings overnight or while they engaged in activities 

around campus. 

The graduate student focus groups revealed that the very large majority of 

graduate students were not aware of how to get assistance with technology/computer 

issues with respect to their own computers and research work outside of supported work. 

 
III. Financial Support 

Penn’s support packages must remain competitive with those of its peers for 

several reasons.   (Note:  It is important that the comparison group includes only those 

programs with which we regularly, and at least often successfully, compete for students.)  

While we believe that students neither should, nor actually do, go to the University with 

the highest bid, we are concerned about the overall size of our financial support packages 

for several reasons.  First, at the margin, the size of the package certainly matters to the 

student who views the other components of the education as comparable across 

universities.   Second, Penn needs to provide enough support to allow students to devote 

full time to their studies. 

With very few exceptions, Penn offers accepted Ph.D. applicants multi-year 

support, including full tuition and fees, a maintenance stipend, and health insurance.  The 

norm in the life sciences and engineering is twelve month support for the anticipated 

length of the program.  The norm in the humanities and social sciences is a nine month 

stipend for four to five years.  Support generally comes from a combination of sources, 

including fellowships, teaching and research assistantships and institutional training 

grants. The stipend level has been adjusted upward each year to keep pace with cost-of-

living increases.  The minimum stipend level for 2003-04 is $15,000. Stipends vary 
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across the disciplines and are as high as $23,500 in the biological science graduate 

programs.   

At least one group (Economics) renews support on an annual basis, rather than 

offering multi-year awards.  Several of the smaller Ph.D. programs which admit students 

only after they have earned professional master’s degree (Social Work and Education) 

currently guarantee entering Ph.D. students three years of support and then assist them in 

identifying additional support at later stages.  The majority of Ph.D. programs in the 

humanities and social sciences are moving to add a fifth year of support for 2004-05.  

Summer stipends in the humanities and social sciences will be the next major goal. 

 
Student Indebtedness 

There is evidence from the Survey of Ph.D. Recipient Opinion that about a third of 

Penn’s Ph.D. students take out loans.  Students are borrowing rather small sums (a couple 

of thousand dollars) each year for their entire graduate career.  Students in several of the 

smaller schools (Design and Education) and students in programs with the longest time to 

degree (Anthropology, Folklore, Political Science, and Religious Studies) reported the 

highest rates of borrowing.  Most indicated the borrowing was necessary for summer 

support or for research expenses.  Students with children borrowed to pay for child care.  

There were a couple of unusual situations, as well.  One student commented that the 

borrowing terms were so attractive that it simply made sense to do so.   
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III. Non-academic Support 

The activities and professionalism of the non-academic support offices at Penn is 

impressive.  The main problem encountered by students comes down to one of 

information:  Ph.D. students often do not know about the resources available to them.  

The Graduate Student Center, founded in 2001, is attracting large numbers of graduate 

students and providing a central source of information for students.  The GSC, apart from 

its other many important services for students, should become a focal point for 

information about non-academic support services at Penn. 

Changes in the student body, the city and the nation have affected the demands on 

our non-academic support offices.  There has been an increase in international students at 

the same time that INS changes have resulted in more work for the Office of International 

Programs in arranging and maintaining the visa status of Ph.D. students.  It is critical that 

OIP be able to maintain aggressive outreach to international students so that they do not 

make mistakes that can be fatal to their academic careers.   

 
Housing 

Most Ph.D. students live off campus and have seen rents rise with the increasing 

prosperity of the neighborhoods surrounding the campus.  The Office of Off-Campus 

Living appears to provide excellent service to Ph.D. students and to the rest of the Penn 

community.  There is concern, however, that the general increase in rents has coincided 

with a decision by the University to eliminate housing for graduate students with 

families.   
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Recommendations 

Interdisciplinary Atmosphere 

1. The Graduate Council of the Faculties should consider requiring that dissertation 

committees include at least one faculty member outside the “home” program.  

Adding a faculty member from a complementary discipline to the dissertation 

committee will provide a sign that interdisciplinary work is encouraged and, at 

best, improve the inter-disciplinary aspects of the dissertation. 

Quality of Life within the Graduate Group 

2. All resident Ph.D. students should have a space where they can secure belongings 

while on campus.  All Graduate Groups—or sets of related Graduate Groups—

should have some space where graduate students can congregate informally. 

Financial Support 

3. No Graduate Group should admit more students than it can afford to support fully 

for the expected number of years it takes to complete the degree.  The quality of 

Ph.D. students produced is more valuable to the University and to the faculty than 

the quantity. 

4. Reallocation of financial support for graduate students that increases the per 

capita support should occur if necessary for Penn to offer competitive stipends.  If 

there are not other funds available, this should be done at the expense of the size 

of the program.  The expansion of minimum graduate student support standards 

should include the following items: 
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• Summer Support. Fully funded status should include summer support.  

These are the periods when time can be devoted to research, and time to 

degree can be shortened.  

• Support for the Time Normally Required to Complete.  The terms of 

financial packages, while not guaranteed from the outset, should include 

full support based on good performance, until the median (or 90% of 

median) completion date for the Graduate Group. 

• Incentives for Students To Obtain External Support.  Students with 

guaranteed funding who obtain outside funding should always be made 

better off for having done so.  This may happen by increasing the time 

supported, providing additional stipend, or a research budget.   

Non-Academic Support 

5. OIP’s staffing has been significantly increased in the past three years and must 

remain a high priority so that the increasing administrative demands per student 

can be dealt with without reducing outreach to international students. 

6. Similarly, resources for the Office of Counseling and Psychological Services 

have been significantly increased and must remain a priority. 

7. The issue of on-campus housing for families should be revisited.  
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The Subcommittee Report on Admissions Systems and Placement 

 

Penn has nine Ph.D. granting schools and sixty-four Ph.D. programs.  There is 

enormous variation in how Graduate Groups recruit students, the criteria they use to 

evaluate applicants, the financial aid offered, the attention paid to recruiting a diverse 

student population, and the ability of  programs to document their success in graduating 

and placing their alumni in positions appropriate to their expectations. 

 
I.  Admissions and Recruitment 

Admissions Standards and Evaluation of Applicants 

Selection criteria such as GPA, quality of undergraduate institutions, GRE scores, 

letters of recommendation, etc., are considered useful for establishing a minimum 

threshold for admission but provide an insufficient basis for evaluation. Other variables, 

some undetectable at the point of admission, play important roles in successful 

completion of the Ph.D.  For example, having too small a cohort of peers can result in 

problems of isolation; the sudden loss of a particular faculty member or group of faculty 

at a pivotal point can derail a student; the presence of a peer support network may help a 

student to ride out emotional perturbations in the rough times, and can have an extremely 

positive impact on completion. 

Many Graduate Groups find that applicant interviews are a helpful selection tool.  

Furthermore, the forging of personal links to Penn during the campus visit significantly 

benefits the yield. The old adage, “contact with happy and successful current graduate 

students is the best recruiting tool we have,” was echoed strongly by many Graduate 

Group chairs. Beyond assessing whether a candidate has the requisite capabilities to do 
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the required work, the main goal of the selection process is to establish “fit”; will the 

candidate be able to fit into the established research agenda, find a faculty member with 

whom to work, become the kind of person who fits the Penn image of a scholar, and be 

able to find an appropriate position upon completion? 

There is concern about corruption of the GRE testing process; most programs are 

wary about offering positions to international students where the reliability of admissions 

materials cannot be independently verified. The most useful tool for ensuring the 

integrity of the selection process is having “real” contact with the candidate, the 

professors writing letters of recommendation, and the faculty at the applicant’s 

undergraduate institution.  Most Graduate Groups in the sciences interview international 

students by telephone interviews, both unannounced and scheduled.  Internet 2 holds real 

potential as a tool for interviewing applicants from abroad. 

Some programs use early attrition as a secondary selection tool. For example, 

following the preliminary examination, twenty-five percent of the first-year Economics 

students leave with Master’s degrees, including students who presented scores of 800 in 

the Quantitative GRE.  In short, even a perfect score on the GRE does not serve as an 

adequate tool for predicting success or lack of success in some fields.    

 
Marketing and Recruitment Strategies 

Graduate Groups use a wide range of tools for publicizing their research 

opportunities and Penn’s resources (see Figure 1).  The World Wide Web, recruitment 

fairs at undergraduate institutions, word of mouth, personal contacts with colleagues at 

other Universities, recruitment events on Penn’s campus, virtual open houses, email and 

targeted mailings are all used.  In some fields Penn’s reputation is so high that effective 
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recruitment processes have long been established, and the momentum builds upon itself. 

In other areas, new recruitment methods are being developed and employed. 

 

                                    Figure 1 

Recruitment Totals* % of Programs that participate 

Web site 96 % 

Mailings 8 % 

Brochure 47 % 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits 50 % 

Current Student Contact 35 % 

Ads 5 % 

Prospective Student Weekend 14 % 

Reputation 6 % 

Conferences 2 % 

Field Colleague Recommendation 9 % 

*Appendix P details the efforts used by individual programs 

 

Recruiting is labor-intensive and many small programs find it taxing, especially 

where the financial and personnel resources are inadequate to mount a serious 

recruitment campaign. More than a third of the Graduate Groups make explicit use of 

their graduate students in the recruiting process and others involve graduate students in 

informal ways. Perhaps the most aggressive recruitment program is that conducted by the 

Graduate School of Education, which couples Ph.D. recruitment with extensive 
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marketing and off-campus recruiting for its much larger professional graduate programs.  

Such an effort requires dedicated personnel and resources. 

Students pick programs for a host of individual reasons.  While quality rankings 

may initially attract applicants, they do not appear to play a significant role in most 

applicants’ final decisions. A key factor identified by graduate admissions directors, 

graduate chairs, and current students is the potential to work with a specific faculty 

member.  The availability of an attractive funding package also plays an important role in 

the decision to attend a particular school.  This is particularly the case when funding 

packages can be guaranteed for the entire period of graduate study.  There is often a 

disconnect, however, between the number of years of financial aid offered and the 

normative time to degree.  When better funding is offered by the competition, recruitment 

suffers.  

The resources available to individual graduate programs for recruitment vary 

considerably, and those with the best support do the most aggressive recruiting.  Harvard 

and Columbia fly their admitted students to campus for an admitted students’ weekend.  

Penn programs that can afford to bring prospective students to campus have a definite 

advantage over those that cannot.  Penn’s assets are most evident to applicants who visit, 

and the visit is often a key factor at decision time. For example, applicants with concerns 

about safety in the University’s urban setting are often reassured by a campus visit.  

 The Biomedical Graduate Studies programs bring all prospective students to 

Penn for interviews; the admissions visit is quite expensive and consumes a good part of 

the program’s annual budget.  Some other programs at Penn bring applicants to campus; 
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for example, the Graduate School of Education hosts several open houses as well as an 

admitted student reception and dinner for doctoral students.   

Most programs at Penn have invested in web site development, but hardcopy 

promotional materials also play an important role in recruitment for those programs that 

can afford them.  The quality of the materials varies greatly.  The School of Arts and 

Sciences does not publish a catalog, and the thirty-four individual programs must each 

produce their own recruitment materials.  A high quality school-wide publication might 

help to promote the graduate programs. 

 
Making Competitive Financial Offers 

At Penn, the range of support packages is wide, varying from three years of full 

support (in Architecture, Social Welfare, and Education) to five years (in the humanities 

and social sciences), to program completion (in the biological sciences and engineering).  

Stipends in FY04 range from nine-months at $15,000 (humanities and social sciences) to 

$25,000 (in science and engineering).  Some Graduate Groups offer summer support and 

others supplement stipends with departmental financial contributions; many cannot. In 

cases where a program is not able to match its competition in terms of financial support, 

it invariably misses out on the best applicants and ends up with a class that constitutes the 

second tier.  Some programs deliberately restrict their offers to second-tier applicants, 

overlooking the best, who will surely be enticed elsewhere by better offers with higher 

stipends.  

Penn’s stipend levels are adjusted yearly to keep pace with increases in the cost of 

living and with the market, but several of our peer schools offer significantly higher 

stipends (e.g., Harvard’s stipend for FY03-04 is $17,500 for four years and for the final 
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year plus summer stipends of $3,500 for two years; Yale provides $16,000 plus $3,000 

for summers in the first two years).  Many other graduate schools offer premiere 

fellowships to attract the top candidates in selected disciplines. Princeton provides $3,000 

“Perkins Prizes,” to the top-ranked candidates in six of its humanities programs.  Given 

budget realities, schools and programs without resort to external funding for graduate 

students face a difficult choice: should they admit fewer students in order to offer higher 

stipends?  How does the issue of critical mass affect the attractiveness and viability of 

smaller graduate programs?   

 
Admissions Information Systems 

It is difficult to make meaningful comparisons between Graduate Groups at the 

University, given the broad range of disciplines.  Moreover, Penn’s decentralized 

computing environment makes it extremely labor-intensive to assemble even the most 

basic admissions data.  No simple way exists to collect admissions data routinely at the 

institutional level. 

There is need for a centralized system of gathering data across schools within the 

University.  The Provost’s Office should collect and maintain GRE scores and GPA data 

on applicants, admitted, and matriculated doctoral students for each graduate program, so 

that the institution has an ongoing assessment tool.  Certainly, these types of data would 

help identify graduate programs that have ceased to be competitive. 

To identify appropriate comparison groups for each discipline, it is necessary to 

look outside Penn to other institutions.  It is no surprise to find that other institutions are 

no more prepared than Penn to provide the type of detailed admissions data needed to 

compare performance in the recruitment of Ph.D. students.  Through the Provost’s Office, 
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Penn has access to limited admissions data from ten peer graduate schools.  The schools 

in the consortium exchange census data on applicants and matriculated students, but do 

not exchange GPA or GRE data either at the programmatic or institutional level.  NRC 

rankings come out only once a decade and the last ranking included only about half of the 

disciplines represented at Penn.  Popular rankings, such as U.S. News and World Report, 

whatever their perceived validity, rank entire institutions and do not compare individual 

programs.  

A few schools at Penn (e.g., Graduate School of Education) publish their 

admissions data annually.  For some others (e.g., Nursing), comparative data on programs 

is available through an accreditation board.  In the biomedical sciences, the “GREAT” 

consortium (the AAMC’s Graduate Research Education and Training group) has 

discussed the feasibility of collecting admissions data from member institutions, but most 

institutions are protective of their institutional data. 

The committee discussed the potential value of implementing a uniform national 

system of data collection, using the U.S. News & World Report or other ranking as a 

model. Consistent with this recommendation, Penn and its peers should be forthcoming 

about sharing data by publishing it in a prospectus or on the web.  More and more, 

applicants request this type of information, and it can only assist strong programs with 

recruiting the best candidates.  

 
Recruiting a Diverse Student Body 

At the institutional level, the Fontaine Fellowship program has been the focus of 

efforts to increase enrollment of students from groups historically under-represented in 

academia.  The fellowships, awarded to American students, provide a stipend, tuition and 
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fees, and health insurance, for at least four years. The requirement that programs match 

the Fontaine funding leverages the available funds and reinforces the host program's 

stake in a student’s success. In the past decade, the percentage of students from under-

represented groups has grown from five to seven percent of the domestic student body.  

Recruitment of a diverse student body remains an ongoing challenge at Penn as it 

does elsewhere. Programs with a critical mass of underrepresented students find it easier 

to recruit than do others with few or no students or faculty of color. Some graduate 

programs and schools invest more energy and resources in outreach than others. 

Federally funded training grants require documentation of successful minority student 

recruitment in order to be renewed; consequently, Biomedical Graduate Studies has a 

vigorous outreach effort, including a summer program and a staff person devoted to 

minority student recruitment and, as a result, has a relatively high percentage of minority 

students. Nonetheless, it sometimes loses students to competing institutions that offer 

“signing bonuses” (e.g., $6,000 plus) and higher stipends.  

Most outreach efforts are undertaken at the school level rather than at the program 

level.  Current outreach efforts undertaken by the schools and Provost’s Office  include: 

use of ETS’s “Minority Locator Service”; participation in consortia (e.g., Leadership 

Alliance, Institute for Recruitment of Teachers, National Name Exchange, National 

Physical Sciences Consortium; Project 1000); attendance at GRE Fairs, the California 

Minorities Forum, Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in 

Science, MARC/MBRS conferences, McNair Conferences; visits to minority-serving 

institutions; and summer internship programs.   
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II.  Post-degree Placement and Alumni Tracking 

Preparation for the Job Market 

Graduate Groups pursue a wide range of strategies to prepare their students for 

the job market.  There are similarities across groups as well as striking differences, 

depending on the aims of the programs.  The majority of our Graduate Groups state that 

they are training students primarily for academic careers, but several groups in the 

humanities (e.g., History of Art) and professional schools (e.g., Engineering, Social 

Work) acknowledge that other institutions and firms, rather than universities, employ a 

large percentage of their graduates.   

Differences in job preparation also exist between programs that focus on training 

students for careers in research and those that focus on training for careers in practice and 

teaching.  Programs focused on academic jobs typically employ a range of features 

designed to increase their students’ research capabilities as well as their visibility in 

crowded markets.  Most groups (including ones in which graduates go first to post-

doctoral programs) stress the importance of individualized counseling with mentors, both 

for improving the quality of students’ research and for providing them with contacts for 

job leads. Procurement of a post-doctoral opportunity relies heavily on the informal 

connections of the student’s mentor.  When a post-doctoral is the next step after the Penn 

Ph.D., most programs do little to help the student  prepare for the academic job market, 

since a standing faculty appointment may still be two or three years away.   

 Many Graduate Groups have students practice giving job talks to their 

departments.  Some groups conduct mock interviews to prepare students for the types of 

questions they will likely encounter.  Some set aside funding for students to attend 
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conferences to present work and meet potential employers.  Several groups noted the 

importance of simple devices, like bulletin boards, to circulate information about job 

opportunities to their students.  Some groups highlighted their teaching requirements as 

another way in which graduates are prepared for the job market; still others raised 

concerns that teaching requirements take time away from research and may actually 

lower the quality of research training and preparation for the career.   

Graduates who pursue careers outside of academe seem to find positions without 

difficulty, sometimes making use of mentors’ networks.  A small number of groups 

acknowledge that they do not provide any placement assistance at all.  Their students 

may make use of the resources at Career Services.   

Career Services provides an important resource for graduate students 

contemplating the next stage in their careers, and graduate programs should consider 

integrating their career placement activities with those offered by Career Services.  At 

present, Career Services offers such services as individual advising and help with 

preparation of C.V.s, cover letters and statements of teaching philosophy.  The Academic 

Job Search Handbook, now in its third edition, was written by Career Services counselors 

with extensive feedback from a faculty advisory committee.  One of the best-selling 

publications of the University of Pennsylvania Press, it provides an extensive step-by-

step discussion of what students can do to prepare for and to participate in the academic 

job market.  Besides subsidizing copies of the book for Penn doctoral students, Career 

Services also organizes an extensive range of programs and workshops led by faculty, 

including "Academic Career Conferences” and "Faculty Conversations on the Academic 

Job Search and Academic Life," which offer students and faculty a chance to discuss 
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such topics as dual career job hunts, salary negotiation, and maintaining relationships 

with one's advisor. Students may arrange to do practice interviews which are videotaped.  

Career Services’ library resources include many publications on academic careers 

including The Chronicle of Higher Education, the Grant Advisor, and Black Issues in 

Higher Education.  The Office has developed an extensive collection of materials on 

funding.  Career Services offers a Credentials Service; many students, especially those in 

the humanities, rely on the Credentials Service to keep letters of recommendation on file 

for use in job and funding applications. Many of Career Services resources are available 

to through their webpage, www.upenn.edu/careerservices. Career Services also maintains 

several online graduate student distribution lists which are used to announce programs 

and workshops and job listings.   

 
Placement and Career Tracking 

All doctoral degree recipients are required to submit the Survey of Earned 

Doctorates which records the student’s name, institution, dissertation title, field, 

department and school within the University.   It has a section on post graduation plans 

with such questions as: (1) How definite are your immediate plans? (2) Name the 

organization and geographic location where you will work or study (or what state you 

intend to live in if definite plans have not been made); (3) What best describes your 

immediate plans (postdoctorate, employment, military service); (4) Type of employer 

(government, industry, college/University, nonprofit, etc.); and (5) What will primary and 

secondary work activities be (research, teaching, administration, professional services to 

individuals, other).  The completed forms are submitted to NSF and the institutional data 

are available the following year. 

http://www.upenn.edu/careerservices
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Graduating Ph.D. students are also asked to complete Penn’s Survey of Ph.D. 

Degree Recipient’ Opinion.  This survey is anonymous; the data is collected by the 

Provost’s Office and provided in aggregate format to Deans and individual Graduate 

Group chairs in order to provide feedback on a wide range of issues, from satisfaction 

with coursework, exams, and advising, to financial support and placement plans. The 

response rate is high (more than 90% in five of the past seven years) but because the 

survey is anonymous, it cannot be used to track individuals’ placement.  Career Services 

also sends a survey to Ph.D.s approximately one month after the degree is conferred to 

gather specific employment information, as well as salary data, which can be shared in 

the aggregate with current and future students. The response rate for these surveys rarely 

exceeds 30%.  While useful for the purposes for which they were developed, none of 

these surveys provides more than a snapshot of career plans at the point of graduation.   

The University’s Office of Alumni Relations and Development also maintains a 

database on all Penn alumni (IDB).  This integrated database is populated from data 

gathered by periodic alumni censuses, Development Office research (especially for those 

who are judged to be potential donors), and direct contact with the alumni/ae (email, 

reunions, etc.).  The data is incomplete, however, and could not reliably be used to track 

Ph.D. recipients. 

Because placement is such an important indicator of program quality, in 2001 the 

School of Arts and Sciences committed the resources necessary to track the careers of all 

Ph.D.s who had graduated in the previous decade.  A web-based software program, 

Career Tracker, was developed in-house and School of Arts and Sciences Graduate 

Groups were required to undertake longitudinal tracking of their alumni for the previous 
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decade.  In 2002, the Provost’s Office extended that mandate to all Ph.D. granting 

schools.  The effort, which is still in progress, is a welcome development (see Appendix 

Q).  In addition to providing key information for program assessment, it can be used for 

cross-departmental and cross-school comparisons.  The data will be useful in preparing 

for the upcoming ranking by the National Research Council.  Career Tracker can also be 

mined for planning marketing and outreach efforts.  Finally, it could potentially be used 

in development efforts.   

The subcommittee strongly endorses the alumni tracking project for the reasons 

mentioned above, as long as the privacy of alumni data is strictly maintained.   While best 

managed at the school level, the work is labor intensive.  Plans and resources for 

maintaining the database must be made.  Among other considerations, there needs to be 

an efficient way for faculty to communicate information about the career advancement of 

former students.  

 
Recommendations 

Admissions and Recruitment 

1. Financial and administrative resources should be earmarked for graduate 

programs for promotional materials and recruitment visits.  Provision of resources 

should come with the stipulation that schools and programs undertake 

comprehensive collection and monitoring of recruitment and admissions data in 

order to ensure the quality of admitted students and continued competitiveness of 

individual Graduate Groups. 

2. Financial issues dictate to some extent the quality of the students who can be 

recruited and impact their success once they matriculate. Our stipends must be 
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adequate for our graduate programs to compete effectively with their peers for the 

best applicants.  

3. Each school should identify an individual responsible for minority student 

outreach to (1) guide students to resources about admissions into the University 

(i.e., develop information and web pages); (2) discuss the context and 

environment at Penn; and (3) help create a receptive environment at Penn for 

recruitment and retention.   

4. The operation of the Fontaine Fellowship program should be examined to ensure 

that the funds continue to be used optimally to support strategic institutional 

goals. 

Placement 

5. Development and maintenance of a centrally-supported, longitudinal database on 

alumni placement should be an institutional priority.  The alumni tracking system 

should be evaluated periodically, both to see if the instrument developed for this 

purpose is working well, and, more importantly, to assess how the data is being 

used. 
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The Subcommittee Report on Performance Measures and Quality Review of 
Graduate Groups 
 

Background 

The 1989 Report of the Planning Committee on Ph.D. Education states: 

To ensure that Graduate Groups are of the highest quality, the 

committee recommends that each Graduate Group formally review all 

aspects of its program during the next three academic years.   The review 

should involve participation by faculty, students, and alumni.  The result 

should be a report on the health of the program and a five-year plan for 

addressing the problems and deficiencies identified.  The report should be 

addressed to the Dean of the school responsible for the Graduate Group. 

 In addition, the Ph.D. program in each Graduate Group should be 

reviewed at least once every five to seven years by a committee consisting of 

scholars from outside the program, including participants from outside the 

University.  The review may occur as part of a regular departmental review, but 

nevertheless should specifically address all aspects of the functioning of the 

Graduate Group, such as: the effectiveness of the group’s leadership and 

organization; faculty participation and commitment to Ph.D. education; the 

quality of Ph.D. education offered; the effectiveness of student recruiting efforts 

and the quality of the students enrolled in the program; faculty/student 

relationships; graduate placement; alumni views of the program; and other issues 

of obvious importance.  The results of the review should be presented as a frank 

report to the Dean of the school responsible for the program, who then should 
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present them, in appropriate versions, to the faculty and students in the Graduate 

Group.  The Deans and the Provost should ensure that these reviews are carried 

out. 

 
In 1995, the Vice Provost for Graduate Education and Graduate Council of the 

Faculties commenced a program for regular reviews of Graduate Groups.  Where 

Graduate Groups were already periodically reviewed as part of a school-based 

Departmental review process, the Vice Provost would appoint a member of the Graduate 

Council to serve on the review committee.  In the absence of a school-based review, three 

members of the Graduate Council would be appointed to review the graduate program.  

The announcement of the policy stated that: 

   The purpose of the review by Graduate Council is to provide 

information on the procedures being employed to recruit, admit, educate 

and supervise graduate students in the program and on the efforts and 

consequences of placement efforts when students complete the program.  

The Council reviews will not attempt to evaluate the intellectual or 

scholarly quality of the faculty or to rate the program relative to similar 

programs at other Universities.  The review committee will examine 

records on admissions, matriculation, financial support, advising and 

placement of students, will review the rules and customs by which the 

Graduate Group operates (including the appointment of faculty to the 

Graduate Group) and will meet formally with faculty and students enrolled 

in the Graduate Group.  The review committee will prepare a summary 

report for Graduate Council. 
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Appendix R contains several exhibits bearing on the current operationalization of 

this process.  Appendix R-1 is the Graduate Council of the Faculties’ Graduate Group 

Review Protocol, which details the “materials [which] are collected in advance of 

graduate Council Reviews.”  R-2 is Issues Addressed in Graduate Council Review, and  

R-3 through R-5 are the protocols for reviews of graduate study in the three schools that 

comprise the vast majority of all Graduate Groups (Arts and Sciences, Medicine, and 

Wharton).  Relatively little explicit information regarding performance is demanded in 

the Graduate Council of the Faculties’ Graduate Group Review Protocol.   

Since 1995, forty-two Graduate Groups have been reviewed under this policy, 

most in conjunction with the departments with which they are isomorphic. Free-standing 

Graduate Groups have tended to be appended to a cognate Department, e.g., Art and 

Archaeology of the Mediterranean World with History of Art, and Demography with 

Sociology.  Five more Graduate Groups are scheduled for review during the 2003-04 

academic year, leaving fifteen that have not been reviewed at all.   

In the course of the self-study, the subcommittee surveyed the Graduate Group 

chairs to learn their opinions of the value of the mandated periodic reviews. Less than 

half of them indicated any familiarity with the policy.  

 
Difficulties in Measurement 

Measuring the quality of Graduate Groups is inherently difficult, for several 

reasons.   

• Not all Graduate Groups perceive their missions in the same terms, i.e. what is the 

definition of a successful product of a graduate program?  For example, in some 
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fields a graduate must enter academics in order to be considered successful.  In 

others, a career in industry is regarded as a standard of success.  Of those Groups 

whose graduates primarily enter academia, some view teaching at a liberal arts 

college as an acceptable outcome, whereas others view research institutions as the 

only appropriate venues where their graduates may pursue careers. 

Among those who place some of their graduates outside academia, there is great 

variation among potential employers.  These range from alumni of the Ph.D. 

program in Chemistry who work in chemical and pharmaceutical companies to 

alumni of the Ph.D. program in the History of Art who work as curators in 

museums. 

• Comparative standards that make sense for administrators–i.e., among Graduate 

Groups, within the University (within schools, in particular)–may not suit faculty 

members, whose interests are discipline-specific.  For example, there is no general 

agreement among disciplines as to what constitutes the best measure of scholarly 

productivity.  In some disciplines, number of articles published in refereed 

journals is considered a good measure.  In others, the general standard is the 

publication of books.  And in disciplines where a considerable number of alumni 

work at teaching colleges, the importance of counting numbers of items published 

as a measure of success is not at all clear. 

• Opinions differ as to whether a Graduate Group should be measured on “absolute 

results” or “value added,” i.e., is the performance of Graduate Groups best 

measured in terms of what was created given existing inputs, or in terms of the 

ultimate “success” (however defined) of their alumni?  Besides the statistical 
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profiles of entering students (such as GRE scores), inputs also include how many 

fellowships each department has within its power to grant and how large those 

fellowships are, as well as how many faculty members are available in a given 

department to mentor graduate students. 

 
 Keeping these difficulties in mind, it is still possible to define certain measures 

that will help assess the quality of a Graduate Group. 

 
Process Measures 

Mean Time to Degree is a standard measure of performance, and is reasonably 

easy to calculate, with certain provisos.  (The Median Time to Degree, i.e., the length of 

time until half of all cohort members graduate, is in some instances more difficult to 

measure since, as will be shown, graduation rates within cohorts do not attain 50% for 

many years; and if the calculation is restricted to only those who graduate, then the 

problem of defining the population of those who will eventually graduate also arises with 

real force).    

Using data provided by Penn’s office of Institutional Research and Analysis, all 

entering students from 1990 through 2000 were followed year by year, through the Fall 

of 2002, to determine if (a) they had graduated or (b) were still enrolled.  Students who 

had not graduated and were not enrolled constitute (c) attrition.  Enrollment status was 

based on payment of tuition. 

Appendix S (Tables 1a.-1e.) presents cumulative graduation rates, by cohort, for 

the five major schools that do graduate training: the School of Arts and Sciences (Table 

1a.), the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (Table 1b.), Biomedical Graduate 
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Studies (Table 1c.) which combines the School of Medicine, the School of Veterinary 

Medicine, and the School of Dental Medicine, the Graduate School of Education (Table 

1d.), and the Wharton School (Table 1e.).  Together, these five programs (across seven 

schools) account for 90.6% of the 5,487 students who enrolled in Ph.D. programs at the 

University between 1990 and 2000.  We have classed these data by school because 

schools are the top-most organizing level for both funding and administration.  Specific 

administration often takes place within departments, and we shall turn to departmental 

data shortly, especially for SAS, which was responsible for over half (54%) of all 

entering students during this period.  Schools with Ph.D. programs not represented in 

Appendix S (Tables 1a.-e.) include the School of Nursing, the School of Design, the 

School of Social Work, and the Annenberg School, since their number of annual 

enrollments is too small to sustain an elaborate cross-classification. 

Our institutional records recorded graduation up to the Fall of 2002.  Thus the 

cohort of 1990 can be observed for twelve full years.  In Appendix S (Table 1a., for SAS) 

we see that 17% of entrants had graduated within five years, 41% within seven years, and 

56% within twelve years of entry.  Similar readings can be given to other cohorts, which 

are successively truncated.  For example, the cohort that entered in Fall 1994 can be 

followed through eight years, the cohort that entered in Fall 1996 through six years, and 

so on.  Both the timing and ultimate level of graduation (around 55%) appear to have 

been very stable over time in the School of Arts and Sciences, even as the number of 

entering students has declined.  This is made clear in Appendix S (Figure 1), a graphical 

representation of  Table 1a.  The cohort of 1993, which lagged in rates of completion 

after six years, seems to have caught up with rates of graduation after nine years; at that 
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point, it is virtually identical (50-51%) to those in the three preceding cohorts.  The 

cohort of 1996 is indicated by a wider line, to attract attention to the fact that, after five 

and six years, it has higher graduation rates than the usual pattern.  Appendix S (Table 

1a.) reveals that this cohort is much smaller than any of the other cohorts. 

 Other schools show more variability from cohort to cohort in these cumulative 

graduation rates, which is to be expected given their smaller sizes.  To affect a 

comparison across the five tables, we have calculated (unweighted) averages of 

cumulative graduation rates across cohorts within schools, and plotted them in Appendix 

S (Figure 2).  Cumulative graduation rates should increase monotonically over time 

within cohorts, but these are plots of synthetic cohorts, in which the number of cohorts 

represented declines with years since entry.  Thus the cumulative percentage graduated 

after eleven years is based on the experience of the cohorts entering in 1990 and 1991 

only, while the cumulative percentage graduated after six years pools the experience of 

these cohorts plus the cohorts of 1992 through 1996.  This explains how it is, for 

example, that the cumulative graduation rate for three of the five schools peaks somewhat 

prior to the twelfth year. 

 Appendix S (Figure 2) serves to highlight differences among schools in both the 

pace of graduation and the ultimate number of entrants who graduate.  The characteristic 

path of SAS, first seen in Appendix S (Figure 1), is mimicked for the most part by GSE.  

SEAS tends to have substantially more graduates through the fifth to seventh years, but 

eventually graduates no more entrants than SAS or GSE.  Biomedical Graduate Studies 

(BGS) resembles SAS through the fifth year, but then improves so that 60% of entrants 

have finished by the end of the seventh year, and perhaps 80% eventually.  No other 
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school is close.  Wharton is next best, graduating 60% of its entrants, virtually all by the 

end of the eighth year. 

 Differences between schools are paralleled by differences within schools, and it 

is a defect of Appendix S (Figure 2) that what may well be differences in disciplines 

appear as differences between schools.  Thus the graduation trajectory for Biology 

(within SAS) is not so different from that of BGS, or Economics (also within SAS) from 

Wharton. 

 One useful way of synthesizing the data is to ask how long a student who enters a 

given Graduate Group is likely to remain in that Graduate Group, or Expected Years in 

Program on Entry.  This takes into account, simultaneously, the two sources of decrement 

(graduation and attrition).  There is great variability across Graduate Groups and, as will 

be seen, the correspondence with the more familiar concept of Mean Time to Degree is 

incomplete.  From an administrative, planning, and budgetary standpoint, Expected Years 

in Program on Entry is intrinsically important.  If Graduate Group A has an Expected 

Years in Program on Entry that is 50% higher than that of Graduate Group B, then the 

incoming class of Graduate Group A will have to be 2/3(=1/1.5) the size of the incoming 

class of Graduate Group B for the two programs to remain the same size (as measured by 

number of students enrolled at any time). 

 For any given cohort, the number of years spent in the program is simply the 

average time spent in school by each student who entered.  Many students have not left 

school after eight, ten, or even twelve years of enrollment.  Thus, calculating Expected 

Years in Program on Entry by cohort is of little utility, since the data will inevitably 

pertain to a cohort (or cohorts) that were admitted in the distant past.  The alternative is to 
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pool information across cohorts, including the most recent, in the form of a Synthetic 

Cohort.  Then standard life table methods can be applied to calculate Expected Years in 

Program on Entry.  Appendix S (Figure 3) illustrates the idea and calculations for the 

Graduate Group in Economics. 

 These calculations demand a great deal of data and the question arises as to 

whether this same index might not be calculated at much less effort.  If the rates at which 

students exit a program do not change much over time (a close approximation to reality) 

and the number of students who enter a program does not change much from year to year 

(a stronger assumption), then the Expected Years in Program on Entry will equal the size 

of the program divided by the (average) size of the entering class.  These are data that are 

readily available within Graduate Groups and to relevant administrators.  As Appendix S 

(Figure 4) shows, based on data for the Graduate Groups in the School of Arts and 

Sciences, the correspondence is quite good between the complex measure (Synthetic 

Cohort) and the more “rough and ready” calculation, here labeled Stationary Population 

for the theory from which the measure derives.  The ordering of these much-dispersed 

Graduate Groups would not change in any appreciable manner, save for Biology and 

Geology.  This is a useful measure of process that contains information not evident in the 

more traditionally used measure of Mean Time to Degree. 

 What is the relationship between time to degree, the most readily available 

measure of student duration in a program, and the measures of expected duration in the 

program at the time of entry?  There should obviously be some relationship, perhaps a 

strong one, since the retention experience of students who finish their degrees contributes 

a great deal of information to the expected duration measures.  On the other hand, 
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Graduate Groups differ from one another a great deal in the extent of attrition that they 

experience prior to conferring degrees; and the temporal reference is as different as 

between data on time to degree and data used for calculating expected duration in the 

program.   Expected duration is based on the experience through 2002 of cohorts entering 

in 1990 through 2000.  Time to degree is calculated for graduation classes of 1990 

through 2002, many of whom are from cohorts that entered prior to 1990. 

 Appendix S (Figure 4) plots these data for Graduate Groups in the School of 

Arts and Sciences.  Expected Years in Program on Entry is the simple average of the two 

alternative measures of duration in a Graduate Group that were discussed above 

(Synthetic Cohorts and Stationary Population).  These two measures are correlated, 

respectively, +0.72 and +0.58 with Mean Time to Degree.  The average of the two is 

correlated +0.67 with Mean Time to Degree, and the actual relationship is slightly non-

linear, as indicated by the curve in Appendix S (Figure 5).  The distance that a Graduate 

Group lies above (or below) this curve is the extent to which time to degree under- (or 

over-) predicts the length of time that an incoming student is in the program.  (This is 

under- or over-prediction net of the overall tendency of Expected Years to lag Mean 

Time to Degree.)  Thus History, English, Sociology, History and Sociology of Science, 

Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, and even Anthropology have expectations of time 

spent in program that are substantially in excess of what might be inferred on the basis of 

the traditional measure of time to degree.  Conversely, even the comparatively low 

number of years required for a degree in Mathematics, Music, Physics and Astronomy, 

and (especially) Romance Languages under-estimate the comparatively short duration of 

stay of the average incoming student to these programs.  (Another below-the-line outlier, 
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Art and Architecture of the Mediterranean World, is very small and the large discrepancy 

is of less moment.) 

 Note that the data on Mean Time to Degree do not account for whether or not 

the student was credited with any transfer credits.  These tabulations were made on an 

institutional database for Ph.D. graduates that recorded their date of entry (from whence 

time to degree was calculated) but did not record whether or not the student entered the 

University of Pennsylvania with a master’s degree.  The transfer credit measure is a loose 

proxy for “entering with a master’s degree” and a direct measure of the minimization of 

coursework taken at Penn.  There are disciplinary differences in the percentage of 

students receiving transfer credits: over half in the social sciences, but only a quarter in 

the natural sciences, with the humanities in between.  The effect of transfer credits is to 

shorten time to degree by half a year for the social and natural sciences and two-tenths of 

a year for the humanities.  The fact that there is no overall differential is a function of the 

relative percentage of students with transfer credits within the disciplinary sub-groups 

(Simpson’s Paradox).  To the extent that having a transfer credit is an over-estimate of 

entering with a master’s degree, then the effect of a master’s degree is likely somewhat 

more than the five-tenths (social and natural sciences) or two-tenths (humanities) of a 

year as estimated here.  

 
Outcome Measures 

 The quality of the Ph.D.s produced by Graduate Groups at Penn is the ultimate 

indicator of performance.  From one perspective, this should be measured by the 

subsequent output of our graduates, i.e. their scholarly and research activity.  This works 

well in the health sciences, which must routinely track and report on such productivity as 
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part of the renewal of their federally funded graduate training grants.  It is also practical 

for those fields where scholarly output is defined as journal articles, which can now be 

rapidly tabulated by Web-based programs that track citations.  But as the universe 

expands to include individuals doing proprietary scientific research for corporations, or 

museum curating, or teaching the humanities at liberal arts colleges, the prospects for a 

unified, detailed measure of subsequent productivity dim. 

 To a good approximation, however, the job placements of our graduates are an 

index to their and, by implication, their doctoral institution’s, success.  A few Graduate 

Groups do keep comprehensive records on where all of their graduates are, but most do 

not.  The Committee felt that a comprehensive assessment of the performance of 

Graduate Groups required a more systematic survey of their respective placement 

records, and so temporarily took over responsibility for a data-gathering operation that 

had begun in the School of Arts and Sciences, in which the current placements and/or the 

post-degree job histories of all SAS Ph.D.s for the years 1990-2002 were being entered 

into a centralized database.    As a result, we now have a solid base from which to move 

the keeping of SAS records of graduate placement forward. 

 The 2,422 students in Appendix S (Figure 6) were tracked via the Placement 

Survey, which drew upon the resources of the individual Graduate Groups to learn where 

their graduates are, and to classify them among the various outcomes.  An attempt to 

synthesize the outcomes appears as Appendix S (Figure 6): each row is a Graduate 

Group, with percentages across the various categories summing to 100%. 
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 The Career Tracker initiative for collection and longitudinal tracking of Ph.D. 

post-graduate placement has been extended to the other eight Ph.D.-granting schools.  

Appendix Q shows the current state of the project. 

 
Recommendations 

1. The Provost and/or his representatives should mandate the standard collection by 

schools of process measures of evaluation as defined here: (a) percentage of 

admittances in a given cohort who attain a degree; (b) synthetic cohort measures 

of time in school for those admitted; and (c) rates of attrition within cohorts (i.e., 

leaving without a degree).  Such data can be obtained largely from institutional 

records and does not need to rely on the participation of faculty, administrators 

and their staffs.  

2. The Provost and/or his representatives should mandate the continuous monitoring 

by schools of the placement records of their Ph.D.s.  This means current (in the 

ongoing sense) placement, not just first job.  We now have a good starting 

database and appropriate record-keeping software.  This database, however, is a 

wasting asset if the placements of the Ph.D.s who are in it are not updated, and 

new cohorts of graduates added.   

3. The University of Pennsylvania should share its internal evaluation experience 

with other universities, with the express intent that this set of measurement 

operations serve as a potential template for other institutions that wish to engage 

in serious comparative projects.  When similar data are available from other 

universities, it will then be possible to evaluate performance in a manner that is 

most sought by the faculty, i.e., within disciplines across institutions.
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The Subcommittee Report on Administrative and Financial Structuring of 
Graduate Education 
 
 

I. Structure of Graduate Education at Penn 

Universities have a variety of structures for graduate education ranging from the 

very centralized (e.g., the Horace H. Rackham Graduate School of Graduate Studies at 

the University of Michigan), to the partially centralized (e.g., the four graduate divisions 

at the University of Chicago), to Penn’s very decentralized system, in which nine schools 

are home to sixty-four programs, mounted by faculty associations called “Graduate 

Groups.”  More than half the Ph.D.  programs are housed in the School of Arts and 

Sciences (34), followed by The Wharton School (10), Biomedical Graduate Studies (8), 

School of Engineering and Applied Science (6), School of Design (2), and one program 

each in the Graduate School of Education, School of Nursing, School of Social Work, 

and the Annenberg School for Communication. 

Several of the schools with larger enrollments coordinate some aspects of 

graduate education, while leaving rules and procedures regarding academic matters to the 

individual Graduate Groups.  Biomedical Graduate Studies is such an example, providing 

central coordination of uniform admissions and financial aid policies across the eight 

groups, organizing graduate student orientation and an ethics course, and administrative 

and financial services. This system has the enthusiastic support of both faculty and 

graduate students.  The centralized nature of this system is well-matched to the centralized 

source of some of its common internal and external funding including training grants.  

Other schools at Penn have a variety of ways of assisting Graduate Groups, but for the 
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most part limit this to help in the administrative aspects of admissions and the allocation 

of centrally funded financial aid while leaving key decisions to the individual Graduate 

Groups. 

Might Penn benefit from a more centralized approach to graduate education, either 

through a school of Graduate Studies, through an office of a Dean of Graduate Studies or 

some other overarching structure that would be responsible for graduate education across 

campus? The argument in favor of such a change is that it would help to focus increased 

attention on graduate education at Penn after a rather lengthy and successful focus on 

undergraduate education. Discussions with Graduate Group chairs from across campus, 

however, made it clear that there is little support for a change of this type.  The flexible 

nature of Graduate Groups and their relative autonomy seem to be a good match to the 

federal system of education at Penn, in which the individual schools are strong and 

responsible for their own budget (see Appendix T).  There do not appear to be problems 

in graduate education at Penn whose solutions suggest a strongly centralized model of 

education, and the advantages in having a more centralized structure of graduate 

education does not outweigh the disadvantages engendered by such a system.   

There may be advantages for some Graduate Groups with similar interests or 

funding sources to consider closer collaboration or coordination in admissions, course 

offerings or seminars.  As examples, one might imagine increased interactions between 

Political Science and History; between Nursing and Sociology; among Engineering, 

Math, Statistics and Physics; among English, Comparative Literature, Romance 

Languages and German; Comparative Literature, Music, History of Art, and History; or 

among BGS, Biology and Bioengineering, to be useful.  In each case there is natural 
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convergence of scholarly interests and some research interactions are in place.  Likewise, 

Graduate Groups might also be clustered for the purpose of periodic reviews. (See the 

Chapter on Performance Measures for further discussion of Graduate Group review.)  

 
Staffing for Graduate Education 

The Deputy Provost chairs the Graduate Council of the Faculties, which has 

statutory responsibility for the quality of Ph.D. programs across the University.  Presently 

the Deputy Provost has a staff of one to assist with graduate education.  This position 

should be augmented with at least another professional-level position dedicated to 

graduate education.   

Students appreciate the considerable amount of work put forward by graduate 

staff assistants and the Graduate Group chairs in each program.  Graduate staff assistants 

were often mentioned as the first place where students go with any questions or 

problems, so they have become the “face” of the department in most cases for graduate 

students when it comes to administrative matters.  The work of the Graduate Group 

chairs and, perhaps to a lesser degree their assistants, is often not recognized.  It is only 

through their personal commitment to graduate education that they serve in this capacity.  

Since there may be only a few suitable faculty in some Graduate Groups to take on the 

role of Graduate Group chair, the system is not very robust.  Graduate Groups should 

plan for leadership succession and departments should consider the incentives they 

provide to recruit and retain the very best Graduate Group chairs and graduate staff 

assistants. 
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II.  Financial Structuring of Graduate Education 

One way to get a sense of the financial structuring of graduate education at Penn 

is to look at the school and University funding of graduate education during the past 

seven years, 1996 through 2002. The amount spent on stipends for the support of 

graduate students varies among schools and even among departments in accordance with 

the resources of the school and market forces.  Tuition is the same per course unit but 

may vary widely across schools, since the number of course units required per term and 

per year, and the total number of course units required for the Ph.D. at Penn is not 

uniform.  Health insurance is now covered for all fully-supported Penn graduate students 

and is anticipated to become a significantly increasing burden on both individual 

investigators and their research grants (for RAs) and school and departmental resources 

(for TAs), based on the experience of the past several years.  

Central financial support for graduate education is allocated to the schools in the 

form of University Fellowships and Fontaine Fellowships (used to promote recruitment 

of a diverse student body).  In addition, the Provost’s Research Tuition Match provides 

50% tuition relief to research grants supporting graduate students. Central funding is also 

provided to match the tuition shortfall on NSF Graduate Fellowships received by Penn 

students.  The source of much of the University funding provided by the Provost for 

graduate support comes from the 20% tuition tax on graduate and undergraduate course 

units. 

 Although there are differences among schools, the average annual growth in 

institutional support for Ph.D. students between 1996 and 2003 was 7.3% (see Appendix 

U).  Much of the additional spending went to fund tuition increases and health insurance.  
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The relatively small increase in University stipends is of concern, because these 

fellowships are the critical component of recruitment for the very best graduate students. 

It is crucial that this component of graduate education not be left behind. 

Review of both national and Penn data reveals the important role of research 

grants in funding Ph.D. students in the physical sciences/math, engineering and the life 

sciences, and its rather minor role in the social sciences and humanities.  This leads to 

some of the very different funding models and differing experiences of graduate students 

across Penn’s campus (see Figures 2 and 3). 

Primary Sources of Financial Support for National  Doctorate 
Recipients by Broad Field of Study 2000
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Fig.2.  Primary sources of financial support for U.S. doctorate recipients by field of study in 2000.  
[Data taken from Doctorate Recipients from United States Universities:  Summary Report 2000, see Appendix 
G.] 

Comment [DLJ1]: Here “support” refers to the 
principal form of support self-reported in the national 
survey. DLJ 
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Primary Sources of Financial Support for PENN's Doctorate 
Recipients by Broad Field of Study 2000
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Fig.3.  Primary sources of financial support for Penn doctoral recipients by field of study in 2000.  
[Data provided by Penn central administration.]            
  

A Campaign for Graduate Education  

Penn must focus its attention on graduate education and its needs in the next 

decade in the same way that it has focused on undergraduate needs during the past 

decade.  Penn should embark on a concerted campaign to fund graduate education, 

particularly to enhance graduate fellowship packages in the first years of Ph.D. education.  

This is consistent with the University’s new strategic plan, “Building on Excellence” 

(Appendix V).  As an examples of what can be done, Stanford recently completed a 

multi-million dollar campaign for Ph.D. students in science, social science and 

engineering and now uses this money to support the first three years of approximately 

300 of its Ph.D. students in these areas, thus reducing the strong dependence of these 

groups on the variations of federal funding.  In short, they use these funds to attract the 

very best faculty and students.  

 

 

Comment [DLJ2]: The exact definition of 
“Fellowship” support as used in the Penn data has not 
been determined yet and appears to be high in these 
figures. DLJ 
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Continue to Lower Barriers to Interdisciplinary Work 

 A common theme among faculty and administrators at Penn, as well as a strong 

strain running through the recently released strategic plan, is Penn’s suitability and strong 

encouragement for interdisciplinary work.  Given its history, the open mindset of the 

faculty, the mix of graduate and professional schools, the compactness of Penn’s campus, 

and the natural flexibility afforded by the Graduate Group structure, this is a key 

advantage that can be leveraged when recruiting students and faculty and in competing 

for research resources.  However, when talking with both faculty and graduate students 

about the intellectual life and research at Penn, the issue of barriers to interdisciplinary 

work invariably enters the conversation.  This may be code for talking about 

Responsibility Centered Management (RCM) or, in the case of students, simply indicate 

the frustrations they sometimes encounter when trying to cross traditional boundaries. 

 There are reports from some students that they either feel gentle pressure not to 

take courses outside of their program or school, or that the administrative barriers to take 

such courses are high, or that they are forbidden to take such courses.  Data across 

schools indicate that graduate students take few courses outside of their own school (see 

Appendix W).  The schools with the largest outflow of course units (listed as a 

percentage of total course units taken) at the graduate level are Annenberg with 15.5%, 

Engineering with 12.9% and Nursing with 10.4% for the 2001-2002 academic year.  

Most of the other schools had from less than 1% to approximately 7% of their student 

course units being taken outside the school.  It is not clear from these data whether 

changes in RCM would lead to increased cross-disciplinary, or cross-school graduate 

enrollments. To lower the financial impact of students taking courses outside their 
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schools, the redistribution of graduate student tuition will be changed starting in the 

2003-2004 academic year.  Rather than all tuition being credited to the school mounting 

the course, the new algorithm will credit 25% of graduate tuition to the home school of 

the student. This is a welcome change and it is important that students receive the 

message quickly that there are no financial barriers preventing them from taking the 

courses necessary for their graduate study, regardless of the department that offers these 

courses.  (See Appendix W on RMC and the Chapter on Student Support for discussion 

of interdisciplinary training.) 

 
Finding Effective and Creative Ways to Fund Ph.D. Students 

As noted before, Graduate Groups vary enormously across Penn and this is no 

less true for their type and source of funding, operating procedures, and their challenges. 

For those groups that depend heavily on external federal grants (e.g., SEAS, BGS, 

physical and life sciences, Nursing and parts of Psychology), there are often flexible 

methods for funding students, mixing University and external support, spreading of 

tuition over several years, and other means that may be optimal for a given set of external 

funding sources.  This may be difficult to do with smaller groups, but for larger groups 

with relatively homogeneous funding, this can be advantageous.  For example, within the 

past several years BGS has changed its tuition structure to match more closely the 

structure of their major funding source, NIH.  The result has been a savings to faculty 

who support Ph.D. students, relief to faculty during the first year when students are 

typically less involved with research, and a spreading of tuition more evenly over a five-

year period, smoothing the year-to-year impact of students on research grants.  This has 

worked in part because BGS has a relatively centralized financial structure, depends 
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heavily on a single source of funding (NIH), and expects their Ph.D. students to finish 

within five or at most six years.  SEAS likewise uses a model that appears to match their 

support of graduate students to the requirements of their grant sponsors and spreads 

tuition out evenly over four to five years while providing some relief to faculty during the 

first year when students are typically taking courses and not contributing directly to 

research grants.  It works for many of the same reasons that the system in BGS works.  

Other schools or Graduate Groups should consider the benefits of parts of this model with 

appropriate modifications, or use their own model that more closely matches the support 

of students to their funding sources.  In other cases, a rather different approach may be 

required.  For some departments in the humanities and social sciences, it may make sense 

to reduce the number of course units required for the Ph.D. and to make this requirement 

more consistent with the coursework students typically take.  Graduate Groups and 

schools should re-examine the way they fund Ph.D. students and their course unit 

requirements to ensure the most effective means of support based upon their mixture of 

external and internal funds.   

 
Examining New Models for Charging Graduate Tuition and Requiring Course 
Units 
 

For years graduate tuition at Penn and many other Universities has been closely 

linked to the undergraduate model of charging tuition.  However, it is clear that graduate 

education is incredibly diverse as one crosses disciplines, even within schools.  Some 

Ph.D.s require extensive laboratory experience and collaboration, while other work 

requires long periods of travel away from Penn, while still other research is intensely 

solitary or perhaps an interaction almost solely between student and mentor.  While 
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considering different models for charging Ph.D. tuition, the committee investigated 

Penn’s own diversity and the tuition models of the Ivy-plus peers. A restructuring of 

Penn’s Ph.D. course unit requirement and tuition charges has a number of ramifications 

and involves a sometimes delicate and complex interaction of academics, recruiting, 

budgets and federal funding requirements, but may well be worth the effort. It is very 

likely that a one-size-fits-all approach is not appropriate here.  However, the challenge 

will be to balance a diversity of tuition plans and course requirements with the need to 

have a seamless interface for cross-departmental and cross-school research and teaching. 

 
Recommendations:  

Administrative Structure 

1. The present flexible Graduate Group structure should be retained.  Further 

consideration should be given to ways in which Graduate Groups with common 

interests might work together to enhance these interests. 

2. Additional staff for graduate education is warranted to assist the Deputy Provost. 

3. Lower administrative and academic barriers, where they exist, for students who 

want to take courses related to their research across school or departmental 

boundaries. 

4. Consider if the right incentives are in place to recruit excellent Graduate Group 

chairs and graduate assistants in each graduate program.  

 
Financial Structure 

5. Support a focused campaign for graduate resources to support graduate 

fellowships.  
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6. Increase the University Fellowship pool by 10% during the next two years (over 

the normal increases) to enhance first-year graduate student recruiting. 

7. Encourage Graduate Groups that depend upon external grants to consider the 

most effective and creative methods of funding their graduate students.  

8. Continue to lower the barriers to interdisciplinary work (e.g., continue to move 

towards more equal tuition sharing between the home school of the student and 

the school that provides the teaching, and rationalize the funding of students who 

are supported between two or more schools).  

9. Examine new ways of charging tuition and requiring course units for Ph.D. 

education to best meet the needs of schools and their Graduate Groups.  
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Appendix A: 
TOTAL Ph.D. 

 

Year 
Grad & 1st-Prof 
Applications 

Graduate & 
1st-Prof 
Applications 

Only PHD 
Applications 

PHD New 
Matriculants 

PHD 
Enrollment 

PHD 
Awarded 

          
Full & Part 

time   

1990             

1991 26,395 2,954     3,764 437 

1992 27,780 2,937     3,642 434 

1993 27,767 2,950 8,500 603 3,586 443 

1994 30,842 2,917 8,543 565 3,558 439 

1995 32,847 2,836 8,006 521 3,368 488 

1996 33,526 2,781 7,601 432 3,147 439 

1997 32,867 2,842 7,370 487 3,067 419 

1998 32,991 2,896 6,878 497 3,027 424 

1999 32,055 2,915 7,051 510 2,989 369 

2000 31,042 2,916 7,927 543 2,959 412 

2001 32,083 3,050 7,758 483 2,970 361 

2002 38,569 3,477 9,283 551 3,074 364 

2003 40,163 3,484 10,919 557 3,133 353 
       

Footnotes:       
Data on PHD and Masters applications from Annenberg, and  SEAS were not separated out.  
As for the School of Design , applications count from years prior to 2001, the PHD and Masters count were not 
distinguished 
No admissions data were available from SAS (1990) and from SEAS (1990,1991,1992).  
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Appendix B: 

Creation and Closure of Graduate Programs at PENN 
 
 

 Date First Ph.D. Date Last Ph.D. Conferred Notes 

  Conferred and Program Closed  

  or Admissions Frozen   

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCE    

Physics and Astronomy 1889  Merger of separate graduate programs in Astronomy and Physics   

Philosophy  1890   

Chemistry  1891    

Economics  1891  Originally Political Economy; moved from Wharton in 1974 

Germanic Languages and Literatures  1891    

History  1891   

English  1892   

Mathematics  1892   

Near Eastern Languages and 
Civilization 

1892  Originally Semitics, then Oriental Studies, then Asian and Middle Eastern Studies  

Earth and Environmental Science   1893  Geology and Mineralogy until 1945; Geology then E&ES, 1963-present 

Biology   1893  Merger of Botany, Zoology, Microbiology, and General Physiology 

Psychology  1893   

Classical Studies  1895    

Political Science  1896  Moved from Wharton in 1974 

Romance Languages   1896    

Sociology  1900  Moved from Wharton in 1974 

Linguistics 1906  Originally Indo-European Philology and Sanskrit  

Anthropology 1908   

Music  1933   Moved from GSFA in 1956 

American Civilization 1938 Admissions Frozen  

East Asian Languages and Civilization 1939  Originally Oriental Studies, then Asian and Middle Eastern Studies 
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 Date First Ph.D. Date Last Ph.D. Conferred Notes 
  Conferred and Program Closed  
  or Admissions Frozen   

Russian Literature  1948 Admissions Frozen   
Art & Archaeology of the Mediterranean 

World  1949  Originally Classical Archaeology  
Music 1957  Moved from GSFA in 1956 
History of Art  1959   
Regional Science  1959 Admissions Frozen Moved from Wharton in 1974 
Folklore and Folklife  1963   
History and Sociology of Science  1963  Originally History and Philosophy of Science  
Religious Studies   1963  Originally Religious Thought  
Ancient History  1966   
Demography  1966   
Geography  1959 1966  
Economic History 1954 1972  
Applied Mathematics  1965 1972  
Comparative Literature and Literary Theory  1979    
International Studies 1984   M.A. only; offered as dual degree with M.B.A. 
Conflict Resolution and Peace Analysis   1970 1993 Originally Peace Science; moved from Wharton in 1974 
International Relations  1952 1998   
Criminology  2001   
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 Date First Ph.D. Date Last Ph.D. Conferred Notes 
  Conferred and Program Closed  
  or Admissions Frozen   
WHARTON SCHOOL    

Statistics  1894  Discontinued 1903-1928 and 1933-1947 
Finance  1907  Discontinued 1918-1928 
Economic Geography and Industry  1907 1924  
Insurance and Risk Management   1928    
Marketing  1929    
Management  1947   
Industry  1928 1947  
Economic Geography 1928 1962 Discontinued 1933-1947  
Operations and Information Management   1966  Originally Operations Research 
Accounting 1971   
Business Organization and Operation   1947 1975  
Business and Public Policy 1976  Originally Public Policy Analysis; in School of Public and Urban Policy 1978-1985 
Health Care Systems  1985   
Business Economics 1976 1986  
Social Systems Science  1975 1988  
Decision Sciences   1975 1993  
Real Estate  2000   
    

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE      
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics  1910  Merger of separate graduate programs in Physiological Chemistry and Biophysics  
Comparative Pathology  1911 1913  
Pharmacological Sciences  1914    
Hygiene 1929 1940  
Research Medicine 1913 1948  
Parasitology 1948   

 Date First Ph.D. Date Last Ph.D. Conferred Notes 
  Conferred and Program Closed  
  or Admissions Frozen   
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Bacteriology  1910 1950   
Public Health and Preventive Medicine  1940 1961  
Comparative Medical Sciences  1971 1971  
Immunology  1972   
Neuroscience 1981   
Anatomy  1910 1990  
Physiology 1910 1997  
Epidemiology and Biostatistics  1999   
Genomics and Computational Biology  2001   
Pathology  1910 2002  
    

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE   
Electrical and Systems Engineering  1930  Merged separate graduate programs in Electrical Engineering and Systems Engineering 
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering  1937  Originally Chemical Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering and Applied 

Mechanics   1937  Merged separate graduate programs in Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Mechanics 
Materials Science and Engineering   1946  Originally Metallurgy 
Bioengineering   1961  Originally Biomedical Electronic Engineering 
Computer and Information Science 1969   
Civil Engineering  1921 1990  
Transportation Systems 1897 1999 Moved from Wharton in 1965 

    
SCHOOL OF DESIGN       
      (formerly Graduate School of Fine Arts)   

City and Regional Planning  1954  Originally City Planning 
Fine Arts  1913 1958 Originally in the GSAS; moved to Graduate School of Fine Arts in 1920 
Architecture 1964   
Energy Management and Policy  1974 1998  

 Date First Ph.D. Date Last Ph.D. Conferred Notes 
  Conferred and Program Closed  
  or Admissions Frozen   
COMMUNICATION 1967   
    
NURSING 1984   
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SOCIAL WORK 1990   
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Appendix C: 
1994 National Research Council Rankings for PENN programs 

The tables in these pages, compiled by Vice Provost Janice Madden from the 750-page 
report of the National Research Council and published in Almanac (September 19, 1995), 
list all the areas where the University of Pennsylvania was ranked and includes the top 10 
institutions in each field. If a Penn program was not listed in the top ten, Penn's ranking is 
listed. 

The rank shown in the first column is based on the evaluation of the quality of the 
faculty; the rank in the second column is based on the evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the program in producing doctorates.  

The full report, titled Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States--Continuity and 
Change, is available from the National Academy Press, 2101 Constitution Ave. NW, 
Lockbox 285, Washington, DC 20055,  

(or fax to [202] 334-2793). The tables in their entirety are also on the World Wide Web, 
and can be accessed via http://www. 
nas.edu/nap/online/researchdoc/researchdoc_tables.html. 

 

ARTS/HUMANITIES 
 

Art History 
Columbia 1 3 
New York 

University 
1 2 

U.C.-Berkeley 3 4 
Harvard 4 5 
Yale 5 1 
Princeton 6 6 
Johns Hopkins 7 12 
Northwestern 8 8 
U. of Pennsylvania 9 9 
U. of Chicago 10 10 
U. of Michigan 11 7 

 

http://www.nas.edu/nap/online/researchdoc_tables.html
http://www.nas.edu/nap/online/researchdoc_tables.html
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Classics 
Harvard 1 4 
U.C.-Berkeley 2 1 
U. of Michigan 3 2 
Princeton 4 3 
Yale 5 6 
Brown 6 8 
U. of Chicago 7 14 
U. of Texas 8 9 
U.C.L.A. 9 11 
Columbia 10 13 
U. of North Carolina 11 5 
Cornell 12 10 
Bryn Mawr College 14  7 
U. of Pennsylvania 13 18 

 
Comparative Literature 
Yale 1 1 
Duke 2 7 
Columbia 3 5 
Harvard 4 6 
Princeton 5 3 
Cornell 6 8 
Johns Hopkins 7 2 
U.C.-Irvine 8 10 
Stanford 9 9 
U.C.-Berkeley 10 4 
U. of Pennsylvania 11 11 

 
English Language & Literature 
Yale 2 2 
U.C.-Berkeley 2 1 
Harvard 2 8 
U. of Virginia 4 5 
Duke 5 10 
Stanford 5 4 
Cornell 7 2 
U. of Pennsylvania 8 6 
Columbia 8 13 
U. of Chicago 1

0 
7 

Johns Hopkins 1
1 

 9 
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French Language & Literature 
Yale 1 1 
Princeton 2 2 
Duke 3 8 
Columbia 4 5 
U. of Pennsylvania 5 4 
Stanford 6 12 
U.C.-Berkeley 7 5 
Cornell 8 3 
U. of Michigan 9 9 
U.C.-Irvine 1

0 
27 

U. of Wisconsin 1
1 

 7 

U. of Virginia 1
3 

10 

 
German Language & Literature 
U.C.-Berkeley 1 2 
Princeton 2 1 
Cornell 3 4 
Harvard 4 3 
Yale 5 5 
Stanford 6 7 
Washington 

University 
7 8 

U. of Virginia 8 9 
Johns Hopkins 9 11 
U. of Wisconsin 10 6 
U. of Minnesota 11 10 
U. of Pennsylvania 16 17 

 
Linguistics 
M.I.T. 1 2 
Stanford 2 4 
U.C.L.A. 3 3 
UMass.-Amherst 4 1 
U. of Pennsylvania 5 7 
U. of Chicago 6 8 
U.C.-Berkeley 6 13 
Ohio State 8 12 
Cornell 9 5 
U.C.-Santa Cruz 10 6 
U. of Arizona 12 9 
U. of Connecticut 16 9 
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Music 
Harvard 1  2 
U. of Chicago 2 1 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 4 
C.U.N.Y. 

Grad.Sch. 
4 9 

Yale 5 4 
Princeton 6 3 
U. of Pennsylvania 7 9 
U. of Rochester 8 6 
U. of Michigan 9 6 
U. of Illinois 10 12 
Cornell 11 8 

 
Philosophy 
Princeton 1 1 
U. of Pittsburgh1 2 2 
Harvard 3 9 
U.C.-Berkeley 4 11 
U. of Pittsburgh2 5 3 
U.C.L.A 6 6 
Stanford 7 5 
U. of Michigan 8 8 
Cornell 9 4 
M.I.T. 10 7 
U. of Arizona 11 10 
U. of Pennsylvania 27 24 
Note: 1 Philosophy  

          2 History and Philosophy of  
            Science 

 
Religion 
U. of Chicago 1 2 
Harvard 2 1 
Princeton 3 4 
Duke 4 3 
Emory 5 6 
U. of Virginia 6 9 
Vanderbilt 7 8 
Princeton 

Theol.Sem. 
8 5 

U.C.-Santa Barbara 9 11 
U. of Pennsylvania 10 15 
Jewish Theol.Sem. 10 12 
Hebrew Union 13 7 
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Coll. 
Columbia 14 10 

 
Spanish 
Columbia 1 10 
Duke 2 24 
Brown 3 1 
Princeton 4 5 
U. of Virginia 5 7 
U. of Pennsylvania 6 11 
U. of Wisconsin 7 4 
Cornell 8 3 
U.C.-Berkeley 9 6 
Harvard 10 12 
U. of Kansas 11 1 
U. of Texas, Austin 12 9 
U. of Michigan 13 8 

 
 
SOCIAL/BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
 

Anthropology 
U. of Michigan 1 1 
U. of Chicago 1 2 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 3 
Harvard 4 5 
U. of Arizona 5 7 
U. of Pennsylvania     6 4 
Stanford 7 6 
Yale 9 12 
U.C.L.A. 9 8 
U.C.-San Diego 9 10 
U. of Illinois 14 9 
Johns Hopkins 21 10 

 
Economics 
U. of Chicago 1 3 
Harvard 1 5 
M.I.T. 3 1 
Stanford 4 4 
Princeton 5 2 
Yale 6 9 
U.C.-Berkeley 7 7 
U. of Pennsylvania 8 11 
Northwestern 9 8 
U. of Minnesota 10 6 
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U. of Rochester 14 10 
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History 
Yale 1 1 
U.C.-Berkeley 2 2 
Princeton 3 3 
Harvard 4 12 
Columbia 5 7 
U.C.L.A. 6 10 
Stanford 7 4 
U. of Chicago 8 8 
Johns Hopkins 9 5 
U. of Wisconsin 10 6 
U. of Michigan 11 9 
U. of Pennsylvania  12 11 

 
Political Science 
Harvard 1 3 
U.C.-Berkeley 2 4 
Yale 3 2 
U. of Michigan 3 1 
Stanford 5 5 
U. of Chicago 6 10 
Princeton 7 8 
U.C.L.A. 8 14 
U.C.-San Diego 9 12 
U. of Wisconsin 10 9 
U. of Rochester 11 6 
U. of Minnesota 13 7 
U. of Pennsylvania  42 53 

 
Psychology 
Stanford 1 1 
U. of Michigan 2 2 
Yale 3 5 
U.C.L.A. 4 12 
U. of Illinois 5 3 
Harvard 6 10 
U. of Minnesota 7 4 
U. of Pennsylvania 8 6 
U.C.-Berkeley 9 14 
U.C.-San Diego 10 8 
Carnegie Mellon 11 7 
Princeton 13 9 
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Sociology 
U. of Chicago 1 2 
U. of Wisconsin 2 1 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 11 
U. of Michigan 4 3 
U.C.L.A. 5 6 
U. of North Carolina 6 4 
Harvard 7 12 
Stanford 8 7 
Northwestern 9 10 
U. of Washington 10 8 
U. of Pennsylvania 11 9 
Indiana U. 12 5 

 
 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
 

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 
U.C.-San Francisco 1 1 
M.I.T. 2 2 
Stanford 2 4 
U.C.-Berkeley 4 3 
Harvard 5 5 
Yale 6 8 
CalTech 7 6 
U. of Wisconsin 8 9 
U.C.-San Diego 9 7 
Johns Hopkins 10 10 
Columbia 10 11 
U. of Pennsylvania 16 17 

 
Cell & Developmental Biology 
M.I.T. 1 2 
Rockefeller Univ. 2 4 
U.C.-San Francisco 3 3 
CalTech 4 1 
Harvard 5 7 
Stanford 6 6 
U.C.-San Diego 7 12 
U. of Washington 8 9 
Washington Univ. 9 8 
Yale 10 10 
Princeton 11 5 
U. of Pennsylvania 23 24 
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Ecology, Evolution & Behavior 
Stanford 1 4 
U. of Chicago 1 2 
Duke 3 1 
Cornell 4 3 
U.C.-Davis 5 8 
Princeton 6 10 
U. of Washington 7 5 
U.C.-Berkeley 8 6 
U. of Wisconsin 9 7 
S.U.N.Y.-Stony 

Brook 
10 11 

U. of Texas 10 13 
U. of Michigan 12 9 
U. of Pennsylvania 14 17 

 
Molecular & General Genetics 
M.I.T. 1 2 
U.C.-San Francisco 2 1 
Harvard 3 3 
CalTech 4 4 
Stanford 5 5 
U.C.-San Diego 6 10 
U. of Wisconsin 7 6 
Yale 8 7 
Johns Hopkins 9 13 
U.C.-Berkeley 10 9 
U. of Chicago 11 8 
U. of Pennsylvania 19 22 

 
Neurosciences 
U.C.-San Diego 1 2 
Yale 2 4 
Harvard 3 6 
U.C.-San Francisco 4 3 
Stanford 5 1 
Columbia 6 8 
Johns Hopkins 7 6 
Washington Univ. 8 5 
U.C.-Berkeley 9 12 
CalTech 10 10 
U. of Pennsylvania 10  11 
Rockefeller 13 9 
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Physiology 
Yale 1 1 
U.C.-San Diego 2 2 
U. of Pennsylvania 3 7 
U.C.L.A. 4 5 
U.C.-San Francisco 5 6 
Baylor College 5 10 
U. of Washington 7  4 
Stanford  7 3 
U. of Virginia 9 11 
Columbia 9 11 
U. of Illinois 20 8 
U. of Chicago 11  9 

 
Pharmacology 
Yale 1 1 
U.Texas-SW Med. 

Ctr. 
2 5 

U.C.-San Diego 3 13 
Johns Hopkins 4 2 
Duke 5 6 
Vanderbilt 6 3 
Harvard 7 9 
U. of North Carolina1 8 10 
U. of Washington 9 8 
U. of Pennsylvania 9  7 
U. of North Carolina2 16 4 
Note:  1 Arts and Sciences 
           2 Medicine, Pharmacology and  
   Public Health 
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
 

Chemistry 
U.C.-Berkeley 1 2 
CalTech 2 1 
Harvard 3 4 
Stanford 3 4 
M.I.T. 5 3 
Cornell 6 6 
Columbia 7 8 
U. of Illinois 8 7 
U. of Wisconsin 10 10 
U. of Chicago 10 11 
U.C.L.A. 10 13 
Yale 12 9 
U. of Pennsylvania 25 23 

 
Computer Sciences 
Stanford 1 2 
M.I.T. 2 1 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 3 
Carnegie Mellon 4 5 
Cornell 5 4 
Princeton 6 10 
U. of Texas 7 11 
U. of Illinois 8 8 
U. of Washington 9 6 
U. of Wisconsin 10 9 
CalTech 12 7 
U. of Pennsylvania: 
Computer Info. Sci. 24 21 
Decision Sci. 45 43 

 
Geosciences 
CalTech 1 1 
M.I.T. 2 2 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 4 
Columbia 4 3 
Stanford 5 8 
U.C.-San Diego 6 5 
U. of Chicago 7 7 
Harvard 8 14 
Stanford 9 5 
Cornell 9 16 
U. of Pennsylvania 79 76 
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Materials Science 
M.I.T. 1 1 
Northwestern 2 4 
Cornell 3 3 
U.C.-Berkeley 4 4 
U. of Illinois 5 7 
Stanford 6 6 
U. of Massachusetts 7 2 
U.C.-Santa Barbara 8 10 
Penn State 9 8 
U. of Pennsylvania 10 12 
Carnegie Mellon 11 9 
R.P.I. 13 10 

 
Mathematics 
U.C.-Berkeley 1 6 
Princeton 1 1 
M.I.T. 3 4 
Harvard 4 3 
U. of Chicago 5 2 
Stanford 6 5 
Yale 7 8 
New York Univ. 8 7 
U. of Michigan 9 14 
Columbia 9 11 
Cornell 15 10 
Brown 16 9 
U. of Pennsylvania 22 25 

 
Physics 
Harvard 1 1 
Princeton 2 2 
M.I.T. 3 3 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 7 
CalTech 5 4 
Cornell 6 6 
U. of Chicago 7 5 
U. of Illinois 8 8 
Stanford 9 9 
U.C.-Santa Barbara 10 11 
Yale 13 10 
U. of Pennsylvania 17 18 
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Statistics & Biostatistics 
Stanford 1 1 
U.C.-Berkeley3 1 2 
U.C.-Berkeley4 3 7 
Cornell 4 6 
U. of Chicago 5 3 
U. of Washington4 6 4 
Harvard 7 11 
U. of Wisconsin 8 5 
U. of Washington3 9 9 
Purdue 10 15 
Iowa State U. 14 8 
Carnegie Mellon 16 10 
U. of Pennsylvania 28 33

> 
Note:  3 Statistics 
           4 Biostatistics 

 
 
ENGINEERING 
 

Biomedical Engineering 
M.I.T. 1 2 
U.C.-San Diego 2 1 
U. of Washington 3 6 
Duke 4 12 
U. of Pennsylvania 5 9 
Johns Hopkins 6 3 
U.C.-San Francisco 7 5 
U.C.-Berkeley 8 7 
U. of Utah 9 10 
Rice 10 4 
Stanford 12 8 
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Chemical Engineering 
U. of Minnesota 1 1 
M.I.T. 2 2 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 2 
U. of Wisconsin 4 4 
U. of Illinois 5 6 
CalTech 6 7 
Stanford 7 5 
U. of Delaware 8 8 
Princeton 9 9 
U. of Texas 10 13 
U. of Pennsylvania 11 10 
Cornell 13 10 

 
Electrical Engineering 
Stanford 1 1 
M.I.T. 2 2 
U. of Illinois 3  3 
U.C.-Berkeley 4 4 
CalTech 5 5 
U. of Michigan 6 6 
Cornell 7 7 
Purdue 8 10 
Princeton 9 9 
U.S.C. 10 15 
U.C.L.A. 10 11 
Carnegie Mellon 12 8 
U. of Pennsylvania 41 45 

 
Mechanical Engineering 
Stanford 1 1 
M.I.T. 2 3 
U.C.-Berkeley 3 1 
CalTech 4 4 
U. of Michigan 5 8 
Princeton 6 5 
Cornell 7 9 
U. of Minnesota 8 11 
U. of Illinois 9 6 
U.C.-San Diego 10 13 
Purdue 10 7 
Northwestern 12 10 
U. of Pennsylvania 22 25 
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Appendix D-1: 
Middle States Accreditation Review of Graduate Education 

 Organizational Structure

Steering Committee (Chairs of
Committees and Deputy Provost)

Chair: Walter Licht, Associate Dean of
SAS and Professor of History

Degree Requirements,
Rules and Regulations

 course units
 examination structure

and sequence
 academic integrity and

responsible conduct
of research

Administrative and Financial
Structuring of Graduate

Education

 central vs. school control
 advisability of a separate

graduate school
 cross-school

collaborations
 tuition structure
 external funding and

development

Performance Measures and
Quality Review of Graduate

Groups

 defining assessment
criteria

 develop instruments of
measurement

 conduct pilot review

Support Systems for
Graduate Students

 fellowship packages
 advising and mentoring
 research support
 facilities support

Preparation for Teaching

 training for the classroom
and other teaching venues

 defining teaching across
the disciplines

 enhancing communication
skills

 teaching and technology

Admissions, Systems and
Placement Strategies

 recruitment
 data systems
 marketing
 diversity
 career placement
 alumni relations

Dwight Jaggard
Professor of Electrical

Engineering

Rebecca Bushnell
Professor of English

Herbert Smith
Professor of Sociology

Janice Madden
Professor, Regional Science,

Sociology and Real Estate

Dennis DeTurck
Professor of Mathematics

John Monroe
Professor, Pathology and

Laboratory Medicine
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Appendix D-2: 
Middle States Accreditation Review Timeline 

 
 

• Strategy:  Pointed Self-Study, Not Comprehensive Review 
• Subject: Graduate Education: Research Degree Programs 
• Note:   Comprehensive statistics on the University with minimal text will  

have to be submitted in a separate report 
 
 

Plan of Action 
 

Spring 2002 Fall 2002 Spring 2003 Summer 2003 Fall 2003 Spring 2004 
Announcement of   

Critical Self-Study by 
President and Provost 

 
Formation of Steering 
and Subcommittees 

 
Visit of MSCHE Staff 

(April 1) 
 

Submission of Design 
Plan 

Subcommittee 
Self-Studies 

Subcommittee 
Reports 

Completed 

Draft of Final 
Report 

Revision and 
Submission of 
Final Report 

External Review 
Committee Visit 
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Appendix D-3: 
Subcommittee Agendas 

 
Middle States: Subcommittee on Administrative and Financial Structuring of 
Graduate Education 

 
Chair: Dwight Jaggard, School of Engineering and Applied Science 
 
Members: 
Andy Binns, Biology, School of Arts and Sciences 
David Brownlee, History of Art, School of Arts and Sciences 
Joseph Cappella, Communication, Annenberg School for Communication 
Jane Gallen, Staff 
Margaret Goertz, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Jerry Jacobs, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences 
Dan Katzenberg, Budget and Analysis 
Rick Lambert, Accounting, Wharton School 
Janet Plantan, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Susan Ross, Microbiology, School of Medicine 
Ramin Sedehi, Finance and Administration, School of Arts and Sciences 
Phyllis Solomon, School of Social Work 
Carol Spigner, School of Social Work 
Tom Stump, Budget and Administration, School of Engineering and Applied Science 
 
   Consistent with the charge to this group, the committee will meet during the 
2002-2003 academic year to consider the two areas below: 
 
Administrative Structure: 
Should there be greater centralization/decentralization of graduate education?  (Consider 
roles of development, mentoring, recruitment, data management and information, 
resource allocation, job placement, and RCM.) How is graduate education structured at 
peer institutions and what role does centralization play?   
 
Is the graduate group structure the best structure for Penn?  If so, is there a way to 
enhance the graduate group function by clustering of groups? Are governance 
mechanisms effective?  Does the present autonomy of groups serve students and faculty 
well? 
 
Is there an appropriate focus on graduate education at the level of the central 
administration?  What role does graduate education play in perceptions of institutional 
quality? 
 
Does the current structure serve Penn's increased focus in interdisciplinary research?  
What is the role of graduate groups that cross school boundaries? 
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Financial Structure:  
Do faculty and administrators have adequate incentives to obtain increased external 
funding? Does the Provost’s tuition match accomplish what it was set up to do?  What 
role does RCM play in graduate education? Are resources such as University Fellowships 
and Teaching Assistantships being used optimally?   
 
Are all Ph.D. students funded? If so, at what level? If not, is it possible or desirable to 
provide funding for all Ph.D. students? 
 
Should Penn examine how tuition rates are set, or whether tuition should be charged at 
all?  If it is charged, should tuition be taxed by the central administration?  
 
Does Penn have a proper IT system for tracking and accounting for Ph.D. student 
funding?  
 
We anticipate meeting with several groups, both on and off campus, to provide us with 
the internal and external benchmarks of practice in the administrative and financial 
structuring of graduate education.  The Office of Institutional Research and Analysis will 
provide information on institutional and external graduate support, and other data as 
required by the committee.  
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Middle States: Subcommittee on Degree Requirements, Rules and Regulations 
 

Chair: Rebecca Bushnell, English, School of Arts and Sciences 
 
Members:  
Janet Deatrick, Nursing 
Max Dionisio, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Jim English, English, School of Arts and Sciences 
Larry Gross, Communication, Annenberg School for Communication 
Sarah Hayford, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Randy Kamien, Physics and Astronomy, School of Arts and Sciences 
John Keene, City and Regional Planning, Graduate School of Fine Arts 
Karen Lawrence, Staff 
Randy Pittman, Pharmaceutical Science, School of Medicine 
John Puckett, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Jan Vander Spiegel, Electrical and Systems Engineering, School of Engineering and 
Applied Science 
Mark Stern, School of Social Work 
Greg Urban, Anthropology, School of Arts and Sciences 
Joel Waldfogel, Business and Public Policy, Wharton School 
 
 
The purpose of this subcommittee is to survey the structure and observance of rules and 
regulations governing the Ph.D. and Master’s research degrees and the graduate 
curriculum across the University, to compare our practices with those of our peer 
institutions and to suggest possible new models for the shaping the research degree.   
 
The subcommittee will pursue the implications of the principle articulated in the 
Graduate Catalog that “the doctor of philosophy degree is conferred in recognition of 
marked ability and high attainment in a specific branch of learning. In defining the 
requirements for this degree it is convenient to speak in terms of course units, but it 
should be clearly understood that the completion of a given number of courses does not 
entitle the student to this degree.” The University states further that “No student can 
acquire a right to a degree merely by attending lectures, passing examinations, and 
formally complying with prescribed regulations.” While setting certain minimum 
requirements, University policy stipulates that “the school or the graduate group has the 
right to establish additional requirements and to refuse to examine any student who is not 
qualified according to its standards.”  
 
Currently, the curricula and regulations of the Ph.D. and Master’s programs of Penn’s 
graduate groups are structured in terms of course work, examinations, and a thesis or 
dissertation.   Beyond that, however, the graduate groups vary greatly in the pathways 
they set toward the degree; these pathways are often defined by the exigencies of funding 
and the conventions of the discipline. 
 
The committee will set up its work in the context of two related tasks: the assessment of 
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current practices and the evaluation of the quality of a graduate education at Penn. It will 
also collaborate with the other subcommittees in data-gathering and assessment, where 
the tasks clearly overlap.  In particular, we plan to work closely with the subcommittee 
on support for graduate students, which will consider advising practices and funding, and 
that on the administrative and financial structuring of graduate education.  
 
 
In assessing current practices, the committee will use data on performance produced by 
the subcommittee on performance measures as well as assembling its own information. 
Information will be gathered as follows: 
 

• Starting with the published statement on graduate groups degree requirements 
and regulations (in both the graduate catalog and website), gather data on topics 
such as patterns of course distribution, number of incompletes, attrition, and  
time-to-degree. 

• Make use of the Survey of Doctoral Student Opinion collected by the Provost’s 
Office.  

• Conduct interviews with selected graduate deans, graduate group chairs, and 
focus groups of graduate students, to assess the level of understanding and 
satisfaction with the current structure of the curriculum and requirements for the 
degree.  

• Compare our practices with those of our peer institutions.  
• Study the external reviews of graduate group conducted by the Graduate Council 

of the Faculties in the past ten years 
 
Evaluating the quality of a graduate education at Penn will be a more challenging 
undertaking. Starting with the information gathered for assessing current practices, the 
committee will consider whether the evidence suggests that we should be considering 
other models for graduate education, including those that rely less on course work or that 
change the balance between breadth of training and specialization. 
 
The following questions will shape the committee’s deliberations 
 
Current rules and requirements: 
 

• What are the University’s regulations? 
• What are the regulations for Schools and individual graduate groups? 

 
Assessment of current practices: 
 

• Do faculty and students know the University and graduate program rules, 
degree requirements and policies?  How do we communicate 
expectations and new requirements? 

• Are the University rules monitored and enforced, e.g. those about qualifications 
review, Master’s exams, 5-year limit at dissertation level, and half-time 
status? 
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• Are standards for progress reasonably uniform across the University? 
• How do our degree rules and requirements and the progress of our students 

compare with those of our peer institutions? 
 
Quality of a graduate education at Penn 
 

• Do the University's Ph.D. degree rules and requirements help to produce 
excellent researchers ready to produce new knowledge?   

• Do they help to make effective teachers? 
•  Is the 20-cu requirement an appropriate academic requirement? Should teaching 

preparation count in the cu requirement? 
•  How do examinations at all levels of the process contribute to graduate 

education? 
• To what degree do students and potential employers regard the Ph.D. as a 

credential and to what degree do they view it as education for research and/or 
teaching? 

 
New approaches to graduate educations 

• Are there radically different models for graduate student instruction and learning 
from which we could learn? 

• Should we consider moving to an “apprenticeship” model? 
• Should the concept of the “course unit” be reconsidered for purposes of graduate 

education? 
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Middle States: Subcommittee on Performance Measures and Quality Review of 
Graduate Groups 
 
Chair: Herbert Smith, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences 
 
Members: 
Carlos Alonso, Romance Languages, School of Arts and Sciences 
Robert Boruch, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Susan Gennaro, Nursing 
Robert Hollebeek, Physics and Astronomy, School of Arts and Sciences 
Karen Lawrence, Staff 
Bernard Lentz, Institutional Research and Analysis 
George Mailath, Economics, School of Arts and Sciences 
Shiela Murnaghan, Classical Studies, School of Arts and Sciences 
Yvonne Paterson, Microbiology, School of Medicine 
Mark Pauly, Healthcare Systems, Wharton School 
Dierdra Reber, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Mike Smith, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
 
The committee will prepare a cognitive survey for the Graduate Group Chairs in order to 
elicit: (1) the educational mission of the individual programs (e.g., what is the individual 
program's enterprise?); and (2) what factors can be measured to assess program quality? 
Can we agree on performance measures across disciplines? 
 
Measuring Performance 
 
The School of Arts and Sciences completed a comprehensive placement survey during 
AY 2001-02.  Is it something the other schools should or would want to replicate?  How 
does one maintain quality control of the survey when graduate groups learn they are 
being evaluated on the basis of the information they provide?  Time to degree measures 
have also been compiled for SAS and can be easily extended to other graduate groups.  Is 
this something the other schools want to replicate?  What other measures should the 
committee be gathering? (e.g., information on publications, graduate placement on the 
faculties of peer institutions)? How should we coordinate this across the Middle States 
subcommittees? Should this subcommittee be the clearinghouse for all such data?   
 
Systematization  
 
How are the data that we are gathering to be continually gathered and fed into evaluation 
routines?  What should the evaluative routines be?  How often and how standard should 
be the reviews of graduate groups?  Since funding tends to be school-specific, should we 
expect devolution of evaluation by school? 
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Middle States: Subcommittee on Preparation for Teaching 
 

Chair: Dennis DeTurck, Mathematics, School of Arts and Sciences 
 
Members: 
Al Filreis, English, School of Arts and Sciences 
Anita Gelburd, Staff 
Jack Hershey, Operations and Information Management, Wharton School 
Larry Icard, School of Social Work 
Susan Lytle, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Susan Margolies, Bioengineering, School of Engineering and Applied Science 
Kathryn McMahon, Romance Languages, School of Arts and Sciences 
Larry Robbins, Center for Teaching and Learning, School of Arts and Sciences 
John Sabini, Psychology, School of Arts and Sciences 
Eric Schneider, The College, School of Arts and Sciences 
Ingrid Waldron, Biology, School of Arts and Sciences 
 
Besides advanced training to perform research in their fields of specialization, graduate 
students need preparation and training for careers as teachers and communicators. The 
primary purpose of this subcommittee is to understand the nature, amount and quality of 
such preparation and training that departments and programs provide to their Ph.D. 
students. 
Many programs provide opportunities for Ph.D. students to serve as teaching assistants 
and/or primary instructors for courses. In fact, some programs require that Ph.D. students 
teach for several semesters. Thus, one aspect of our committee’s work is to understand 
the extent to which graduate students teach and/or supervise laboratories within their 
departments and programs, the nature and effectiveness of preparation provided to 
prospective teaching assistants, and the disciplinary and general pedagogical support 
available to teaching assistants. We also need to understand how the performance of 
teaching assistants is evaluated, both from the perspective of improving undergraduate 
education and from the perspective of supporting the graduate students when they enter 
the academic job market. It is also important to understand whether faculty and graduate 
students view teaching experiences as enhancement of or obstructive to graduate training.  
Specific questions the committee will consider regarding preparation for teaching are: 

What percentage of graduate students in each graduate group go on to academic 
careers? What fraction of their time is spent teaching? 

Which programs require teaching experience as a degree requirement? Do all students 
who want to gain teaching experience have the opportunity to teach? Should new 
systems be introduced to provide a better match between the needs of programs 
and students?  

How do the duties of teaching assistants vary within programs, and from program to 
program? How many teaching assistants are there? 

Is teacher training adequate from the perspective of graduate students? Of the faculty? 
What support programs (e.g., teaching seminars, sessions where experiences are 
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shared, observation and feedback by faculty and peers) are available centrally, 
school-wide, and within graduate groups? What additional resources are 
desirable? Are graduate students trained adequately in the use of new classroom 
technologies?  

To what extent do graduate students and their faculty advisors view teaching 
experiences as enhancement of, rather than obstructive to, graduate training? 

Are expectations clearly articulated to graduate student teaching assistants? Are 
graduate students and their supervisors aware of the Graduate Student Compact 
and its contents? How is the teaching performance of graduate students evaluated 
by faculty and by their students?  

What are our peers doing on this matter?  
 
Regardless of their career track, all graduate students need guidance in making 
presentations of various forms: undergraduate lectures, colloquium-type presentations, 
research seminars, presentations at professional meetings, and lectures for the general 
public. Our committee will assess the extent to which students in various programs 
(especially those that do not make extensive use of teaching assistants) receive 
opportunities and/or have requirements to make such presentations under the mentorship 
of faculty.   
 
We have already begun to collect data pertinent to many of the above questions. In 
particular, we have examined material produced by various programs and published on 
the Web or in print form, as well as reports produced by graduate groups that describe 
relevant activities. Additionally, we have spoken to several graduate group chairs about 
their training and support of teaching assistants, and have observed several TA training 
programs. We have compiled preliminary data on more than forty graduate groups and on 
TA training and support provided by three of the four undergraduate schools.  We have 
amassed material on the training and support of teaching assistants at many of our peer 
universities, based upon their websites as well as direct communication between 
committee members and those programs. Beyond this, we plan to collect and consider 
data of the following sorts:     

• Teacher training resources, including those provided by the Center for Teaching 
and Learning and English language programs for international graduate students 

• Interviews with current teaching assistants and other graduate students, recent 
alumni, graduate group chairs and other faculty, and new faculty at Penn recently 
graduated from elsewhere (to gain further impressions of practices at other 
institutions)  

• Numerical data on TAs by group/year, to learn when in their careers graduate 
students teach, how much they teach, and what percentage of students in various 
programs teach. 

• Data on compensation levels for Penn TAs and peers  
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• Departmental teaching analysis and evaluation of teaching assistant performance 
by undergraduate students and faculty.   

• Provost's database on Dissertation advisers, as well as other documentation of 
teaching assistant duties and performance, such as (public) reports prepared for 
the NLRB and for last year’s Strategic Planning process. 

• Longitudinal/historical data, based upon reports of past committees, e.g., the 
report of the 1997 ad hoc Committee on Teaching and Learning.  

Beyond a simple assessment of existing programs, the committee expects to compile lists 
of “best practices” at Penn and elsewhere that might be replicated or adapted to various 
other contexts within or across programs at Penn. In collaboration with other 
subcommittees, we will also attempt to make cogent recommendations for future 
developments by programs, schools, and the University at large. For example, two 
recommendations have emerged from our data-gathering efforts: first, that questions 
specific to teaching experience and preparation for teaching should be added to the 
Survey of Doctoral Opinion, and second, that when the Graduate Council of Faculties 
reviews graduate programs, it includes a survey of alumni of the programs which in 
particular includes questions relating to teaching and training for teaching. 
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Middle States: Subcommittee on Admissions, Systems, and Placement Strategies 
 
Chair:  John Monroe, School of Medicine 
 
Members: 
Robin Beck, Information Systems and Computing 
Fevzi Daldal, Biology, School of Arts and Sciences 
Liz Gelfand, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Meredith Gretz, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Chris Hopey, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Pat Rea, Staff 
Patricia Rose, Career Services 
Lori Rosenkopf, Management, Wharton School 
Barbara Savage, History, School of Arts and Sciences 
Diane Slaughter-Defoe, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Kenwyn Smith, School of Social Work 
Joseph Sun, School of Engineering and Applied Science 
Tukufu Zuberi, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences 
 
Within the boundaries of this subcommittee, we will focus our data gathering, analysis, 
and recommendations on the following two areas. 
 

Admissions and recruitment 
 
The issues to be addressed within this subsection will be the following: 
 

1. How does Penn compare with its peers with regard to the quality of our 
applicants and matriculants?  Within this context, we will address the degree 
of variability between Schools and Programs and the reasons that account for 
this variability. 

2. In assessing applicants to graduate programs, how is quality determined.  Both 
quantitative as well as qualitative measures will be assessed.  In addition, the 
committee will make recommendations as to whether or not there should (or 
could) be a uniform standard for maintaining a minimal level of quality 
among the students that Penn programs accept. 

3. Are our data management systems adequate for supporting recruitment and 
admissions?  In what ways could they be improved? 

4. What governs the ethnic and gender diversity within individual Programs and 
Schools?  To be considered is the degree to which funding mechanisms and 
levels influence the diversity within Programs.  Do Programs differ in their 
effectiveness in identifying and recruiting minority students? 

5. To what degree do and should foreign students participate in our Programs?  
If they should contribute significantly to the diversity of the graduate student 
population, can we effectively evaluate them and are mechanisms in place to 
effectively recruit them to Penn Programs?  What considerations govern the 
ratio of foreign students Graduate Groups matriculate? 
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6. How are collective, University-wide recruitment efforts integrated with 
recruitment by individual Programs?  Should the University participate more 
actively in recruitment?  Does Penn present itself well as a place to pursue 
doctoral studies? 

7. What are the costs associated with recruiting graduate students and how are 
these cost distributed?  Should we spend more money to bring top candidates 
to campus? 

8. What kind of publicity efforts does Penn make to communicate information 
about its doctoral programs to prospective students?  Should there be more? 

 
Internal tracking, post-degree job placement, and alumni tracking 

 
The issues to be addressed within this subsection will be the following: 
 

1. How much variability is there between individual Programs and/or Schools 
with regard to ability to monitor progress of students, both prior to qualifying 
exams and once in the dissertation phase?  What unit(s) of the University 
should have responsibility for tracking this information? 

2. How do Graduate Groups prepare their students for the job market and help 
them manage their job searches?  What role does the office of Career Services 
play in this process?   

3. Do we track the careers of our graduates?  Should there be a central database 
containing alumni information? 

4. Can our graduates help us in recruitment, mentoring, job placement and/or 
fundraising? 

_____________________________________ 
 

The subcommittee has been divided into two working groups in order to address each 
of these areas individually.  It is anticipated that each of the working groups will further 
define the questions to be addressed.  Each working group will meet individually to 
gather and analyze data. Approximately every month, the entire subcommittee will meet 
to exchange information and coordinate activities. 
 
The subcommittee would like to obtain the following information in order to answer 
these questions: 
 

1. Admissions statistics for each of the Schools and Programs with a breakdown 
of male/female, minority, and foreign demographics.  We need this 
information for the past year and collectively for the past five years. 

2. The placement information for all graduates for the past five years. 
3. GRE or GMAT scores and GPAs for all applicants and matriculants, for 

minimally the past year and ideally for the last five years, compared to our 
peer institutions. 

4. Individual Program information regarding how placement of graduates is 
handled. 
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5. The specific costs associated with recruitment for each School and how the 
recruitment-associated funds are used. 
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Middle States: Subcommittee on Support Systems for Graduate Students 
 
Chair: Janice Madden, Sociology, School of Arts and Sciences 
 
Members: 
Omar Blaik, Facilities and Real Estate 
Eric Boder, Chemical Engineering, School of Engineering and Applied Science 
Eugenie Birch, City and Regional Planning, Graduate School of Fine Arts 
Glen Gaulton, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, School of Medicine 
Nancy Hornberger, Education, Graduate School of Education 
Paul Kleindorfer, Operations and Information Management, Wharton School 
Anita Mastroieni, Staff 
Scott Poethig, Biology, School of Arts and Sciences 
William Shilling, Student Financial Services 
Irene Wong, School of Social Work 
 
 
Academic support:  
 

How is advising structured in the graduate groups?  Do all students always have 
an adviser who is responsible for their status?  Do advisors adequately 
communicate the graduate group's rules and regulations to their students? How 
carefully is student progress monitored? 
 
How evenly is advising distributed among faculty within each graduate group?   
 
Can we determine successful and unsuccessful graduate groups, in terms of time 
to degree and where they place their alumni, and then make a list of best advising 
practices?    
 
How does discipline or culture affect advising? 
 
How well are students trained to manage their professional lives? Are there 
regular seminars or forums where students and faculty discuss their work? 

  
What computer facilities and other kinds of technical support are available for 
graduate students?  

 
Financial support:  We will determine whether we are providing the financial support 
necessary for student to complete their Ph.D. study without have to spend time in 
activities that detract from their education.   We need the following information to 
proceed: 
 
 What is the evidence that all PhD students are now being fully supported? 
  Is this the policy of every graduate group? 
   If so, for how many years and at what stipend? 
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What are the typical years to degree by program?  Years of residence?  Match with 
years of funding? 

   How many students receive 12 months, versus 9 months, support? 
  Do our students have to take out loans to get through?   

Evidence can be found by tabulations from Survey of Doctoral Student Opinion 

 What is the cost of living for graduate students?  Do our stipends match up? 
 What is the typical form of support by graduate program or division? 
  Years at fellowship, no other duties 
  Years as TA 
  Years as RA 

Do graduate students get the money they need to support the out of pocket costs of 
their research? 

 
Non-academic support:  We will study how non-academic supports are matched to 
student needs.  We will need the following information to proceed: 
  
What are the demographics of our graduate students and how have they changed in the 
last decade? 

Proportion international, and countries of origin 
Proportion married 
Proportion with children 
Age at entry 
Proportion from American under-represented minorities 
Gender 

What are the resources for supporting students with family issues, social issues, substance 
abuse problems, etc.? 

 Frequency of use of counseling service, Graduate Student Center 
 Demographic profile of users 
 Measures of success 

What forms of language help do we offer for international graduate students?  

What kinds of support staff are available for graduate students within the graduate 
groups?   

What are the hours per student of staff availability? 
What kind of information is the graduate coordinator or e3quivalent 
expected to communicate to students? 

What is the quality of social relations within graduate groups? 

Is there space for students to meet and talk as a group either planned or casually? Are the 
regular social events for students and faculty? 

Is security adequate for students working at odd hours at Penn? 
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The committee will use the Provost’s database on advisers signing dissertations to study 
the concentration of advising duties as well as the inter-disciplinarity of the dissertation 
committee.  The committee will use tabulations from Survey of PhD Recipient Opinion 
on the numbers of papers presented, published, etc. 
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Appendix E: 
Graduate Group Chairs Questionnaire 

Performance Measures and Quality Review 
 

1. Evaluations of performance and quality of the Graduate Group depend crucially on 
goals.  Not all Graduate Groups share the same goals.  Please list, in order of importance 
(to the extent possible), the goals of graduate education within your Graduate Group.  
That is, why do you have a graduate program?   

 

2. Do you think that the goals that you have indicated in response to the preceding 
question are widely shared within your Graduate Group? If not, please comment. 

 

3. Does your Graduate Group have any mechanism—formal or otherwise—for the 
periodic evaluation of the Group’s performance and quality? If so, describe. 

 

4. The subcommittee on Performance Measures and Quality Review has been collecting 
information on process (time to degree, rates of attrition, probability of receiving a 
degree, etc.) and outcome (placement of Ph.D.s).  All of this information is essentially 
from 1990 to the present.  Are there other quantitative measures of performance and 
outcome that you think would speak to the success of a Graduate Group—yours or 
another?  

Monitoring Students 
5. How does your Graduate Group monitor students’ progress?  Describe your precise 

mechanisms for evaluating students at each stage of their graduate careers.  How would 
you improve your current procedures? 

 

6. What are the milestones that you measure for a student who is pursuing a degree?  
(Coursework, Rotation Evaluation, Qualifying Exam, Proposal, Dissertation) 

 

7. What happens if a student misses deadlines (e.g., incompletes, exam extensions, etc.)? 
 

8. Do pre-dissertation students have an advisor/mentor?   When is one assigned to them? 
Describe your advising. 

 

9. Describe and evaluate dissertation-stage mentoring in your group. 
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10. How are students and faculty informed about the rules and regulations of the Graduate 
Group and of the university? 

 

11. Which kinds of support staff do students have access to? 
 

 
Graduate Group/Disciplinary Culture 

12. How often does the entire faculty in your Graduate Group meet?  Is this meeting 
separate from department meetings?  Do you have a subcommittee structure?  If so, 
please describe.  

   

13. Is the curriculum of the graduate program built on the expectation that your students 
will pursue primarily academic careers?  Or, non-academic careers in research 
institutions?   Or, non-academic careers in degree-related non-research institutions?  
How well does your program prepare students who pursue careers in areas other than in 
the central focus of the program?  

 

14. Are there regular forums where students and faculty discuss their research?  If yes, 
describe. 

 

15. Are there organized, informal gatherings where students meet socially and, if so, how 
often do these occur? 

 

16. Do your graduate students have separate lounges, workstations, carrels, etc.? 
 

Job Market 
17. How do you prepare Ph.D. students for the job market? 
 

18. How do you help them manage their job searches? 
 

19. Do you track the careers of graduates?  Is this information updated? Whom should we 
contact for further information? 
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Student Recruitment and Admissions 

20. What strategies and mechanisms do you rely on for admissions (e.g., web site, campus 
visits, brochures, etc.)? 

 
21. Do you use Ph.D. graduates in recruitment? If so, how?  What role do they play in 

recruiting and mentoring?  How else do you use them? 
 

20. Describe and rank order the criteria you use in admissions decisions. 

Financial Support 
21. What is the full support stipend for your Graduate Group in the current 2002-03 

academic year? 
 

22.    What are the typical forms of financial support (i.e., TAs, RAs, training grants, 
fellowships) and who provides the funds for this support?  In percentage terms, please 
provide your best estimate of the distribution of your supported students across these 
categories of support. 

23.    Do you offer multi-year support packages?  to what percentage of the first-year 
class? for how many years is the guarantee?  How are students beyond that 
funded? 

 

Teaching 
24. Does the description of teaching requirements, TA training and support 
         and duties at http://www.math.upenn.edu/~deturck/middlestates/main.html#spreadsheet 
         accurately reflect current practice in your program?   If not, please provide data on 

teaching requirements, TA training and support, and TA duties in your program. 
 
26.  Is the teaching performance of graduate students evaluated by their students and by 

supervising faculty?  If so, how? 
 
27. Do all students who want to gain teaching experience have the opportunity to teach?  At 

what point in their graduate study do graduate students in your Group usually teach? 
Should all students be required to teach at some point during their program? 

 
Please identify any issues not covered in our questionnaire that you feel are important 
or relevant to the topics covered.  Radical suggestions welcomed. Have you any 
ideas for radical transformations in the ways we train future generations of scholars 
and university teachers and how we structure graduate education at Penn?   
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Appendix F: 
Program Ranking Matrix 

 
Appendix F.    PHD GRADUATE GROUP 4 MEASURES (1990-2000 entering 
cohorts)          

                          Rank of         

  Placement Placement Graduation Attrition 
Student's 

perception     
Scholarly 
Quality 

Scholarly 
Quality   Graduation Attrition Stu perception         

PHD grad group     

Achievement 
of Ph.D. : 

Beginning of 
3rd year 

retention and 
graduated in 

8 years    

Student 
satisfaction 

Acad-Yr 1996 
- 2000 SDSO 

Q23A 

Grad 
Students 

Per 
Faculty 
Member 

Fall 
2000 

Allotment 
of 

First-
Year 

Support 
Positions 
AY2002       

Achievement 
of Ph.D. : 
3rd year 

retention and 
graduated in 

8 year    

Student 
Satisfaction 

Acad-Yr 1996 
- 2000 SDSO 

Q23A 3-items 3 items 4-items 4-items 

                                
Rank 

among 
Rank 

among 
                                SAS SAS 

    Ranked   

2nd 
year 

Attrition       NRC NRC   
All Grad 

GRP Rank 

2nd 
year 

Attrition   

NUM 
OF 

RANKS 
IN TOP 

1/3 

NUM OF 
RANKS 
IN BOT 

1/3 

SAS-num 
of ranks in 

top 1/3 

SAS-num 
of ranks in 
bottom 1/3 

    within           1993 1993                 
  Rate SAS Rate Rate Percent     percentile ranking                 
                                    
AMES 41% 16 28% 15% 90% 3.8 8       56 43 11 1 2 1 2 
Classical Studies 56% 6 75% 15% 100% 1.4 4 55% 13   30 42 1 1 1 2 1 
Comparative Lit 56% 6 69% 18% 82%   5 75% 11   35 36 21 0 0 1 0 
English 53% 9 57% 8% 74% 2.4 12 94% 8   46 54 35 0 2 1 1 
Folklore 23% 26 46% 16% 65%   2       50 39 49 0 2 0 4 
German 29% 22 78% 35% 83% 3.7 4 50% 16   26 7 19 2 0 2 1 
History 64% 4 58% 11% 83% 2.5 14 89% 12   45 51 20 0 2 1 1 
History of Art 30% 21 32% 21% 67% 4 7 76% 9   55 24 44 0 2 0 3 
Linguistics 55% 8 58% 27% 76% 3.9 6 88% 5   44 14 29 1 1 2 0 
Music 64% 4 83% 18% 92% 2.1 8 89% 7   21 34 10 1 0 3 0 
Philosophy 66% 1 35% 22% 55% 2.5 5 64% 26   52 21 54 0 2 1 2 

Romance Lang 65% 2 81% 36% 100% 3.2 14 
88.9%;  
88.9% 5 ,  6  1   22 6 1 2 0 4 0 

                                    
Anthropology 37% 17 27% 10% 71% 4.3 7 91% 6   58 52 39 0 2 0 2 
Demography 26% 24 90% 21% 86%   4       11 23 16 2 0 2 1 
Economics 45% 14 78% 28% 68% 4.1 25 93% 8   26 13 43 1 1 1 1 
HSS 47% 13 64% 16% 88% 2.7 5       38 39 13 1 0 1 1 
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Appendix F.    PHD GRADUATE GROUP 4 MEASURES (1990-2000 entering 
cohorts)          

                          Rank of         

  Placement Placement Graduation Attrition 
Student's 

perception     
Scholarly 
Quality 

Scholarly 
Quality   Graduation Attrition Stu perception         

Political Science 42% 15 53% 17% 59% 2.5 8 57% 42   48 38 52 0 2 0 3 
Sociology 51% 10 62% 8% 75% 2.5 8 88% 11   42 53 33 0 2 1 1 
                                    

Biology 33% 18 87% 20% 72% 2 10 
89.1%, 
87.2% 

14, 23  
2   16 28 37 1 0 1 0 

Chemistry 11% 28 88% 23% 74% 6 40 85% 25   14 19 34 2 0 2 1 
Geology [ GEOL]  or 
[ENVS] 28% 23 92% 17% 50% 2.4 2 21% 79   8 37 55 1 1 1 2 
Mathematics 50% 12 88% 30% 96% 1.7 10 84% 22   13 9 8 3 0 3 0 
Physics & Astro 18% 27 95% 26% 64% 2 15 88% 17   7 15 50 2 1 2 2 
Psychology 32% 20 79% 21% 82% 1.5 8 96% 8   23 27 22 0 0 1 1 
                                    
Ancient History 65% 2 28% 32% 67%   2       57 8 45 1 2 2 2 
AAMW 25% 25 50% 5% 40%   3       49 57 57 0 3 0 4 
Religious Studies 51% 10 8% 29% 88% 4.4 3 74% 10   59 10 13 2 1 3 1 
Russian 0% 29 100% 20%   0.5 0       1 30   1 1 N/A N/A 
SARS 33% 18 33% 65% 100% 0.5 1       53 2 1 2 1 2 1 
                                    
                                    
ANNEN-
COMMUNICATION     76% 4% 86%           29 58 18 1 1     
                                    

BGS-BIOCHEMISTRY 
AND MOLECULAR 
BIOPHYSICS     96% 21% 76%     92% 16   5 25 31 1 0     
BGS-CELL AND 
MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY     85% 13% 76%     

81.6%,  
97.9% 

19, 3   
4   17 46 31 1 1     

BGS-IMMUNOLOGY     79% 20% 90%           25 29 11 1 0     
BGS-
NEUROSCIENCES     77% 12% 93%     90% 10   28 50 9 1 1     

BGS-PARASITOLOGY     67% 25% 67%           36 16 45 1 1     
BGS-
PHARMACOLOGY     87% 7% 76%     93% 9   15 55 29 1 1     

BGS-BIOSTATISTICS 
[BSTA]       19%               32   0 2     
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Appendix F.    PHD GRADUATE GROUP 4 MEASURES (1990-2000 entering 
cohorts)          

                          Rank of         

  Placement Placement Graduation Attrition 
Student's 

perception     
Scholarly 
Quality 

Scholarly 
Quality   Graduation Attrition Stu perception         

                                    
ED-EDUCATION     61% 12% 72%           43 49 38 0 2     
                            0 3     

FA-ARCHITECTURE     41% 13% 70%           51 45 41 0 3     
FA-CITY & 
REGIONAL     65% 16% 61%           37 39 51 0 1     
                            0 3     
NURS-NURSING     84% 6% 86%           19 56 17 2 1     
                                    
SEAS-
BIOENGINEERING     84% 28% 71%     87% 5   18 12 40 2 0     
SEAS-CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING     96% 21% 77%     88% 11   6 25 28 1 0     
SEAS-COMPUTER & 
INFORMATION 
SCIENCE     74% 25% 79%     78% 24  3   32 17 25 1 0     
SEAS-ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING     91% 46% 70%     68% 41   9 3 41 2 1     
SEAS-MATERIALS 
SCIENCE & 
ENGINEERING     64% 22% 58%     85% 10   39 22 53 0 1     

SEAS-MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING     98% 38% 73%     80% 22   4 5 36 2 0     
SEAS-SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING     79% 40% 78%           24 4 27 1 0     
                                    
SOCWRK-SOCIAL 
WELFARE     54% 14% 79%           47 44 25 0 2     
                                    
WHAR-
ACCOUNTING     100% 23% 67%           1 18 45 2 1     
WHAR-FINANCE     63% 19% 67%           40 33 45 0 1     

WHAR-HEALTH 
CARE 
MANAGEMENT 
ADMINISTRATION 
[hcmg]     83% 0%             20 59   0 2     

WHAR-HEALTH 
CARE SYSTEM[hcsy]     33% 12% 100%           53 48 1 1 2     
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Appendix F.    PHD GRADUATE GROUP 4 MEASURES (1990-2000 entering 
cohorts)          

                          Rank of         

  Placement Placement Graduation Attrition 
Student's 

perception     
Scholarly 
Quality 

Scholarly 
Quality   Graduation Attrition Stu perception         

WHAR-INSURANCE 
AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT 
[INSR]     73% 23% 44%           34 20 56 0 1     
WHAR-
MANAGEMENT     91% 0% 88%           9   13 2 1     

WHAR-MARKETING     63% 12% 100%           41 47 1 1 2     

WHAR-OPERATION 
& INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT[opim]     74% 19% 100%     58% 45   33 31 1 1 0     

WHAR-OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH[opre]     100% 0% 100%           1 59 1 2 1     

WHAR-
ORGANIZATIONAL 
MANAGEMENT 
[0rgm]     0% 100%               1   1 2     

WHAR-PUBLIC 
POLICY 
MANAGEMENT[ppmt]     75% 28% 80%           30 11 23 1 0     
WHAR-REAL 
ESTATE     0% 0%                   0 3     
WHAR-STATISTICS     88% 18% 80%     57% 28   12 35 23 1 0     
                                    

These are dual majors :                                   
DMED-
ANTHROPOLOGY     0%                             
DMED-
BIOENGINEERING     0% 0%                           
                                    
VET-CELL AND 
MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY     60% 17%                           

VET-NEUROSCIENCE     0% 50%                           

VET-PARASITOLOGY     0% 0%                           

VET-IMMUNOLOGY     0% 0%                           
                                    
LAW-ECONOMICS     0% 50%                           
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Appendix F.    PHD GRADUATE GROUP 4 MEASURES (1990-2000 entering 
cohorts)          

                          Rank of         

  Placement Placement Graduation Attrition 
Student's 

perception     
Scholarly 
Quality 

Scholarly 
Quality   Graduation Attrition Stu perception         

LAW-PHIL     0% 0%                           

LAW-PUBLIC 
POLICY 
MANAGEMENT 
[ppmt]     0% 100%                           
                                    
MD-
ANTHROPOLOGY     0% 100%                           

MD-BIOCHEMISTRY 
AND MOLECULAR 
BIOPHYSICS     38% 46%                           
MD-
BIOENGINEERING     0% 31%                           

MD-BIOSTATISTICS  
[BSTA]     0% 0%                           
MD-BUSINESS AND 
PUBLIC POLICY 
[PPMT]     100% 0%                           
MD-HEALTH CARE 
SYSTEMS [ HCSY ]     0% 0%                           
MD-CELL AND 
MOLECULAR 
BIOLOGY     57% 22%                           
MD-HISTORY AND 
SOCIOLOGY OF 
SCIENCE [HSSC]     50% 0%                           
MD-IMMUNOLOGY 
& CMSC     55% 39%                           
MD-
NEUROSCIENCES     70% 14%                           
MD-
PHARMACOLOGY     60% 30%                           
MD-PHILOSOPHY     50% 0%                           
MD-PSYCHOLOGY     50% 0%                           
MD-SOCIOLOGY     0% 0%                           
                                    
                                    
These programs are 
currently not taking in 
new students :                                   
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Appendix F.    PHD GRADUATE GROUP 4 MEASURES (1990-2000 entering 
cohorts)          

                          Rank of         

  Placement Placement Graduation Attrition 
Student's 

perception     
Scholarly 
Quality 

Scholarly 
Quality   Graduation Attrition Stu perception         

CLOSED-AMERICAN 
CIVILIZATION     30% 28%                           
CLOSED-CONFLICT 
ANALYSIS     50% 50%                           
CLOSED-ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT & 
POLICY     46% 24%                           
CLOSED-SOCIAL 
SYSTEM [SSYS]     0%   100%                         
CLOSED-REGIONAL 
SCIENCE     57% 12%                           
                  
                  
Footnotes:                  
1.  Romance Languages NRC rankings : French=5; Spanish = 6.             
2. Biology NRC Rankings :  Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior=14 ; Cell Biology =23.           
3. There is a typographical error in NRC's footnote.  Footnote a should be b and vice versal.          
4. PENN's graduate group CAMB included Physiology.   Cell and Molecular Biology = 82% and 19 ; Physiology = 98% and 3.      
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Appendix G-1: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for Ph.D. 
Biomedical Grad. Studies 

 
Core 

courses Electives 

Course 
work 

complete Qual. Eval 
Prelim 
Exam 

Foreign 
Language 

Diss. 
Proposal 

due 
Summer 

work Colloquium Teaching Defense 

Biochem and 
Molecular 
Biophyics 4 16 Year 2 

Same as 
prelim 

End of 
year 2 no 

End of 
year 2 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
expected no Public lect 

Cell and 
Molecular Biology 3 17 Year 2 

Same as 
prelim 

End of 
year 2 no 

not 
specified 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
required no Public lect 

Epidemiology 12 8 Year 2 Semester 3 
End of 
year 2 no 

not 
specified 

not 
specified 

Attendance 
required no Public lect 

Genomics and 
Computational 
Biology 

12-15 
(depending 
on track) 5 to 8 Year 2 

Same as 
prelim 

End of 
year 2 no 

not 
specified 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
required no 

Oral 
present. 

Immunology 7 13 Year 2 
End of 
year 1 Semester 3 no 

not 
specified 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
required no Seminar 

Neuroscience 4 16 Year 2 
Same as 
prelim 

End of 
year 2 no 

End of 
year 2 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
required 1 semester 

Oral 
present. 

Parisitology 7 13 Year 2 
Same as 
prelim 

End of 
year 2 no 

not 
specified 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
required no 

Oral 
present. 

Pharmacological 
Sciences 3 17 Year 2 

Same as 
prelim 

End of 
year 2 no 

end of year 
2 

Lab 
rotations 

Attendance 
required no 

Oral 
present. 

Biostatistics 8 12 Year 3 Semester 3 
End of 
year 3 no 

End of 
year 3 

not 
specified 

Attendance 
required 1 semester 

Oral 
present. 
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Appendix G-2: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for Ph.D. 
Engineering 

 
Core 

courses Electives 

Course 
work 

complete Qual. Eval Prelim Exam 
Foreign 

Language 

Diss. 
Proposal 
due 

Summer 
work Colloquium Teaching Defense 

Bio-engineering 8 to 10 10 to 12 Year 3 
End of year 
1 not specified no Semester 5 

Thesis 
research Optional Optional 

Pulic 
lecture  
And closed 
oral 

Chemical and 
Biomolecular 6 14 

not 
specified 

End of year 
1 Semester 5 no   na Optional I year 

Public 
lecture And 
oral exam 

CIS 0 20 Year 2 
End of year 
1 Semester4-6 no 

not 
specified Research Optional 1 year 

Public 
lecture And 
oral exam 

Electrical 0 20 Year 3 Semester 3 Semester 6-7 no 
Semester 6-
7 na Optional 1 semester Oral exam 

Materials 
Science 5 15 Year 3 Semester 3 Semester 6 no Semester 6 

Exam or 
course 

Presentation 
required, 
semester 2 Optional 

Public 
lecture And 
oral exam 

Mechanical  5 15 
not 
specified 

End of year 
1 

End of year 2 
(oral) no 

End of year 
2 na Optional 

Teaching 
practicum 

Public 
lecture And 
oral exam 

Systems 
not 
specified 

not 
specified 

not 
specified 

not 
specified not specified no 

not 
specified na not specified 

not 
specified Required 
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Appendix G-3: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for the Ph.D. 
Penn Design, GSE, Nursing, SW, Education, Annenberg 

 
Core 

courses Electives 

Course 
work 

complete Qual. Eval 
Prelim 
Exam 

Foreign 
Language 

Diss. 
Proposal 

due 
Summer 

work Colloquium Teaching Defense 
GFSA                       

Architecture 4 16 
After 
semester 5 

Semester 4 
or 5 

Field in 
semester 5 
or 6 

2 
languages 

Semester 5 
or 6 

not 
specified Optional 

not 
specified 

not 
specified 

City and Regional 
Planning Ph.D. 

2 18 Year 3   
Semester 
3-5 no Semester 5 

not 
specified 

Present. 
Required 

At least 1 
semester Oral exam 

Social Welfare 
8 12 Year 3 

End of 
year 1 

End of 
year 3 no 

End of 
year 3 

not 
specified Optional Optional Oral exam 

                        
Nursing 

7 13 
After 
semester 5 Semester 3 

After 
semester 5 no Semester 6 

not 
specified Optional 1semester Oral exam 

                        

Education 

4-8 
(depending 
on program 16-12 

not 
specified 

End of 
year 2 

End of 
year 2 no 

Within 2 
years of 
prelim 

not 
specified Optional Optional 

not 
specified 

                        

Communication 
1 (plus 1 
non-credit) 19 Year 3 

End of 
year 2 

Year 3 
(proposal 
defense) no Year 3 

not 
specified Optional Optional 

Oral 
present. 
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Appendix G-4: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for Ph.D.  
SAS: Humanities 

 
Core 

courses Electives 

Course 
work 

complete Qual. Eval 
Prelim 
Exam 

Foreign 
Language 

Diss. Proposal 
due Summer work Colloquium Teaching Defense 

Ancient History no core 20 Year 3 Semester 3 Year 3 4 languages End of year 3 not specified Optional 2 years Public lect. 

AAMW 1 19 Year 3 Semester 3 Year 3 3 languages End of year 3 not specified Optional 2 years not specified 

AMES 

core 
varies by 
group varies Year 3 Year 2 

End of year 
3 

2 languages above 
core language Year 4 not specified Optional 2 years Oral present. 

Classical Studies 4 16 Year 3 End of year 2 
End of year 
3 4 languages End of year 3 not specified Optional 1 year Oral present. 

Comp.Lit 9 11 Year 3 Semester 2  
Semester 4 
and 6 

2 languages above 
core language Semester 7 not specified Optional 2 years not specified 

English 2 18 Year 3 End of year 1 Semester 6 2 languages   Semester 7 
Diss. Workshop  
after year 3 Optional 2 years not specified 

Folklore 4 16 Year 3 Year 1 
End of year 
3 2 languages   Year 4 not specified Optional 2 years Oral present. 

German 6 14 Year 3 Semester 4 
Semester 6-
7 

1 beyond core 
language Semester 7-8 not specified Optional 2 years Oral exam 

History of Art 
not 
specified 

not 
specified Year 3 Year 2 

End of year 
3 2 languages   Semester 5 not specified 

Required 
presentation 2 years 

Public lect. And 
oral exam 

Music (except Composition track) 11 9 Year 3 
End of year 1 
and 2 Semester 7 3 languages Semester 6 not specified Optional 2 years Oral present. 

Philosophy 5 15 Year 3 
Review after 
end of year 2 Semester6 1 language End of year 3 not specified 

Required 
attendance 2 years 

Public lect. And 
oral exam 

Religious Studies 6 14 Year 3 Year 2 
End of year 
3 2 languages   Year 4 not specified 

Required 
attendance 2 years Oral present. 

Romance Languages--French 4 16 Year 3 Semester 2  
End of year 
3 

1 beyond core 
language Semester 7 

Field Statement 
summer of year 
2 

Required 
attendance 2 years Oral present. 

Romance Languages--Italian 4 16 Year 3 Semester 3 Semester 7 
2 beyond core 
language Semester 8 not specified 

Required 
attendance 2 years Oral present. 

Romance Languages--Spanish 5 15 Year 3 Semester 3 Semester 7 
3 beyond core 
language Semester 8 not specified 

Required 
attendance 2 years Oral present. 
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Appendix G-5: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for the Ph.D.  
School of Arts and Sciences: Natural Sciences 

 Core courses Electives 

Course 
work 

complete Qual. Eval Prelim Exam 
Foreign 

Language 
Diss. 

Proposal due 
Summer 

work Colloquium Teaching Defense 

Biology                       

Cell and Molecular 8 12 Year 2-3 Semester4 Year 3 no Year 3 

I cu in 
summer 
session 1 

Required 
annual 
presentation 1 year 

Public lect. 
And final 
exam 

Ecology, Evolution 
and Biodiversity 
Group 10 10 Year 2-3 Semester 3 Year 3 no Year 3 

I cu in 
summer 
session 1 

Required 
annual 
presentation 1year 

Public lect. 
And final 
exam 

Chemistry 6 14 Year 1 

Exams 
offered 1/mo. 
6 times 

Exams offered 
1/mo. 6 times no End of year 2 

Research 
fellowship 

Required 
annual 
presentation 1 year 

Public lect. 
And final 
exam 

Earth and 
Environmental 
Science 0 20 

End of year 
2 End of year 2 End of year 2 1 language End of year 4 Routine Optional 2 years Public lect. 

Linguistics 4 16 Semester 6 
1 exam at end 
of year 2 

3 exams 
semester 6 2 languages 

End of 
semester 7 not specified Optional 1 year Public lect 

Math 8 12 Year 3-4 End of year 1 
Oral exam after 
2 years 2 languages not specified not specified 

One 
presentation 1 year not specified 

Physics and 
Astronomy 10 10 Semester 5 End of year 1 

After semester 
5 no 

After 
semester 5 Routine Optional Optional Public lect. 

Psychology 6 14 Semester 5 
Compl. Of 
proseminars 

After semester 
5 no not specified After year 1 Optional 2 years Oral exam 
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Appendix G-6: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for the Ph.D. 
SAS: Social Sciences 

 Core courses Electives 
Course work 

complete Qual. Eval Prelim Exam 
Foreign 

Language 
Diss. Proposal 

due 
Summer 

work Colloquium Teaching Defense 

Anthropology 6 14 Year 3 Semester 2 Year 4 1 language Year 4 
Field work 
each summer Optional 2 years not specified 

Criminology 4 16 Year 3 End of year 1 End of year 2 no Semester 7 not specified 
Attendance 
required Optional not specified 

Demography 10 10 Year 2 End of year 1 End of year 2 no Year 3 not specified Optional Optional not specified 

Economics 7 13 Year 3 End of year 1 End of year 3 no Year 4 not specified 
Attendance 
required Optional Oral present. 

History 5 15 Year 3 End of year 1 End of year 3 2 languages End of year 3 

Diss. 
Workshop of 
year 2 

Attendance 
required 2 years Oral present. 

HSS 9 11 Year 3 End of year 2 Semester 5 or 6 2 languages Year 3 not specified 
Attendance 
required 2 years Public lect. 

Poliical Science 9 11 Year 3 End of year 1 Semester 5    1 language Semester 7 not specified 
Attendance 
required 2 years Oral present. 

Sociology 8 12 Year 3 not specified Year 3 no Year 3 not specified Optional Optional Oral present. 

South Asian 
Regional Studies 5 15 Year 3 End of year 2 Semester 6 0r 7 3 languages Semester 6 0r 7 not specified 

Required 
dissertation 
colloquium 2 years Oral present. 
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Appendix G-7: 

Summary of Degree Requirements for the Ph.D. 
Wharton School 

 Core courses Electives 
Course work 

complete Qual. Eval Prelim Exam 
Foreign 

Language 
Diss. Proposal 

due 
Summer 

work Colloquium Teaching Defense 
Accounting 

10 10 Semester 5 not specified End of year 2 no End of year 3 

Research 
required after 
year 1 and 2 

Required 
presentation Training not specified 

Statistics 
9 11 Semester 5 not specified Semester 2 no Semester 5 na 

Attendance 
required Training not specified 

Insurance and Risk 
Management 

18 2 Semester 6 not specified End of year 2 no Semester 5 
Research after 
year 2 Optional Training not specified 

Marketing 
8 12 Semester 5 not specified End of year 1 no Semetser 6 na 

Attendance 
required Training not specified 

Management 
9 11 Semester 5 End of year 1 End of year 2 no Semester 6 

Exam in 
summer 

Attendance 
required Training not specified 

Real estate 
12 8 Year 3 not specified End of year 2 no End of year 3 na Optional Training not specified 

OPIM 

3 17 End of year 3 
End of semester 
3 Semester 6 no End of year 3 

Research 
required after 
year 1 and 2 Optional Training not specified 

Health care systems 
12 8 Semester 5 End of year 1 End of year 2 no End of year 3 na 

Attendance 
required Training Oral present 

Business and public 
policy 

10 10 Semester 5 not specified Semester 4 no End of year 3 
Research 
recommended Optional Training not specified 

Finance 
11 9 End of year 2 not specified End of year 1 no End of year 3 na Optional 

Required in 
yrs 2-4 not specified 
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1

2 Question 12 A : As you look back over your doctoral studies at PENN, how satisfied have you been with graduate group advising / guidance ?
3 Data: Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients' Opinion(SDSO) : Academic Year 1996 to 2002.
4 Satisfaction scale : 1 = dissatisfied  2 =somewhat dissatisfied  3 =satisfied 4 =very satisfied  (revised scale as of April 28th 2003)
5 Deleted : Don't know/Not applicable and Blank responses SORT
6 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

7  Mean Satisfaction Score Count on those who responded to this question AYR96-AYR02

8 PHD Graduate DIV AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 row count row average

9 Annenberg-Comm 3.50 4.00 3.00 3.75 4.00 3.33 3.50 2 2 6 4 3 6 8 31 3.48

10 SAS-CLOSED 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.50 4.00  4.00 1 2 3 2 1 1 10 3.40

11 NURSING 3.66 3.30 3.50 3.00 2.85 3.50 3.27 3 10 10 9 20 4 18 74 3.19

12 WHAR 2.67 2.75 2.88 3.05 3.47 3.50 2.90 3 16 16 18 17 12 11 93 3.08

13 SEAS 3.07 2.98 2.93 3.00 2.71 3.21 3.52 14 48 32 45 28 14 33 214 3.05

14 SAS-Hum 2.85 3.11 2.76 3.12 3.00 2.97 3.11 20 64 71 48 56 32 78 369 3.00

15 SAS-NatSci 3.31 3.00 3.04 3.00 2.78 3.14 2.94 16 44 50 45 60 28 55 298 2.98

16 BGS 3.36 2.86 2.95 2.82 3.00 2.56 2.89 11 35 44 50 54 16 54 264 2.91

17 EDUC 3.00 2.46 2.73 3.21 3.03 3.16 2.85 11 28 19 28 31 12 27 156 2.90

18 SAS-SocSci 2.66 3.11 2.72 2.86 2.86 2.68 2.67 9 17 22 22 29 16 18 133 2.81

19 Respondents left it blank 1.67 3.20 2.50 1.00 4.00 3.00 3 10 4 1 1 3 22 2.77

20 SOCWRK 3.00 2.00 3.25 3.00 1.50 4.00 2.25 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 21 2.67

21
Respondent said none of the 
above  3.00 3.00 2.37 2 2 8 12 2.58

22 GFSA 2.60 1.82 2.80 2.83 2.23 1.67 2.75 5 11 20 12 13 3 8 72 2.49

23 Mean by Acad Yr 3.01 2.91 2.89 3.00 2.91 3.03 3.02 Group mean for advising

24 people count by Acad Yr 100 292 301 285 317 148 326 1,769 2.96

Appendix G-8:
Mean Satisfaction Score on Advising Across Graduate Division
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1

2 Question 12 B : As you look back over your doctoral studies at PENN, how satisfied have you been with overall quality of graduate level courses ?
3 Data: Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients' Opinion(SDSO) : Academic Year 1996 to 2002.
4 Satisfaction scale : 1 = dissatisfied  2 =somewhat dissatisfied  3 =satisfied 4 =very satisfied  (revised scale as of April 28th 2003)
5 Deleted : Don't know/Not applicable and Blank responses SORT
6 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

7  Mean Satisfaction Score Count on those who responded to this question AYR96-AYR02

8 PHD Graduate DIV AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 row count row average

9 Annenberg-Comm 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 2 2 6 4 3 6 8 31 3.48

10 NURSING 4.00 3.70 3.70 3.33 3.15 2.50 3.50 3 10 10 9 20 4 18 74 3.41

11 SAS-CLOSED 4.00 3.00 2.67 3.50 4.00  4.00 1 2 3 2 1 1 10 3.30

12 SAS-Hum 2.85 3.25 3.03 3.35 3.36 3.31 3.37 20 64 71 48 56 32 78 369 3.25

13 SAS-SocSci 3.33 3.35 3.23 3.00 3.27 2.94 3.56 9 17 22 22 29 16 18 133 3.23

14 SOCWRK 3.00 3.00 3.50 3.00 2.50 3.00 3.00 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 21 3.05

15 EDUC 2.91 2.82 3.11 3.18 3.00 3.08 3.11 11 28 19 28 31 12 27 156 3.03

16 WHAR 2.67 3.00 3.13 3.17 3.06 2.91 2.45 3 16 16 18 17 12 11 93 2.98

17 SAS-NatSci 3.19 2.95 3.00 2.91 2.87 2.82 2.87 16 44 50 45 60 28 55 298 2.92

18 BGS 3.36 2.65 2.86 2.88 3.05 2.56 3.07 11 35 44 50 54 16 54 264 2.92

19 Respondents left it blank 3.00 2.80 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.30 3 10 4 1 1 0 3 22 2.77

20
Respondent said none of the 
above 3.00 3.00 2.62 2 2 8 12 2.75

21 SEAS 2.71 2.67 2.81 2.73 2.64 2.71 2.91 14 48 32 45 28 14 33 214 2.74

22 GFSA 2.00 2.63 2.90 3.08 2.54 3.00 2.63 5 11 20 12 13 3 8 72 2.74

23 Mean by Acad Yr 3.02 2.97 3.00 3.04 3.04 2.94 3.12  Group Statistics:

24 people count by Acad Yr 100 292 301 285 317 148 326  Mean 3.03

N 1,769

Appendix G-9:
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1

2 Question 15 A : How satisfied were you with the contact you had with your principal advisor during the following stages ?  Preparation for preliminary exam.
3 Data: Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients' Opinion(SDSO) : Academic Year 1996 to 2002.
4 Satisfaction Scale : 1 = dissatisfied  2 =somewhat dissatisfied 3 =satisfied 4 =very satisfied (revised scale as of 4/28/03) SORT

Deleted :   Don't know/ Not Applicable and Missing values.
5 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

6  Mean Satisfaction Score by Grad div and AYR Count on those who responded to this question

7 PHD Graduate DIV AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02  
row 

count 

row div. 
mean 
score

8 Annenberg-Comm 3.50 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.33 3.66 3.75 2 2 6 4 3 6 8 31 3.58

9 NURSING 4.00 3.50 3.70 3.56 3.45 4.00 3.44 3 10 10 9 20 4 18 74 3.55

10 SAS-CLOSED 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00  4.00 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 10 3.50

11 SEAS 3.50 3.35 3.25 3.27 3.21 3.21 3.55 14 48 32 45 28 14 33 214 3.33

12 SAS-Hum 3.25 3.42 3.23 3.27 3.29 3.25 3.40 20 64 71 48 56 32 78 369 3.32

13 SAS-NatSci 3.38 3.38 3.34 3.08 3.16 3.04 3.34 16 44 50 45 60 28 55 298 3.25

14 WHAR 3.33 3.44 2.94 3.44 3.05 3.33 3.18 3 16 16 18 17 12 11 93 3.24

15 GFSA 3.60 3.00 3.20 3.33 3.30 2.67 3.12 5 11 20 12 13 3 8 72 3.21

16 SAS-SocSci 3.22 3.59 3.18 2.90 3.10 3.13 3.39 9 17 22 22 29 16 18 133 3.20

17 SOCWRK 3.50 3.00 3.75 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.50 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 21 3.19

18 BGS 3.36 3.20 3.16 3.00 3.17 3.31 3.06 11 35 44 50 54 16 54 264 3.13

19 Blank 1.67 3.30 2.75 3.00 3.00 3.67 3 10 4 1 1 0 3 22 3.00

20 EDUC 3.18 2.82 2.73 3.32 3.10 2.50 2.96 11 28 19 28 31 12 27 156 2.98

21

Respondents said non of the 
above 3.50 3.00 2.75 2 2 8 12 2.92

     

22 Mean by AYR 3.32 3.31 3.20 3.21 3.20 3.16 3.30  Group statistics:

23 People Count by AYR 100 292 301 285 317 148 326 1,769 3.24

Appendix G-10:
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1

2 Question 15 B : How satisfied were you with the contact you had with your principal advisor during the following stages ? Selection of dissertation topic; preparation of proposal or prospectus

3 Data: Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients' Opinion(SDSO) : Academic Year 1996 to 2002.
4 Satisfaction Scale : 1 = dissatisfied     2 =somewhat dissatisfied     3 =satisfied     4 =very satisfied

Deleted:  don't know or not applicable, and Missing
5 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

6  Mean Satisfaction Score by Grad div and AYR Count on those who responded to this question

7 PHD Graduate DIV AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02  
row: Div 

count
row: Div 

mean score

8 Annenberg-Comm 3.50 4.00 3.17 4.00 4.00 3.67 3.88 2 2 6 4 3 6 8 31 3.71

9 BGS 3.55 3.20 3.34 3.16 3.37 3.44 3.31 11 35 44 50 54 16 54 264 3.30

10 EDUC 3.45 3.17 3.11 3.36 3.42 3.08 3.15 11 28 19 28 31 12 27 156 3.26

11 GFSA 3.80 2.82 3.20 3.50 3.23 2.67 3.38 5 11 20 12 13 3 8 72 3.24

12 NURSING 4.00 3.60 3.70 3.78 3.65 3.50 3.61 3 10 10 9 20 4 18 74 3.66

13 SAS-CLOSED 4.00 3.00 3.33 4.00 4.00 3.00 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 10 3.50

14 SAS-Hum 3.25 3.47 3.39 3.33 3.48 3.44 3.45 20 64 71 48 56 32 78 369 3.42

15 SAS-NatSci 3.38 3.52 3.30 3.09 3.35 3.43 3.31 16 44 50 45 60 28 55 298 3.33

16 SAS-SocSci 3.44 3.53 3.23 3.73 3.24 3.00 3.22 9 17 22 22 29 16 18 133 3.26

17 SEAS 3.43 3.31 3.31 3.40 3.21 3.21 3.70 14 48 32 45 28 14 33 214 3.38

18 SOCWRK 30.00 3.20 3.75 4.00 1.50 4.00 3.50 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 21 3.33

19

respondents said none of the 
above 3.50 3.00 2.88 2 2 8 12 3.00

20 WHAR 3.00 3.44 3.25 3.33 3.41 3.50 3.36 3 16 16 18 17 12 11 93 3.37

21 respondents left it blank 2.00 3.40 2.75 4.00 4.00  3.33 3 10 4 1 1 0 3 22 3.14

  
22 Mean by AYR 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.4 Group Statistics:

23 People count by AYR 100 292 301 285 317 148 326 1,769 3.35

Appendix G-11:
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1

2 Question 15 B : How satisfied were you with the contact you had with your principal advisor during the following stages ? Dissertation Research
3 Data: Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients' Opinion(SDSO) : Academic Year 1996 to 2002.

4 Satisfaction Scale : 1 = dissatisfied    2 =somewhat dissatisfied    3 =satisfied     4 =very satisfied

Deleted: Don't Know/Not Applicable and Missing
5 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

6  Mean Satisfaction Score by Grad div and AYR Count on those who responded to this question

7 PHD Graduate DIV AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 row count
row Div 

mean score

8 Annenberg-Comm 3.50 4.00 3.33 3.75 4.00 3.67 3.88 2 2 6 4 3 6 8 31 3.71

9 BGS 3.64 3.17 3.41 3.16 3.50 3.18 3.30 11 35 44 50 54 16 54 264 3.32

10 EDUC 3.64 3.00 3.11 3.46 3.39 3.00 2.85 11 28 19 28 31 12 27 156 3.19

11 GFSA 4.00 2.55 3.20 3.08 3.23 2.33 3.25 5 11 20 12 13 3 8 72 3.11

12 NURSING 4.00 3.60 3.50 3.67 3.55 3.50 3.67 3 10 10 9 20 4 18 74 3.61

13 SAS-CLOSED 4.00 3.00 3.33 4.00 4.00 4.00 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 10 3.60

14 SAS-Hum 3.35 3.42 3.15 3.23 3.39 3.19 3.18 20 64 71 48 56 32 78 369 3.27

15 SAS-NatSci 3.56 3.52 3.26 3.04 3.32 3.39 3.25 16 44 50 45 60 28 55 298 3.31

16 SAS-SocSci 3.44 3.53 3.23 3.14 3.24 3.44 3.44 9 17 22 22 29 16 18 133 3.32

17 SEAS 3.50 3.23 3.38 3.38 3.18 3.43 3.79 14 48 32 45 28 14 33 214 3.39

18 SOCWRK 3.00 2.80 3.50 4.00 1.50 4.00 3.50 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 21 3.19

19 UNKW 3.00 3.00 2.88 0 0 0 0 2 2 8 12 2.92

20 WHAR 2.67 3.44 3.13 3.50 3.53 3.83 3.09 3 16 16 18 17 12 11 93 3.40

21 BLANK 2.00 3.40 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.67 3 10 4 1 1 3 22 3.14

21  Group statistics:

22 Mean by AYR 3.47 3.30 3.26 3.27 3.37 3.34 3.31 1,769 3.31
23 People Count by AYR 100 292 301 285 317 148 326   

Appendix G-12:
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1

2 Question 15 D : How satisfied were you with the contact you had with your principal advisor during the following stages ? Dissertation Writing
3 Data: Survey of Doctoral Degree Recipients' Opinion(SDSO) : Academic Year 1996 to 2002. SORT
4 Satisfaction Scale :   1 = dissatisfied    2 =somewhat dissatisfied     3 =satisfied      4 =very satisfied

Deleted:  Don't Know/Not Applicable and Missing.
5 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U

6  Mean Satisfaction Score by Grad div and AYR Count on those who responded to this question

7 PHD Graduate DIV AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02 AYR96 AYR97 AYR98 AYR99 AYR00 AYR01 AYR02  row count

Row:Div 
mean 
score

8 SAS-NatSci 3.50 3.36 3.08 3.00 3.12 3.61 3.20 16 44 50 45 60 28 55 298 4.00

9 Annenberg-Comm 3.50 4.00 2.83 3.75 3.67 4.00 3.75 2 2 6 4 3 6 8 31 3.61

10 NURSING 4.00 3.40 3.60 3.78 3.45 4.00 3.61 3 10 10 9 20 4 18 74 3.59

11 SAS-CLOSED 4.00 3.00 3.33 3.50 3.00 4.00 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 10 3.40

12 SAS-SocSci 3.56 3.53 3.32 3.32 3.28 3.56 3.33 9 17 22 22 29 16 18 133 3.38

13 SAS-Hum 3.30 3.45 3.30 3.44 3.36 3.47 3.23 20 64 71 48 56 32 78 369 3.35

14 WHAR 2.67 3.31 3.12 3.50 3.47 3.67 3.00 3 16 16 18 17 12 11 93 3.33

15 SEAS 3.36 3.31 3.25 3.29 3.04 3.50 3.61 14 48 32 45 28 14 33 214 3.32

16 SOCWRK 3.50 2.60 3.50 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.50 2 5 4 1 2 3 4 21 3.24

17 GFSA 3.80 3.09 3.25 3.17 3.31 2.33 3.13 5 11 20 12 13 3 8 72 3.21

18 EDUC 3.54 3.00 3.11 3.36 3.45 3.33 2.81 11 28 19 28 31 12 27 156 3.20

19 UNKW 3.50 3.00 3.13 0 0 0 0 2 2 8 12 3.17

20 BGS 3.36 2.83 3.27 3.14 3.26 2.94 2.90 11 35 44 50 54 16 54 264 3.09

21 BLANK 2.00 3.30 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.67 3 10 4 1 1 0 3 22 2.91

  Group Statistics:

22 Mean by AYR 3.40 3.26 3.22 3.28 3.27 3.47 3.21 1,769 3.28
23 People count by AYR 100 292 301 285 317 148 326

Appendix G-13:
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Appendix  H: 
List of Peer Institutions 

 
 

The subcommittee on degree rules and requirement evaluated the requirements for 
the Ph.D. at the following institutions.  This group was felt to represent the range of 
universities with programs with which our Graduate Groups might be compared (while 
we recognized that the variety of those groups, from Nursing to Communication, made 
such comparisons difficult). 
 
Cornell 
Columbia 
Princeton 
Harvard 
Yale 
Brown 
Yale 
Chicago 
Stanford 
Berkeley 
MIT 
Univ. of Michigan 
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 
UCLA 
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Appendix I: 
Career trajectories of students in graduate programs (and the number of graduates 

of these programs, 1995-2002) 
 
According to Graduate Chairs and websites, we classified graduate groups as preparing 
students primarily for academic careers, non-academic careers, or a mixture of the two 
(“other” indicates a non-response from the graduate chair, although some of these could 
be inferred). The numbers represent how many students graduated from each program 
between 1995 and 2000. 
 
 
Primarily academic   Mixed   Primarily non-acad  
        
Accounting 6  Biochem (BGS) 89  Chemistry 148 
Ancient History 10  Bioengineering 53  Demography 36 
Anthropology 52  Biology 48  Health Care Sys 12 
AAMW 10  Cell/Molec Bio (BGS) 97  Materials Science 40 
Classics 14  Chemical Eng 40  4 programs 236 
Comparative Lit 20  City/Regional Plan 43    
Earth and Env Science 12  Communications 35  Other  
East Asian Civ and Lang 34  Computer Science 77    
Education 205  Economics 111  Archaeology 1 
English 66  Electrical Eng 30  Peace Science 2 
Finance 21  Epidem and Biostat 1  Social Systems Sc 1 
Folklore/Folklife 38  History of Art 28  Pathology 19 
Germanic Lang and Lit 15  HSS 26  American Civ 17 
History 67  Immunology 53  Architecture 23 
Insurance 9  Mathematics 34  Energy Mgmt 21 
Linguistics 31  Mechanical Eng 30  Russian Lang/Lit 4 
Management 29  Neurosciences 64  8 programs 88 
Marketing 11  Nursing 86    
Music 27  Pharmacology 48  Total: 2381 
OPIM 23  Physics and Astro 87    
Parasitology 5  Public Policy (Wh) 10    
Philosophy 17  South Asia Reg St 1    
Political Science 30  Statistics 16    
Psychology 47  Systems Eng 24    
Religious Studies 12  24 programs 1131    
Romance Languages 53       
Social Welfare (SSW) 27       
Sociology 35       
28 programs 926       
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Appendix J: 
Number of TAs and length of TA experience, 1995-2000, by program. 

 
Graduate Groups are grouped by school and affinity, and within groups are listed in order of the number of 
graduated students who had served as TAs at some point during their graduate student experience (second 
column). The last column reports the total number of students graduated from the program during the 
period, %TA is the percentage of graduated students who served as TAs, and avg #yr is the average number 
of years each student served as a teaching assistant. 
 

Graduate Group #TA %TA avg #yr 
Grand 
Total 

Grand Total 991 56.3 2.28 1760 
          
SAS Natural Sciences         
CHEMISTRY 107 96.4 1.89 111 
PHYSICS 59 83.1 1.54 71 
MATHEMATICS 28 100.0 3.93 28 
PSYCHOLOGY 25 62.5 2.32 40 
BIOLOGY 22 75.9 2.95 29 
GEOLOGY 7 87.5 3.29 8 
          
SAS Social Sciences         
ECONOMICS 57 80.3 2.88 71 
ANTHROPOLOGY 27 73.0 1.63 37 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 22 91.7 2.27 24 
SOCIOLOGY 17 70.8 2.88 24 
LINGUISTICS 11 52.4 2.09 21 
DEMOGRAPHY 2 9.1 1.00 22 
REGIONAL SCIENCE 1 12.5 1.00 8 
PEACE SCIENCE 1 50.0 2.00 2 
     
SAS Humanities     
HISTORY 39 92.9 2.00 42 
ENGLISH 36 76.6 3.06 47 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 33 80.5 2.76 41 
HISTORY OF ART 19 90.5 2.16 21 
ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST ST 16 72.7 1.75 22 
HISTORY & SOC. OF SC 15 78.9 1.60 19 
COMPARATIVE LITERATU 14 82.4 1.79 17 
GERMANIC LANGUAGES 14 100.0 3.14 14 
FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIF 13 54.2 2.00 24 
MUSIC 13 92.9 2.23 14 
PHILOSOPHY 12 100.0 3.33 12 
AMERICAN CIVILIZATIO 10 83.3 2.00 12 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 8 88.9 1.50 9 
CLASSICAL STUDIES 7 100.0 2.00 7 
SLAVIC LANGUAGES & L 4 100.0 4.50 4 
ANCIENT HISTORY 3 50.0 1.33 6 
ART/ARCHAEL. MEDIT. 3 60.0 1.33 5 
SOUTH ASIA REG. STUD 0 0.0   1 
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Wharton         
MANAGEMENT 19 76.0 2.16 25 
FINANCE 15 100.0 3.40 15 
OPERATIONS & INFORMA 11 100.0 2.55 11 
STATISTICS 10 100.0 3.90 10 
MARKETING 7 77.8 1.14 9 
PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGE 5 50.0 3.00 10 
ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT/PO 7 36.8 1.14 19 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH 4 100.0 3.00 4 
ACCOUNTING 2 28.6 1.50 7 
INSURANCE AND RISK M 1 11.1 1.00 9 
          
Engineering         
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 18 58.1 1.56 31 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERI 15 60.0 1.33 25 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 14 73.7 1.57 19 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI 9 42.9 1.67 21 
BIOENGINEERING 8 19.0 3.25 42 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 6 10.5 1.50 57 
MATERIALS SCIENCE 4 11.8 1.25 34 
          
EDUCATION 55 35.9 2.55 153 
     
NURSING 36 62.1 3.14 58 
     
Fine Arts/Design     
ARCHITECTURE 14 70.0 2.00 20 
CITY/REGIONAL PLANNI 19 54.3 1.84 35 
          
COMMUNICATION 17 81.0 2.12 21 
          
Biomedical Grad Studies         
BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 13 18.6 1.85 70 
NEUROSCIENCES 9 19.6 1.11 46 
PHARMACOLOGY 4 12.1 1.25 33 
IMMUNOLOGY 4 13.3 1.75 30 
CELL BIOLOGY 3 6.3 1.67 48 
CELL & MOLECULAR BIO 2 20.0 1.00 10 
BIOCHEMISTRY 1 100.0 1.00 1 
PATHOLOGY 0 0.0   17 
PARASITOLOGY 0 0.0   3 
PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIE 0 0.0   2 
COMP. MEDICAL SCIENC 0 0.0   1 
PHYSIOLOGY 0 0.0   1 
          
SOCIAL WELFARE 3 21.4 1.33 14 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 2 33.3 1.00 6 
NR/None of the Above 9 30.0 3.11 30 
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Appendix K: 

Number of TAs and length of TA service by school and division, 1995-2000 
 
Number of graduated Ph.D.’s, how many and what percentage were Teaching Assistants 
by school and division. The last column indicates, for those students who served as TAs, 
how many years on average each student served as a TA. 
 
 

School/Div Students #TA %TA 
avg TA 
yr 

ANNENBERG 21 17 81.0 2.12 
BIOMED 262 36 13.7 1.50 
EDUCATION 153 55 35.9 2.55 
ENGINEERING 229 74 32.3 1.69 
FINE ARTS 55 33 60.0 1.91 
NURSING 58 36 62.1 3.14 
SAS-HUMANITIES 303 241 79.5 2.36 
SAS-NATURAL 
SCIENCES 287 248 86.4 2.21 
SAS-SOCIAL SCIENCES 197 140 71.1 2.38 
SOCIAL WORK 15 3 20.0 1.33 
WHARTON 107 76 71.0 2.63 
NR or Closed 73 32 43.8 2.41 
Grand Total 1760 991 56.3 2.28 
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Appendix L: 
Graduate Group Training for TAs 

 
APPENDIX L:   Graduate Group Training for TAs 

Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

Accounting all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 

Ancient History SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops (Presentation Skills, Creating a 
Teaching Portfolio); monitoring, observation, 
consultation with Graduate Group Chair once 
a semester 

Anthropology Discipline specific Teacher Development 
Program with CTL; SAS TA training 
program with mandatory follow-up sessions 
and optional workshops; weekly seminars w/ 
supervising professors 

Art and 
Archaeology  
of the 
Mediterranean 
World 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops 

weekly meetings w/ supervising instructors, 
observation, Required to attend respective 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

departmental orientation 

Biochemistry 
and Molecular 
Biophysics 

-- 

Bioengineering 1-day TA orientation plus optional 
Presentation Skills workshop; TAs must pass 
ELP SPEAK test 

Biology SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  
required departmental teaching skills 
orientation; weekly lab prep meetings for 
introductory courses 

Business and 
Public Policy 

all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 

Biostatistics and 
Epidemiology 

Discipline-specific Teacher Development 
Programs with CTL for Biostatistics students 

Chemical and 
Biomolecular 
Engineering 

1-day TA orientation plus optional 
Presentation Skills workshop; TAs must pass 
ELP SPEAK test 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

 

Chemistry Six week special training for foreign students 
added to ELP; 1-week TA training course for 
all new students.  Instruction in teaching 
techniques, assignments based on videotaping 
and other interactive sessions.   Dept. 
language proficiency committee conducts 
interviews. 

 

City and 
Regional 
Planning 

 

Teacher Development Workshop with CTL 

Classical 
Studies 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  
1-week foreign language TA training (ELP), 
monitoring 

 

Communication optional teacher training seminar series (7-10 
per year);  evaluated by supervising faculty 
member 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

Comparative 
Literature 

TA's trained in departments in which they 
teach, not by Comp Lit 

CIS 1-day TA orientation plus optional 
Presentation Skills workshop; TAs must pass 
ELP SPEAK test 

Criminology SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops 

Demography Demography TAs have principally been TAs 
for courses offered in sociology (see 
sociology). When students TA for 
demography courses, TAs attend lectures and 
give one or two lectures with guidance from 
the faculty. 

 

Earth & 
Environmental 
Science 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops ; 
Sit in on lectures and recitations run by the 
professor for exposure to teaching styles 

 

East Asian 
Languages and 
Civilization 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  
1-week foreign language TA training (ELP),  
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

EALC language programs training and 
teaching workshops , TA must have 
previously audited course  

Economics SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops ; 
Recitation instructors for Econ 1 & 2: 
   orientation before classes start, 
   weekly meetings w/ faculty, 
   observation 

 

Education -- 

Electrical and 
Systems 
Engineering 

1-day TA orientation plus optional 
Presentation Skills workshop; TAs must pass 
ELP SPEAK test 

English 4th semester: six 2-hour sessions on 
pedagogy.  Summer:  do Chimicles training 
and prep for teaching own course (4-6 
sessions on syllabus design, discussion 
leadership, etc.)  3rd year:   Chimicles 
workshops and faculty observation 

 

Finance all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 

 

Folklore and 
Folklife 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops 

 

Germanic 
Languages and 
Literatures 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops ; 1-week foreign language TA 
training (ELP) observation & supervision by 
Language Coordinator 
mandatory bimonthly pedagogy roundtable; 
required to take German 516 during first 
teaching semester: a pedagogical course 

 

Health Care 
Systems 

all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

History SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops; discipline-specific Teacher 
Development Program with CTL 

History of Art SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  

History and 
Sociology 
of Science 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and ongoing 
collective faculty monitoring, and 
individualized monitoring of student teaching 
skill development by mentors and advisors 

 

Immunology -- 

 

Insurance and 
Risk 
Management 

all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 

Linguistics SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

Management all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 

Marketing all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 

Materials 
Science and 
Engineering 

 

1-day TA orientation plus optional 
Presentation Skills workshop; TAs must pass 
ELP SPEAK test 

Mathematics 3-day training program run by Math 
department before classes start; observation, 
meetings w/ faculty every few weeks 

Mechanical 
Engineering and 
Applied 
Mechanics 

1-day TA training before classes start, 
ongoing seminars on teaching techniques, 
Presentation Skills; 
written faculty evaluation at end of course, 
utilizing students evaluations 

Music 

 

Music 800:  Teaching Music History;  Music 
801:  Teaching Music TheoryMusic 802:  
Teaching World Music -- practicum 
coursesTA's take one of these courses in the 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

 first semester they teach;   weekly meetings 
with supervising instructors 

Near Eastern 
Language and 
Civilization 

 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops. One-week foreign language TA 
training (ELP), AMES language programs 
training and teaching workshops, TA must 
have previously audited course. Students who 
serve as TA's are sent to the TA prep program 
and/or the language TA training program at 
the end of the summer, and faculty work with 
their own students and TA's in various ways: 
Having students serve as  
writing advisors in their courses (through the 
Writing Across the University [WATU] 
program), teach some sessions of 
undergraduate courses or serve as lecturers on 
behalf of the museum (with advice before and 
feedback after doing so), help correct exams; 
advising them on how to prepare syllabi; and 
having them work with the College's Center 
for Teaching and Learning, which coaches 
them on teaching technique and arrange for 
class lectures to be video-taped and reviewed 
with them.  Because of the training of the 
Arabic instructors in language pedagogy, 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

graduate students in Arabic & Islamic studies 
are being trained in the  
principles of language pedagogy. Because 
Penn is a leading center in pedagogic 
methods for teaching Hebrew, we should be 
able to do the same thing for graduate 
students of that language. 

Neuroscience weekly meetings w/ supervising instructors, 
observation, Required to attend respective 
departmental orientation 

Nursing SAS 3-day TA training program and 4-week 
Teacher Development Program with CTL 
available, plus voluntary individual 
consultation  

Operations and 
Information 
Management 

all PhD students must take Teacher 
Development Program run by CTL unless 
receive a waiver for significant prior teaching 
experience or similar courses 

Parasitology -- 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

 

Pharmacological 
Sciences 

 

-- 

Philosophy SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops ; Required to attend round-table 
discussion held each year about issues in 
teaching Philosophy; weekly meetings w/ 
supervising instructors; TA via Philosophy 
998:  Teaching Practicum (0.5 CU) 

Physics and 
Astronomy 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  

Political Science SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops   Beginning this past fall (2003) 
first-time TAs take a semester-long workshop 
on teaching taught by political science 
faculty. It generally meets once per week for 
2 to 3 hours 

 

Psychology SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops observation by faculty;4-week 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

faculty-led workshop for advanced graduate 
students 

Religious 
Studies 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  

 

Romance 
Languages 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops ;  1-week foreign language TA 
training before first semester;  3-day Oral 
Proficiency Interview workshop in first 
semester;  regular course meetings;  periodic 
observation by course supervisor and others;  
videotaping of class followed by conference 
with course supervisor;  required graduate 
course on teaching in first year;  optional 
graduate course on technology and language 
teaching;  continuing professional 
development seminars and workshops;  
teaching portfolio and annual performance 
review (French and Italian) 

Russian 
Language and 
Literature 

 

-- 
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Graduate 
Group 

Training and Support for TA's 

Sociology SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops , discipline-specific Teacher 
Development Program with CTL 

Social Welfare A brown bag discussion series on teaching, 
including review of skills, provision of 
resources, and discussion of teaching 
experiences and approaches, facilitated by the 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs; 
participation in curricular sequence meetings; 
guidance from supervising faculty; formal 

application procedure for TA positions, as 
practice for faculty positions 

 

South Asia 
Studies 

SAS 3-day TA training program with 
mandatory follow-up sessions and optional 
workshops  

Statistics all Wharton PhD students must take an 8-
week Teacher Development Program run by 
CTL unless they receive a waiver for 
significant prior teaching experience or 
similar courses 
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Appendix M: 
Awareness and participation in venues for discussion of advanced material by school and division 

 
Tabulation of student responses on Survey of Doctoral Opinion concerning whether there were venues available for presentation of 
dissertation research (“Venue exists?”), and whether the students took advantage of that venue or another such venue to present their 
work (“Have you presented?”), by school and division. This table includes students who obtained Ph.D.’s between 1995 and 2000.  
(NR means the student did not answer the question). 
 
 

Venue exists? NO     
NO 
Total NR     

NR 
Total YES     

YES 
Total 

Grand 
Total % who  

Have you presented? No NR Yes   No NR Yes   No NR Yes     presented 
ANNENBERG 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 7 0 12 19 21 61.9 
BIOMED 6 0 8 14 0 2 0 2 29 0 217 246 262 85.9 
EDUCATION 37 0 8 45 1 2 1 4 48 1 55 104 153 41.8 
ENGINEERING 30 0 9 39 0 4 0 4 40 0 146 186 229 67.7 
FINE ARTS 15 0 5 20 0 0 1 1 13 1 20 34 55 47.3 
NURSING 8 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 18 0 30 48 58 53.4 
SAS-HUMANITIES 34 0 19 53 4 1 0 5 57 1 187 245 303 68.0 
SAS-NATURAL 
SCIENCES 21 2 11 34 0 3 1 4 47 5 197 249 287 72.8 
SAS-SOCIAL SCIENCES 9 1 11 21 0 2 0 2 28 1 145 174 197 79.2 
SOCIAL WORK 7 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 6 0 2 8 15 13.3 
WHARTON 13 0 1 14 0 3 0 3 18 0 72 90 107 68.2 
NR and Closed 13 0 2 15 0 2 0 2 11 1 44 56 73 63.0 
Grand Total 193 4 76 273 5 20 3 28 322 10 1127 1459 1760 68.5 
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Appendix N: 
SURVEY OF DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENT'S OPINION 

 
 
Congratulations on your success in obtaining the highest degree awarded by the University 
of Pennsylvania! We hope that your experience has been a positive one. 
 
The objective of this survey is to monitor the quality of graduate education at the University 
of Pennsylvania.  It has the dual purpose of providing general data to the University 
administration to aid in identification of areas in which we could improve the general quality 
of graduate education and specific deficiencies within particular graduate programs. We will 
make every effort to keep the data as confidential as possible.  All personal data (sex, country 
of origin, etc.) will be used only in the aggregate of all students receiving the Ph.D. during a 
specific academic year. Data reported to graduate group faculty will include aggregate data 
of no less than 5 students. While this system cannot guarantee absolute anonymity, we feel it 
represents a fair compromise between the competing priorities of anonymity* and putting the 
results to a constructive purpose.  The completion of this survey is not a degree requirement. 
You can choose not to answer specific questions.  However, your insight and opinions are 
important to help keep and improve the quality of graduate education at the University of 
Pennsylvania. We appreciate your cooperation. 
 
You are also encouraged to discuss any aspect of your graduate program with Assistant Vice 
Provost Karen Lawrence, 215-898-1842, room 120 College Hall or email to 
<lawrence@pobox.upenn.edu>. 
*  If you report any activities that are illegal, we may be required by law to act on that report. 
 
Personal Information 
 
1. (required) In which graduate group were you enrolled?  

              (e.g., Chemistry; History;  Romance Languages please specify: Italian/Spanish/French;   

  Wharton students please identify program)  

 

    

  
2. When did you first enroll at Penn as a graduate student?  
  Semester and Year_____________ 
 
3. (required) When will you receive your degree?   
  Semester and Year___________________ 
 
4. What is your sex? (1) Male______ (2) Female______ 
 
5. What is your present citizenship status? 
 (1)_____U.S. citizen 
 (2)_____Permanent resident of U.S.  
 (3)_____Citizen of______________________ (please specify country) 
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6. If you are a U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident, to which racial/ethnic group do you 
belong?  
 (1)_  Asian-American  (5)   Other Latino    
  
                              Pacific Islander 
                                                                   
  (2)   African-American (6)   Native American 
    Black               American Indian 
  
 (3)   Chicano or (7)   White 
     Mexican-American 
   
 (4)   Puerto Rican (8)   Other   
Specify:___________________ 
  
 (please skip to question 8) 
    
 
7. Do you intend to return to your country for professional employment within two years?  
 
 (1)Yes_ (2) No   (3) Not applicable   
 
 
Experience with Graduate Group 
 
8.   To the best of your knowledge, has financial support for students in your program been 
 fairly allocated?  
 
            Yes_______             Mostly_________ Partly_________ No_________ 
     
 Do you know what criteria are used to allocate financial support?  Yes   No   
9.  For how many years (or fractions there of) did you receive support in the categories 
below? (Answer all instances that apply.) 
 
 (1)   T.A. (5)    Foreign government  
 (2)   R.A. or equivalent (6)   Corporate funds 
 (3)   University Fellowship  (7)   Other 
 (4)    Outside Fellowship (8)   None 
 
10. Have you had to borrow to finance your doctoral education?  Yes   No  __ 
 How much?     
 
 At what years of doctoral study did you borrow?   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8+ 
 
11.How satisfied have you been with the level of financial support you received at Penn? 
1 = Very   2 = Satisfied 3 = Somewhat 4 = Dissatisfied 5 = Don't 
     Satisfied     Dissatisfied   Know/ NA 
 

 
   
 
~~, 

12. As you look back over your doctoral studies at Penn, how satisfied have you been with 
each of the 
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 following? 
  1 = Very   2 = Satisfied 3 = Somewhat 4 = Dissatisfied 5 = Don't 
     Satisfied     Dissatisfied   Know/ NA 
 
 A. Graduate Group advising / guidance             
 
 B. Overall quality of graduate level            
  courses 
 
 C. Professional relationship with faculty             
       other than your dissertation supervisor  
 
 D. Faculty efforts in assisting you to              
  find professional employment 
 
13. How many faculty served on your dissertation committee?    
 
14. Other than your principal advisor, how many of these committee members were 
significantly involved in assisting you to: 
   obtain financial support            
   define your topic/prepare a proposal or a prospectus    
   complete your dissertation research      
   write up and edit drafts of the dissertation   
   find a job        
   
 
15.  How satisfied were you with the contact you had with your principal adviser during the 
following stages? 
1 = Very         2= Satisfied 3 = Somewhat  4=Dissatisfied 5 = Don't 
   Satisfied                                    Know/ NA 
 
 A. Preparation for preliminary exam   _____ 
 
 B. Selection of dissertation topic;   
  preparation of proposal or   prospectus _____ 
 
 C. Dissertation research  _____  
  
 D. Dissertation writing  _____  
 
 E. Job search  _____  
 
Other comments on your contact with your principal advisor? _______________________________  
  
 
 
 
16.  Using the following scale, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with each of the 

following statements as they apply to your principal dissertation adviser.  
  1 = agree      2 = somewhat agree      3 = somewhat disagree      4 = disagree      5 = not applicable 
 
A.   Spent the time necessary to advise me on academic matters. 
B.  Discussed my research with me on a regular basis. 
C.   Was accessible. 
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D.   Was knowledgeable about formal degree requirements. 
E.  Was interested in my goals and projects. 
F.  Critiqued my work in ways that helped my work progress. 
G.  Returned my work in a timely manner. 
H.   (If relevant) Made an effort to secure financial support for me. 
I.   Was supportive in my search for professional employment. 
J.   Other (please explain) _______________________________________________________  
 
    _________________________________________________________________________  
 
    _________________________________________________________________________  
 
    _________________________________________________________________________  
 
17.  In relation to your professional goals, what was the best doctoral level course (lecture, 

seminar, etc.)  
 that you took at Penn?  Please name the graduate group, instructor, and course title.  

Please list only one. 
     
 
18.  Was your Ph.D. preliminary exam (or the last examination before you undertook your 

dissertation research)  and preparation a beneficial educational experience? (Please circle 
one) 

 
  1=Very beneficial            2=Beneficial              3=Somewhat  beneficial          4=Not beneficial 
          
Don't 
Do you think the preliminary exam in its current form should be modified?Yes   No        
Know   
 
If so, how?    
      
 
19.  Please provide information on the kinds of research and other scholarly opportunities 

which you have had during your doctoral studies at Penn: 
 
   Were there organized seminars, colloquia, or conferences 
   sponsored by the graduate group at which 
   graduate students presented their research?                                              Yes   No 
 
 Have you ever presented any of your research  
 at such a seminar, colloquium or conference?                                Yes   No 
 
  
 How many times during your graduate career? 
 
 Have you attended any national scholarly meetings?   Yes   No 
 
 How many times during your graduate career? 
 

 Have you delivered any papers at national scholarly meetings?    Yes   No 
 
 How many times during your graduate career? 
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         Have you submitted your work for publication?                                Yes   No 
 
20.  Do you have any other comments concerning your graduate group? (e.g., quality of 

administrative staff, opportunities to participate in departmental governance,  
 affirmative action efforts, adequacy of space, facilities.)                    
  If you report any activities that are illegal, we may be required by law to act on that report. 
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
General University Experience 
 
21. What was your most valuable academic experience at Penn? 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
22. If you could change one thing at Penn, what would it be? 
          If you report any activities that are illegal, we may be required by law to act on that report. 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
23. (required) If you had the option of starting your doctoral program at Penn over, would you 
do it again? 
   Yes___     No___  
   (If no,  would you still decide to pursue a Ph.D. ?) Yes___     No___       
 
24. This decision is based primarily upon: (mark ONE of the following) 
  ____ Graduate Group experience 
  ____ Penn experience 
  ____ Current employment opportunities in your field 
   ____ Prospects of future opportunities and earnings 
  ____ New interests in some other field 
  ____ Other (please specify)_________________________________________ 
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Employment 
 
25. What are your immediate professional plans? 
 

 1. __ I am returning to, or continuing in, my predoctoral employment 
    2 __ I have found a job. 
 3. __ I am negotiating with one or more organizations. 
 4. __ I am seeking a position but have no specific prospects. 
 5.__ Other (please specify):__________________________ 
 

26.  Which best describes what you will be doing during the next academic year?  
 
 1. Postdoctoral fellowship / traineeship  6.Other academic position:  
 2.Research associateship  Please specify _____________ 
 3.Tenure track faculty position  7.Other non-academic position;  
 4.Non-tenure track faculty position      Please specify ______________ 
  5.Researcher at center/lab/institute  8. Don't know (please skip to question 

#31) 
  
27.  Will this employment be in the field of your academic training? 
 
 (1) Yes____  (2) No____ 

 
28.  How would you categorize your employer?  
 
 (0)____ Research university (doctoral-granting)    
     (5)State or local government 
 (1)____ 5-year university (masters-granting)  (6)Industry or business 
  (2)____ 4-year college   (7)International organization 
 (3)____ Junior/community college   (8) Non-profit organization 
 (4)_____ national or  federal government  (9)Other (please specify): 
          
29.  Where will your position be located? 

 
 1. ____  In U.S.                   Name of state 
______________________________________  
 2. ____ Outside the U.S.   Name of country 
____________________________________ 

 
30.  What is the name of your employer?____________________________________________ 
  
 
 
31. Experience with Career Services while in graduate group at Penn. 

 How satisfied have you been with each of the following services?  
 (Please evaluate only those services that you used.) 
 

      1 = Very 2 = Satisfied 3 = Somewhat 4 = Dissatisfied 5 = Did not 
           Satisfied          Dissatisfied         use 
 
 ___ A. Academic Career Conference           
 ___  programs  (# attended) 
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 ___ B. Programs on non-academic                
 
 ___ C. Dossier preparation and            
 ___  distribution 
 
 ___ D. Job search assistance           
 
 ___ E. Personal counseling sessions           
 ___  and email contact with counselors 
 
 ___ F.  Academic Job Search Handbook           
 
 
 
Rev. 2/2/04 
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Appendix O: 
 

Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

BGS ANATOMY 2 1 NEUROSCIENCES 3   27.3% 
BGS ANATOMY   2 ANATOMY & HISTOLOGY 2   18.2% 
BGS ANATOMY   3 PHARMACOLOGY 2   18.2% 
BGS ANATOMY   4 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 1   9.1% 
BGS ANATOMY   5 DENTAL MEDICINE 1   9.1% 
BGS ANATOMY   6 NOT PENN FACULTY 1   9.1% 
BGS ANATOMY   7 PSYCHIATRY 1   9.1% 
            11   
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS 75 1 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 204   39.7% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 123   23.9% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   3 RADIOLOGY 36   7.0% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   4 GENETICS 22   4.3% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   5 MEDICINE 17   3.3% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   6 PHARMACOLOGY 17   3.3% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   7 PHYSIOLOGY 11   2.1% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   8 CELL & DEV. BIOLOGY 10   1.9% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   9 MICROBIOLOGY 10   1.9% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   10 PATHOLOGY 9   1.8% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   11 CELL BIOLOGY 7   1.4% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   12 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 6   1.2% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   13 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 5   1.0% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   14 CHEMISTRY 5   1.0% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   15 BIOENGINEERING 4   0.8% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   16 PEDIATRICS 4   0.8% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   17 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4   0.8% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   18 BIOLOGY 3   0.6% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   19 ENDOCRINE 3   0.6% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   20 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 2   0.4% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   21 NEUROLOGY 2   0.4% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   22 NEUROSURGERY 2   0.4% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   23 PATHOBIOLOGY 2   0.4% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   24 PULMONARY 2   0.4% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   25 DENTAL MEDICINE 1   0.2% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   26 GASTROENTEROLOGY 1   0.2% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   27 ORTHOPEDIC  SURGERY 1   0.2% 
BGS BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS   28 RENAL ELECT. AND HYPERTNSN 1   0.2% 
            514   
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 139 1 NOT PENN FACULTY 106   14.5% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   2 GENETICS 97   13.2% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   3 MICROBIOLOGY 80   10.9% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   4 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 48   6.5% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   5 PATHOLOGY 48   6.5% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   6 CELL BIOLOGY 44   6.0% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   7 BIOLOGY 36   4.9% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   8 CELL & DEV. BIOLOGY 28   3.8% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   9 MEDICINE 28   3.8% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   10 ENDOCRINE 26   3.5% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   11 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 20   2.7% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   12 PATHOBIOLOGY 20   2.7% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   13 PHYSIOLOGY 20   2.7% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
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BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   14 NEUROLOGY 18   2.5% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   15 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 17   2.3% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   16 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 16   2.2% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   17 NEUROSCIENCES 13   1.8% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   18 PHARMACOLOGY 13   1.8% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   19 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 9   1.2% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   20 GASTROENTEROLOGY 6   0.8% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   21 PULMONARY 6   0.8% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   22 ANATOMY & HISTOLOGY 5   0.7% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   23 PEDIATRICS 5   0.7% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   24 PSYCHIATRY 4   0.5% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   25 EDUCATION 2   0.3% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   26 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR ENG. 2   0.3% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   27 OPTHALMOLOGY 2   0.3% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   28 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 2   0.3% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   29 BIOENGINEERING 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   30 CARDIOVASCULAR DIV 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   31 CLINICAL STUDIES PHIL 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   32 CLINICAL STUDIES/NEW BOLTON 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   33 DENTAL MEDICINE 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   34 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   35 INFECTIOUS DISEASES 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   36 NEUROSURGERY 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   37 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   38 ORTHOPEDIC  SURGERY 1   0.1% 
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BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   39 PSYCHOLOGY 1   0.1% 
BGS CELL & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY   40 RENAL ELECT. AND HYPERTNSN 1   0.1% 
            733   
BGS COMP. MEDICAL SCIENCES 1 1 CLINICAL STUDIES PHIL 2   33.3% 
BGS COMP. MEDICAL SCIENCES   2 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 1   16.7% 
BGS COMP. MEDICAL SCIENCES   3 NOT PENN FACULTY 1   16.7% 
BGS COMP. MEDICAL SCIENCES   4 PHARMACOLOGY 1   16.7% 
BGS COMP. MEDICAL SCIENCES   5 PHYSIOLOGY 1   16.7% 
            6   
BGS EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS 2 1 BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 5   45.5% 
BGS EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 4   36.4% 
BGS EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS   3 DERMATOLOGY 1   9.1% 
BGS EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS   4 MEDICINE 1   9.1% 
            11   
BGS IMMUNOLOGY 57 1 PATHOLOGY 84   29.8% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 75   26.6% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   3 MICROBIOLOGY 51   18.1% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   4 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 15   5.3% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   5 MEDICINE 12   4.3% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   6 PATHOBIOLOGY 8   2.8% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY    7 PEDIATRICS 8   2.8% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   8 SURGERY 7   2.5% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   9 ALLERGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 4   1.4% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   10 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR ENG. 3   1.1% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   11 NEUROLOGY 3   1.1% 
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BGS IMMUNOLOGY   12 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 2   0.7% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   13 BIOLOGY 2   0.7% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   14 GENETICS 2   0.7% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   15 PULMONARY 2   0.7% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   16 CHEMISTRY 1   0.4% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   17 CLINICAL STUDIES PHIL 1   0.4% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   18 PSYCHIATRY 1   0.4% 
BGS IMMUNOLOGY   19 RENAL ELECT. AND HYPERTNSN 1   0.4% 
            282   
BGS NEUROSCIENCES 75 1 NEUROSCIENCES 110   28.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 70   18.1% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   3 PHARMACOLOGY 53   13.7% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   4 NEUROLOGY 27   7.0% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   5 PATHOLOGY 25   6.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   6 PSYCHOLOGY 19   4.9% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   7 BIOLOGY 14   3.6% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   8 BIOENGINEERING 8   2.1% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   9 OPTHALMOLOGY 7   1.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   10 PHYSIOLOGY 7   1.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   11 NEUROSURGERY 6   1.6% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   12 PEDIATRICS 4   1.0% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   13 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 3   0.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   14 CELL BIOLOGY 3   0.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   15 CLINICAL STUDIES PHIL 3   0.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   16 MEDICINE 3   0.8% 
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BGS NEUROSCIENCES   17 OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY 3   0.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   18 PULMONARY 3   0.8% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   19 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 2   0.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   20 COMPUTER SCIENCE 2   0.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   21 GENETICS 2   0.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   22 POLITICAL SCIENCE 2   0.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   23 PSYCHIATRY 2   0.5% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   24 ANESTHESIA 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   25 CELL & DEV. BIOLOGY 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   26 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   27 ENDOCRINE 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   28 GASTROENTEROLOGY 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   29 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   30 LINGUISTICS 1   0.3% 
BGS NEUROSCIENCES   31 PATHOBIOLOGY 1   0.3% 
            386   
BGS PARASITOLOGY 5 1 PATHOBIOLOGY 11   37.9% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 8   27.6% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   3 BIOLOGY 3   10.3% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   4 BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 2   6.9% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   5 MEDICINE 2   6.9% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   6 ALLERGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 1   3.4% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   7 CELL BIOLOGY 1   3.4% 
BGS PARASITOLOGY   8 PHARMACOLOGY 1   3.4% 
            29   
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BGS PATHOLOGY 28 1 NOT PENN FACULTY 36   24.3% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   2 PATHOLOGY 27   18.2% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   3 PHARMACOLOGY 11   7.4% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   4 MEDICINE 10   6.8% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   5 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 9   6.1% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   6 MICROBIOLOGY 7   4.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   7 PATHOBIOLOGY 6   4.1% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   8 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 5   3.4% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   9 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 4   2.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   10 GENETICS 4   2.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   11 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 4   2.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   12 PULMONARY 4   2.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   13 DENTAL MEDICINE 3   2.0% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   14 PEDIATRICS 3   2.0% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   15 CELL & DEV. BIOLOGY 2   1.4% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   16 CELL BIOLOGY 2   1.4% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   17 INFECTIOUS DISEASES 2   1.4% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   18 NEUROSCIENCES 2   1.4% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   19 ANATOMY & HISTOLOGY 1   0.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   20 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 1   0.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   21 CLINICAL STUDIES/NEW BOLTON 1   0.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   22 ENDOCRINE 1   0.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   23 NEUROLOGY 1   0.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   24 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 1   0.7% 
BGS PATHOLOGY   25 PHYSIOLOGY 1   0.7% 
            148   
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BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES 49 1 PHARMACOLOGY 138   50.2% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 30   10.9% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   3 PATHOLOGY 20   7.3% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   4 MEDICINE 15   5.5% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   5 NEUROSCIENCES 13   4.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   6 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 11   4.0% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   7 NEUROLOGY 11   4.0% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   8 NEUROSURGERY 8   2.9% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   9 CELL & DEV. BIOLOGY 4   1.5% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   10 GENETICS 4   1.5% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   11 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 3   1.1% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   12 BIOLOGY 2   0.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   13 CHEMISTRY 2   0.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   14 ENDOCRINE 2   0.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   15 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 2   0.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   16 OPTHALMOLOGY 2   0.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   17 PATHOBIOLOGY 2   0.7% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   18 CARDIOVASCULAR DIV 1   0.4% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   19 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 1   0.4% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   20 PEDIATRICS 1   0.4% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   21 PHYSIOLOGY 1   0.4% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   22 PSYCHIATRY 1   0.4% 
BGS PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES   23 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 1   0.4% 
            275   
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BGS PHYSIOLOGY 5 1 PHYSIOLOGY 14   48.3% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 6   20.7% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   3 BIOLOGY 3   10.3% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   4 CELL & DEV. BIOLOGY 2   6.9% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   5 ENDOCRINE 1   3.4% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   6 GENETICS 1   3.4% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   7 HEMATOLOGY & ONCOLOGY 1   3.4% 
BGS PHYSIOLOGY   8 NEUROSCIENCES 1   3.4% 
            29   
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS. 7 1 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 21   42.9% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 14   28.6% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   3 RADIOLOGY 6   12.2% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   4 PHYSIOLOGY 3   6.1% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   5 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 1   2.0% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   6 BIOENGINEERING 1   2.0% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   7 GENETICS 1   2.0% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   8 MEDICINE 1   2.0% 
BGS STR. BIO. & MOL. BIOPHYS.   9 PHYSICS 1   2.0% 
            49   
COMM COMMUNICATION 51 1 COMMUNICATION 145   90.1% 
COMM COMMUNICATION   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 12   7.5% 
COMM COMMUNICATION   3 EDUCATION 1   0.6% 
COMM COMMUNICATION   4 MARKETING 1   0.6% 
COMM COMMUNICATION   5 PEDIATRICS 1   0.6% 
COMM COMMUNICATION   6 POLITICAL SCIENCE 1   0.6% 
            161   
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EDUC EDUCATION 239 1 EDUCATION 480   63.3% 
EDUC EDUCATION   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 207   27.3% 
EDUC EDUCATION   3 NURSING 14   1.8% 
EDUC EDUCATION   4 SOCIAL WORK 7   0.9% 
EDUC EDUCATION   5 SOCIOLOGY 5   0.7% 
EDUC EDUCATION   6 ANTHROPOLOGY 4   0.5% 
EDUC EDUCATION   7 HISTORY 4   0.5% 
EDUC EDUCATION   8 COMMUNICATION 3   0.4% 
EDUC EDUCATION   9 DENTAL MEDICINE 3   0.4% 
EDUC EDUCATION   10 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 3   0.4% 
EDUC EDUCATION   11 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 3   0.4% 
EDUC EDUCATION   12 MANAGEMENT 3   0.4% 
EDUC EDUCATION   13 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 3   0.4% 
EDUC EDUCATION   14 BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 2   0.3% 
EDUC EDUCATION   15 ECONOMICS 2   0.3% 
EDUC EDUCATION   16 PSYCHOLOGY 2   0.3% 
EDUC EDUCATION   17 STATISTICS 2   0.3% 
EDUC EDUCATION   18 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   19 GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   20 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   21 LINGUISTICS 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   22 NEUROSURGERY 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   23 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   24 PATHOLOGY 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   25 PEDIATRICS 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   26 PHARMACOLOGY 1   0.1% 
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EDUC EDUCATION   27 REHABILITATION MEDICINE 1   0.1% 
EDUC EDUCATION   28 RENAL ELECT. AND HYPERTNSN 1   0.1% 
            758   
GFSA ARCHITECTURE 31 1 ARCHITECTURE 66   71.7% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 10   10.9% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   3 COMMUNICATION 3   3.3% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   4 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 3   3.3% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   5 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3   3.3% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   6 ENGLISH 2   2.2% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   7 HISTORY OF ART 2   2.2% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   8 HISTORIC PRESERVATION 1   1.1% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   9 HISTORY 1   1.1% 
GFSA ARCHITECTURE   10 MUSIC 1   1.1% 
            92   
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING 50 1 CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING 50   33.8% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 26   17.6% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   3 REGIONAL SCIENCE 15   10.1% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   4 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 10   6.8% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   5 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 10   6.8% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   6 SOCIOLOGY 7   4.7% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   7 FINANCE 5   3.4% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   8 HISTORY 4   2.7% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   9 TRANSPORTATION 4   2.7% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   10 ANTHROPOLOGY 3   2.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   11 ARCHITECTURE 2   1.4% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   12 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 2   1.4% 
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GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   13 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 2   20.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   14 HISTORIC PRESERVATION 2   20.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   15 SOCIAL WORK 2   20.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   16 ECONOMICS 1   10.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   17 GEOLOGY 1   10.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   18 HISTORY OF ART 1   10.0% 
GFSA CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING   19 MANAGEMENT 1   10.0% 
            10   
NURS NURSING 100 1 NURSING 336   69.9% 
NURS NURSING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 61   12.7% 
NURS NURSING   3 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 7   1.5% 
NURS NURSING   4 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 7   1.5% 
NURS NURSING   5 PEDIATRICS 7   1.5% 
NURS NURSING   6 NEUROSCIENCES 6   1.2% 
NURS NURSING   7 SOCIOLOGY 6   1.2% 
NURS NURSING   8 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 4   0.8% 
NURS NURSING   9 PSYCHIATRY 4   0.8% 
NURS NURSING   10 ACCOUNTING 3   0.6% 
NURS NURSING   11 ANESTHESIA 3   0.6% 
NURS NURSING   12 COMMUNICATION 3   0.6% 
NURS NURSING   13 MEDICINE 3   0.6% 
NURS NURSING   14 SURGERY 3   0.6% 
NURS NURSING   15 BIOLOGY 2   0.4% 
NURS NURSING   16 EDUCATION 2   0.4% 
NURS NURSING   17 FINANCE 2   0.4% 
NURS NURSING   18 GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE 2   0.4% 
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NURS NURSING   19 HISTORY 2   10.0% 
NURS NURSING   20 NEUROLOGY 2   10.0% 
NURS NURSING   21 PHARMACOLOGY 2   10.0% 
NURS NURSING   22 PSYCHOLOGY 2   10.0% 
NURS NURSING   23 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 2   10.0% 
NURS NURSING   24 SOCIAL WORK 2   10.0% 
NURS NURSING   25 ANTHROPOLOGY 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   26 BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   27 GENETICS 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   28 GERIATRICS 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   29 MANAGEMENT 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   30 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   31 REHABILITATION MEDICINE 1   5.0% 
NURS NURSING   32 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 1   5.0% 
            20   
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION 22 1 HISTORY 21   32.3% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 19   29.2% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   3 ANTHROPOLOGY 13   20.0% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   4 ENGLISH 3   4.6% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   5 HISTORIC PRESERVATION 3   4.6% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   6 COMMUNICATION 2   3.1% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   7 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 1   1.5% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   8 HISTORY OF ART 1   1.5% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   9 POLITICAL SCIENCE 1   1.5% 
SAS-
CLOSED AMERICAN CIVILIZATION   10 SOCIOLOGY 1   1.5% 
            65   
SAS-
CLOSED CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY 2 1 CLASSICAL STUDIES 4   66.7% 
SAS-
CLOSED CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 2   33.3% 
            6   
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY 25 1 CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING 24   32.0% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 24   32.0% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   3 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 8   10.7% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   4 ECONOMICS 5   6.7% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   5 ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY 3   4.0% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   6 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 3   4.0% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   7 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 2   2.7% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   8 REGIONAL SCIENCE 2   2.7% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   9 GEOLOGY 1   1.3% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   10 LEGAL STUDIES 1   1.3% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   11 PSYCHOLOGY 1   1.3% 
SAS-
CLOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT/POLICY   12 SOCIOLOGY 1   1.3% 
            75   
SAS-HUM ANCIENT HISTORY 10 1 CLASSICAL STUDIES 13   46.4% 
SAS-HUM ANCIENT HISTORY   2 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 6   21.4% 
SAS-HUM ANCIENT HISTORY   3 HISTORY OF ART 5   17.9% 
SAS-HUM ANCIENT HISTORY   4 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 2   7.1% 
SAS-HUM ANCIENT HISTORY   5 HISTORY 1   3.6% 
SAS-HUM ANCIENT HISTORY   6 NOT PENN FACULTY 1   3.6% 
            28   
SAS-HUM ART/ARCHAEL. MEDIT. WORLD 10 1 HISTORY OF ART 10   38.5% 
SAS-HUM ART/ARCHAEL. MEDIT. WORLD   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 7   26.9% 
SAS-HUM ART/ARCHAEL. MEDIT. WORLD   3 CLASSICAL STUDIES 6   23.1% 
SAS-HUM ART/ARCHAEL. MEDIT. WORLD   4 ANTHROPOLOGY 2   7.7% 
SAS-HUM ART/ARCHAEL. MEDIT. WORLD   5 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 1   3.8% 
            26   
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 45 1 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 94   63.9% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 21   14.3% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   3 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 9   6.1% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   4 LINGUISTICS 5   3.4% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   5 HISTORY OF ART 4   2.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   6 HISTORY 3   2.0% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   7 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 3   2.0% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   8 ANTHROPOLOGY 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   9 CLASSICAL STUDIES 1   0.7% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
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SUM 

membership 
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faculty dept 
           

SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   10 ENGLISH 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   11 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   12 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   13 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   14 SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES   15 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 1   0.7% 
            147   
SAS-HUM CLASSICAL STUDIES 12 1 CLASSICAL STUDIES 30   90.9% 
SAS-HUM CLASSICAL STUDIES   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 2   6.1% 
SAS-HUM CLASSICAL STUDIES   3 ENGLISH 1   3.0% 
            33   
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 32 1 ENGLISH 40   38.8% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   2 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 21   20.4% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   3 NOT PENN FACULTY 13   12.6% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   4 HISTORY 6   5.8% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   5 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 5   4.9% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   6 PATHOLOGY 4   3.9% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   7 SOCIOLOGY 3   2.9% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   8 CLINICAL STUDIES PHIL 2   1.9% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   9 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 2   1.9% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   10 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 1   1.0% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   11 COMMUNICATION 1   1.0% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   12 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 1   1.0% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   13 MEDICINE 1   1.0% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   14 MUSIC 1   1.0% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  
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SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   15 SLAVIC LANGUAGES 1   1.0% 
SAS-HUM COMPARATIVE LITERATURE   16 SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES 1   1.0% 
            103   
SAS-HUM ENGLISH 75 1 ENGLISH 200   88.5% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 15   6.6% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   3 CLASSICAL STUDIES 3   1.3% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   4 ECONOMICS 2   0.9% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   5 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 2   0.9% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   6 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 1   0.4% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   7 HISTORY 1   0.4% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   8 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 1   0.4% 
SAS-HUM ENGLISH   9 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 1   0.4% 
            226   
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 47 1 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 56   39.4% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 27   19.0% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   3 HISTORY 17   12.0% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   4 ANTHROPOLOGY 16   11.3% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   5 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 11   7.7% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   6 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 6   4.2% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   7 EDUCATION 3   2.1% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   8 ENGLISH 2   1.4% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   9 PATHOLOGY 2   1.4% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   10 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 1   0.7% 
SAS-HUM FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE   11 PHARMACOLOGY 1   0.7% 
            142   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 
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SUM 

membership 
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faculty dept 
           

SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES 19   GERMANIC LANGUAGES 64   84.2% 
SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES     NOT PENN FACULTY 4   5.3% 
SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES     HISTORY 3   3.9% 
SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES     MUSIC 2   2.6% 
SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES     ENGLISH 1   1.3% 
SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES     HISTORY OF ART 1   1.3% 
SAS-HUM GERMANIC LANGUAGES     LINGUISTICS 1   1.3% 
            76   
SAS-HUM HISTORY 73 1 HISTORY 144   78.3% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 14   7.6% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   3 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 7   3.8% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   4 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 5   2.7% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   5 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 2   1.1% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   6 EDUCATION 2   1.1% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   7 ENGLISH 2   1.1% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   8 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 2   1.1% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   9 ANTHROPOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   10 ARCHITECTURE 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   11 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   12 HISTORY OF ART 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   13 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY   14 SOCIOLOGY 1   0.5% 
            184   
SAS-HUM HISTORY OF ART 29 1 HISTORY OF ART 50   80.6% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY OF ART   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 7   11.3% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  
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SAS-HUM HISTORY OF ART   3 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 2   3.2% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY OF ART   4 HISTORY 2   3.2% 
SAS-HUM HISTORY OF ART   5 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 1   1.6% 
            62   
SAS-HUM LINGUISTICS 35 1 LINGUISTICS 81   68.1% 
SAS-HUM LINGUISTICS   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 30   25.2% 
SAS-HUM LINGUISTICS   3 COMPUTER SCIENCE 4   3.4% 
SAS-HUM LINGUISTICS   4 MUSIC 3   2.5% 
SAS-HUM LINGUISTICS   5 EDUCATION 1   0.8% 
            119   
SAS-HUM MUSIC 40 1 MUSIC 98   96.1% 
SAS-HUM MUSIC   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 3   2.9% 
SAS-HUM MUSIC   3 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 1   1.0% 
            102   
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY 21 1 PHILOSOPHY 74   87.1% 
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 6   7.1% 
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY   3 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 1   1.2% 
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY   4 BIOENGINEERING 1   1.2% 
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY   5 CLASSICAL STUDIES 1   1.2% 
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY   6 MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR ENG. 1   1.2% 
SAS-HUM PHILOSOPHY   7 PSYCHIATRY 1   1.2% 
            85   
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES 14 1 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 27   61.4% 
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 5   11.4% 
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   3 CLASSICAL STUDIES 4   9.1% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  
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SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   4 HISTORY 3   6.8% 
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   5 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 2   4.5% 
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   6 ANTHROPOLOGY 1   2.3% 
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   7 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 1   2.3% 
SAS-HUM RELIGIOUS STUDIES   8 PHILOSOPHY 1   2.3% 
            44   
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES 67 1 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 183   88.0% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 14   6.7% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   3 EDUCATION 3   1.4% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   4 LINGUISTICS 3   1.4% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   5 ARCHITECTURE 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   6 CLASSICAL STUDIES 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   7 ENGLISH 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   8 HISTORY 1   0.5% 
SAS-HUM ROMANCE LANGUAGES   9 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 1   0.5% 
            208   
SAS-HUM RUSSIAN LITERATURE 7 1 SLAVIC LANGUAGES 15   53.6% 
SAS-HUM RUSSIAN LITERATURE   2 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 8   28.6% 
SAS-HUM RUSSIAN LITERATURE   3 NOT PENN FACULTY 5   17.9% 
            28   
SAS-HUM SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES 2 1 ECONOMICS 2   25.0% 
SAS-HUM SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES   2 HISTORY 2   25.0% 
SAS-HUM SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES   3 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 2   25.0% 
SAS-HUM SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES   4 SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES 2   25.0% 
            8   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 
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faculty dept 
           

SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY 54 1 BIOLOGY 188   63.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 45   15.2% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   3 MICROBIOLOGY 13   4.4% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   4 CELL BIOLOGY 6   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   5 GENETICS 6   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   6 NEUROSCIENCES 6   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   7 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 5   1.7% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   8 PATHOBIOLOGY 4   1.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   9 PATHOLOGY 4   1.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   10 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 3   1.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   11 MEDICINE 3   1.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   12 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 2   0.7% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   13 PHARMACOLOGY 2   0.7% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   14 PHYSIOLOGY 2   0.7% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   15 ANESTHESIA 1   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   16 CHEMISTRY 1   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   17 ENDOCRINE 1   0.3% 
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There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 
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SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   18 GEOLOGY 1   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   19 LINGUISTICS 1   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   20 PEDIATRICS 1   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   21 PSYCHIATRY 1   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI BIOLOGY   22 PSYCHOLOGY 1   0.3% 
            297   
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY 183 1 CHEMISTRY 658   89.9% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 33   4.5% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   3 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 28   3.8% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   4 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 3   0.4% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   5 HISTORY 2   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   6 PHYSICS 2   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   7 POLITICAL SCIENCE 2   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   8 RADIOLOGY 2   0.3% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   9 MEDICINE 1   0.1% 
SAS-
NATSCI CHEMISTRY   10 SOCIOLOGY 1   0.1% 
            732   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  
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SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI. 14 1 GEOLOGY 31   62.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 9   18.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   3 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 3   6.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   4 BIOLOGY 2   4.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   5 SOCIOLOGY 2   4.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   6 COMMUNICATION 1   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   7 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCI.   8 PHYSICS 1   2.0% 
            50   
SAS-
NATSCI MATHEMATICS 40 1 MATHEMATICS 129   90.8% 
SAS-
NATSCI MATHEMATICS   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 7   4.9% 
SAS-
NATSCI MATHEMATICS   3 COMPUTER SCIENCE 3   2.1% 
SAS-
NATSCI MATHEMATICS   4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 1   0.7% 
SAS-
NATSCI MATHEMATICS   5 NEUROLOGY 1   0.7% 
SAS-
NATSCI MATHEMATICS   6 PHILOSOPHY 1   0.7% 
            142   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  
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SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 109 1 PHYSICS 497   88.6% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 33   5.9% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   3 MATERIALS SCIENCE 10   1.8% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   4 CHEMISTRY 8   1.4% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   5 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 3   0.5% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   6 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 2   0.4% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   7 NEUROSCIENCES 2   0.4% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   8 ANTHROPOLOGY 1   0.2% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   9 BIOLOGY 1   0.2% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   10 GEOLOGY 1   0.2% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   11 PSYCHIATRY 1   0.2% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   12 PULMONARY 1   0.2% 
SAS-
NATSCI PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY   13 RADIOLOGY 1   0.2% 
            561   
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY 55 1 PSYCHOLOGY 137   67.8% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 14   6.9% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   3 LINGUISTICS 12   5.9% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   4 PSYCHIATRY 9   4.5% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   5 PHARMACOLOGY 6   3.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   6 ANTHROPOLOGY 4   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   7 BIOLOGY 4   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   8 OPTHALMOLOGY 4   2.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   9 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 3   1.5% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   10 CHEMISTRY 2   1.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   11 NEUROLOGY 2   1.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   12 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 2   1.0% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   13 ANATOMY 1   0.5% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   14 COMPUTER SCIENCE 1   0.5% 
SAS-
NATSCI PSYCHOLOGY   15 OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY 1   0.5% 
            202   
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY 57 1 ANTHROPOLOGY 159   83.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 15   7.9% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   3 ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 2   1.1% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   4 EDUCATION 2   1.1% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   5 HISTORY 2   1.1% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   6 MUSIC 2   1.1% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   7 RADIOLOGY 2   1.1% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   8 BIOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   9 DENTAL MEDICINE 1   0.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   10 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   11 POLITICAL SCIENCE 1   0.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   12 PSYCHOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ANTHROPOLOGY   13 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 1   0.5% 
            190   
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY 34 1 SOCIOLOGY 90   84.9% 
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 5   4.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   3 CLASSICAL STUDIES 3   2.8% 
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   4 ECONOMICS 3   2.8% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   5 NURSING 2   1.9% 
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   6 COMMUNICATION 1   0.9% 
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   7 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 1   0.9% 
SAS-
SOCSCI DEMOGRAPHY   8 SOCIAL WORK 1   0.9% 
            106   
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS 136 1 ECONOMICS 307   74.3% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   2 FINANCE 56   13.6% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   3 NOT PENN FACULTY 31   7.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   4 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 9   2.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   5 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 3   0.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   6 STATISTICS 2   0.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   7 ACCOUNTING 1   0.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   8 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 1   0.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   9 HISTORY 1   0.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   10 MANAGEMENT 1   0.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI ECONOMICS   11 MATHEMATICS 1   0.2% 
            413   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 29 1 HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE 57   72.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 14   17.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   3 HISTORY 3   3.8% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   4 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 1   1.3% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   5 BIOENGINEERING 1   1.3% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   6 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 1   1.3% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   7 MANAGEMENT 1   1.3% 
SAS-
SOCSCI HISTORY & SOC. OF SCIENCE   8 SOCIOLOGY 1   1.3% 
            79   
SAS-
SOCSCI PEACE SCIENCE 3 1 REGIONAL SCIENCE 3   37.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI PEACE SCIENCE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 2   25.0% 
SAS-
SOCSCI PEACE SCIENCE   3 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 2   25.0% 
SAS-
SOCSCI PEACE SCIENCE   4 EDUCATION 1   12.5% 
            8   
SAS-
SOCSCI POLITICAL SCIENCES   5 ECONOMICS 1   16.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI POLITICAL SCIENCES   6 ENGLISH 1   16.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI POLITICAL SCIENCES   7 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 1   16.7% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SAS-
SOCSCI POLITICAL SCIENCES   8 PHILOSOPHY 1   16.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI POLITICAL SCIENCES   9 SOCIOLOGY 1   16.7% 
SAS-
SOCSCI POLITICAL SCIENCES   10 SOUTH ASIA REG. STUDIES 1   16.7% 
            6   
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE 21 1 ECONOMICS 21   31.8% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   2 REGIONAL SCIENCE 14   21.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   3 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 14   21.2% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   4 SOCIOLOGY 9   13.6% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   5 NOT PENN FACULTY 4   6.1% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   6 FINANCE 2   3.0% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   7 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 1   1.5% 
SAS-
SOCSCI REGIONAL SCIENCE   8 REAL ESTATE 1   1.5% 
            66   
SEAS BIOENGINEERING 67 1 BIOENGINEERING 136   39.8% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 51   14.9% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   3 RADIOLOGY 35   10.2% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 13   3.8% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   5 NEUROSCIENCES 11   3.2% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SEAS BIOENGINEERING   6 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 9   2.6% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   7 MATERIALS SCIENCE 9   2.6% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   8 OPTHALMOLOGY 7   2.0% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   9 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 7   2.0% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   10 COMPUTER SCIENCE 6   1.8% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   11 PULMONARY 6   1.8% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   12 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 5   1.5% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   13 PSYCHOLOGY 5   1.5% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   14 NEUROSURGERY 4   1.2% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   15 OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY 4   1.2% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   16 PHYSIOLOGY 4   1.2% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   17 ANESTHESIA 3   0.9% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   18 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 3   0.9% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   19 NEUROLOGY 3   0.9% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   20 ORTHOPEDIC  SURGERY 3   0.9% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   21 PATHOLOGY 3   0.9% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   22 ANATOMY & HISTOLOGY 2   0.6% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   23 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 2   0.6% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   24 CARDIOVASCULAR DIV 2   0.6% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   25 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2   0.6% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   26 BIOLOGY 1   0.3% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   27 BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 1   0.3% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   28 CELL BIOLOGY 1   0.3% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   29 MICROBIOLOGY 1   0.3% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   30 PHARMACOLOGY 1   0.3% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   31 PHYSICS 1   0.3% 
SEAS BIOENGINEERING   32 RENAL ELECT. AND HYPERTNSN 1   0.3% 
            342   
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There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 43 1 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 122   66.3% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   2 MATERIALS SCIENCE 18   9.8% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   3 NOT PENN FACULTY 14   7.6% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 7   3.8% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   5 CHEMISTRY 6   3.3% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   6 PEDIATRICS 3   1.6% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   7 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2   1.1% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   8 MICROBIOLOGY 2   1.1% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   9 PHYSICS 2   1.1% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   10 BIOCHEM & BIOPHYSICS 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   11 BIOCHEMISTRY- DENT 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   12 BIOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   13 COMPUTER SCIENCE 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   14 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   15 PATHOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   16 PHYSIOLOGY 1   0.5% 
SEAS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING   17 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 1   0.5% 
            184   
SEAS CIVIL ENGINEERING 1 1 NOT PENN FACULTY 2   66.7% 
SEAS CIVIL ENGINEERING   2 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 1   33.3% 
            3   
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE 109 1 COMPUTER SCIENCE 333   61.9% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 127   23.6% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   3 LINGUISTICS 17   3.2% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 12   2.2% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   5 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 11   2.0% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   6 RADIOLOGY 9   1.7% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   7 PHILOSOPHY 7   1.3% 
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Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  
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GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   8 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 6   1.1% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   9 MATHEMATICS 6   1.1% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   10 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 3   0.6% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   11 PSYCHOLOGY 2   0.4% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   12 MATERIALS SCIENCE 1   0.2% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   13 NEUROLOGY 1   0.2% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   14 NEUROSCIENCES 1   0.2% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   15 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 1   0.2% 
SEAS COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE   16 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 1   0.2% 
            538   
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 39 1 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 146   74.5% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 26   13.3% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   3 COMPUTER SCIENCE 6   3.1% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   4 PHYSICS 5   2.6% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   5 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 5   2.6% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   6 BIOENGINEERING 4   2.0% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   7 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1   0.5% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   8 LINGUISTICS 1   0.5% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   9 MATHEMATICS 1   0.5% 
SEAS ELECTRICAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   10 OPTHALMOLOGY 1   0.5% 
            196   
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE 46 1 MATERIALS SCIENCE 139   68.5% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 31   15.3% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   3 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 11   5.4% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 10   4.9% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   5 PHYSICS 8   3.9% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   6 CHEMISTRY 2   1.0% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   7 BIOENGINEERING 1   0.5% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   8 MEDICINE 1   0.5% 
            203   
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 39 1 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 104   72.2% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 17   11.8% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   3 COMPUTER SCIENCE 12   8.3% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   4 MATERIALS SCIENCE 5   3.5% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   5 BIOENGINEERING 2   1.4% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   6 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2   1.4% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   7 MATHEMATICS 1   0.7% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   8 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 1   0.7% 
            144   
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 32 1 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 55   53.4% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 29   28.2% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   3 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 9   8.7% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   4 COMPUTER SCIENCE 2   1.9% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   5 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2   1.9% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   6 TRANSPORTATION 2   1.9% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   7 ANESTHESIA 1   1.0% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   8 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 1   1.0% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   9 INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 1   1.0% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   10 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 1   1.0% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   6 CHEMISTRY 2   1.0% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   7 BIOENGINEERING 1   0.5% 
SEAS MATERIALS SCIENCE   8 MEDICINE 1   0.5% 
            203   
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 39 1 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 104   72.2% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 17   11.8% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   3 COMPUTER SCIENCE 12   8.3% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   4 MATERIALS SCIENCE 5   3.5% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   5 BIOENGINEERING 2   1.4% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   6 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2   1.4% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   7 MATHEMATICS 1   0.7% 
SEAS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING   8 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 1   0.7% 
            144   
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 32 1 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 55   53.4% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 29   28.2% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   3 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 9   8.7% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   4 COMPUTER SCIENCE 2   1.9% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   5 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2   1.9% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   6 TRANSPORTATION 2   1.9% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   7 ANESTHESIA 1   1.0% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   8 ANIMAL BIOLOGY 1   1.0% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   9 INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 1   1.0% 
SEAS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING   10 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 1   1.0% 
            103   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE 27 1 SOCIAL WORK 49   59.0% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 8   9.6% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   3 SOCIOLOGY 8   9.6% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   4 NURSING 4   4.8% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   5 EDUCATION 3   3.6% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   6 PSYCHOLOGY 3   3.6% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   7 HISTORY 2   2.4% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   8 COMMUNICATION 1   1.2% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   9 FOLKLORE AND FOLKLIFE 1   1.2% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   10 PEDIATRICS 1   1.2% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   11 REAL ESTATE 1   1.2% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   12 REHABILITATION MEDICINE 1   1.2% 
SOCWRK SOCIAL WELFARE   13 STATISTICS 1   1.2% 
            83   
WHAR ACCOUNTING 2 1 ACCOUNTING 7   70.0% 
WHAR ACCOUNTING   2 FINANCE 1   10.0% 
WHAR ACCOUNTING   3 INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 1   10.0% 
WHAR ACCOUNTING   4 MANAGEMENT 1   10.0% 
            10   
WHAR BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POLICY 3 1 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 8   53.3% 
WHAR BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POLICY   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 3   20.0% 
WHAR BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POLICY   3 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 3   20.0% 
WHAR BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POLICY   4 MANAGEMENT 1   6.7% 
            15   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

WHAR FINANCE 8 1 FINANCE 30   76.9% 
WHAR FINANCE   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 3   7.7% 
WHAR FINANCE   3 ACCOUNTING 2   5.1% 
WHAR FINANCE   4 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 2   5.1% 
WHAR FINANCE   5 ECONOMICS 1   2.6% 
WHAR FINANCE   6 REGIONAL SCIENCE 1   2.6% 
            39   
WHAR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 3 1 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 6   46.2% 
WHAR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 3   23.1% 
WHAR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS   3 BLANK 1   7.7% 
WHAR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS   4 FINANCE 1   7.7% 
WHAR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS   5 MEDICINE 1   7.7% 
WHAR HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS   6 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 1   7.7% 
            13   
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 4 1 INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 10   55.6% 
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT   2 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 3   16.7% 
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT   3 ACCOUNTING 1   5.6% 
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT   4 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 1   5.6% 
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT   5 MARKETING 1   5.6% 
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT   6 NOT PENN FACULTY 1   5.6% 
WHAR INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT   7 STATISTICS 1   5.6% 
            18   
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON 114   OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 94   16.5% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     MANAGEMENT 91   16.0% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     NOT PENN FACULTY 72   12.7% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     FINANCE 62   10.9% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     STATISTICS 48   8.5% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 38   6.7% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     MARKETING 30   5.3% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 29   5.1% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 23   4.0% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     ACCOUNTING 19   3.3% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     ECONOMICS 12   2.1% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     PHYSICS 9   1.6% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     SOCIOLOGY 7   1.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     MEDICINE 6   1.1% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 4   0.7% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     LEGAL STUDIES 4   0.7% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     REAL ESTATE 4   0.7% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     ANTHROPOLOGY 3   0.5% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 3   0.5% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     PEDIATRICS 2   0.4% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     ASIAN/MIDDLE EAST STUDIES 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     CITY/REGIONAL PLANNING 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     COMPUTER SCIENCE 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     PHILOSOPHY 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     POLITICAL SCIENCE 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     PSYCHOLOGY 1   0.2% 
WHAR MANAG SCI & APPLIED ECON     SOCIAL WORK 1   0.2% 
            568   
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

WHAR MANAGEMENT 18 1 MANAGEMENT 49   57.0% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 11   12.8% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   3 STATISTICS 6   7.0% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   4 FINANCE 4   4.7% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   5 MARKETING 3   3.5% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   6 SOCIOLOGY 3   3.5% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   7 LEGAL STUDIES 2   2.3% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   8 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 2   2.3% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   9 SOCIAL WORK 2   2.3% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   10 COMPUTER SCIENCE 1   1.2% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   11 ECONOMICS 1   1.2% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   12 INSURANCE AND RISK MGMT 1   1.2% 
WHAR MANAGEMENT   13 NURSING 1   1.2% 
            86   
WHAR MARKETING 7 1 MARKETING 24   70.6% 
WHAR MARKETING   2 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 5   14.7% 
WHAR MARKETING   3 NOT PENN FACULTY 2   5.9% 
WHAR MARKETING   4 COMMUNICATION 1   2.9% 
WHAR MARKETING   5 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 1   2.9% 
WHAR MARKETING   6 MANAGEMENT 1   2.9% 
            34   
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 13 1 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 43   65.2% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   2 NOT PENN FACULTY 11   16.7% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   3 ACCOUNTING 4   6.1% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   4 MARKETING 2   3.0% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   5 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 2   3.0% 
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Table 1.  Department of Appointment for Faculty Serving on Dissertation Committees by Graduate Group. 
Source:  FORM 152  Time: AYR 1996-AYR2002 and 198 people from  prior to AYR1995 and 59 people from AYR2003. 
There are some 'NOT PENN FACULTY' committee member's department shown here that will be placed in their associated faculty department in the next iteraction of analysis.  

GRADDIV STUDENT GRADUATE GROUP 

number 
of 

students 
# 

deps Faculty department 
committee 

membership 
membership 

SUM 

membership 
percent by 

faculty dept 
           

WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   6 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 1   1.5% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   7 MANAGEMENT 1   1.5% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   8 PSYCHOLOGY 1   1.5% 
WHAR OPERATIONS & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT   9 STATISTICS 1   1.5% 
            66   
WHAR PUBLIC POLICY AND MANAGEMENT 2 1 PUBLIC POLICY/MANAGEMENT 5   55.6% 
WHAR PUBLIC POLICY AND MANAGEMENT   2 FINANCE 2   22.2% 
WHAR PUBLIC POLICY AND MANAGEMENT   3 EDUCATION 1   11.1% 
WHAR PUBLIC POLICY AND MANAGEMENT   4 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 1   11.1% 
            9   
WHAR STATISTICS 7 1 STATISTICS 22   62.9% 
WHAR STATISTICS   2 OPERATIONS & INFO MANAG 5   14.3% 
WHAR STATISTICS   3 BIOSTATISTICS & EPIDEMIOLOGY 2   5.7% 
WHAR STATISTICS   4 MARKETING 2   5.7% 
WHAR STATISTICS   5 COMPUTER SCIENCE 1   2.9% 
WHAR STATISTICS   6 ECONOMICS 1   2.9% 
WHAR STATISTICS   7 FINANCE 1   2.9% 
WHAR STATISTICS   8 PEDIATRICS 1   2.9% 
            35   
           
 Undup count of students 2,641   number of membership  9,962   
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Appendix P: 

Admissions Marketing and Data 
 

  Accounting American Civilization Asian & Mid East Studies Ancient History 
Instruments Used for Recruitment 

  

N/A word of mouth, emails from 
faculty and current students 

Web site, campus visits, brochure, 
prospective's weekend 

Web site       x 
Mailings         
Brochure       x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits       x 
Current Student Contact       x 

Ads         
Prospective Student Weekend       x 

Reputation     x   
Conferences         

Field Colleague Recommendation         
Other 

    emails   
Costs for Recruitment   N/A     

Sources of Funds   N/A     
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)   N/A     

Accepts         
2001 1 0 27 4 
2002 3 0 25 4 
2003 4 0 na 6 

Matrics (2001) 1 0 12 3 
2002 3 0 8 1 
2003 3 0 na 5 

Applications         
2001 52 0 84 13 
2002 77 0 89 15 
2003 81 0 na 29 
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  Anthropology Art & Archeology of the Med. World Biochem & Molecular Biophysics Bio-engineering 
Instruments Used for Recruitment Web site, campus 

visits, reputation 
Web site, campus visits, reputation of dept., 
prospective's weekend, current students 

  

Web site, campus 
visits, brochures, 
current students 

Web site x x   x 
Mailings         
Brochure x     x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits   x   x 
Current Student Contact   x   x 

Ads         
Prospective Student Weekend   x     

Reputation x x     
Conferences         

Field Colleague Recommendation         
Other 

        
Costs for Recruitment         

Sources of Funds         
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)         

Accepts         
2001 15 6 24   
2002 16 4 38   
2003 13 5 46   

Matrics (2001) 11 2 6   
2002 8 2 12   
2003 6 2 19   

Applications         
2001 149 30 128   
2002 147 43 136   
2003 168 39 178   
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  Biology Biomed Undecided Business & Public Policy 
Cell & Molecular 
Bio Chemistry 

Instruments Used for Recruitment current grad 
students 

      

web site, color brochure, 
faculty visits to campuses, 
recommendations through 
alum and faculty, 2 open 
houses 

Web site         x 
Mailings           
Brochure         x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits         x 
Current Student Contact x         

Ads           
Prospective Student Weekend           

Reputation           
Conferences           

Field Colleague Recommendation           
Other 

        
faculty visits to other 
campuses 

Costs for Recruitment           

Sources of Funds           
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)           

Accepts           
2001 30 0 12 70 107 
2002 15 4 8 83 111 
2003 13 3 3 95 102 

Matrics (2001) 15 0 3 22 42 
2002 11 0 2 30 38 
2003 9 2 2 39 36 

Applications           
2001 87 16 72 467 474 
2002 90 24 95 496 567 
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  Classsics Communications Comp Lit. Comptuer & Info Science 
Instruments Used for Recruitment web site, brochures, 

recruitment weekend, 
emails, phone calls, 
campus visits, current 
students 

web site, brochures, 
email inquiries to faculty 
in our areas, campus 
visits, undergraduate 
conference (Fall 03), 
current students 

web site, campus 
visits, brochure, 
continuous personal 
contact from Grad 
Chair and members of 
GG, email with 
current students 

N/A 

Web site x x x   
Mailings         
Brochure x x x   

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x x x   
Current Student Contact x x x   

Ads         
Prospective Student Weekend x       

Reputation         
Conferences   x     

Field Colleague Recommendation         
Other 

emails and phone 
calls 

email inquiries to other 
schools 

continuous contact 
with GG   

Costs for Recruitment       N/A 

Sources of Funds       N/A 
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)       N/A 

Accepts       N/A 
2001 11   9 56 
2002 8   10 57 
2003 12   10 66 

Matrics (2001) 4   4 16 
2002 2   6 27 
2003 5   6 34 

Applications         
2001 37   69 514 
2002 54   83 643 
2003 48   105 872 
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  Demography Earth & Environmental Science East Asian Lang & Civ 
Instruments Used for Recruitment "spiffy" web site, brochure, admitted 

students day, faculty contact through email 
and phone calls, current students 

web site, campus visits, brochures, word 
of mouth from current students 

  

Web site x x x 
Mailings       
Brochure x x x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x x x 
Current Student Contact x x x 

Ads       
Prospective Student Weekend x     

Reputation   x x 
Conferences       

Field Colleague Recommendation     x 
Other 

    email 
Costs for Recruitment       

Sources of Funds       
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)       

Accepts       
2001 12 7   
2002 11 4   
2003 8 3 25 

Matrics (2001) 8 1   
2002 7 4   
2003 6 0 8 

Applications       
2001 32 42   
2002 29 26   
2003 28 34 65 
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  Econ Education Electrical & Systems Engineering 
Instruments Used for Recruitment web site, brochure, campus visits 

for handful of students 
catalogs, direct mailings to GRE takers and inquirers, 
posters/ads at feeder schools, visits to other campuses, 
webster, accepted students events, open houses, 
recruiting events in NYC and DC, brochures, 
minority/special recruiting events attendance, campus 
visits, letters to undergraduate deans asking for 
reccomendations, contact with colleagues at other 
schools, current students 

web site, brochures, email and telephone 
inquiries, campus visits 

Web site x x x 
Mailings   x   
Brochure x x x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x (some) x x 
Current Student Contact   x   

Ads   x   
Prospective Student Weekend   x   

Reputation       
Conferences       

Field Colleague Recommendation   x   
Other 

  
see above emails, phone calls 

Costs for Recruitment       

Sources of Funds       
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)       

Accepts       
2001 88     
2002 118     
2003 105     

Matrics (2001) 16     
2002 26     
2003 20     

Applications       
2001 628     
2002 747     
2003 836     
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  English Epidemiology &Biostatistics Finance Folklore & Folklife 
Instruments Used for Recruitment   get many students from their 

masters degree program, respond to 
inquiries w/cover letter, web site 
info, and program catalog, send 
flyers to directors of other graduate 
programs, faculty solicit students 
using contacts, materials posted at 
science conferences and meetings, 
ads at schools of public health   

department reputation, web site, 
campus visits, colleagues at other 
schools recommend program, if 
students visit they can meet 
w/current students 

Web site   x   x 
Mailings   x     
Brochure   x     

On-Campus Interviews/Visits   x   x 
Current Student Contact   x   x 

Ads   x     
Prospective Student Weekend         

Reputation   x   x 
Conferences   x     

Field Colleague Recommendation   x   x 
Other 

  
letters to directors of other science 
grad programs     

Costs for Recruitment         

Sources of Funds         
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)         

Accepts         
2001 24   12 7 
2002 22   17 6 
2003 20   14 5 

Matrics (2001) 12   4 4 
2002 13   5 2 
2003 11   5 2 

Applications         
2001 295   259 17 
2002 351   310 15 
2003 454   306 18 
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  Genomics & Computational Bio Germanic Languages Health Care Systems History 
Instruments Used for Recruitment 

  

primarily web site, 
occasional use of 
brochures, admitted 
students invted to campus 

  

"personal contact" through 
email exchange, faculty 
involvement with recruiting 
admitted students, campus 
visits (financial assistance 
for visits provided to 
admitted students), web 
site,  

Web site   x   x 
Mailings         
Brochure   x     

On-Campus Interviews/Visits   x   x 

Current Student Contact         
Ads         

Prospective Student Weekend         
Reputation         

Conferences         
Field Colleague Recommendation         

Other 
      

email exchange, faculty 
invovlement 

Costs for Recruitment         

Sources of Funds         
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)         

Accepts         
2001 3 7 12 29 
2002 17 8 5 29 
2003 23 7 5 36 

Matrics (2001) 0 3 3 10 
2002 7 3 4 13 
2003 7 1 4 15 

Applications         
2001 9 13 30 194 
2002 113 13 38 247 
2003 112 17 55 255 
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  History & Soc. Of Science History of Art Imun Insurance & Risk Management Linguistics 
Instruments Used for Recruitment web site, brochures, campus 

visits,email correspondence with 
faculty and current students, full-
day visit/interview, current 
students abroad interview 
prospectives that can't visit 

web site, campus visits, 
contact with faculty and 
current students, phone 
call to each admit 

    

web site, reputation, 
brochure, interviews, 
select applicant 
weekend, current 
students 

Web site x x     x 
Mailings           
Brochure x       x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x x     x 
Current Student Contact x x     x 

Ads           
Prospective Student Weekend           

Reputation         x 
Conferences           

Field Colleague Recommendation           
Other interviews abroad faculty contact 

    

select applicants 
weekend 

Costs for Recruitment           

Sources of Funds           
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)           

Accepts           
2001 12 15 22 3 29 
2002 5 16 18 5 15 
2003 10 18 27 3 16 

Matrics (2001) 4 8 14 2 7 
2002 3 7 7 3 6 
2003 9 7 12 2 8 

Applications           
2001 24 64 90 37 121 
2002 20 77 105 48 100 
2003 35 110 129 61 161 
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  Management Marketing Mathematics Mechanical Engineering& Applied Mechanics Music 
Instruments Used for Recruitment web site, brochures, a 

few applicants visit, 
current students 

web site, brochure, 
campus visits, 
prospecitve students 
meet with current 
students when they 
visit 

N/A the 
relevant section 
of the report is 
missing 

    
Web site x x       
Mailings           
Brochure x x       

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x x       
Current Student Contact x         

Ads           
Prospective Student Weekend           

Reputation           
Conferences           

Field Colleague Recommendation           
Other 

  

admitted students 
assigned a current 
student mentor 

      
Costs for Recruitment           

Sources of Funds           
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)           

Accepts           
2001 10 12 86   26 
2002 7 6 36   14 
2003 9 8 39   14 

Matrics (2001) 4 3 17   8 
2002 6 3 14   8 
2003 5 2 17   8 

Applications           
2001 110 73 156   76 
2002 159 110 155   75 
2003 198 106 185   98 
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  Near Eastern Lang & Civ Neurosciences Nursing Operations & Info Management Parasitology 
Instruments Used for Recruitment 

          
Web site x         
Mailings           
Brochure x         

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x         
Current Student Contact x         

Ads           
Prospective Student Weekend           

Reputation x         
Conferences           

Field Colleague Recommendation x         
Other 

email         
Costs for Recruitment           

Sources of Funds           
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)           

Accepts           
2001 na 36   7 6 
2002 na 43   8 6 
2003 35 48   11 6 

Matrics (2001) na 10   4 2 
2002 na 17   5 3 
2003 12 18   9 1 

Applications           
2001 na 171   105 14 
2002 na 207   165 15 
2003 70 191   181 16 
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  Pharmacological Sciences Philosophy Physics & Astronomy Political Science Psychology 
Instruments Used for Recruitment 

      

web site, brochure, 
campus visits, 
prospective student 
weekend, current 
students, emails and 
phone calls from 
faculty and current 
students 

web site, campus visits, 
brochures, current students 
recommend the program to 
undergrads they are in contact 
with 

Web site       X x 
Mailings       X   
Brochure       X x 

On-Campus Interviews/Visits       X x 
Current Student Contact       X   

Ads           
Prospective Student Weekend       X   

Reputation       X   
Conferences       X   

Field Colleague Recommendation       X   
Other 

        

current students recommend 
the program to undergrads 
they are in  contact with 

Costs for Recruitment       $4,000.00    

Sources of Funds       

Poli Sci Gen'l Fund, 
Anspach 
Endowment Fund, 
Browne Center   

Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)           
Accepts           

2001 23 22 60 16 16 
2002 21 10 62 20 26 
2003 29 10 36 27 18 

Matrics (2001) 13 5 15 9 8 
2002 10 7 25 6 8 
2003 14 2 11 11 9 

Applications           
2001 108 93 222 134 316 
2002 94 101 289 160 404 
2003 94 135 447 241 491 
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  Real Estate Regional Science Religious Studies Romance Languages Russian Literature 
Social 
Work 

Instruments Used for Recruitment 

    

web site, campus 
visits, personal 
contact via email 

web site, further 
contact/information as 
requested, admitted 
students visit, email and 
phone calls     

Web site     x x     
Mailings             
Brochure     x       

On-Campus Interviews/Visits       x     
Current Student Contact       x     

Ads             
Prospective Student Weekend       x     

Reputation             
Conferences             

Field Colleague Recommendation             
Other 

    

personal contact via 
email 

      
Costs for Recruitment             
Sources of Funds             
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)             

Accepts             
2001 0 0 7 23 0 10 
2002 0 0 8 29 0 9 
2003 2 0 5 26 0 10 

Matrics (2001) 0 0 5 10 0 7 
2002 0 0 3 14 0 4 
2003 0 0 4 14 0 5 

Applications             
2001 7 0 42 61 0 48 
2002 19 0 57 84 0 37 
2003 20 0 52 117 0 44 
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  Sociology South Asian Regional Studies Statistics         
Instruments Used for Recruitment "spiffy" web site, 

brochure, admitted 
students day, faculty 
contact through email 
and phone, current 
students 

word of mouth/reputation, email 
inquiries, campus visits, prospective 
students are given contact info of 
current students as a reference  

          
Web site x x           
Mailings               
Brochure x             

On-Campus Interviews/Visits x x           
Current Student Contact x             

Ads               
Prospective Student Weekend x x           

Reputation               
Conferences               

Field Colleague Recommendation               
Other 

              
Costs for Recruitment               
Sources of Funds               
Success Rate (Accepts v. Matrics)               

Accepts               
2001 20 3 9         
2002 20 4 8         
2003 18 3 10         

Matrics (2001) 9 3 4         
2002 6 3 6         
2003 7 3 7         

Applications               
2001 152 3 107         
2002 184 15 140         
2003 205 19 177         
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Total 
Students 

Job 
Record Yield Missing or Unknown 

Annen           93  
             

76  82%           17  18% 
 
Arts & 
Sci      2,670  

         
2,411  90%         259  10% 

Educ*         506  
           

238  47%         268  53% 

Engineer         739  
           

507  69%         232  31% 

Design         247  
           

162  66%           85  34% 

Biomed         796  
           

725  91%           71  9% 

Nursing         165  
           

144  87%           21  13% 
Social 
Wk           41  

             
33  80%             8  20% 

Wharton         421  
           

311  74%         110  26% 
      

Totals      5,678  
         

4,607  81%      1,071  19% 
      
* data is exclusively obtained from development on 8/8/2003 
      

 

Appendix Q: 
Career Tracker Initiative 

 
Status of Ph.D. Placement Tracking by Schools as of 2/5/04 
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Appendix R-1: 
Graduate Council of the Faculties 
Graduate Group Review Protocol 

 
The following materials are collected in advance of graduate Council Reviews: 
 
1. A list of Ph.D.’s awarded in the last five years in order of date of award.  The list 

should include the name of the graduate, current position, and date of initial 
matriculation in the Graduate Group. 

 
2. A list of current students in order of matriculation date.  The list should include 

the adviser for each student on dissertation.  It would be helpful if the financial 
status of all students on dissertation was also reported (i.e., whether actively 
paying the dissertation fee).  Furthermore, please include information on 
fellowship and other financial aid awards made to each graduate student over the 
duration of their studies.  

 
3. A list of all students to drop out of the program who were admitted in the last five 

years. 
 
4. The current rules of the Graduate Group.  
 
5. For the last three years, the numbers of completed applications, admission offers, 

and matriculations.  If possible, for the last three years, a list by name of each 
entering class including data measuring qualifications, such as GREs, schools 
attended, and grade point average. 

 
6. A list of members of the Graduate Group (faculty) and their curriculum vitae. 
 
7. Samples of correspondence that the group sends to students confirming their 

admission, their financial support, and their progress through the program. 
 
8. A description of recruitment activities, including efforts to increase the enrollment 

of students from underrepresented minorities. 
 
9. A description of placement efforts for Ph.D.’s. 
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Appendix R-2: 
Issues Addressed in Graduate Council Review 

 

I. Mission and Organization of Graduate Group 
 

What does the Graduate Group see as its greatest strengths and its greatest needs?  
How do they affect the graduate curriculum?  How does the program differ 
substantively from those of other programs in major universities?  Is it more or 
less comprehensive, more or less specialized?  Has the Graduate Group reviewed 
the curriculum and the Ph.D. requirements?  When was this last done? 
 

II. Students and Program 
 

What is the quality of students admitted? 
How do undergraduate records and GRE scores compare to their 
University Graduate Groups; how do they relate to other Ph.D. programs 
in the same field elsewhere?  (What are the other programs?) 

 How is the number of students to admit decided? 
  What is the evidence as to whether this is a reasonable number? 

How is the capacity of the Graduate Group to support students financially 
considered in admissions decisions? 
Is appropriate care being taken to assure that students who are admitted 
are capable of completing the program? 
How are transfer courses evaluated? 

Is there sufficient care to assure that the courses transferred are 
appropriate for Ph.D. credit? 

Is part time study allowed?  Is the part time study policy in the interest of 
the program and of the students? 
How is English proficiency assured for international students? 
How are students supported financially? 
 For what length of time are students supported? 
 How does this compare to the time to degree in this program? 
 Are students with no support a problem for the program? 
What are the exam policies and review procedures for students? 

Are the exam policies and review procedures consistent with 
University requirements? 
Are they effective, in terms of providing timely information to 
students who cannot complete and of encouraging the progress of 
those who can complete? 
How are students informed of Graduate Group policies? 
 Is this communication effective? 
How are students informed of their individual status in the 
program? 
 Is this communication effective? 
How are members of examination and dissertation committees 
selected? 
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Are students trained in teaching skills? 
What pedagogical support is given to TAs? 
What does the Graduate Group do to assist students to find jobs? 
Are there any student concerns that warrant more attention? 

 
III. Graduate Group 
 

Does this Graduate Group understand the Ph.D. to be exclusively a research 
degree? 
How is membership determined? 
How active are the faculty in the group in supervising graduate students? 
How frequently do the faculty meet? 
Is this Graduate Group too large or too small? 

If either, what evidence supports this conclusion? 
How does the Graduate Group include faculty from outside the School or 
the foundational department? 

Are there any faculty concerns that warrant more attention? 
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Appendix R-3: 
 

PROTOCOL FOR 
THE REVIEW OF Ph.D. PROGRAMS 

IN THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
10/10/02 

 
 
The Deputy Provost will appoint from the Graduate Council of Faculties one Council 
representative for each SAS review. That person will: 
 
(1) read the departmental self-study  
 
(2) meet with the external review committee 
 
(3) meet with the department chair and grad chair (and perhaps other faculty, by mutual 
agreement) 
 
(4) meet with PhD students in the graduate group 
 
(5) attend the exit interview 
 
(6) prepare a report on the graduate program for the Deputy Provost and the Council 
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Appendix R-4: 
 
 
revised 12/15/1999 
 

REVIEW PROCESS FOR BIOMEDICAL GRADUATE GROUPS 
 
Schedule for review  Each graduate group is reviewed approximately every six years. 
 
Resource document  The graduate group chair is asked to prepare a resource document 
detailing the performance of the graduate group in student recruitment, training, and 
placement over the past six years and an academic plan for the next six years.  The 
resource document should include the following items: 
 
1. A clear and concise statement of the training mission of the group 
2. Faculty membership, research and graduate service, including CVs 
3. Organization of group committees and faculty membership 
4. Governance of the graduate group, including by-laws 
5. Current student body, including matriculation date and thesis advisor (where 

appropriate); 
 attrition rate and reasons 
6. Numbers of students (US and non-US) who applied, were accepted, and matriculated 

for the past five years; primary undergraduate school and graduate school (if any), 
GPA(s), and GRE scores for each matriculant in past six years 

7. Recruitment materials and description of recruitment efforts 
8. Sources of funding for all students (e.g., training grants, research grants, extramural 

fellowships, and University grants) 
9. Curriculum: academic advising, course requirements and offerings, qualifying  

examinations), procedure for selection of thesis labs, and thesis oversight, 
including sample correspondence 

10.  Numbers of graduates, Ph.D. and M.S., over each of the past six years; post-doctoral 
 appointments and employment of graduates 
11. Description of placement efforts for graduates 
12. Goals for the next six years and resources necessary to achieve these goals 
 
* underlined items can be supplied by BGS 
 
Appointment of the review committee  The Director of BGS appoints an intramural 
review committee and chairperson.  Faculty are chosen who are not directly affiliated 
with the group under review and who represent the broader interests of the research 
community in BGS.  The graduate group chairperson is asked to approve all 
appointments to the review committee and invited to suggest additions to ensure all 
appropriate areas are represented on the committee.  A dissertation level BGS student 
who is not a member of the graduate group under review is also appointed.  In addition, 
one member of the Graduate Council of Faculties is appointed by the Deputy Provost. 
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External consultants  The review committee and graduate group each prepare a list of 
potential external consultants who have expertise in relevant areas of research and 
training.  The committee selects three external candidates from the final list, which are 
then approved by the graduate group chair. 
 
Solicitation of comment  The review committee asks for faculty comment both from the 
graduate group members and from the chairpersons of other graduate groups that have 
interest in and interaction with the group under review.  The committee should develop 
and distribute a questionnaire to poll all members of the group on the extent of their 
interaction with the group and opinions about the group.  The committee should also poll 
students in the group.  The review committee generally interviews the graduate group 
chairperson and selected members of the faculty in advance of the site visit. 
 
Site visit  A 1-2 day site visit is scheduled.  During the site visit, the review committee, 
including consultants, meets with the graduate group chairperson and invited faculty.  A 
number of graduate students of different levels of training selected by the graduate group 
chairperson also meet with the committee and consultants.  It may be appropriate in some 
instances to split the interviews, so that each half of the review committee meets with 
small groups of students and faculty simultaneously. 
 
The consultants are asked to prepare reports summarizing their findings and 
recommendations.  If possible, they should spend part of the second day of the visit 
writing a joint report.  Their report(s) are included as appendices to the final review 
committee report. 
 
Review committee report  The review committee meets again after the site visit and 
prepares its report and recommendations.  The chairperson of the review committee 
presents the report to the Biomedical Advisory Committee.  The current chairperson of 
the graduate group attends the meeting and is given an opportunity to respond.  The 
graduate group chairperson then leaves and the Biomedical Advisory Committee meets in 
executive session, where they vote to endorse, reject or receive (i.e., take no action on) 
the review committee's report. 
 
Copies of the review committee report and the Biomedical Advisory Committee's 
recommendation are forwarded to the Graduate Council of Faculties by the Graduate 
Council of Faculties representative and the BGS director.  The final report, including the 
comments of the Biomedical Advisory Committee and Graduate Council of Faculties, is 
then forwarded to the Dean of the School of Medicine, the Provost, and the Deputy 
Provost. 
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Appendix R-5: 
 
 
 The Wharton School 
 Procedures for Quinquennial Departmental Review 
 
 
 The ability of the Wharton School to accomplish its mission and realize its goals 
will be determined primarily by the excellence of the individual departments.  Therefore, 
a periodic review of each department will be conducted to present departments with an 
opportunity to examine their teaching, research, and service activities.  Potentially, the 
review process will add a new dimension to the ongoing planning efforts of both the 
departments and the School.  In structuring the reviews we will seek objectivity in 
assessment and maximum participation by a broad range of internal and external sources. 
 
Objectives of Periodic Review 
 
1. To provide departments with opportunities for reassessing their directions, goals, 

strengths and weaknesses in the areas of teaching, research and service. 
 
2. To determine the present and future needs of each department with respect to 

personnel, programs and resources within the environment of the University and 
the Wharton School. 

 
3. To provide a mechanism by which members of a department can express their 

views concerning the leadership and direction of the department. 
 
4. To examine interrelationships and the degree of coordination between the 

department and other departments, centers and schools in contributing to the 
excellence of the Wharton School. 

 
5. To assess the department's position within the general direction and mission of the 

Wharton School and the University. 
 
Schedule and Timeframe for Review 
 
 The Dean will initiate approximately two departmental reviews annually.  Each 
department will be scheduled for review once every five years.  The timelines may vary 
but will generally proceed as follows: 
 
 SPRING 
    (prior to review year) Notification by Dean of scheduled review 
     Preparation of information base 
 
 FALL 
    (of review year)  Initial meeting of review committee 
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     Selection of external consultants 
 
 WINTER 
    (of review year)  Meetings of review committee 
     Solicitation of comments 
     Agenda for departmental interviews 
   
 SPRING   
    (of review year)  Meeting with external consultants 
     Departmental interviews 
     Receipt of consultants’ report 
     Drafting of committee's report 
     Transmittal of committee's report to Dean   
     Report shared with department chairperson 
     Report shared with department faculty 
 
Structural Focus of Review 
 
 The review will be prospective as well as retrospective in that it will include an 
evaluation of the department's annually updated five-year academic plan.  The review 
will also include a comparative analysis of the department's academic plan with a general 
information base of specific data. 
 
 The information base will be developed by the department.  The department 
chairperson may find it useful to meet with the review committee chairperson to discuss 
the development of this document. 
 
 Information Base for Each Department 
 
 1. Summary of department's history over the past five years, stating trends 

and providing examples of accomplishments and significant events. 
 
 2. Description of department's organization and governance. 
 
 3. Description of department’s curriculum at all three degree levels 

(undergraduate, MBA and PhD), including courses offered, trends 
in enrollment per course, duration of each course, recent curricular 
changes, and students' evaluations of courses. 

 
 4. Figures showing of department's student enrollment. 
 
 5. Description of department's research programs, including principal 

research activities, bibliography of papers published in the past 
five years, data on sources of research support over the past five 
years, distribution of support in the department, and collaborative 
efforts with other departments, programs, and centers. 
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 6. Description of faculty, including comparative data for the past five 

years on number, rank, and track of all faculty, including those 
faculty with primary or secondary appointments in other 
departments, and summary data on faculty time spent in 
administrative and/or committee work. 

 
 7. Description of department's ability to attract, develop and retain 

outstanding faculty. 
 
 8. Description of department's space, including size, location, and 

utilization. 
 
 9. Description of department's finances for the past five years, 

including expenses by class, fund balances for each year, grant and 
contract expenses, endowment funds and funds functioning as 
endowments. 

 
 10. Description of projected allocation of funds for the next five years, 

developed within the identified constraints of resources operating 
in both Wharton and the University. 

 
 11. Description of the Department’s PhD program, including any 

known national or international rankings or other evaluative data, 
and plans for improvement and future enrollment.  For additional 
data required for review of PhD program, see Appendix 1. 

 
Solicitation of Comments 
 
 An announcement and schedule of the year's upcoming departmental reviews will 
be made public by the Dean's Office with an invitation for comments to be forwarded to 
the review committee chairperson. 
 
 The chairperson of the review committee will send an outline of the entire review 
process to the department chairperson and to all standing faculty in the department under 
review;  an invitation for comments will be included. 
 
Composition of Review Committee 
 
 Membership of the review committee will be composed of five or six faculty and 
three students (one undergraduate, one MBA and one PhD) as appointed by the Dean 
after consulting with the department and other advisory groups.  Some members of the 
committee representation will be sought from those departments which significantly 
interact with the department under review.  The committee's chairperson will be selected 
by the Dean. 
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 For purposes of assessment of the PhD program in the department under review, a 
member of the University’s Graduate Council of the Faculties will be appointed to work 
with the committee for those portions of the review process which involve the doctoral 
program. 
 
 A representative of the Dean's Office will be available to the committee to assist 
with staff responsibility when necessary, for coordinating committee activities and 
attending to administrative details. 
 
Review Committee Tasks 
 
 The review committee will recommend ten external consultants, with a statement 
of qualifications for each, which the Dean will use to form a three-person external 
advisory group.  This consultant group will advise both the Dean and the review 
committee with regard to the department under review. 
 
 The committee will select the dates for a visit by the consultants and develop an 
agenda and roster for interviews of departmental faculty and other faculty, as appropriate.  
The agenda and roster of faculty to be interviewed should be discussed and agreed to 
with the external consultants prior to their visit and should allow some flexibility for 
change. 
 
 The department chairperson also should be consulted in the selection of 
participants slated to be interviewed by the committee.  In addition, the chairperson 
should appoint a departmental liaison to work with the committee for better coordination 
of the data, and the agenda and roster of individual interviews. 
 
 The committee will meet several times to develop an understanding of the 
department under review, its five-year academic plan, and the data presented in the 
information base.  The committee may find it useful to meet with specific faculty 
members during this initial phase. 
 
Selection of Consultants 
 
 The three consultants selected by the Dean should be considered academically 
outstanding in the discipline of the department being reviewed and administratively 
knowledgeable about planning and review processes. 
 
 The advice of the department chairperson and others should be sought in the 
identification of the ten recommended consultants. 
 
 The consultants will be invited to participate by the Dean and will receive an 
honorarium and reimbursement of expenses from the Dean's Office. 
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Participation of Consultants 
 
 Each consultant will review the department's information base. The documents 
will be forwarded by the Deans Office to the consultants well before their arrival.  The 
consultants will also receive an agenda, which they may wish to modify after review of 
the materials, and a roster of faculty they will be interviewing. 
 
 Upon arrival, the consultants will meet with the review committee.  They will 
proceed with the interviews and then meet with the Dean.  The review committee will 
then present their findings, preferably in writing. 
 
 One consultant will be asked to chair the consultant group and will coordinate the 
preparation of the consultants' conclusions in a formal report. 
 
Interviewing Process with Faculty 
 
 The interviewing process typically will involve two days of sessions, at least with 
the larger departments.  This visit will begin with a meeting of the consultants and the 
review committee. 
 
 The consultant group will proceed to interview faculty in groups or on an 
individual basis, as established in the agenda.  In the latter half of the second day, 
consultants typically will meet in an executive session to discuss and summarize.  They 
will meet with the Dean and then with the review committee to discuss their findings. 
 
Final Report and Post-Review Activities 
 
 The review committee will be encouraged to submit its final report to the Dean 
within six weeks of the visit by the consultants.  The chairperson of the consultant group 
will produce an outlined report which can be attached to the review committee's report as 
an appendix. 
 
 The final report should provide an assessment of the department's performance in 
meeting the objectives of the department and the School.  This assessment and any 
recommendations for the department's future directions should be developed within an 
understanding of the constraints of available resources for Wharton and the University.  It 
must include a separate section dealing specifically with the department’s PhD program;  
this section of the report will be submitted to the University’s Graduate Council of the 
Faculties. 
 
 Upon receipt of the report, the Dean will meet with the chairperson of the 
department under review to share the review committee's findings.  The department 
chairperson will then share the report with departmental faculty to discuss the results of 
the review.  The department chairperson and faculty will prepare comments for the Dean 
regarding the report and recommendations for future planning within the department, the 
School, or the University. 
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 The Dean and department chairperson or certain faculty may choose to meet with 
the review committee to discuss the report and subsequent input provided by 
departmental faculty.  This will complete the work of the review committee and the 
review process. 
 
Appendix 1 
 
The following information on a department’s doctoral program must be submitted as part 
of the Quinquennial Review: 
 
1.  A list of Ph.D.’s awarded in the last five (5) years, including the nave of the graduate, 
thesis title, current or recent position (if known), and date of initial matriculation. 
 
2.  A list of currently registered Ph.D. students ordered by matriculation date, with the 
name of the advisor for those students admitted to candidacy, and an indication of tuition 
status (dissertation tuition or regular tuition). 
 
3.  Form of financial aid since matriculation provided to the students listed in items (2). 
 
4.  A list of all matriculated students who withdrew from the department’s program over 
the last five years. 
 
5.  For the last three years, the number of applications, number of admission offers, and 
matriculations.  If available, standardized test scores and undergraduate institutions of 
matriculants. 
 
6.  A list of departmental faculty who are members of the Wharton Graduate Group. 
 
7.  Samples of letters sent to students concerning admission and financial aid, and 
progress through the program. 
 
8.  A brief description of recruitment activities for Ph.D. students, including those 
directed at underrepresented minorities. 
 
9.  A brief description of the placement process for Ph.D.s in the department. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
m:\deputydn\qreview\procedures3/6/01 
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Appendix S: 
 Performance Measures 

 
 
 

Cumulative Graduation by Cohort 
 

Table 1a.  –SAS 

Table 1b. – SEAS 

Table 1c. – BGS 

Table 1d. – GSE 

Table 1e. – Wharton 

Figure 1.  Graduation by Years Since Entry 

Figure 2. – Cumulative Percentage Graduated 

Figure 3 – Expected Years in Program on Entry 

Figure 4 – Synthetic Cohort 

Figure 5 – Expected Years in Program/Mean Time to Degree 

Figure 6 – SAS Placement 1990-2002 
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Cohort First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth

1990 317 0 0 1 4 17 32 41 47 50 53 54 56 56
1991 303 0 0 1 4 18 31 41 47 52 55 57 57
1992 292 0 0 1 3 16 34 46 50 51 53 53
1993 282 1 1 2 4 13 26 39 46 51 51
1994 271 0 0 1 5 15 32 45 51 51
1995 246 0 0 0 3 18 32 45
1996 207 0 1 1 5 21 38 38
1997 257 0 0 0 4 15 15
1998 272 0 0 0 3 3
1999 256 0 0 0 0
2000 253 0 0 0

2956
0.1 0.3 0.7 4.1 16.8 32.3 42.3 48.4 51.1 53.5 55.4 55.5

Cumulative 
Percentage 
Graduated

Cumulative Percentage Graduated through the End Graduated through the End of the n-th Year Following EnrollmentNumber of 
Entering 
Students

Table 1a.  Cumulative Graduation Percentages by Cohort, Entering Cohorts of 1990-2000:  Arts and Sciences Graduate Groups

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Cohort First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth

1990 39 0 0 0 3 21 51 69 74 74 74 74 74 74
1991 50 0 0 0 0 12 46 68 80 86 88 88 88
1992 44 0 0 0 5 18 52 68 77 77 77 77
1993 57 0 0 2 4 14 35 51 54 60 54
1994 59 0 0 2 3 17 41 59 71 71
1995 50 0 0 0 4 10 34 50 50
1996 24 0 0 0 0 13 42 42
1997 45 0 0 0 4 13 13
1998 45 0 0 0 4 4
1999 70 0 0 1 1
2000 87 0 0 0

570
0.0 0.0 0.5 3.0 14.7 43.0 60.9 71.5 74.3 79.9 81.2 74.4

Cumulative 
Percentage 
Graduated

Cumulative Percentage Graduated through the End Graduated through the End of the n-th Year Following EnrollmentNumber of 
Entering 
Students

Table 1c.  Cumulative Graduation Percentages by Cohort, Entering Cohorts of 1990-2000:  BGS Graduate Groups

 

 

Cohort First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth

1990 39 0 0 3 13 18 28 36 41 46 51 51 51 51
1991 36 0 0 0 8 19 44 47 53 56 56 58 58
1992 43 0 2 5 16 23 35 47 53 58 58 58
1993 28 0 0 0 11 21 36 39 46 50 50
1994 32 0 0 0 0 28 41 44 53 53
1995 33 0 0 0 15 24 30 30 30
1996 29 0 0 3 10 24 38 38
1997 24 0 0 8 21 42 42
1998 20 0 0 0 10 10
1999 32 0 0 0 0
2000 38 0 0 0

354
0.0 0.2 1.9 11.6 25.0 36.0 40.5 49.4 52.5 55.0 54.8 51.3

Cumulative 
Percentage 
Graduated

Cumulative Percentage Graduated through the End Graduated through the End of the n-th Year Following EnrollmentNumber of 
Entering 
Students

Table 1d.  Cumulative Graduation Percentages by Cohort, Entering Cohorts of 1990-2000:  Graduate School of Education

 

Cohort First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth

1990 72 0 1 4 11 21 44 54 57 57 57 58 58 58
1991 98 0 0 2 5 23 43 50 53 53 54 54 54
1992 105 1 1 1 6 16 35 43 44 45 47 47
1993 68 0 1 1 7 22 43 51 54 56 56
1994 60 0 0 0 3 23 35 40 42 42
1995 59 0 0 0 5 25 46 53 53
1996 55 0 0 4 11 31 45 45
1997 48 0 2 2 10 15 15
1998 53 0 0 2 6 6
1999 69 0 0 1 1
2000 60 0 0 0

747
0.1 0.5 1.8 7.2 22.1 41.6 48.5 50.0 52.7 52.6 56.2 58.3

Cumulative 
Percentage 
Graduated

Cumulative Percentage Graduated through the End Graduated through the End of the n-th Year Following EnrollmentNumber of 
Entering 
Students

Table 1b.  Cumulative Graduation Percentages by Cohort, Entering Cohorts of 1990-2000:  SEAS Graduate Groups
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Cohort First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Ninth Tenth Eleventh Twelfth

1990 43 0 0 2 14 28 40 56 56 56 58 60 60 60
1991 33 0 0 0 6 33 39 45 55 58 58 61 61
1992 26 0 0 0 4 8 35 46 58 65 65 65
1993 33 0 0 0 6 36 58 67 70 70 67
1994 34 0 0 0 6 26 50 59 62 62
1995 30 0 0 0 13 47 50 57 57
1996 26 0 0 0 19 38 50 50
1997 27 0 0 0 7 41 41
1998 27 0 0 7 41 41
1999 33 0 0 0 0
2000 33 0 0 0

345
0.0 0.0 1.0 12.9 32.2 45.9 54.9 59.9 62.1 60.4 60.5 60.5

Cumulative 
Percentage 
Graduated

Cumulative Percentage Graduated through the End Graduated through the End of the n-th Year Following EnrollmentNumber of 
Entering 
Students

Table 1e.  Cumulative Graduation Percentages by Cohort, Entering Cohorts of 1990-2000:  Wharton Graduate Groups
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Figure 2.  Cumulative Percentage Graduated by Years Since 
Entry, by School:  Cohorts Entering 1990-2000
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Figure 1.  Percentage Graduated by Years Since Entry, by 
Cohort:  All SAS Graduate Groups
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Figure 3.  Illustration of the computation of Expected Years in Program on Entry from 
the perspective of a Synthetic cohort.   

 
  
The data are for the Graduate Group in Economics.  Each column is a cohort of graduate 
students, by the year of their entry, from 1990 to 2000.  The rows are Year since Entry.  For 
example, for the cohort that entered in Fall 1991, there were 18 students enrolled in Fall 1994, 
the third Year since Entry.  The 1px column is the ratio of the total number of students in the xth 
year from entry to the total number of students in the (x-1)th year from entry.  The denominator 
includes only cohorts where we can observe how many students were enrolled in the (x-1)th year.  
Thus, for example, 1p7 is (7+2+3+2+3+4)/(10+3+4+3+7+6), i.e., do not include in the 
denominator the 1 student from the cohort of 1996 who was in his Sixth Year since Entry, since 
we do not know whether he or she were still enrolled in his or her Seventh year.  Summing 
across the first row yields l0, the total number of students enrolled.  Applying the successive 
survival rates–the 1px values–creates the Synthetic cohort.  Thus  253=275Η0.920, 
199.0=253Η0.787, and so on.  Cumulating lx values from the bottom (and assuming, incorrectly, 
that no one stays in school after their Twelfth year) yields Tx, or the person-years to be spent in 
school at year x and above.  Division of Tx by lx yields ex, or Expected Years in Program at Time 
x.  For x=0, i.e., at entry, students in the Graduate Group in Economics could expect to spend 4.8 
years in the program. 

 

x 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1 p x l x T x e x

0 At entry 39 28 29 13 22 24 20 21 24 29 26 275.0 1332 4.8
1 First 36 26 24 11 21 24 19 17 23 27 25 0.920 253.0 1057 4.2
2 Second 32 19 19 10 17 19 14 13 16 22 18 0.787 199.0 804 4.0
3 Third 30 18 19 10 17 19 14 13 16 19 0.967 192.4 605 3.1
4 Fourth 28 17 14 9 15 19 14 10 15 0.904 173.9 413 2.4
5 Fifth 18 5 8 4 12 11 7 5 0.556 96.6 239 2.5
6 Sixth 10 3 4 3 7 6 1 0.523 50.5 142 2.8
7 Seventh 7 2 3 2 3 4 0.636 32.2 92 2.9
8 Eighth 5 0 1 2 2 0.588 18.9 60 3.2
9 Ninth 4 0 1 1 0.750 14.2 41 2.9
10 Tenth 3 0 1 0.800 11.4 26 2.3
11 Eleventh 2 0 0.667 7.6 15 2.0
12 Twelfth 2 1.000 7.6 8 1.0

Year of Entry into the Graduate Program
Year 
since 
Entry
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Figure 4.  The correspondence between two measures of Expected Years in Program on 
Entry.  Synthetic Cohort derives from the application of life table methods for the 
calculation of “life expectancy” to a synthetic cohort created from the eleven cohorts 
entering Fall 1990 through Fall 2000, and observed through Fall 2003.  Stationary 
population is calculated from the ratio of the number of students enrolled in Fall 2000 
(among students who entered between 1990 and 2000) and the mean entering size of 
cohorts between 1990 and 2000; it assumes (as an approximation) that rates of entry and 
exit are unchanging over this period, and that the size of programs is not changing.  The 
correlation between these two measures is +0.90.  The red line is the predicted value for 
the Synthetic cohort from the linear regression on Stationary Population.  The green line 
indicates the equivalence of the two measures. 
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Figure 5.  Expected Years in Program on Entry as a function of Mean Time to Degree.  
Expected Years in Program on Entry is the arithmetic average of the two measures from the 
preceding figure.  Points (with labels) indicate observations.  Line (in red) is the prediction of 
Expected Years in Program on Entry from a Box-Cox regression on Mean Time to Degree. 
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Table 6, Current Position (Clrca 2002) of Ph.D.s Granted 1990-2002, by Graduate Group 

  Higher Education Settings Non-Higher Education Settings 

Misc.5 Unknown 

  Teaching and Research. Positions 

Post- 
docs Staff 

Industry or 
Corporate 

Govern- 
ment3 Other4 Unknown 

  United States Canada and Europe Other 
  Tenure and Tenure-track Non Tenure-track 

Tenure 
& 

Tenure- 
Track 

Non 
Tenure- 
Track 

Tenure 
& 

Tenure- 
Track 

Non 
Tenure- 
Track 

Graduate Ph.D.s Research Universities 

Other1 
Teaching/ 
Research 

Don't 
know2 Group Granted Extensive Intensive 

AAMW 20 5% 0% 15% 15% 0% 0% 5% 5% 0% 10% 0% 0% 10% 15% 0% 15% 5% 
AMCV 52 2% 0% 0% 25% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 2% 6% 6% 15% 2% 12% 21% 
AMES 62 24% 2% 10% 19% 0% 2% 2% 3% 10% 2% 8% 5% 2% 2% 0% 10% 2% 
ANCH 23 22% 4% 35% 4% 0% 0% 4% 4% 0% 0% 4% 0% 4% 4% 9% 4% 0% 
ARTH 63 19% 0% 8% 21% 2% 3% 3% 0% 3% 2% 5% 0% 0% 14% 5% 10% 6% 
CLST 23 30% 4% 22% 22% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 9% 0% 9% 0% 
COML 48 27% 8% 13% 13% 0% 4% 2% 4% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 8% 2% 13% 2% 
ENGL 134 31% 1% 19% 17% 5% 1% 0% 1% 2% 0% 4% 3% 1% 6% 1% 4% 4% 
FOLK 119 12% 2% 5% 20% 1% 1% 1% 3% 0% 0% 8% 5% 8% 11% 2% 8% 15% 
GRMN 27 7% 0% 22% 26% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 7% 4% 11% 7% 4% 0% 
HIST 119 30% 5% 26% 7% 3% 2% 0% 1% 2% 2% 2% 3% 2% 6% 7% 0% 4% 
LING 61 21% 0% 10% 8% 3% 11% 2% 13% 2% 7% 5% 8% 2% 0% 2% 2% 5% 
MUSC 62 23% 2% 21% 11% 0% 2% 0% 16% 0% 2% 2% 0% 0% 8% 5% 6% 3% 
PHIL 41 29% 10% 22% 15% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 2% 2% 2% 0% 5% 0% 2% 5% 
RELS 24 13% 0% 38% 8% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 4% 0% 0% 13% 4% 8% 4% 
ROML 130 23% 12% 27% 21% 1% 2% 0% 1% 2% 0% 3% 2% 0% 6% 0% 2% 1% 
RUSS 12 0% 0% 0% 17% 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 17% 33% 
SARS 3 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
HUM 1023 22% 4% 17% 16% 2% 2% 1% 3% 2% 2% 4% 3% 2% 8% 3% 6% 6% 
                   
BIOL 97 8% 5% 10% 2% 2% 2% 0% 3% 3% 16% 7% 15% 3% 13% 1% 0% 7% 
CHEM 299 4% 1% 4% 1% 9% 0% 0% 0% 2% 16% 2% 47% 3% 1% 1% 2% 5% 
ENVS 22 18% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 18% 14% 9% 14% 9% 0% 9% 
MATH 73 25% 5% 12% 4% 0% 5% 1% 3% 3% 8% 0% 27% 1% 0% 0% 3% 1% 
PHAS 189 5% 1% 4% 1% 3% 1% 1% 2% 3% 26% 5% 21% 10% 2% 1% 5% 11% 
PSYC 85 11% 2% 9% 5% 8% 2% 0% 1% 2% 21% 5% 7% 2% 7% 2% 12% 1% 
NSCI 765 8% 2% 6% 2% 5% 1% 1% 1% 2% 18% 4% 30% 5% 4% 1% 3% 6% 
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Table 6, Current Position (Clrca 2002) of Ph.D.s Granted 1990-2002, by Graduate Group 

  Higher Education Settings Non-Higher Education Settings 

Misc.5 Unknown 

  Teaching and Research. Positions 

Post- 
docs Staff 

Industry or 
Corporate 

Govern- 
ment3 Other4 Unknown 

  United States 
Canada and 

Europe Other 
  Tenure and Tenure-track Non Tenure-track 

Tenure 
& 

Tenure- 
Track 

Non 
Tenure- 
Track 

Tenure 
& 

Tenure- 
Track 

Non 
Tenure- 
Track 

Graduate Ph.D.s Research Universities 

Other1 
Teaching/ 
Research 

Don't 
know2 Group Granted Extensive Intensive 

ANTH 92 15% 7% 10% 14% 10% 3% 2% 2% 2% 0% 11% 4% 2% 7% 0% 4% 7% 
CONF 4 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 75% 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 
DEMG 71 17% 3% 0% 3% 7% 0% 0% 6% 4% 4% 3% 13% 20% 14% 0% 3% 4% 
ECON 248 23% 0% 4% 2% 0% 8% 1% 10% 2% 2% 4% 24% 14% 1% 0% 1% 2% 
HSSC 46 22% 7% 7% 11% 0% 4% 2% 7% 0% 4% 9% 7% 4% 2% 2% 4% 9% 
PSCI 51 10% 4% 16% 12% 4% 2% 0% 10% 4% 4% 0% 12% 6% 2% 2% 8% 6% 
RSCI 55 5% 2% 9% 4% 0% 4% 0% 9% 9% 2% 5% 24% 18% 2% 0% 4% 4% 
SOCI 68 21% 4% 18% 9% 1% 0% 0% 3% 1% 10% 3% 12% 6% 4% 4% 1% 1% 
SSCI 635 18% 3% 7% 6% 3% 4% 1% 7% 3% 3% 5% 17% 11% 4% 1% 3% 4% 
                   
TOTAL 2423 16% 3% 11% 9% 3% 2% 1% 4% 2% 7% 4% 15% 5% 5% 2% 4% 5% 
                   

1Masters Colleges and Universities (I and II), Baccalaureate Colleges (Liberal Arts and General), Associates Colleges, Specilalized Institutions (Theological Seminaries, Medical Schools, Heafth Profession Schools, Schools of Engineering 
and Technology, Schools of Business and Management, Schools of Art, Music, and Design, Schools of Law, Other Specialized Institutions) 
2Problem category--institutions known, but not jobs. 
3Including National Laboratories 
4Healthcare, Non-Academic Cultural Institutions, Non-Profits, Primary/Secondary Education 
5Unaffiliated/Independent Scholar, Student 
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Appendix T: 
Responsibility Center Management at Penn 

 
Internal financial administration at the University of Pennsylvania is carried out under a 
set of policies, procedures, and principles that are collectively referred to as 
“Responsibility Center Management” (“RCM”).  RCM is the  managerial framework 
Penn uses to carry out all of its internal budgeting and financial reporting activities.  
RCM seeks to promote the broadest possible stewardship of the University’s financial 
resources.  The primary goals of RCM are to enhance the University’s capacity to 
generate additional revenues, and to encourage and reward innovation, creativity, and 
efficiency at many managerial levels across the University. 
 
General RCM Principles 
Under RCM Penn is divided into a series of “Responsibility Centers.”  There are two 
basic types of Responsibility Centers at Penn:  revenue-generating  and non-revenue-
generating. 
   
The primary revenue-generating centers are the Schools.  The Resource Centers and the 
Auxiliary Enterprises are the other revenue-generating centers.  The non-revenue-
generating centers  are called the Administrative Service Centers.  (These categories are 
not absolute.  Some “revenue-generating” centers run deficits that must be covered by 
subsidies.  Likewise, some of the “non-revenue-generating” centers receive some 
externally-generated revenue.) 
 
Under RCM, Responsibility Centers are credited with most of the revenues that they 
generate.  (The major exceptions to this rule are explained below.)  With their credited 
revenues, the Schools and the other revenue-generating centers are expected to: 

• fund the direct cost of their own operations; 
• cover the net cost of operating the Administrative Service Centers; and  
• maintain internal budget balance. 

  
For this system to work, the University’s accounting and budgeting procedures have to be 
able to match revenues to the activities that generate those revenues.  Procedures also 
must be developed to allocate the net cost of operating the University's administrative 
units among the University's revenue-generating units. 
 
Special Revenue Allocations Under RCM 
Almost all revenue at Penn flows directly to the Responsibility Center that generated that 
revenue.  There are two major exceptions:  tuition and grant overhead.  The majority of 
tuition and grant overhead revenue flows directly to the Schools, but a portion of this 
revenue is allocated into special centrally-controlled pools. 
 
Tuition Allocation Under RCM 
Tuition revenue is allocated as follows:   

• 20% to Provost’s subvention pool 
• 20% to “home” School  
• 60% to Schools based on course units taken   
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Student Aid Expense is allocated as follows:  for undergraduates, a financial aid discount 
(currently 28%) is subtracted from the home school and teaching school portions of the 
distributed tuition.  For graduate and professional students, student aid is determined by 
the “home” school and the expense is retained by the home school.  
 
Grant Overhead Allocation Under RCM 
For each $1 of direct expenditures made by Penn researchers under their federal grants, 
the University currently receives an additional 58.5¢ to cover its “research overhead.”  
(This overhead percentage is subject to periodic re-negotiation.)  To put this another way,  
37% of every federal research dollar received by Penn goes to support the University’s 
“research overhead,” and 63% is spent directly on the research itself.  Most non-federal 
grants offer either much lower overhead or no overhead at all. 
 
“Research overhead” income is allocated at Penn as follows: 

• 81% to the Dean’s office of the School receiving the grant 
• 11% to Provost’s subvention pool 
• 8% to Central Research Support Services     

o Office of the Vice Provost for Research 
o Office of Research Services (Application Processing/Grant  Accounting) 
o Office of Environmental Health/Radiation Safety 
o Office of Regulatory Affairs (Regulatory Compliance for Human Subject 

Research, Animal Research) 
o University Lab Animal Resources (ULAR) 
o Research Facilities Development Fund (RFDF) 

 
Provost’s Subvention Pool 
The Provost’s subvention pool is funded primarily through 20% of tuition income and  
11% of grant overhead.  It is then allocated by the Provost.  Money from the subvention 
pool goes 100% to the Schools, the Resource Centers, and academic initiatives as 
directed by the President’s Office and the Provost’s Office.   Having this pool available 
gives the Provost ability to influence and direct the development and implementation of 
academic priorities at Penn. 
 
Impact of Gifts on the Operating Budget 
Expendable Gifts (including annual giving and donor-designated expendable gifts) are a 
direct income source for the Operating Budget. 
 
Gifts to Endowment are invested, and the earnings become an income source for the 
Operating Budget in subsequent years. 
 
Capital Gifts do not appear in the Operating Budget.  They go directly into the 
construction budget of the project they were raised for.   However, the balance of the cost 
of any building project that is not funded by gifts and grants must be funded through 
debt, and the interest and principal repayments on that debt are an expense in the 
Operating Budget of the School or Center that is the sponsor of a new construction 
project.  So Capital Gifts also impact the Operating Budget by reducing operating costs. 
 
Gift and Endowment Overhead:  Most gift agreements for donor-restricted expendable 
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gifts permit the School or Center that receives a donor-restricted expendable gift to use 
20% of the gift amount to fund that School or Center’s general operating expenses.  
Likewise, most endowment gift agreements permit 20% of the spendable earnings from 
the endowment to be used to fund the recipient School/Center’s general operating 
expenses. 
 
Funding the Administrative Centers 
When the services that the Administrative Centers deliver are discrete and readily 
measurable, internal prices are set and then the other Responsibility Centers can purchase 
the offered services from each Administrative Center in the resulting internal market. 
When measuring the discrete delivery of services by the Administrative Centers is 
conceptually difficult or prohibitively costly, Administrative Center services are funded 
through the use of formulas that allocate a total cost pool among the service recipients.  
Whether Administrative Centers charge for their services using internal prices or receive 
funding through the Allocated Cost mechanism, their challenge is to deliver high quality 
service at the lowest possible cost, so that more School resources can be invested in the 
University’s core academic missions of teaching, scholarship, and research. 
Administrative Centers that support student activities and student services - the Office of 
the Vice Provost for University Life (VPUL) and the Office of College Houses and 
Academic Services (CHAS) - are funded primarily through the General Fee. 
 
Allocated Costs at Penn 
University Services Allocated Cost Charges:  Paid by the Schools, Resource Centers, 
and Auxiliaries, allocated cost charges fund the central administrative offices 
(Development, Finance, Info Systems & Computing, HR, Public Safety,  Provost, 
President, EVP).  Costs are allocated based on average direct expenditures of the paying 
Schools/Centers over the past 4 years.  The Development Office portion is allocated 
based on average fundraising receipts over the past 4 years. 
 
Facilities O&M (Operations & Maintenance) Allocated Cost Charges:  Paid by every 
School or Center that occupies University-owned space, these allocated cost charges fund 
housekeeping, day-to-day maintenance, and utilities in the buildings occupied by the 
paying  School/Center.  Each School/Center also pays a prorated share of the cost of 
maintaining the University’s public spaces and a  prorated share of Facilities Services’ 
central overhead costs.  These costs are allocated based on average actual O&M 
expenditures per building over the past 4 years. 
 
Facilities Renewal Allocated Cost Charges:  Paid by every School or Center that 
occupies University-owned space, these allocated cost charges fund the periodic 
replacement of building systems and building components in order to extend the useful 
life of existing University facilities.   These costs are allocated based on estimated 
replacement value of each building occupied by a paying School/Center. 
 
Library Allocated Cost Charges:  Paid by the Schools, these allocated costs fund the 
net operating cost of running the University Library System.  These costs are allocated 
based on the relative number of faculty and students in each School. 
 
Key Facets of RCM at Penn 
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Important aspects of RCM at Penn include the following: 
• The assignment of most income to the Responsibility Center that generated that 

income. 
• The requirement that the minimum acceptable level of financial performance at 

the Responsibility Center level is a level of annual cash utilization that does not 
exceed the available spendable cash which has been attributed to that Center. 
(Note that the “spending rule” sets a different standard for endowment funds.) 

• The funding of most central administrative offices through the use of “Allocated 
Cost” formulas that allocate a total cost pool among the paying Centers. 

• The diversion of a portion of the revenues generated by the Schools to a central 
“Subvention Pool” controlled by the Provost to fund central academic initiatives 
and permit limited cross-subsidization of the Schools. 

• The RCM “basis of accounting” -- which focuses on the measurement of available 
spendable cash.  (Responsibility Center budgets and internal University financial 
reports present “actuals” and “budget-to-actual” comparisons at the Responsibility 
Center level using the RCM basis of accounting.) 

 
Incentives for Efficiency and Cash Conservation 
Some of the incentives for efficiency and cash conservation in the Penn RCM system 
include:  

• In the Penn RCM system, revenue-generating Responsibility Centers 
automatically carry forward any unspent balances in their operating accounts at 
year-end.  This reduces the incentive to expend operating surpluses on low-
priority items at year-end.  (Administrative Center surpluses are dealt with on a 
case-by-case basis.  Sometimes these surpluses are returned to the central 
administration at year-end; sometimes they are used for agreed-upon non-
recurring expenditures in the Administrative Center itself.  They are never used to 
fund recurring base expenditures.) 

• With rare exceptions, Responsibility Centers are not permitted to exit a fiscal year 
with a negative balance in their operating accounts.  Deficits must be eliminated 
by using accumulated reserves or, where permissible, by liquidating investment 
funds.  If the central administration concludes that a Responsibility Center lacks 
the capacity to cure a deficit, the deficit is cured using centrally-provided 
resources.   

• Responsibility Centers may place unspent operating balances in an “account” in 
the “University Bank” (really, just a fund within the University account structure) 
and then can earn interest on those balances until they are utilized.   

• Responsibility Centers that increase their occupancy of University-owned space 
pay a larger share of the Operations & Maintenance and Facilities Renewal 
Allocated Cost Pools. 

• Reserves to fund future capital acquisitions may be built up by a Responsibility 
Center by placing funds in an interest-bearing account in the Renewal & 
Replacement Fund. 

• Responsibility Centers must pay interest on any cash deficits in their Capital 
Project accounts. 
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• Responsibility Centers must amortize any loan they receive from the University in 
order to create a capital asset.  Major construction projects generally receive 
twenty year loans.  Smaller projects generally receive 7 year loans.  

    
Alternatives to RCM - Assignment of Income  
In universities that do not operate on an RCM model, most revenues other than grants are 
collected centrally and are controlled directly by the President and the Provost.  Deans 
and managers of major organizational units at non-RCM universities generally manage 
their centers as cost centers and have no direct operational responsibility for revenue 
generation.  Deans and managers of major organizational units at non-RCM universities 
petition senior management for spending authority and have no guarantee that internal 
efficiency will be rewarded if achieved. 
 
Types of Responsibility Centers at Penn 
Penn’s Responsibility Centers are divided into four major categories:  Schools, Resource 
Centers, Auxiliary Enterprises, and Administrative Service Centers.  Each category 
operates under slightly different budget-balancing rules. 
 
The twelve Schools are:  Annenberg, Arts and Sciences, Dental Medicine,  
Design (formerly Fine Arts), Education, Engineering & Applied Science,  
Law, Medicine, Nursing, Social Work, Veterinary Medicine, and Wharton. 
 
The Resource Centers include: 
Non-School Academic Support Centers: 
Interdisciplinary Programs (Provost’s Office) 
International Programs (Provost’s Office)  
University Library 
Division of Recreation and Intercollegiate Athletics (DRIA) 
 
Academic-Related  Institutions: 
Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts  
Institute of Contemporary Art 
Morris Arboretum 
University Museum 
 
Auxiliary Enterprises include:  Bookstore, Class of 1923 Ice Rink, Dining and Hospitality 
Services, Faculty Club , Housing and Conference Services, Mail Services , Parking and 
Transportation, Penn Card, Penn Children’s Center,  Penn Hotels, and Publications 
Services.  Penn’s Auxiliary Enterprises are operated by Penn’s Division of Business 
Services. 
 
The Administrative Service Centers include:  the Presdient’s Center, the Provost’s 
Center, Development and Alumni Relations, the Vice Provost for University Life, and the 
Eecutive Vice President’s Center. 
      
Budgeting for the Penn Health System (UPHS) 
The consolidated University budget is presently divided into two components: the 
Academic Budget and the Health System Budget.  The Academic Budget includes 
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Schools (including the School of Medicine), Resource Centers, Auxiliary 
Enterprises/Business Services and Administrative Service Centers.                                                                                                                  
.         

The Health System Budget includes the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania 
(HUP), Presbyterian Medical Center (PMC), Pennsylvania Hospital, Phoenixville 

Hospital, Clinical Practices at the University of Pennsylvania (CPUP) – Faculty medical 
practices and Clinical Care Associates (CCA) – Non-faculty medical practices.  The 
Health System Budget includes all of the components of Penn Medicine except the 

School of Medicine. 
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Appendix U-1: 
FY 2003 and FY 1996 Expenditures on Ph.D. Education  

 

  
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED 

SCIENCES SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Line 
# Category / Source of Support 

SEAS  
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 
SAS  
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 
1 Stipend 5,811,612 3,935,024 5.7% 20,061,545 14,698,325 4.5% 
2 Tuition 9,878,423 5,690,399 8.2% 19,814,941 12,101,896 7.3% 
  Health Insurance       1,564,431 0   
4 Tuition+Stipend 15,690,035 9,625,423 7.2% 39,876,486 26,800,221 5.8% 
  Tuition+Stipend+HI 15,690,035 9,625,423 7.2% 41,440,917 26,800,221 6.4% 
5 SOURCE OF FUNDS TOTAL 15,690,035 9,625,423 7.2% 41,440,917 26,800,221 6.4% 
6 University Fellowship 650,804 606,000 1.0% 6,830,660 5,199,000 4.0% 
  UF Health    0   681,304 0   
7 Provost Res. Tuition Match 2,915,692 1,715,000 7.9% 1,005,784 597,000 7.7% 
8 Fontaine Fellowship 199,188 125,000 6.9% 518,622 410,000 3.4% 
9 NSF Tuition from Provost 0 20,292 -100.0% 18,641 63,680 -16.1% 

10 Total University Funds 3,765,684 2,466,292 6.2% 9,055,011 6,269,680 5.4% 
11               
12 Total School/External Funds 11,924,351 7,159,131 7.6% 32,385,906 20,530,541 6.7% 
13 Internal School Funds 4,402,849 1,553,531 16.0% 23,305,769 13,981,298 7.6% 
  Internal School Health Funds   0   882,288 0   

14 (Gifts) 430,094 0   0 0   
15 External Funds 7,091,408 5,605,600 3.4% 8,197,010 6,549,243 3.3% 
  External Health Funds 0 0   839 0   

16               
17 School % of Total 76% 74% 0.2% 78% 77% 0.2% 
18 Provost % of Total 24% 26% -0.2% 22% 23% -0.2% 
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF 

EDCUATION BIOMEDICAL GRADUATE  STUDIES WHARTON SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 

Line# Category / Source of Support 
GSE 
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
GROWTH 

RATE 
BGS  
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 
WHAR  
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 
1 Stipend 790,886 453,248 8.3% 8,547,000 5,726,253 5.9% 3,091,737 2,002,284 6.4% 
2 Tuition 1,501,813 789,632 9.6% 8,047,897 4,451,673 8.8% 2,391,254 1,349,780 8.5% 
  Health Insurance   0   682,539     0 0   
4 Tuition+Stipend 2,292,699 1,242,880 9.1% 16,594,897 10,177,926 7.2% 5,482,991 3,352,064 7.3% 
  Tuition+Stipend+HI 2,292,699 1,242,880 9.1% 17,277,436 10,177,926 7.9% 5,482,991 3,352,064 7.3% 
5 SOURCE OF FUNDS TOTAL 2,292,699 1,242,880 9.1% 17,277,436 10,177,926 7.9% 5,482,991 3,352,064 7.3% 
6 University Fellowship 0 240,000 -100.0% 863,285 670,000 3.7% 472,812 410,000 2.1% 
  UF Health  0 0   0 0   0 0   
7 Provost Res. Tuition Match 291,324 32,186 37.0% 1,127,957 206,000 27.5% 0 0   
8 Fontaine Fellowship 0 35,000 -100.0% 92,902 80,000 2.2% 15,836 30,000 -8.7% 
9 NSF Tuition from Provost 0 0   68,889 0   0 7,008 -100.0% 

10 Total University Funds 291,324 307,186 -0.8% 2,153,033 956,000 12.3% 488,648 447,008 1.3% 
11                     
12 Total School/External Funds 2,001,375 935,694 11.5% 15,124,403 9,221,926 7.3% 4,994,343 2,905,056 8.0% 
13 Internal School Funds 1,252,073 609,137 10.8% 5,236,595 2,932,572 8.6% 4,438,126 2,905,056 6.2% 
  Internal School Health Funds   326,557 -100.0% 553,410 0     0   

14 (Gifts) 16,375 0   0 0   124,493 0   
15 External Funds 732,927 0   9,205,269 6,289,354 5.6% 431,724 0   
  External Health Funds 0 0   129,129 0     0   

16                     
17 School % of Total 87% 75% 1.7% 88% 91% -0.4% 91% 87% 0.6% 
18 Provost % of Total 13% 25% -1.7% 12% 9% 0.4% 9% 13% -0.6% 
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  SCHOOL OF DESIGN SCHOOL OF NURSING SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

Category / Source of Support 
DESIGN  

FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE NUR FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 
SOCW  
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 
Stipend 359,315 141,938 14.2% 632,008 360,559 8.3% 354,595 100,500 19.7% 
Tuition 179,325 187,318 -0.6% 650,806 219,740 16.8% 341,731 146,812 12.8% 
Health Insurance 23,478 0   45,279 0   0 0   
Tuition+Stipend 538,640 329,256 7.3% 1,282,814 580,299 12.0% 696,326 247,312 15.9% 
Tuition+Stipend+HI 562,118 329,256 7.9% 1,328,093 580,299 12.6% 696,326 247,312 15.9% 
SOURCE OF FUNDS TOTAL 562,118 329,256 7.9% 1,328,093 580,299 12.6% 696,326 247,312 15.9% 
University Fellowship 188,656 173,000 1.2% 102,211 78,000 3.9% 56,742 39,000 5.5% 
UF Health  11,739     3,354 0   0 0   
Provost Res. Tuition Match 0 12,000 -100.0% 23,282 75,000 -15.4% 87,731 13,000 31.4% 
Fontaine Fellowship 13,557 25,000 -8.4% 21,114 15,000 5.0% 43,066 25,000 8.1% 
NSF Tuition from Provost 0 0   0 0   0 0   
Total University Funds 213,952 210,000 0.3% 149,961 168,000 -1.6% 187,539 77,000 13.6% 
                    
Total School/External Funds 348,166 119,256 16.5% 1,178,132 412,299 16.2% 508,787 170,312 16.9% 
Internal School Funds 335,874 69,646 25.2% 493,982 275,003 8.7% 184,924 85,156 11.7% 
Internal School Health Funds 11,739 0   23,478 0   0     
(Gifts) 0 0   0 0   10,467 0   
External Funds 553 49,610 -47.4% 642,225 137,296 24.7% 313,396 85,156 20.5% 
External Health Funds 0 0   18,447 0   0 0   
                    
School % of Total 62% 36% 3.7% 89% 71% 2.5% 73% 69% 0.6% 
Provost % of Total 38% 64% -3.7% 11% 29% -2.5% 27% 31% -0.6% 
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ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR 

COMMUNICATIONS UNIVERSITY OF PENNYSLVANIA 

Category / Source of Support 
ASC  
FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE  FY03 FY96 

AVERAGE 
ANNUAL  
GROWTH  

RATE 

PERCENT  
GROWTH  

IN EXCESS  
OF 2.3% CPI  
AVERAGE  
ANNUAL  

INCREASE 
Stipend 616,000 240,295 14.4% 40,264,698 27,658,426 5.5% 1.9% 
Tuition 707,584 245,903 16.3% 43,513,774 25,183,153 8.1% 4.2% 
Health Insurance 0 0   2,315,727 0     
Tuition+Stipend 1,323,584 486,198 15.4% 83,778,472 52,841,579 6.8% 2.9% 
Tuition+Stipend+HI 1,323,584 486,198 15.4% 86,094,199 52,841,579 7.2% 3.2% 
SOURCE OF FUNDS TOTAL 1,323,584 486,198 15.4% 86,094,199 52,841,579 7.2%   
University Fellowship 0 51,000 -100.0% 9,165,170 7,466,000 3.0% 1.1% 
UF Health  0 0   696,397 0     
Provost Res. Tuition Match 0 0   5,451,770 2,650,186 10.9% 7.4% 
Fontaine Fellowship 0 21,500 -100.0% 904,285 766,500 2.4% -7.3% 
NSF Tuition from Provost 0 0   87,530 90,980 -0.6% 2.6% 
Total University Funds 0 72,500 -100.0% 16,305,152 10,973,666 5.8% 2.4% 
                
Total School/External Funds 1,323,584 413,698 18.1% 69,789,047 41,867,913 7.6% 3.4% 
Internal School Funds 1,131,084 413,698 15.5% 40,781,276 22,825,097 8.6%   
Internal School Health Funds 0 0     326,557     
(Gifts) 0 0   581,429 0     
External Funds 192,500 0   26,807,012 18,716,259 5.3%   
External Health Funds 0 0           
                
School % of Total 100% 85% 2.1% 81% 79% 0.3%   
Provost % of Total 0% 15% -2.1% 19% 21% -0.3%   
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Appendix U-2 
2002-2003 Expenditures 

 

Category/Source of Support SEAS  03 SAS 03 GSE 03 BGS 03 Wharton 03 
GSFA 

03 Nursing 03 
SSW 

03 ASC 03 University 03 
Stipend 5,811,612 20,061,545 790,886 8,547,000 3,091,737 359,315 632,008 354,595 616,000 40,264,698 
Tuition 9,878,423 19,814,941 1,501,813 8,047,897 2,391,254 179,325 650,806 341,731 707,584 43,513,774 
Health Insurance 0 1,564,431 0 682,539 0 23,478 45,279 0 0 2,315,727 
Tuition+Stipend 15,690,035 39,876,486 2,292,699 16,594,897 5,482,991 538,640 1,282,814 696,326 1,323,584 83,778,472 
Tuition+Stipend+HI 15,690,035 41,440,917 2,292,699 17,277,436 5,482,991 562,118 1,328,093 696,326 1,323,584 86,094,199 
TOTAL ALL FUND SOURCES 15,690,035 41,440,917 2,292,699 17,277,436 5,482,991 562,118 1,328,093 696,326 1,323,584 86,094,199 
University Fellowship 650,804 6,830,660   863,285 472,812 188,656 102,211 56,742 0 9,165,170 
UF Health    681,304       11,739 3,354     696,397 
Provost Res. Tuition Match 2,915,692 1,005,784 291,324 1,127,957   0 23,282 87,731 0 5,451,770 
Fontaine Fellowship 199,188 518,622 0 92,902 15,836 13,557 21,114 43,066 0 904,285 
NSF Tuition from Provost 0 18,641 0 68,889 0 0 0 0 0 87,530 
Total University Funds 3,765,684 9,055,011 291,324 2,153,033 488,648 213,952 149,961 187,539 0 16,305,152 
                      
Total School/External Funds 11,924,351 32,385,906 2,001,375 15,124,403 4,994,343 348,166 1,178,132 508,787 1,323,584 69,789,047 
Internal School Funds 4,402,849 23,305,769 1,252,073 5,236,595 4,438,126 335,874 493,982 184,924 1,131,084 40,781,276 
Internal School Health Funds   882,288   553,410   11,739 23,478       
(Gifts) 430,094 0 16,375   124,493 0 0 10,467 0 581,429 
External Funds 7,091,408 8,197,010 732,927 9,205,269 431,724 553 642,225 313,396 192,500 26,807,012 
External Health Funds   839   129,129   0 18,447       
                      
School % of Total 76% 78% 87% 91% 91% 65% 92% 73% 100% 83% 
Provost % of Total 24% 22% 13% 13% 9% 40% 12% 27% 0% 19% 
                      
Univ. Fellowship/Total School 5% 23% #VALUE! 6% 9% 54% 9% 11% 0% 13% 
Total Univ./School (Internal) 86% 39% 23% 41% 11% 64% 30% 101% 0% 40% 
                      
Total Registered Students   1,915   407 175 94 346 45 72 3,054 
Registered Doctoral Students 396 1,652 239   175 67 59 41 63 2,692 
Registered Graduate Students   263   0 0 27 287 41 9 627 
Stipend/Total Students 14,676 12,144 3,309 21,000 17,667 5,363 10,712 8,649 9,778 14,957 

Budget Balance                  $                -         $   45,279.00  
 $         
-       $   2,315,727.00  

% Distribution Graduate Students                   100.0% 
% Distribution University Total 
Support                   100.0% 
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Appendix V 
New Strategic Plan: Building on Excellence 

 
 

 FOR COMMENT  
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CLICK HERE TO PRINT Building 
on Excellence: The Next Agenda IN 
PDF  
(8 1/2 x 11 paper needed) 

 

Planning our Strategy for a New Century 

Achieving Excellence 1995-2002 

In the fall of 1995, the University of Pennsylvania articulated its commitment to become one of the premier research and teaching 
universities in the nation and the world. With this goal in mind, the University initiated a planning process of which the strategic plan, 
Agenda for Excellence, was the first step, followed by the publication of Six Academic Priorities, the diversity priorities and the school 
strategic plans the following year. Our success in achieving the goals and priorities laid out in these documents was reported in Almanac last 
May: 

• Penn's academic rankings have risen; 
• Student selectivity has improved; 
• Faculty accomplishments and recognition have increased;  
• Research funding has dramatically expanded; 
• Administrative restructuring has yielded greater efficiency and effectiveness; 
• Revitalization of the West Philadelphia community has accelerated; and  
• Our fundraising efforts have strengthened considerably. 

Yet, with all of this success, we cannot afford to be complacent. We face new challenges and new opportunities--the most important of which 
are detailed in this plan. We bear an obligation to maintain and renew our existing academic programs and facilities in order to remain 
attractive and appropriate for the next generation of scholars, students, and professionals. We also, as always, seek to explore those frontiers 
of knowledge where this institution's faculty and resources can make a tangible difference for generations to come. Fulfillment of these 
responsibilities requires a continuous and thoughtful dialogue throughout the University, both about our academic and educational agendas 
and the operational and financial capacities required to achieve them. 
 

The Process of Planning 

In November 2000, the University Trustees met to discuss the development of Penn's next strategic plan. By spring 2001, the Council of 
Deans, the Academic Planning and Budget Committee, the President's Advisory Group, and the Executive Vice President's senior 
management team were engaged in a series of discussions to determine the goals and priorities that should be included in the new Strategic 
Plan. These discussions resulted in a tentative outline for the plan that provided the framework for the next step: the establishment of 14 
committees, consisting of over 200 faculty, staff, undergraduate and graduate students from across the University, to focus more 
substantively on the major areas of the plan. The committees have been hard at work since early in the fall semester. In February, we held an 
Open Forum to solicit additional suggestions and encourage more input from the University community. 

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/FC-Agenda.html#build#build
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/FC-Agenda.html#more#more
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v48pdf/020402/FC-Agenda.pdf
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v48pdf/020402/FC-Agenda.pdf�
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Refining the Plan 

The following draft plan is the result of this extensive and inclusive effort. As you will note, this new plan builds on the Agenda for 
Excellence, but updates it to reflect Penn's current context. As with the Agenda, it will also provide a blueprint for preparing revised school 
plans, a basis for estimating and relating projected costs to the University's financial capabilities and constraints, and a roadmap for the 
University's future fundraising efforts. 

This proposed plan is now presented for comment. We welcome your suggestions and encourage a full review by faculty, students, and staff. 
We would appreciate receiving your responses by April 23. Please send your comments to Linda Koons, Executive Assistant to the Provost, 
koons@pobox.upenn.edu.  

Judith Rodin, President Robert Barchi, Provost  John Fry, Executive Vice President 
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Penn's Special Strengths and Future Challenges 

Introduction 

While the term "strategic planning" may sound abstract, in fact the planning process embodies our collective effort to answer a set of fundamental questions: given our 
historic mission and purposes, what specific goals do we set for ourselves in the years ahead? Penn and the nation's other great universities play a singular and distinctive 
role in shaping the future of society, in this country and around the world. Universities are institutions with long histories, whose shared mission entails a complex and 
continuing act of negotiation between the old and the new, conserving, interpreting, and transmitting mankind's legacy of intellectual and cultural achievement while at 
the same time adding to that store by producing and transmitting new knowledge. 

Strategic planning is the organized effort we make to examine our aspirations, articulate our goals, identify our strengths and 
weaknesses, and set our priorities. It does not necessarily involve re-invention, radical change, or right-angle turns: Penn is 
already a place of immense achievement across a broad horizon. Rather, the planning process offers a periodic opportunity for 
all of the university's stakeholders--faculty, students, trustees, administration--to take stock, to challenge and inspire each other, 
to develop a strategy, and ultimately to choose among diverse objectives. In approaching this task, we are guided and energized 
not only by the concrete achievements of the past seven years, but also by the rich legacy of our predecessors and the enormous 
institutional strengths they have bequeathed to us. 

From its founding, Penn has chosen a distinct path in higher education, its character in large part shaped by the practical genius 
of Benjamin Franklin. Franklin called for an institution that would link the theoretical and the applied--or, as he put it, the 
"ornamental and the useful"--while promoting service to "mankind, country, friends and family." With its emphasis on the 
liberal arts and sciences, the curriculum of the early College of Philadelphia differed substantially from that of the other 
colonial colleges of the time, offering students new fields of study such as modern literature, political science, applied 
mathematics, history, and physics. 

The contemporary University of Pennsylvania is a direct descendant of its colonial forebear. The central role of the liberal arts 
and sciences is matched by Penn's many excellent professional and graduate schools, which have helped to shape our modern-
day character and global reputation.  

Building on Our Strength 

Penn's historically unique combination of the "ornamental" and the "useful" has helped us achieve our position at the forefront 
of American and international scholarship, education, and professional life; it also has endowed us with some important assets 
as we face the challenges ahead.  

These assets include: 

Our World-Class Faculty 

In the face of kaleidoscopic change, the core mission of the University of Pennsylvania remains unaltered: to pursue 
new knowledge through acts of invention, research, and scholarship, and to transmit knowledge through teaching. 
That mission is embodied in the university's faculty. Penn is especially fortunate to have on its faculty many 
extraordinary women and men whose talent, achievement, diversity, and dedication constitute the university's chief 
strength. In virtually every field of study, from chemistry to criminology, from life science to law, Penn's faculty are 
making fundamental contributions to knowledge. By every available measure, the quality of both our research and 
teaching has grown in distinction in the recent past. 

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/FC-Agenda.html#more#more
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/FC-Agenda.html#build#build
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/FC-Agenda.html#more#more
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The Diversity of Our People and Ideas 

Penn rejoices in the rich diversity of persons, groups, points of view, academic disciplines, and programs that grace 
the campus of the nation's first university. Tapping our diversity to strengthen ties across all these boundaries enriches 
the intellectual climate and creates a more vibrant community. Fostering and nourishing this diversity, especially 
among students, faculty, staff, and trustees must remain central to the core mission of the University. 

Our Interdisciplinary Environment 

Having all twelve schools situated on a single compact campus facilitates opportunities to nurture new relationships 
among faculty and to bring advances in one discipline to bear on problems in many others. Our environment rewards 
those who can reach between and among departments, schools, and the central university, in order to create new 
programs and to develop new approaches to important problems. This spirit of entrepreneurism and risk-taking is 
acknowledged as one of our most distinctive features.  

Our Urban Context 

Penn is an urban institution, located in the heart of the nation's fifth largest city. Our location is valuable not merely 
for the cultural riches that Philadelphia offers, but also for the wonderful laboratory it provides for learning, teaching, 
research, and service. Civic engagement in all its multifaceted forms has become the norm and hallmark of Penn's 
faculty and students, as it has of the university itself.  

Our International Scope 

We are also an increasingly international institution. Many of Penn's schools now have active and growing 
international components--Wharton, Nursing, Medicine, GSFA, and Education among them. Sixteen percent of our 
student body comes from abroad. More and more Penn students are spending time abroad during the course of their 
studies.  

Our Entrepreneurial and Engaged Spirit 

Penn is an especially dynamic place; an institution that has been described as "a bustling collection of entrepreneurs of 
the mind, finding ingenious ways to stretch slender resources to further ambitiously conceived academic ideas." A 
singular energy and vibrancy defines our campus. Our students are described as "feisty, intellectually self-confident, 
risk-takers, independent thinkers, and intellectually engaged," a description that also fits our faculty. 

The Challenges 

Franklin's vision of melding intellectual and practical connections with a strong commitment to service provides the framework 
of what we are today: a great research university, noted for the excellence of our undergraduate experience, our strengths 
across a wide array of schools and fields, and our ability to foster innovative connections among disciplines, faculty, students, 
and the larger communities we serve. As we move ahead, preparing to make bold, but careful, long-term investments in the 
university's future, we need to measure our strengths and resources against a number of significant challenges. 

The twenty-first century represents a new world for Penn, and for American higher education generally. Some of the challenges 
we face reflect long-term trends in technology, communications, transportation, Philadelphia's evolution as a city, and the 
internal dynamics of various disciplines. Others reflect the realities of a financial and political environment that will be far 
more challenging than that of the mid-nineties. These are some of the factors that must be considered in charting Penn's course 
into the next half-decade: 

Faculty Recruitment and Retention  
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Our single greatest challenge will lie in faculty recruitment and retention. Hiring and retaining teacher-scholars of 
uniform excellence is the prerequisite to all our institutional ambitions. 

Globalization  

We are a global competitor in the higher education market. This exposes us to risks and opportunities that arise much 
faster than the slower, more predictable, pace of domestic change. 

Technology 

Nothing drives the pace of change faster or more unpredictably than the evolution of technology. The next few years 
will test our capacity to adapt, change, contribute to, and even direct, this technological revolution. 

Defining Higher Education in the Twenty-First Century 

While the university's mission will remain constant, the methods and practices that guide research and teaching will 
almost certainly undergo unprecedented change in the decades ahead. Along with technology and globalization, Penn 
will find itself challenged by the shifting demographics of its students, by serious financial constraints, and by an 
unpredictable political climate. We will need to apply all of our agility and imagination to meet the demands of the 
professions and the educational needs of our students in the decades ahead. 

Regional Economic Development 

Occupying a key economic and geographic position in the fabric of urban Philadelphia means that Penn is a major 
factor in determining the quality of life and attractiveness of the Delaware Valley region--in turn, a crucial 
determinant of our ability to attract students and faculty to the region, and especially to West Philadelphia. Finding 
ways to help Philadelphia renew its regional economy will be one major determinant of our own future success. 

Financial Capacities and Constraints 

Large investments in Penn's future--first and foremost in academic programs, faculty and students, but also in land, in 
buildings, in new technologies, in regional development and in preparing for the unpredictable--require financial 
resources. Unfortunately, we are still seriously under-endowed relative to our peer institutions.  

Challenging Ourselves 

Taken together, these considerations have led us to conclude that we will continue to need the breadth of perspective, the 
engaged practicality, the adaptive flexibility, and the openness to the interdisciplinary that have become the hallmarks of our 
university. Thus, as we face the world of the twenty-first century, we know that over the next five years Penn must challenge 
itself to achieve four strategic objectives that form the framework of the following plan: 

I. Solidify Penn's position as one of the premier research and teaching institutions in the nation and in the world. 

II. Build upon our special strengths to develop five selected academic priorities that will differentiate Penn among 
international research universities of the first rank.  

III. Adapt our educational and alumni offerings to the learning needs of current and future generations. 

IV. Develop the physical, financial, operational, and entrepreneurial capacities to sustain our academic excellence. 

The Strategic Goals and Initiatives that follow build upon the accomplishments of our past, while setting out a new course that 
meets the challenges of both the present and the future. Achievement of these goals will fulfill the four strategic objectives 
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outlined above and help secure Penn's place as one of the great universities at the forefront of education, research, and 
scholarship in the twenty-first century.  
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I. Academic Excellence  

Solidify Penn's position as one of the premier research and teaching 
institutions in the nation and in the world. 

Nothing is more essential to the securing of Penn's preeminence than recruiting and retaining a faculty of universal excellence. 
This excellence, in turn, must be reflected in the undergraduate education we offer, the graduate education we provide in 
training future generations of faculty, and the research we carry out. The quality of Penn's faculty, research, undergraduate 
education, and graduate education are the major determinants of our reputation, vitality, attractiveness, and competitiveness. 

Goal: Build and retain an outstanding faculty. 

A major international research university must have as its highest priority the building, strengthening, and retention of a world-
class faculty. We must continue to attract and retain outstanding faculty if we are to sustain our position as one of the top 
universities in the nation and the world. Although many on our faculty are already exceptional, virtually every one of our 
chosen academic priorities will require strengthening of our faculty in key areas. Competition for top talent will increase in the 
coming years--not only for junior faculty, but also through the senior professorial ranks--and we must be vigilant in our 
recruitment and retention initiatives. We must work harder to retain outstanding junior and senior faculty when our competitors 
come calling--indeed, our goal is to anticipate competitive recruitment before it occurs. We must make effective mentoring of 
junior and mid-career faculty the norm. Building and retaining a universally outstanding faculty will also require us to address: 
the tension between specialization and the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of research and teaching; the need to increase 
the presence and leadership of women and underrepresented minorities on the faculty; the need to integrate new learning 
technologies into our pedagogy; and the need to recognize the changing demographic profile of the faculty. To meet these 
challenges will require the strongest possible commitment of resources--both in human effort and in finances--from across the 
institution.  

Recommendations  

• Be creative and proactive in retaining our best and brightest faculty at all levels. We must sustain and reward 
exceptional Penn faculty with a strong compensation program and with an environment that encourages and nurtures 
their scholarly growth throughout their careers. Improving our efforts to retain outstanding junior and senior faculty 
will require better information and a dramatically higher level of cooperation among departments, schools, and the 
central university administration. Effective mentoring of junior and mid-career faculty, as well as attention to quality-
of-work-life issues and responsiveness to the individual needs of senior faculty, will be required. We will need to 
increase the number of funded endowed professorships and explore options for term chairs for our more junior faculty. 

• Assist schools and departments in identifying outstanding candidates for the faculty, paying particular attention to 
gender and minority equity, and develop new mechanisms for appropriately enhancing and expanding recruitment 
efforts in key areas and key populations. To achieve our ambition to recruit and retain the finest faculty, we will have 
to expand recruitment networks beyond the usual disciplinary and professional organizations. Deans and department 
chairs must be enabled to engage in carefully coordinated recruiting efforts. Central mechanisms must be developed 
that can respond quickly and effectively to special needs and situations.  

• Develop mechanisms to recognize and enhance the roles and contributions of faculty members in the later stages of 
their careers. We must systematically initiate long-term planning with senior faculty to help them map out 
professional development goals. In particular, we should develop creative ways in which senior faculty can be 

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/
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productively engaged in activities relating to the university's core mission, such as the mentoring of junior colleagues. 
• Focus on teaching as well as research in crafting faculty incentives and goals. Facilities and resources must be 

provided to train and support faculty in the innovative use of new technologies in their teaching. Outstanding teaching 
must continue to be recognized in the promotion process. 

• Consider new, more creative and flexible models for the appointment of future faculty, exploring such innovative 
possibilities as joint faculty appointments with top universities, both locally and abroad. In this spirit, we must find 
new ways to encourage and facilitate inter-school appointments, teaching, and research. We should also encourage 
the use of practice faculty, with the faculty of each school determining whether and how the use of practice faculty 
advances the educational mission of the school. We should explore new models of faculty activity and scholarly 
engagement at multiple sites.  

Goal: Sustain excellence in all undergraduate education programs, while building on those unique 
aspects that differentiate Penn among its peers. 

We are committed to offering a broad undergraduate education in each of our four undergraduate schools. Such an education 
lays a durable foundation of knowledge, analytical skills, habits of critical thinking, and imagination that are essential to a 

multi-faceted, satisfying, and productive life. To foster such an educational experience, we must also create the best possible 
community in which students live and learn and in which mutual tolerance and adherence to the highest standards of academic 

integrity are principles of paramount importance. We must ensure that all of our students take advantage of the diverse 
intellectual and cultural resources available to them, both on campus and in the greater Philadelphia region. Our students must 

be able to create and use new technologies effectively and be prepared to exercise intellectual, creative and organizational 
leadership in all areas of their lives. Finally, we must provide our students with an education for citizenship, helping them to 

become knowledgeable about today's society and comfortable engaging the complex moral, political, cultural, and social issues 
they will face as citizens.  

Recommendations 

• Improve the integration of the undergraduate educational program across the schools. A more integrated approach to 
the undergraduate educational experience will require us to develop common curricular experiences for all our 
undergraduates that ensures an introduction to broad areas of human knowledge, as well as the development of writing 
and communication skills, foreign language competency, technological and quantitative proficiency, and exposure to 
the arts. A Penn undergraduate education should culminate for all students with an integrated academic experience, 
such as a senior design project, an independent research experience, or the creation of a work of art or business plan. 
We must develop the financial, technological and human resources necessary to facilitate such student efforts. To 
achieve our ambitious goals in undergraduate education, we must increase the participation and strengthen the 
involvement of graduate and professional school faculty in our undergraduate educational programs to ensure that 
every undergraduate student has access to Penn's best faculty in all of the university's departments and schools. 

• Expand cross-school and cross-disciplinary programs, focusing on differentiating strengths and the development of 
new signature interdisciplinary programs and tracks--particularly in the strategic academic areas identified in the 
Agenda for Excellence and this strategic plan. This might include the development of courses that integrate campus 
and city cultural institutions within a common curricular experience for all undergraduates, a program that focuses on 
leadership and society, or new cross-school majors. But first and foremost, expanding such inter- and cross-
disciplinary initiatives for undergraduates will require that Penn reduce or eliminate impediments and disincentives to 
such programs that may be present in our administrative and budgeting systems. It will also require regular curriculum 
reviews to encourage continuing excellence and commitment to curricular goals, and appropriate academic advising 
support for students to help them synthesize their multi-faceted academic experiences into a single, integrated whole. 

• Encourage excellence in the innovative use of technology to enhance teaching and learning. Offering a preeminent 
undergraduate educational experience in the twenty-first century will require Penn to become a leader in the 
application of state-of-the-art technological methods in our educational programs, and the adoption of innovative 
teaching technologies by the faculty in all aspects of education. We must make educational and "courseweb" software 
available to all faculties and offer training to both faculty and students in the use of these programs to their best 
educational advantage. We must also encourage our faculty to develop innovative, cutting-edge courses and 
instructional methods. 

• Encourage, emphasize, and reward excellence in every aspect of the teaching mission. We must continue to require 
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evidence of teaching excellence in all decisions to hire and promote faculty. We must also continuously review and 
improve the methods we use for teaching evaluation and assessment. In order to make available to all faculty the 
resources that will enable them to enhance their teaching, we should develop a University-wide Teaching and 
Learning Center.  

• Provide every undergraduate with superb academic and career advising--essential components of an excellent 
undergraduate education. 

• Attract and retain students of different origins and cultures. To ensure diversity in our student body, we must enhance 
the recruitment of minority and international students to our campus, and ensure that, once here, they find an 
environment that is supportive and welcoming to all cultures and racial backgrounds. Attracting the best and most 
diverse students to Penn will require that we improve the resources for financial aid in order to ensure that all students, 
independent of need, have access to a Penn education.  

• Make substantial investments in the university's residential, classroom, and extracurricular facilities. If we are to 
provide the kind of environment that will make the Penn undergraduate experience the best that it can be, then we 
must support the further development of the College House System as living-learning communities, paying particular 
attention to the expansion of the Wheel program, which provides on-site academic advising and mentoring. We must 
also accelerate the renovations of classrooms and the installation of, and support for, instructional technology. We 
must consider the establishment of additional hubs to help meet student academic, cultural, and extra-curricular needs. 
And we must continue to develop facilities and venues that provide sufficient, equitable and attractive athletic and 
recreational spaces. 

Goal: Strengthen the quality and national visibility of graduate Ph.D. education across all of Penn's 
schools. 

Penn's standing as a university of the first rank depends in large part upon its reputation as a center of graduate Ph.D. education 
and its commitment to train a new generation of scholar-teachers. Many of the leading faculty at premier research universities 
and colleges are the product of only a handful of institutions, and we will work to continue to be one of those elite institutions. 

Outstanding faculty demand a vibrant graduate student population as an integral part of their academic environment. The 
training of graduate students as cutting-edge researchers and teachers is also indispensable both to research and to the 

undergraduate experience at the university. Sustaining and extending excellence in graduate education requires recognition that 
graduate education is an essential component of the university's mission. 

Recommendations 

• Improve the national rankings and visibility of Penn's graduate programs, while addressing issues of program quality 
and consistency of education throughout the graduate program. Penn's unique graduate group structure for doctoral 
education has many strengths, but also allows disparities in program quality and in the quality of mentoring graduate 
students receive. Each of our graduate groups should strive to provide an educational program that is ranked among 
the top decile in its discipline. We should consider improving central oversight of graduate education to assist with 
issues of standards and quality control. We should reevaluate current review procedures for graduate groups with the 
purpose of establishing performance measures that assess these groups on their ability to recruit top students, monitor 
student progress, achieve timely completion of degree, and place graduates in top positions. We should reduce or 
eliminate budgeting and administrative issues that constrain interdisciplinary and interschool educational programs, 
and encourage all graduate groups to include faculty from several departments to the greatest extent possible. 

• Recruit the most competitive and diverse population of graduate students possible in each of our identified graduate 
programs. Improving Penn's ability to attract and nurture the very best graduate students will require that we 
strengthen every aspect of the graduate academic environment. We must ensure that fellowships, benefits, and support 
packages are consistently competitive, and enhanced recruitment tools and resources are available. We must expand 
support for professional advancement and extraordinary research expenses. We must enhance opportunities for 
graduate students to refine their research and teaching skills, increase opportunities for them to interact with our 
undergraduate students, and assist them in independent scholarly activity. 

• Improve the integration of undergraduate and graduate education. We should facilitate greater graduate and 
undergraduate student interaction through such venues as the Center for Undergraduate Research and Fellowships, 
and consider establishing forums where undergraduates can learn about, and learn from, the research achievements of 
our graduate students. 
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Goal: Improve the quality, impact, visibility, and translatability of Penn's academic research and 
scholarly activity. 

Our standing as a premier scholarly institution is directly related to the quality and vitality of the research of our faculty, just as 
our aspiration for excellence is dependent on the ability to create and transmit new knowledge. Such efforts help to attract the 
best students and the most distinguished and productive faculty. They are also a critical determinant in defining our influence 

on national and international issues, policies, programs, and goals. Penn's research not only seeks to answer fundamental 
questions in science, engineering, medicine, the social sciences, the humanities, and the professions, it is also part of the 
university's teaching mission, helping to fulfill Franklin's original vision of a learning community that serves the national 

purpose. In planning for research at Penn, it is essential to preserve and promote an environment conducive to scholarship, to 
focus on the quality and impact of our research efforts, to develop ways to make our research excellence more visible to the 

larger community, and to translate our efforts into the marketplace more effectively. 

Recommendations 

• Assess research impact and quality throughout the institution. Such an assessment will require the development of 
appropriate metrics that will allow us to identify areas in which substantial investments will strengthen key university 
research efforts, to recognize and reward outstanding research accomplishments by our faculty, and to plan effectively 
for future research initiatives.  

• Continue to improve the infrastructure for the management of research and the control of research risks. We must 
invest in our research management infrastructure and in our education and compliance programs to update our staff 
and investigators continuously in all aspects of their research efforts. Continued improvement in this area may require 
that we reorganize our central administrative and research support services along domain-specific lines that cut across 
school and departmental boundaries. We should also consider using a distributive staffing model to facilitate grant 
management, human subject research and laboratory animal care, and expanding efforts to enhance the professional 
development of support personnel in all areas of the university providing research support services. 

• Strengthen social science research and develop the appropriate infrastructure for this research at Penn. 
Strengthening our social science research activities will require the development of a university-wide mechanism to 
encourage, support, and coordinate efforts in social science research across the university. This mechanism should 
help to bring together faculty with common interests and approaches and facilitate all aspects of scholarly activity, 
including the exchange of ideas, collaborative research, and resource sharing.  

• Improve the efficiency of research administration and work to moderate the operational costs of research and 
research facilities. With the availability of more refined cost data, we must now focus on containing and, where 
possible, moderating the escalating expenses associated with our research enterprise. We should establish equitable 
guidelines for the recovery of research costs from projects funded through non-federal sources. To the greatest extent 
possible, automated systems should be developed to streamline and integrate the processes of grant submission and 
administration, investigator certification, and protocol approval. 

• Strengthen our support for the translation of research advances to the public domain. As one of the nation's great 
research universities, Penn is at the forefront of the generation of new ideas. Consistent with Franklin's mandate, we 
must now be more attentive to the extension of those ideas from the laboratory to practical application. Support for the 
development and commercialization of the intellectual property developed by our faculty should be increased, and the 
efficiency and effectiveness of our current processes should be assessed and improved. 
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II. Academic Priorities 

Build upon our special strengths to develop five selected academic priorities 
that will differentiate Penn among international research universities of the 
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first rank. 

We must capitalize on our special strengths to define specific and targeted academic opportunities in order to secure and 
differentiate our position among international research universities of the first rank. In realizing Franklin's vision and the 
strategic objectives that emerge from it, we have identified five interdisciplinary areas in which we believe Penn is most likely 
to leverage its historic and contemporary strengths and successfully differentiate itself during the next five years. 
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The Urban Community  

Goal: As one of the nation's premier academic institutions, Penn can and should be a nationally 
recognized leader in urbanism. 

Philadelphia, the nation's fifth largest city, is a microcosm of the challenges facing American cities today. Our location creates 
many opportunities for model partnerships, analysis of the critical problems confronting cities, and the design and testing of 

new approaches to urban revitalization.  

We already have many strengths in this area. Under the Urban Agenda and the West Philadelphia Initiatives we have 
established ourselves as a national leader in demonstrating ways urban institutions of higher education can engage with their 

surrounding communities: by enhancing public spaces, public education, housing, and commercial development. We also have 
demonstrated a leadership role in our Urban Studies program, one of the strongest of its kind in the nation.  

However, while we are known for our work in city and state governance, criminal justice, health policy, education policy and 
communications and the media, we are not recognized as an institution for public policy research or training despite having 

numerous research centers, faculty and courses in this area. This is in part due to our long tradition of decentralized, 
entrepreneurial approaches to urban issues. If we wish to achieve a national reputation in urbanism and public policy, a central 

organizing mechanism that would provide visibility for these efforts is essential.  

The university's commitment to its urban agenda and its concrete actions in West Philadelphia and across the city have set a 
high standard of achievement. We must now build on these successes by marshalling and enhancing our intellectual resources 

and extending Penn's impact to the closely related areas of civic engagement, leadership, and public policy.  

Recommendations 

• In order to advance our reputation as a national leader in urban scholarship, we will need to make substantial 
investments in social science research, focusing in particular on public policy and urban issues, and in developing a 
supportive academic infrastructure. Such an effort will require a variety of steps: facilitating a set of strategic faculty 
hires to catalyze interdisciplinary work on cities and their regions, creating prestigious postgraduate fellowships that 
will bring experts to the campus who can strengthen our academic and research programs, establishing a graduate 
group in urban studies that will collaborate with other graduate groups in developing joint doctoral degree programs, 
and encouraging greater participation of standing faculty in the undergraduate urban studies program by reducing the 
barriers to their teaching in that program. We need to strengthen and improve the coordination of existing public 
policy and urban education programs across the campus. We must find a mechanism to facilitate closer collaborations 
among these programs; find ways to bring together faculty members working on public policy and urban issues from a 
variety of different perspectives; begin to sponsor joint activities, such as lectures and symposia; and assist faculty in 
seeking grants to support their research. 

• We should develop a broad urban research program that focuses on the Philadelphia metropolitan area. Such a 
program should support a broad range of interdisciplinary research projects, including regular surveys of the 
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population and panel studies of the city's social and economic institutions and such study areas as the city's history, 
politics, and demography. We should also expand our data sharing and policy analysis partnerships with Philadelphia. 

• We should support and encourage the expansion of the Center for Community Partnerships. The center is recognized 
as the model for university-civic engagement. Penn should help fund its core management and facility costs and 
support its academically-based community service courses that integrate research, teaching, and service. 

• We should continue to forge academic linkages with the West Philadelphia Initiatives by establishing an independent 
board of scholars who will have sufficient funding and authority to assure that data and methods for evaluation will 
meet a standard worthy of Penn and its faculty. 

• We need to develop a coherent focus for leadership development, encouraging each school and academic program to 
examine how leadership is taught, and to consider ways in which this topic can appropriately be introduced into the 
curriculum and other academic activities. Such an effort would be facilitated by the development of a central database 
or clearinghouse of information about faculty doing research in or teaching about leadership. 
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The Life Sciences 

Goal: Building upon our unique resources, we must seize the opportunity to differentiate ourselves 
from our peers in the critical and rapidly moving area of life sciences research. 

It is widely acknowledged that the next revolution in the expansion of human knowledge will take place in the life sciences. 
Many of our peer institutions have recognized this and are making major investments in this area. However, Penn is virtually 

unique in having a world-class medical school and medical research enterprise, an academic health delivery system, and a 
natural sciences and engineering academic infrastructure on the same compact campus. The contiguity of these resources 

provides an opportunity for synergy and innovation that is unsurpassed. 

The 1990s witnessed a significant renaissance in the life sciences at Penn, encompassing diverse components of the Schools of 
Arts and Sciences, Dental Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, Nursing and, most dramatically, Medicine. There was also a highly 
visible increase in the integration of the life sciences with previously disparate disciplines, from engineering to law, business, 
ethics, and public policy. In many respects, Penn is ideally suited to meet the challenge of cross-disciplinary research with its 

self-contained urban campus, the proximity of professional schools and hospitals, the supra-departmental graduate group 
structure, and the many interdisciplinary centers.  

Penn approaches the life sciences initiative with a great deal of strength. But there are challenges to be confronted. First-rate 
research and educational facilities must be made available throughout the university in order to minimize resource disparities 
among collaborating departments; opportunities must be created for faculty who transcend traditional departmental identities; 
there must be ongoing investment in shared equipment resources and core facilities that facilitate the interdisciplinary agenda; 
and the life sciences research programs in some of the schools must be strengthened through greater attention to leadership and 

resources. 

In surveying the emerging biological landscape, a number of conceptual themes emerge, defining experimental viewpoints that 
cut across systems, diseases, and disciplines and that represent areas of particular opportunity for Penn.  

Recommendations 

• Genomics and Beyond: The Biological Information Continuum. What is the information substratum upon which 
biological systems are built? How can statistical and mathematical models be used to interpolate and extrapolate 
information to predict biological outcomes? In order to answer these questions Penn will need to strengthen existing 
efforts in genomics, develop new initiatives in proteomics and other emerging genomic technologies, support 
genomic-scale biomedical research projects that seek to apply new technologies at all levels, and promote 
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bioinformatics and biocomputational modeling. 
• Formative Processes in Living Systems: Traversing the Life Span. How does structure take form in biological 

systems? This fundamental question can be considered for a continuum of biological structures from proteins and 
chromosomes to cells, to embryos, to adult aging. To answer it, Penn will need to strengthen stem cell biology, 
promote clinical translation in this area, and strengthen aging research. 

• The Continuum of Structure and Function: Integrative Physiology and Beyond. How does structure translate into 
function, and function to behavior? This fundamental question can be addressed in a diversity of biological contexts, 
such as the study of how pathological interactions between proteins cause disease, or the study of the physical basis of 
the mind and behavior. Penn will need to strengthen existing efforts in both cognitive neurosciences and systems 
neuroscience, to nurture the already rich environment of immunological sciences, and to build programs in 
cardiovascular biology. 

• Advancing the Biology of Tomorrow: Diagnostic and Therapeutic Frontiers. What are the molecular and cellular 
bases of complex disease processes, and how can insights into pathogenesis be leveraged for innovating the next 
generation of diagnostics and therapeutics? Penn must enhance its research capabilities by building on existing 
strengths in quantitative and integrated biological imaging, structural biology, drug design, gene therapy, cancer 
biology, infectious diseases, fetal surgery, and transcriptional and RNA disorders. 
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Technology Innovation 

Goal: Penn must be a leader in the application of technology, in the development of new technology, 
and in the technological education of its students. 

We recognize that the physical size of our technology facilities will require us to focus our efforts in selective areas and build 
on our differentiating strengths. Based on this assumption, we have selected several areas for special development: computer 

and information science, bioengineering and biotechnology, and nanotechnology. 

The boundary between engineering and the life sciences is crumbling, with rapid advances ranging from the engineering of 
living cells to the development of biomedical devices. In this area Penn enjoys a unique differentiating opportunity, with 

remarkable strength in life science research and related engineering fields. 

The cutting edge of engineering is now at the level of molecules, and the manipulation and organization of nanometer-scale 
material into technologically useful devices has become a new and rapidly expanding area of interest for the discipline. The 

future needs of our nation and the world will require innovative approaches to supplying our energy needs while respecting our 
environment.  

The information and computing sciences underlie the technological revolution now underway in academic disciplines ranging 
from ancient history to medicine. It is imperative that all of our students, no matter what their specific area of focus, are 

technologically literate, that all of our faculty have access to the newest advances in technology, and that our engineering 
faculty are at the cutting edge in the development of this field.  

Recommendations 

• We must continue to focus on the development of Computer and Information Sciences within the School of 
Engineering and Applied Sciences. Building on recent successes, additional key faculty recruitments must be made, 
allowing the expansion of educational and research programs that link to and interact with other schools on campus. 
Special attention must be given to opportunities to develop and support the information-processing infrastructure that 
will be the common language of tomorrow's life sciences research. 

• Building on our current strengths in bioengineering and in the life sciences and medicine, we should aggressively 
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expand our efforts in the areas of bioengineering and biotechnology. New facilities will be needed to house new 
faculty and research programs. Interdisciplinary educational programs at the undergraduate and graduate level must be 
nurtured and expanded. Strategic hiring in SEAS should focus on enhancing programs that are connected to the 
Schools of Medicine, Nursing and Arts and Sciences, in such areas as cognitive science, bioinformatics and 
biotechnology. 

• We must develop an intellectual and physical focus in the new area of nanotechnology that includes improved 
facilities for research and curricular activities related to nanoscale science. Our efforts in this burgeoning field must 
differentiate us from other efforts around the nation, and should focus on the interface between physical and biological 
systems, drawing on our unique strengths in the life sciences and the proximity of our physical sciences, engineering 
sciences, and medical sciences. 

• We must maintain our core capabilities in engineering and the physical sciences in order to be at the forefront of 
technology changes in the critical area of energy and the environment. Penn has significant strengths in 
environmental science that provides differentiating opportunities at this interface; these opportunities for both research 
and curricular innovation should be explored and developed. 

• We should encourage the development of curricular offerings and research efforts that span the twelve schools, their 
faculties, and their student bodies. A series of courses should be developed for the general undergraduate population 
that address technology in society, with the goal of ensuring that all our undergraduates are technologically literate. 
We need to encourage all our schools to exploit opportunities for new programs in technology as they arise. We also 
must expand cooperative efforts between SEAS and other schools to develop unique educational programs at the 
master's level in biotechnology, information technology, and related fields. 
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The Global Opportunity 

Goal: In order to develop a coherent global strategy for the University, we must leverage and 
enhance our distinctive strengths as an international institution.  

All twelve of Penn's schools and virtually every academic program incorporate a global perspective as part of their curricula, 
and faculty in a wide variety of disciplines view international issues and comparative approaches as integral to their own 

research agenda. Indeed, the global dimension of virtually every discipline is becoming increasingly important as technology 
reduces the natural barriers of time and space, and this trend is likely to continue. In addition, the Penn community includes 

students, faculty, and staff from many different countries and cultural backgrounds, generating a truly diverse environment in 
which to live, learn, teach, and work. 

However, while the Penn campus abounds in international presence, as well as international study programs, area studies, 
centers, and institutes, the university receives comparatively little recognition for its academic strengths in global studies, due 
at least in part to its decentralized academic environment. Moreover, in the absence of central coordination, Penn cannot fully 

realize the synergies inherent in the existence of so many international programs and resources on one compact campus.  

Recommendations 

• Develop and launch new internationally focused academic programs and initiatives in areas where Penn already 
enjoys distinct competitive advantages. We are currently strong in language and area studies and offer strong 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs in International Studies and Business. New areas of focused 
development might include international health, international business and finance, and the interdisciplinary study of 
ethnopolitical conflict.  

• Strengthen disciplinary and professional academic programs that focus on areas of critical importance to 
international studies and research, such as comparative politics, strategic studies, the legal aspects of international 
relations, and communication. We need to reinforce the global reputation of the university by recruiting and 
supporting faculty and staff with international expertise in key areas. This goal would build directly upon recent 
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successful efforts to strengthen the Political Science Department, which has recruited a number of outstanding new 
faculty. 

• Create the infrastructure to develop bolder future international initiatives. Penn needs a coordinating mechanism, 
such as an Institute for International Studies, to promote scholarly collaboration among faculty and students who 
pursue overlapping international interests, facilitate external funding, encourage the recruitment and appointment of 
faculty dedicated to international studies across disciplinary boundaries, and act as an advocate for advancing the 
global dimension in education and research across all twelve schools. 

• Encourage the presence of international students and American students with international interests on the Penn 
campus. The presence of faculty and staff having international expertise and of strong internationally-focused 
academic programs will help attract students with global interests, as will the continuing development of international 
linkages and faculty and student exchange programs. We need to emphasize to a greater extent our international 
environment in our admissions literature and recruitment programs, identify meeting and social spaces for 
international groups and programs, and implement co-curricular experiences that provide global, cross-cultural 
educational experiences for students, such as study tours, student-run conferences and global service learning 
initiatives.  
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Arts, Humanities and Society 

Goal: In order to capitalize on our academic strengths in the humanities and our unique cultural 
resources, Penn must build an infrastructure that supports innovative, interdisciplinary cultural 

programs and curricular development. 

Penn is home to a remarkable collection of scholars dedicated to deciphering languages, literatures, and artistic expressions of 
peoples around the globe. We are also home to a number of premier cultural institutions capable of transmitting humanistic 
understandings to a broader public. In addition, Philadelphia itself contains outstanding cultural institutions that provide still 

more opportunities for research, learning, and outreach to a broader public.  

Despite these potential strengths, Penn has underutilized its cultural institutions and those of the city, as well as its arts and 
humanities faculty, in enriching the education of its students and its interactions with the public. This under-utilization is, in 

part, related to a lack of collaboration between Penn's academic departments and the cultural institutions of both Penn and the 
city. If implemented, the recommendations here will significantly enhance both the vitality and the visibility of our artistic and 

cultural activities. 

Recommendations 

• Construct a broad arts and culture curriculum to integrate better the resources of local cultural institutions into an 
enriched common experience for all undergraduate students. Under the guidance of the Provost's Council on Arts and 
Culture, we should integrate our cultural institutions more thoroughly into our educational programs, giving students 
direct contact with world cultural and artistic expressions. 

• Develop graduate courses that will contribute to the enhancement of our cultural institutions, as well as those of the 
Philadelphia region. The Provost's Council on the Arts and Culture should work with schools and departments to 
encourage proposals for graduate and upper-level undergraduate courses aimed at contributing to the enhancement of 
Penn's cultural institutions, as well as those of the broader Philadelphia area. 

• Encourage closer ties between academic departments and cultural institutions at Penn, as well as those of the 
Philadelphia region. Such efforts could include the improved publicity of events, both on campus and in the 
Philadelphia community; the development of a Penn Arts and Humanities website; and distribution of a weekly Arts 
and Humanities calendar of events. We should also share the ongoing interpretation of the arts and humanities by our 
faculty with a broader public through our cultural institutions. In this way, we will enhance public understanding of 
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the world and knowledge of the ways that the world understands itself.  
• Make possible, through short-term institutes, greater scholarly collaboration between arts and humanities faculty and 

those in the professional schools around issues of public values and world cultural diversity. These institutes could 
form part of an expanded Penn Humanities Forum and would include faculty fellows and graduate students drawn 
from the arts and humanities and the professional schools. The fellows would be given teaching relief during their 
tenure at the institute. The institutes themselves would represent rapid responses to emerging opportunities and would 
be time-limited. Two specific proposals are: an Institute for World Cultures, which would be designed to promote 
direct engagement among Wharton, SAS, and other schools in the area of languages, cultures, regions, and 
globalization; and an Institute for Public Values, which would engage in the contemplation of values and ethics, as 
well as interacting with and debating public intellectuals over key social issues (such as terrorism, cloning, animal 
rights, genetic modifications of food, or racism). 

• Fund a Visiting Professorship in the Arts and Humanities for one semester per year that would encourage 
interdisciplinary research and teaching, and foster collaboration with Penn's cultural institutions. Candidates could 
be proposed by programs, departments, or cultural institutions, with the professorship awarded competitively through 
the Provost's Council on Arts and Culture. 
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III. The Continuum of Education 

Adapt our educational and alumni offerings to the learningneeds of current 
and future generations. 

As we envision the changing character of higher education in the years ahead, we know that we will need to reach beyond the 
limited, episodic transactions of past years. We intend to build a lifelong continuum of learning, encompassing current 

students, alumni, pre-college matriculants, executives, and a wide range of professionals. We will expand the number of 
constituencies to whom we reach out, and we will enhance the quality of the academic experiences we offer. To do so, we will 
need to take advantage of the technologies that make distance education possible, and we will have to re-examine structures of 

academic governance across the university. 

Goal: Penn should provide a continuum of educational opportunities that engages learners 
throughout their lives and in various stages of their careers. 

Penn should strive to shift its model for intellectual contact between the university and its students from a model of brief, 
episodic contact to one of continuous and ongoing interaction throughout their careers and their lives. We should examine our 
role as an educational institution in serving non-traditional learners, and consider expanding our vision of Penn's educational 

portfolio. The university should enter into a lifelong-learning commitment with all participants in its education programs, both 
those who have studied in our traditional degree-granting programs, and those who participate in any of our continuing 

education activities. Increased focus on, and involvement with, our alumni must form a central part of this effort. We should 
identify basic standards and best practices for all programs across the twelve schools that provide education along the 

continuum of learning. We should also identify new markets of learners and provide services and facilities that meet their 
needs.  

Recommendations 

• All students and alumni should expect an intellectually and professionally enriching educational connection to Penn 
that extends throughout their lifetime. This initiative will require that we actively pursue new concepts for educational 
offerings, including new professional master's degree and certificate programs, as well as alumni education and 
enrichment programs. We will have to consider multiple delivery platforms, such as the Internet, on-line reading 
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groups, travel and on-site study, short on-campus programs, summer campus stays, and individual mentoring. We will 
also have to cultivate more intensively our pre-matriculated students, already a target audience, to ensure their lifelong 
connection to Penn. 

• Establish a Provost's Council on the Continuum of Learning that will develop an inventory of existing continuing 
education projects, develop approaches to integrating and strengthening these programs and their marketing, and 
identify potential areas of collaboration. 

• Selectively identify new markets of learners, focusing on those groups that can best take advantage of Penn's unique 
strength, while also involving our full-time staff and their families as part of our community of learners. Improvement 
in this area will require greater support for marketing activities and creative leveraging of existing courses, academic 
programs, and educational facilities as well as continued support for staff educational programs. We should create a 
centrally coordinated service to provide market research, planning, and analysis for Continuum of Learning programs. 
Incentives should be designed that will encourage faculty to teach in innovative and non-traditional formats. 

• Provide better service to non-traditional learners participating in Penn programs by making services available at the 
times when these students are on campus, such as evenings, weekends, and during the summer. We should analyze our 
current academic, residential, and support facilities and develop a plan that optimally utilizes all these facilities by 
both traditional and non-traditional learners. Our aim is to make Penn an active and vital learning environment 
throughout the day, week and year.  

Goal: Encourage the reconnection of our alumni to Penn and one another. 

When each student matriculates, Penn enters into a commitment with that student to provide education and enrichment over the 
course of his or her life. Potentially, our alumni could regard Penn as their enduring "intellectual home." When this happens, 

alumni become a critical competitive advantage as they communicate the strengths of the university while advocating our need 
for resources and support. To achieve this intellectual bond, our relationship with our alumni must go well beyond the 

traditional focus on volunteer activities and fundraising. Penn must set the standard among peer institutions for facilitating our 
commitment to a lifetime of education and enrichment for every alumnus. Our Alumni Relations program must be developed to 

assure that Penn is a special learning community for alumni while also engendering their pride in Penn.  

Recommendation 

• Improve educational programs for and ongoing contact with alumni. Engaging our alumni in a lifelong educational 
continuum and creating a stronger intellectual bond between them and Penn will require that we integrate alumni 
education and academic program planning. We need to showcase the strength of the Penn faculty with educational 
programming and events stratified by age, geography, interest, ethnicity, and affinity group. We need to partner with 
other university constituencies to bring targeted programming and events to our global alumni. We should also 
consider expanding our programs in alumni education and begin to think of alumni as teachers and mentors who can 
help us enrich the educational experience of our students. 
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IV. Operational Capacity  
Develop the physical, financial, operational and entrepreneurial capacities to 

sustain our academic excellence. 

To achieve the academic and programmatic goals outlined in the previous sections, it is critical that Penn's non-academic 
activities be carried out with administrative professionalism, strategic vision and fiscal responsibility. These values are 

important not only for their own sake, but also because they serve our academic purposes. Building our institutional capacities 
by operating efficiently, strategically, and cost-effectively, is essential so that academic research and education can flourish. 
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Goal: Create a physical environment supportive of the academic and research missions of the 
university, both on campus and in its surrounding environment. 

The accomplishment of the university's academic mission depends on attracting to Penn an exceedingly talented and highly 
motivated population of students, faculty, staff, and visitors. Attractive, functional physical facilities are essential to this 

success, and these physical resources must be woven together with other determinants of the Penn environment--a vibrant 
cultural hub, varied shopping and dining opportunities, and efficient transportation. The Campus Development Plan, adopted 

last year, provides a framework for campus improvement and growth in support of the academic mission. It calls for the 
creation of a campus environment that knits the buildings, walkways, and open spaces together into an attractive, functional 
urban setting and recommends improvements in classrooms and student residences. During the next five years, we should 

strive to make substantial, but strategic, progress in implementing this plan. 

Recommendations 

• Preserve and strengthen the core academic buildings at the center of campus life and learning. We should develop a 
long-term strategy for improving and renovating older academic buildings in the center of campus. We will need to 
invest in the capital renewal, rehabilitation, and appropriate adaptive reuse of these existing buildings.  

• Create a coherent identity for the entire campus by extending the quality, character, and amenity of the pedestrian 
core to the rest of the campus. We need to consolidate and improve the academic infrastructure within the core and 
consider the relocation of non-student support and service activities to the periphery. We should also begin to address 
the disparity that exists in the condition and maintenance of university buildings and classrooms, with a special focus 
on how best to maintain facilities that are shared by several schools or divisions. We need to move forward with plans 
for renovating and upgrading student housing on the campus and to explore strategic partnerships with third party 
developers to build such housing.  

• Create a culture that encourages Penn and the surrounding community to become a more inviting and supportive 
place within which to live, work, study, and visit. For example, we should help create a new and improved University 
City transportation environment in conjunction with SEPTA and neighboring institutions that continues the work 
already in progress with regard to streetscape improvements, traffic calming, new signals and bicycle lanes. We 
should better integrate food, retail, and cultural venues and begin to develop a plan for more comprehensive and 
varied retail to support our diverse campus constituencies. We also need to sustain the ongoing improvements to 
Penn's West Philadelphia neighborhood. 

• Develop new programs to encourage the purchase of housing within the University City, the expansion of rental 
housing, and the provision of temporary accommodations for visiting faculty and scholars. We must sustain and build 
upon the progress already achieved through our previous investments in this area. To do so, we need to increase the 
level of home ownership in University City, identify and then transform--with the help of the public and private 
sectors--vacant and poorly maintained properties into new apartments and condominiums, and, in partnership with 
other University City-based institutions and the private sector, further enhance the quality-of-life in University City.  

Goal: Build and enhance the university's financial capacities. 

Because the short-term outlook for revenue growth and enhancements is limited, Penn's financial capacities will be enhanced 
largely through the efficient use of current resources. Support for targeted priorities will need to be generated by redirecting 

investment of our current resources to a specific set of priorities.  

Recommendations 

• Undertake a comprehensive assessment of Responsibility Center Management budgeting to ensure that the principles, 
process, and formulas that drive resource allocation at Penn continue to serve the university's strategic needs. Several 
of the strategic planning committees have identified institutional goals they believe are being impeded by our current 
responsibility center budgeting system. Given the significant period of time that has elapsed since this system's initial 
implementation, we believe it is time to review all facets of this budgeting model and, where necessary and 
appropriate, make changes that will increase its responsiveness to the university's current requirements. 

• Implement new strategies for revenue generation and asset maximization. In addition to aggressively controlling costs 
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and, where appropriate, reducing expenses, we need to identify and pursue suitable opportunities that will help to 
increase the university's revenues. One possible opportunity is to leverage our existing assets in off-cycle times, 
particularly during the summer, identifying appropriate ways in which our facilities and other resources could be made 
available to meet external market demands. 

• Continue to develop strong internal control and compliance mechanisms. We need to further enhance and build upon 
our existing framework for control and compliance, to ensure that the gains achieved in recent years are not lost. 

Goal: Enhance the university's operational capacities. 

Reprioritizing work, eliminating unnecessary tasks, and significantly increasing the skill base of staff are a few measures that 
can be taken to improve our overall efficiency and effectiveness within schools and centers. Such efforts should help to provide 

funds needed for academic programs and goals. 

Recommendations 

• Further leverage the shared services model for existing central services and eliminate redundancies between the 
center and the schools. Wherever possible, we must identify services that are currently being provided in an 
inefficient and needlessly redundant fashion so that any underlying resources can be recaptured and directed to 
support other institutional needs and programs. 

• Establish a priority-setting body to determine what information technology priorities will be developed with existing 
resources. Given the ever evolving nature of information technology systems and their escalating costs, we must 
establish a system for prioritizing such demands to ensure that our investments address the most compelling needs and 
generate the maximum returns. 

• Make the career and professional development of staff a top priority. We can achieve this goal in part by continuing to 
link performance appraisals with merit pay increases, but we must also commit to building depth and strength in key 
operational areas.  

• Develop incentive plans for cost containment, and establish targets with stated rewards. In addition to identifying 
possible new revenue streams, we must also focus our efforts on achieving appropriate expense reductions and making 
our service delivery systems more efficient. 

Goal: Encourage and support entrepreneurial activity. 

Penn routinely generates innovative opportunities that have the potential to enhance both institutional reputation and revenue. 
Some are entrepreneurial opportunities that create the potential to generate new businesses around faculty research discoveries. 
A much larger number are innovative opportunities that can be pursued as new programs or services or by licensing technology 

to a company. Significant gains from innovation can be attained only if we create a climate that encourages and rewards 
individuals and departments pursuing these opportunities.  

Recommendations 

• Engage in a long-term effort to create an institutional culture that encourages the creation and support for innovative 
initiatives. We must infuse throughout our institution an appreciation for creative thinking and innovation that can 
help us to enhance our processes and systems, improve the quality of our internal services, and identify possible new 
sources of revenue.  

• Examine and optimize the university's policies relating to patenting and licensing, to ensure that the entities 
responsible for facilitating technology transfer are well organized, efficiently run, and adequately resourced. 

• Improve our ability to identify and support new entrepreneurial initiatives in the social sciences, humanities, and 
administrative areas. Where possible, we should use existing staff in schools and centers as agents to identify 
entrepreneurial opportunities, with efforts then supported by a central organization that provides overall administrative 
and financial support (patterned after the Center for Technology Transfer's distributed staffing model for the life and 
physical sciences). 

• Improve our success in launching new initiatives by identifying a resource pool to fund feasibility analyses, proof of 
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concept work, and start-up support for new initiatives. Such a resource pool would not be a venture fund; rather it 
would help Penn projects compete more effectively for pre-seed and seed stage venture capital. The resource pool 
would provide all of the funding to make an initial assessment of the feasibility of an opportunity. Subsequently, 
resources would be provided by both the pool and the school, center, or institute from which the opportunity 
originates.  

• Provide meaningful incentives for innovations that fall outside the patent policy, with a particular focus on the social 
sciences, humanities, educational ventures, and administrative services. This broader policy should be patterned after 
the patent policy, but should consider a different revenue sharing model that enables reinvestment in improving shared 
infrastructure and replenishing the resource pool. 
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Appendix W: 
Course Units Imported/Exported for 2001-2002 (first table) and 1996 – 1997 (second table) Academic Years 

[Data supplied by Penn central administration.] 
 
 
 

Academic Year 2001-2002               
 Home School 

Teaching School ASC 
Arts & 

Science
s 

Biome
d 

CGS 
Grad 

Dent
al 

Educati
on 

Engin
. 

Grad. 
Penn 

Design Law Medici
ne 

Nursin
g 

Socia
l 

Work 
Vet 
Med 

Wharto
n 

Annenberg  
84.5

% 0.2%   0.5%   0.1%   0.1%     0.8% 0.1%   0.1% 
Arts and Sciences 8.7% 96.4% 3.2% 93.3% 0.1% 1.4% 6.6% 1.6% 0.6% 0.8% 3.6% 1.9%   1.5% 

Dental Medicine         
99.2

%                   
Education 2.5% 0.4%   1.1% 0.5% 97.9%         0.5% 1.3%   0.2% 
Engineering and Applied Science   0.7% 0.3% 0.5% 0.1%   87.1% 0.6%   0.5% 0.1%     0.2% 
Penn Design 1.1% 0.3%   2.0%     0.1% 97.1% 0.1% 0.1%       0.5% 

Law     0.1% 0.5%   0.1% 0.1%   
97.6
% 0.1% 0.1%     0.3% 

Medicine   0.9% 96.3% 0.2% 0.1%   1.5%     98.3% 0.8%   0.4% 0.1% 
Nursing       0.2%     0.2%       89.6% 0.2%     
Provost's Center (includes Study 
Abroad)   0.1%         0.2%               
Social Work 1.1%     0.5%   0.1%         0.2% 96.5%     
Veterinary Medicine                         99.6%   
Wharton 2.2% 0.9% 0.2% 1.5%   0.4% 4.2% 0.6% 1.5% 0.2% 4.4% 0.1%   97.1% 
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Academic Year 1996-1997               
 Home School 

Teaching School ASC 
Arts & 

Science
s 

Biome
d 

CGS 
Grad 

Dent
al 

Educati
on 

Engin
. 

Grad. 
Penn 

Design Law Medici
ne 

Nursi
ng 

Socia
l 

Work 
Vet 
Med 

Wharto
n 

Annenberg  
91.4

% 0.1%   0.3%   0.3%                 
Arts and Sciences 4.7% 96.7% 6.3% 90.8% 0.1% 2.3% 3.0% 1.7% 0.1% 0.7% 0.9% 1.3%   2.1% 

Dental Medicine         
99.5

%       0.1%           
Education 0.8% 0.2%   2.0% 0.4% 96.7% 0.1% 0.2%   0.1% 0.1% 0.7%   0.3% 
Engineering and Applied Science   1.0% 1.0%       93.2% 0.4%           0.1% 
Penn Design 0.3% 0.3%   2.3%     0.2% 97.1% 0.3% 0.1%   0.2%   0.1% 
Law 0.3% 0.1%             98.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.3%     
Medicine   0.6% 92.6% 1.0%     1.3%     98.5% 0.2%   0.6%   
Nursing   0.1%   2.6%             96.6%       
Provost's Center (includes Study 
Abroad)                             
Social Work           0.2%         0.1% 97.2%     
Veterinary Medicine                         99.4%   
Wharton 2.5% 0.9% 0.1% 1.0%   0.5% 2.3% 0.6% 1.0% 0.5% 1.9% 0.2%   97.4% 
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